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Abstract 
 

 

Fragments of the Moon (novel) 

 

Fragments of the Moon is a novel set mostly in South Korea, examining 

relationships between people, interpersonal spaces, architectural spaces and 

landscape through a cross-cultural context. 

Matt, a graduate architect from Perth, Australia, finds himself 

increasingly vulnerable to cultural confusion as he adjusts to life away from 

his home and friends. Having initially assumed that Seoul‟s western façade 

echoes its social dynamic, Matt increasingly discovers that the 

Confucianism which underpins much of contemporary Korean society 

makes all relationships far more complex than his assumptions had allowed.  

Together with a Canadian student who is seeking to find the essence 

of a different Korea through her investigation of Buddhism, and through 

meeting diverse Korean characters, readers will discover several of the 

many facets of contemporary Korean culture. Readers will be encouraged to 

test the slippery surfaces on which familiar and unfamiliar attitudes to 

bodies, landscape and created spaces rest. 
 

“Body, Space, Ideas of Home: Cross-cultural Perspectives” (thesis) 

 

The thesis examines the interaction of body space, architectural 

space, landscape, and emotional states in contemporary literary fiction from 

several cultural perspectives. Bodies, landscapes, and architectural spaces 

are shown to be devices through which contemporary authors with different 

cultural backgrounds have expressed character and explored ideas, 

especially thematic concerns related to cultural or cross-cultural confusion 

or understanding. Notions of “feeling at home” and “being alien” are 

investigated through the work of authors who either have a cross-cultural 

heritage (e.g. Jhumpa Lahiri a Bengali/American), or who write about a 

culture which is not their own (e.g. Dianne Highbridge, an Australian 

writing about Japan).  

Several chosen authors explore the relationships between the 

spiritual and the physical, the metaphysical and the corporeal. These 

elements are particularly highlighted when examining the narratives of Tim 

Winton (The Riders, 1994) and Simone Lazaroo (The World Waiting To Be 

Made, 1994); and two of Japan‟s most popular writers, Haruki Murakami 

(Norwegian Wood, 2000) and Banana Yoshimoto (Lizard, 1995).  

For some writers, this exploration of spaces forms the focal point of 

their work; for others, it is an important facet of their narrative world, which 

helps to ground their writing for contemporary readers whose own 

backgrounds must also influence their understandings. 
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ancient society embracing hyper-modernity. Beneath the steel and concrete, the 
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  1  

 

 „How long are you staying?‟ American accent from a Korean face. 

„A year. Maybe longer…‟ 

„But your visa is for ninety days.‟ 

„Yeah, but the guy in Canberra, the Embassy, said I‟d have to report 

to the Immigration Department and get some kind of residency card.‟  

She stared at his face for a moment before entering some more data 

on her terminal.  

„Yes, within thirty days. The Seoul Immigration Office.‟ 

She clunked his passport with a red stamp, shoved a card inside his 

passport and slapped it onto the counter. He paused, wondering if that was 

all. 

„Okay,‟ she said, her eyebrows slightly raised. 

So that was it. Welcome to Korea, Matt.  

He searched ahead for the baggage collection area. Damn, his day 

pack was heavy. Too many books. He should have shoved more in his 

main bag, but he remembered when his dad had returned from Java with 

all his best stuff missing. And Matt knew he was going to need some of 

those books and his pens.  

Thankfully the big digital numbers on the baggage collection 

turntable were in English. The New Zealander who had sat next to him 

from Singapore smiled. Matt nodded, wondering if he should offer to share 

a cab. No, there‟d be some company guy meeting the Kiwi. Wheeling 

dealing in breakfast cereal - well at least trying to. The guy couldn‟t have 

been far up the ladder if he was still flying cattle-class. Matt should have 

asked for a free sample, but at least it was reassuring to know he wouldn‟t 

have to eat pickled cabbage for breakfast.   

There was that girl again. Long, jet-black hair and the white tee-

shirt. Twenties, a uni student maybe, a little younger than him. He noticed 

how she‟d stared at him when he walked down the aisle from the toilet, as 
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if she knew him or something. She was like Su Ling, only taller, and 

Korean, of course. He was filling out his immigration card on the little tray 

table. Purpose of your visit to Korea: He‟d needed more choices.  

Lisa had asked the same question.  

„Why not Japan? If you really want to work in Asia, why don‟t we 

go there? Isn‟t there some great architecture in Tokyo and places like that? 

And Japanese food‟s great! Non-fattening and sashimi tastes so -.‟ 

„Well, Kooky reckons Korean food is –„ 

„You could meet that guy Hacki, or whatever his name is, you know 

that Jap architect you‟re always raving about, the one who did the Tokyo 

station –„ 

„It‟s the Kyoto station. His name is Hara and there‟d be no chance of 

meeting him. You just want to go to Japan because it‟s fashionable.‟ 

„Well, is there something wrong with that?‟ 

„Everyone goes to Japan. Why can‟t we be different? Besides, there‟s 

no chance of getting a job in Nippon. Kooky‟s uncle‟s studio is in Seoul, 

and from what I‟ve read, Korea is just as interesting and as beautiful as 

Japan, but there‟s less tourists. It‟s like Bali must have been in the 1970s, 

before half the world discovered it and turned it into a theme park. And 

Seoul is much cheaper than Tokyo.‟ 

„Yeah, well so are Korean cars, but you‟re always saying they‟re no 

good.‟ 

„No I don‟t! I just said you can‟t compare a Hyundai to a Peugeot or 

a Citroen, that‟s all. They need better designers.‟ 

„Oh, and you think you‟ll teach them something, right?‟  

That was Lisa; she could not only stab, but she knew how to twist 

the blade. 

The girl from the plane grabbed her case - a huge up-right roller job, 

and he noticed her shoes. Black leather dress shoes, only longer than the 

Thorpedo‟s. Huge points - really bizarre. 

Battered blue caught his eye. His Wilderness Equipment backpack, 

looking like it had been hauled across the runway, but otherwise still intact. 

The sew-on Norwegian flag that Jezza had given him was still there, and 

hopefully his folio was still in one piece inside. Now for customs and 

immigration. Kooky had warned him not to bring in anything sus.  
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 „I‟m not that stupid, Kooky!‟ 

 „Yeah, well y‟know you gotta be careful, dude. Two foreign teachers 

got four months‟ jail just for a couple of joints!‟ 

 „You‟re kiddin‟?‟ 

 „No, they take it serious. If they was Korean, it would be longer.‟ 

He headed for GREEN  - NOTHING TO DECLARE, hoping he 

wasn‟t sweating or frowning or whatever it is they look for. But there was 

nothing he could do about his hair or his backpack. He hated that time in 

Perth, when he was hauled up in the domestic terminal! He‟d forgotten to 

dump an apple. That little beagle did a good job. Matt really thought he 

was gone. Two nights earlier some of Steve‟s mates had been doing Es, and 

for a horrible few minutes Matt thought they might have slipped some into 

his bag. They were always trying to get him to try it, but he‟d seen what 

Lisa looked like a couple of times. Grog and bass beat was enough for him. 

He‟d never been so relieved to find his unwashed boxers and a pulpy Lady 

Williams. 

There were two soldiers toting machine guns just beyond the 

partition, and immediately ahead of him, two customs uniforms chatting. 

Shit, why was he here? He‟d try a smile. One of the customs men waved 

him through with a grin. 

Easy.  

Just before the exit, was a money-changer. He‟d need some cash, 

and Dad had told him he could trust these airport places not to dupe him, 

even if their rates were a little steep. He handed over two hundred and 

then, changed his mind and added the hundred that Dad had slipped into 

his pocket as he was hugging him. The woman behind the glass put a wad 

of grey-green notes and a few coins on the little plastic tray and slid it back 

under the gap. 

Some old king type with a long beard, and robes. 10,000 won. What 

was it worth? He‟d have to work it out later with his calculator. Each 

Australian dollar worth about 650. Less than when he and Kooky had first 

talked about it.  

Matt wondered who was going to meet him. It wouldn‟t be the boss 

- Kooky‟s uncle, he‟d be too busy. Probably some underling, taking a break 

from photocopying. Maybe his secretary? What the hell, he didn‟t care. It 
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would be good just to be in someone‟s car heading for a place with a 

shower and a drink. 

Past the partition, the space opened out to a huge vaulted ceiling 

arrivals area. Light and airy, just what he needed after the cramped semi-

cylinder of the plane. It smelt like airports everywhere - crisp cleaning 

chemicals, a hint of fast fries and stale coffee. People in suits held up the 

little signs. Matt recognised some Japanese characters and the neater more 

regular shapes of Hangul, the Korean script. Neatly typed LARRY 

POLANSKI, Jonathon MacINTYRE scrawled in red texta, blue letters of Mr 

Barry Kingston - the Kellogg‟s guy. But no Matthew Walters. Matt panned the 

signs again, then peered out into the small crowd behind the people 

holding signs. Nothing. No maps of  Australia. No plain, simple MATT. 

Nothing. Maybe whoever it was had forgotten to bring a sign? They 

wouldn‟t have trouble recognizing him. He was the only non-Asian his age, 

apart from the couple of Canadian backpackers. They were still leaning all 

over each other, as they headed for the INFORMATION counter. 

Matt was trying to work out how the roof sections had been 

integrated. From the air, the terminal gleamed like a wing, like something 

out Star Trek, preparing for launching. Such smooth lines, but inside it was 

more rectilinear, less interesting. Nevertheless he liked the polished marble 

and clean lines of the stainless steel and the sensible walkways. 

Then Matt noticed a woman in a business skirt eyeing him off. He 

tried to hook the tissue out of his jeans pocket. It was warm out here, 

despite the air-conditioning and high ceilings. She was staring straight at 

him. He smiled, stuffing his tissue back and getting his right hand ready. 

She walked straight past him, and shouted a greeting. Matt swivelled. She 

was holding hands with another young woman, laughing and chatting at a 

million miles an hour. They must have been sisters.  

Matt‟s contact was late, caught in the traffic probably. He‟d heard it 

could be murder. Incheon airport was over an hour away from Seoul, so it 

would be easy to stuff things up. And he‟d cleared customs pretty quickly. 

He found a seat near the exit gate, eased his backpack onto the floor and 

waited.                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Matt checked his watch again. His flight had landed on time, over fifty 
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three minutes ago. He needed to fish the diary out of his bag and find the 

office number, just to make sure. Maybe they had noted the wrong day or 

something? It was the end of the holiday season for them. Perhaps he 

should give them another five minutes? They had his photograph. They 

said they needed it for some office profile or something, so it wasn‟t like 

they‟d come here and miss him. He felt like grabbing another drink from 

the little deli place. And he was feeling hungry.  

He hoicked up his backpack and began heading for the deli, but 

then saw the line of public phones and decided to call the studio instead. 

„Yobosoyo?‟ 

„Hello?‟ 

„Né, yobosoyo. Solgye Tuscon.‟ 

Matt recognised part of the name. 

„Uhm… hello? Does anyone there speak English?‟ 

„Ah, chust a moment,‟ said the female voice. 

Matt could hear the commotion. The receptionist‟s voice, another 

woman‟s voice, an older man. 

„Ya, can I halp you?‟ Another American accent. 

„Yes. Umh, is that Tuscon Design? 

„Ya.‟ 

„Uhm, this is Matt Walters. Matthew Walters … from Australia‟ 

„Ah, Australia! Ya, Mr Matthew. Ya, we‟ve been expecting you? 

Where are you?‟ 

„I‟m at the airport.‟ 

„Oh, then, you‟re not coming to work today?‟ 

„Well, I‟m not sure, I‟ve just arrived. I mean, a while ago. I thought 

someone was meeting me at the airport.‟ 

„You‟re at the airport?‟ 

„Yeah. Incheon. Kooky - um, I was told to wait. Someone would be 

meeting me.‟ 

„Oh, no-one‟s there?‟ 

„No.‟ 

„Chust a moment, please.‟ 

Excited voices in the background. The man was asking questions. A 

door opened. More voices, a man shouting instructions. 
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„Excuse me, what is your phone number?‟ asked the female voice. 

„Phone number?‟ 

„Your hand-phone number? We will call you back.‟ 

„I don‟t have a hand-phone. I‟m calling from a public phone.‟ 

„Oh.‟ 

More excited voices.  

„You don‟t have a cell-phone?‟ the American asked. 

„No.‟ 

„Okay, hold on a moment, please.‟ 

Matt watched the credit on his phone card ticking away. The voices 

moved away. The hand-piece was picked up. He could hear the first 

woman talking again.  

„Mr Mattieu?‟ 

„Mr Walters, yeah?‟ 

„Walters?‟ 

„Matthew -„ 

„Yes, Mr Mattieu, Mr Park will meet you, but he is on holiday.‟ 

„Mr Park will meet me?‟ 

„Yes, but he is on holiday. Please, you must catch the bus to 

Sinch‟on.‟ 

„Sinchan?‟ 

„No, Sinch‟on.‟ 

„You want me to catch a bus to Shinchon? You mean to the design 

studio?‟ 

„Anio. Sinch‟on Rotary kasumnida.‟ 

„I‟m sorry, I don‟t understand.‟ 

„Sorry, chust a moment, please.‟ 

Matt‟s credit was nearly up. If he didn‟t clear this up soon - 

„Mr Mattieu?‟ 

„Yeah?‟ 

„Please catch a bus to Sinch‟on Rotary. Number… Just a moment.‟ 

Matt‟s card credit was almost gone. 

„Number 601 or 602. Then go to Mirabelle Hotel.‟ 

„Shinchon Rotari. 601?‟ 
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„Yé, yé, the Mirabelle Hotel, it is very close. You can walk. The 

company will pay.‟ 

„The Mirabelle?‟ 

„Yes, you understand?‟ 

„Yeah, okay.‟ 

„Tomorrow morning, after breakfast, someone will come and take 

you from the hotel to the office. Okay?‟ 

„Yeah, okay. What about -„ 

The line clicked, the machine spat out his used phone card with a 

clunk. 

„Shit! I wait an hour to be told that!‟ 

„May I help you?‟ A Korean leaned towards Matt, his high 

cheekbones accentuated by reflected light. 

„What?‟ 

„You seemed upset. Do you like to use my cellphone?‟ He held it 

forward. 

„No. No, thanks. It‟s okay.‟ 

„Are you sure?‟ 

„Yeah, yes, it‟s all right. Someone was supposed to meet me, but 

they didn‟t show up.‟ 

„Ah, I understand. You‟re not American?‟ 

„No, I‟m Australian.‟ 

„Oh, from Sydney?‟  

„No, from Perth - on the other side.‟ 

„The other soid? What is soid?‟ 

„The other coast - Perth is on the west coast, Sydney is on the east.‟ 

„Oh,‟ he frowned. „Are you here to teach English?‟ 

„No, I‟m going to be working for a design company. I‟m an 

architect.‟ 

„Ooh! An architect, I see. Where are you going now?‟ 

„I‟m not sure.‟ Matt tried flipping the pocket diary pages over with 

one hand, trying to find the notes where he‟d scribbled the address. „Um, 

someplace called Sincharn?‟ 

„Sinch‟on?‟ 

„Yeah, that‟s it. Do you know it?‟ 
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„Yes. Do you want to go there?‟ 

„Yeah, are you going in that direction?‟ 

„No, I am meeting a business colleague. Is no-one from your 

company meeting you?‟ 

„No. They were supposed to, but there was some kind of stuff-up. 

They told me to catch a bus.‟ 

„Oh!‟ The man‟s eyebrows rose. „There are taxis, but they are 

expensive. I‟m not sure of the bus number. Perhaps over at the Information 

counter? Please come, I will show you -‟ 

„Yeah, no. No, I can see it, it‟s okay. I‟ll go and ask.‟ Matt tightened 

the shoulder strap on his pack, and swivelled.  

„Enjoy your stay in Korea.‟ 

„Thanks.‟ 

It was only as the man turned away that Matt realised how well the 

man had spoken English. He turned around to thank him again, but his 

would-be guide was striding through the nearby exit. Matt could see him 

already lighting up a cigarette before the door had hissed shut again.  

The INFORMATION desk was less than twenty metres from the 

telephones across the open area of tiles, but Matt‟s backpack was bugging 

him, the strap causing his hand to cramp up. Eighteen kilos - not exactly 

travelling light. He headed for the bench first. He needed to unzip the 

concealed harness and wear it properly, instead of toting it on its case 

handle. A pee stop and a drink and then he‟d be ready to try and find the 

bus. The phrase book. He couldn‟t even remember the word for bus. And 

where was his pocket diary, where he‟d written down name of the hotel? It 

wasn‟t in his back pocket. Maybe his daypack? No wonder people were 

staring, he looked like an idiot or a terrorist struggling with his luggage in 

the middle of the arrivals hall.                                                        

Outside, even under the awning, it was stifling. Beads of sweat 

formed rivulets and ran down his face. He paused to suck on the Coke can 

again, wiping the back of his arm across his forehead. 12B the lady at the 

information counter had said.  He was up to 9A. There were buses 

everywhere. Loud and noisy. They didn‟t muck about once they were 

moving. With twelve million people to move, they had to be on the pace 

the whole time. There it was, 12B. An empty bay at the moment. 
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Matt tried to focus on the distance - the landscape beyond the buses 

and airport roads. It was like a misty glare of flat space in the near distance 

and then rolling hills, the shadowy shapes of rounded mountains. Islands 

perhaps? From the air, the whole airport seemed to have been surrounded 

by water. No high rises - nothing to show that he was only an hour away 

from one of the world‟s hugest cities. Apart from the air traffic and the 

buses. Number 601 roared into the space in front of him, but the digital 

destination display didn‟t help. Matt had a learnt to read a little Hangul, 

the Korean script, but this was scrolling way too fast. He‟d have to ask one 

of the young guys waiting. 

„Excuse me, does this bus go to Shinchon Rotary?‟ 

„Where you going?‟ 

„Shinchon Rotary.‟ 

„Sinch‟on?‟ 

„Yes.‟ 

„Yé, yé.‟ He pointed to the scrolling information. It was now in 

English, Map‟o Gu, Hongik, Sinch‟on, Sich‟ong….   

Matt‟s head lolled sideways as the bus picked up speed. That party 

at Jezza‟s before he left, should‟ve been the night before. Matt checked his 

watch. One hour difference. He shouldn‟t be feeling this jet-lagged. Jezza 

would be getting ready for work again. One of the best graduates, and he 

could only find a part-time position. It sucked. Kooky‟s uncle had said they 

would be working on some great projects straight up. Some small 

apartment units or villas first up, and then „The sky‟s the limit!‟ he‟d said 

on the phone.  

But that was before Kooky had pulled out. He knew from the 

silence on the phone when he‟d asked him, it was going to be different. 

Still, it was a job. And in a different city, a different goddam country from 

Lisa, that was the main thing. 

Outside, the rice fields were green and rich and just beyond the 

rounded mounds of hills and further north the blue-grey mountains. Was 

that North Korea already, Matt wondered? Seoul was so close to that other 

world. The closed kingdom of Kim Jong-il. So weird to be in such a little 

country and the place was divided - a line drawn across the middle like the 

slice of some Samurai‟s sword. Severed from relatives, friends, places the 
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family would visit, grandma‟s home. Like me, Matt thought, realising how 

far from home he‟d already travelled.  

Eight months ago, it had seemed like a great idea. Getting out of 

dull little Perth, going to Kooky‟s big bright city and living with Lisa away 

from all her distractions. And a good job with decent pay. They‟d talked 

about saving and having a look around the countryside a bit, and maybe go 

to Japan in their holidays. Lisa could get a job tutoring English, no sweat. 

That was before her announcement. Lisa‟s atom bomb that sent him 

spinning into space. 

If it weren‟t for Jezza and a few of the others, he wouldn‟t have 

made it through. Even Dad hadn‟t been much help. He didn‟t want to tell 

him the whole story, not with what had happened between him and Mum. 

Matt closed his eyes. 

 

A different tone to the bus‟ tyres woke him. They were halfway across a 

bridge spanning a huge river. It had to be the Hangang. Forests of high rise 

apartments huddled on both sides of the river and the freeway they were 

now on, hugged the river bank near a short sharp rise to the plateau of 

apartments up to the left. The bus took the Map‟o Gu exit and suddenly 

they were in the burbs. Shops, apartments, traffic, crowded footpaths with 

old people chatting, school kids hurrying, sidewalk stalls.  

The bus was slowing. Matt checked the digital ticker destination 

guide next to the television screen.  

Hongik - Matt was sure that the design studio was in that suburb. 

Next Stop Sinch‟on Rotary. The stops were happening fast now. Matt went to 

leap into the aisle but was jerked backwards. He‟d forgotten the lap seat 

belt that he‟d fastened following the taped announcement as they entered 

the expressway. Matt had been expecting some wild ride, but apart from a 

few dodgy lane changes, the traffic had been no different to what he‟d seen 

in Sydney - except that all the cars were either Daewoos, Hyundais or Kias. 

No Toyotas or Mazdas, and barely a Merc or a Beemer on the road. 

Seatbelt unfastened, Matt squeezed out of his seat with his daypack 

and lumbered forward down the aisle. The driver hit the brakes and Matt 

stumbled, half tripped, his hand rammed between daypack and the 

grabrail on a seatback stopping him falling as the bus lurched to a halt.  
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„Sinch‟on!‟ the bus driver called, checking his internal mirror, giving 

Matt the eye. 

Matt hauled his backpack out of the fenced luggage area at the front 

of the bus and clambered down the steps.  

„Thank you!‟ he called, heading for the footpath a metre away. 

He thought he heard the driver „s „Né, né,‟ as the door puthzed shut 

and the bus revved into the traffic again. 

Matt stared around him. People everywhere. School-aged kids 

running, yelling. A young woman with pink shirt and a bright red lipstick, 

an old man with a wispy beard, bent over like a caricature, two soldiers in 

camouflage fatigues, bundles of shoppers rushing past and an old lady to 

his left, squatting down, a cloth in front of her decorated with apples for 

sale. He was in the middle of a shopping district, but behind what he 

presumed were department stores, there were high rises, apartment blocks. 

Fifteen, twenty storeys maybe. Featureless, apart from their peach-tinted 

concrete. 

„Sorry,‟ Matt said automatically as someone bumped past his bag. 

He couldn‟t tell which person it had been. Then he wondered about 

pickpockets and needlessly tapped his chest to ensure his security pouch 

was still hanging around his neck, beneath his shirt. He hauled his 

backpack towards a shop front window, away from the entrance so that he 

could check his bearings and find the exact address. Despite the cloud 

cover, it was hot again and he wished he‟d bought another bottle of water 

at the airport.  

He looked at the buildings around him. There were only a couple of 

high rises, one that looked like it might be the hotel, with an interesting 

curved glass and steel façade. All he needed was a street name or two. 

There was none obvious, just signs up the hill in Hangul and English for 

Hongik University and in the other direction for Ewha Woman‟s University. 

The Rotary was in fact a huge traffic roundabout where five or six roads 

met. Cars, trucks, motorbikes, taxis and buses paused or roared forward 

according to the starters flags of the traffic lights. Apart from the huge bi-

lingual traffic signs, Matt was dumbfounded. Signs shouted at Matt in 

Hangul, but there was nothing which looked like a hotel neon, or a street 

sign. Well, it couldn‟t be far, it was probably the building across the road, 
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and since he didn‟t have a street name for the hotel, he might as well give 

that a try.  

Scores of people appeared and disappeared down a stairway 

outside the other big building, Grand Mart, obviously some kind of 

department store. Frenzied traffic was buzzing through and around the 

rotary, so the pedestrian subway was clearly a sensible solution to 

pedestrian congestion, but Matt knew from his underpass experience in 

Singapore, it was also an easy way to get lost. He‟d wait for the crosswalk 

light, and reach what he hoped might be the hotel at ground level. He 

hoisted his backpack on, wearing his day pack on his chest. He felt a little 

like an overweight tortoise as he trudged along the pavement to the 

crosswalk. 

It was immediately clear that the building was just another 

department store, albeit a rather up-market one. A kind of David Jones 

equivalent, with staff all neatly dressed in colour-coded suits. They stared, 

smiled and greeted him, despite Matt‟s ungainly appearance. Once again 

Matt followed the English signs to INFORMATION. The friendly employee 

tried to assist, but she was only there to provide store information. She had 

either never heard of the Mirabelle Hotel, or had no idea what Matt was 

asking. She called her supervisor, who, in broken English, told Matt that 

most of the hotels were across the street, on the other side of the Rotary.  

This time he couldn‟t be bothered waiting at the crosswalk, so Matt 

followed the crowd down into the cooler air of the underpass and 

discovered it was the subway entrance, with another mini shopping centre 

under the pavement and thankfully, also an underpass to various points. 

He checked the staircase exit, bi-lingual signs again! This one was to Ewha 

University, so if he took the diagonally opposite one, he should be in the 

right spot. He was soaked in perspiration by the time he emerged, but he‟d 

crossed the road!  

Buoyed by this success, Matt approached a young guy. 

„Excuse me please - ?„ 

The dude ignored him completely and pushed past him. 

Matt couldn‟t believe it. He tried the old lady at the newspaper 

stand. 

„Excuse me please, could you - ?„ 
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She frowned and shook her head, with her hands near her ears. She 

didn‟t understand English. 

„Can I help you?‟ 

It was an incredibly attractive young woman, her face alert and 

smiling. 

„Yeah, I hope so. Thanks, I‟m looking for the Mirabelle Hotel.‟ 

„A hotel?‟ 

„Yes, the Mirabelle Hotel,‟ he showed her the name in his diary. 

„Hmm, I don‟t know, but there are many hotels -„ 

„I was told it was near the Rotary.‟ 

„Well, you can walk up this street,‟ she pointed straight ahead, „and 

take first street to the right, you can find many hotels. Maybe it‟s up there.‟ 

„First street to the right?‟ 

„Yes, that‟s right,‟ she nodded. 

„Thanks so much.‟ 

She bowed slightly and was gone.  

Trudging up the side-street Matt was suddenly confronted with the 

faint smell of sewage, frying onions and stewing vegetables. Little 

restaurants, like some of the smallest places in Bali, were squeezed between 

a few downmarket apartment and office buildings. Printers, a stationery 

shop and shadowed faces peered out as Matt leant forwards with his load, 

hauling on his shoulder straps, careful to keep his balance on the uneven 

pavers.  

Arriving at the next intersection where another equally small 

crossroad met Matt‟s current laneway, he could see what the woman meant. 

There were hotels and motels, all five or six stories, lining both sides of the 

cross street. Hotel Romeo & Julie, Everlasting Motel, Love U2, Ah Ahh! Motel. 

Mostly cheaply constructed steel and reinforced concrete boxes with a 

tacky entrance and partially obscured carpark entrances. He read the signs 

in English and then checked the few with Hangul names to see if any 

started with the square ㅁ “m” character in Hangul. No luck, he‟d have to 

try asking at one of the receptions.  

The middle-aged woman peered out from behind her caged desk.  
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„Anio, anio,‟ she shook her head, handing back his diary. ‟50,000 

won - good price, chip! Clean room,‟ she said, as Matt said started backing 

away towards the door again. 

„No thanks, I‟ve got a booking. Thank you.‟ 

He tried Hotel Leslie, with a similar response, and stood standing 

outside in the heat, sweat pouring down into his jeans now, as we 

wondered where he might find a phone. Then he noticed the guy 

approaching from behind the carpeted curtain strips of the motel 

undercroft carpark. Dark glasses, dark clothes despite the weather, and 

fierce look about him. Forties, but fit. Matt knew the guy could roll him. He 

looked back towards the door of the nearest hotel, calculating whether he 

could make it in time with his pack on.  

„Where you want?‟  

The voice was deep, almost a bark. 

„Sorry?‟ 

„Where you want? You want cheap hotel?‟ 

„No, umm, no I‟ve got a booking. I just - „ 

The guy was right near him. Matt could smell the garlic and alcohol 

on him. 

„I need to find the Mirabelle Hotel.‟ 

„Hotel Mirabelle?‟ 

„Yeah, that‟s right, so I‟ll be heading off -„ 

Matt took the risk and half turned, eyeing off the motel‟s reception 

door, but pretending to step out towards the street, up the hill again. 

„Wrong way.‟ 

„Pardon?‟ Matt paused. 

„You go wrong way!‟ The fellow growled. „Hotel Mirabelle!‟ He 

pointed down the hill. Matt stopped. The guy moved his arm in an arc, his 

fingers together curling under as if he were grabbing at a big beach ball. 

„Come!‟  

So the hotel was close-by after all! Or was he a crim, luring Matt to 

his friends around the corner? No, he was heading down the same street 

Matt had just walked up. They were less than forty metres away from a 

main thoroughfare, it couldn‟t be a scam, could it? It was the middle of the 

day.  
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The man had paused waiting for Matt to follow. If he was able to 

keep the other guy in front of him, it should be okay, Matt reasoned.  

„Hotel Mirabelle,‟ the man said again, pointing down the hill, as 

Matt approached. Matt still couldn‟t see it, but the man kept walking ahead, 

pausing to let Matt catch up. They were nearly back on the main street. 

Perhaps it was on the corner and he‟d missed it when he was talking to the 

girl.  

„American?‟ the man asked as Matt walked in alongside him at last. 

„No, Australian.‟ 

„Australia? Kangaroo?‟ 

„Yeah, that‟s right.‟ 

The man laughed like a two stroke motor turning over.  

They were past the corner, heading back to the subway entrance. 

Matt slowed. 

„Hotel Mirabelle,‟ the man pointed across the torrent of traffic 

charging the roundabout, up the hill in the direction of the signs for Ewha 

University. 

„Up that way? Cheers, thanks a lot, thank you!‟ Matt said as sweat 

poured into his right eye. But the man beckoned again, stepping up to the 

crosswalk facing the little deli, waiting for Matt to join him before he 

stepped through the crowds with him, the man with his arm half around 

Matt, supporting the bottom of Matt‟s backpack, taking some of the weight 

off Matt‟s shoulders. They strode across the road, past a stationery shop, a 

liquor store and paused about thirty metres later, waiting at a pedestrian 

crossing. 

„This is very kind of you. Thank you very much!‟ 

„See,‟ the man pointed at a series of buildings, flashing neons. Matt 

recognised Nightclub, but that was the only English sign he could see. 

„Come,‟ the man ordered and half pushed Matt forward as the light 

changed and they hurried across the road. Finally, the man stopped and 

pointed to the Hangul sign above them,  

„Hotel Mirabelle!‟ 

He helped Matt up the last few steps as the glazed doors slid open 

and Matt felt the welcome relief of air-conditioned coolness.  

„Annyong hashimnika, good morning,‟ the receptionist beamed. 
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Matt turned to thank his unusual guide in time to see him exiting 

down the steps through the closing doors. 

Up in his room, taking another swig of water, Matt pulled the 

curtains open to look at the view. Stretching out three storeys below were 

more back alleys, and little streets, like the ones he‟d been in on the other 

side of the Rotary, but in the foreground on the same floor, but on a slightly 

lower level, there was some kind of service area, with rubbish spilling out 

of bins and a few big ceramic jars with lids. It wasn‟t exactly a rooftop zen 

garden, but at least if there was a hotel fire, he could easily jump down 

there without breaking his spine.  

He flumped back onto the queen-sized bed. The furniture wasn‟t as 

scratched and worn looking as the tired carpet. Fifteen years ago, this was 

probably a flash hotel. Although relieved to be in the comforting arms of 

the humming air conditioner, Matt felt empty. The whole thing would have 

been so much easier if Kooky had have been there. He remembered the day 

that Kooky had sprung it on him. 

 „What do you mean, you won‟t be coming!‟ Matt could not believe 

what his friend had just said. 

„I‟ve got a job in Sydney!‟ Kooky replied.  

„You‟re joking!‟ 

„No,‟ Kooky‟s voice sounded pained. Obviously, he knew it was a 

betrayal of sorts. „They rang me this morning. It‟s all set up. My -„ 

„Shit! I got my visa and everything! What am I supposed to do?‟ 

„Yeah, so what? It doesn‟t affect you.‟ 

„Oh sure, what the hell- I can‟t go if you‟re not there!‟ 

„Orr get real! „Course you can - it‟s all arranged. My uncle‟s 

expecting you. You‟ve got a good job waiting for you.‟ 

„I was only going because you were going to be there! I don‟t know 

anyone, I can‟t speak the language. I‟ve hardly been out of Australia!‟ 

„Don‟t worry. Everyone speaks English. Who did I know when I 

came here? Anyway, someone at the firm will look after you. You‟ll be fine. 

It‟ll be just like me in Perth.‟ 

„But at least you knew the language.‟ 

„I knew a bit of English, but that‟s different to Strayan, isn‟t it may-

eet? For the first six months, I didn‟t have a clue what people were saying.‟ 
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„I didn‟t even know you‟d applied for a job in Sydney! I was even 

thinking about going there myself. After, you know, after me and -„ 

„Look man, I didn‟t apply for the job, okay? It was a surprise for me 

too. My uncle - one of his friends in Sydney was looking for an interpreter. 

Someone who knew a bit about technical stuff too, you understand? So my 

uncle mentioned me, and it turns out this Korean guy - a friend of a friend 

of my uncle‟s - wanted some help with some development he‟s got going. 

He wants someone to interpret what the architects and builders and stuff 

are doing. And my uncle said, „Hey, why don‟t you get my nephew, Kuk 

Eun, to do some of the drawings as well?‟ So, the guy wants to know more 

and then he rings me up and asks me if I want to work in his office.‟ 

„Shit! So what are you going to be doing?‟ 

„A condo. Eight storeys.‟ 

„What, designing in Sydney?‟ 

„Part of a three man design team. The job‟s north of Newcastle, but 

we‟ll be working out of the Sydney office. The first of several projects, if I 

don‟t stuff up. Man, the first job is less than an hour from Byron!‟  

Byron Bay - the Mecca of surfers. Warm waters, consistent sets and 

a no-hassle township where everyone surfed. Robbo reckoned he‟d never 

been so happy in his life. Just day after day of top surf, long nights with 

mates, and chatting up German backpackers. Like Margaret River meets 

Honolulu. 

„You lucky scum!‟ 

„Yeah, not bad, eh? I mean, what am I going to say, eh?  

„The surf up there is awesome - „ 

„And the chicks, mate! I can‟t wait.‟ 

„So, what am I going to about Seoul? Where am I going to live? You 

were going to find us an apartment and everything, remember.‟ 

„Yeah, yeah. It‟ll be okay. I‟ll make a few phonecalls. My uncle will 

take care of you, don‟t worry. There‟ll be someone in the studio - I‟ll ask 

him to get someone to sort all that kind of stuff out, don‟t worry. You‟ll be 

fine.‟ 

„So, you‟re not going back to Korea for a holiday or something?‟ 

„Oh yeah, sure. But not for a while. Sydney, man! I‟ve always 

dreamed of living in Sydney.‟ 
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„Yeah.‟ 

„I couldn‟t let this chance go. You understand?‟ 

„Yeah.‟ 

„I mean, Seoul‟s great, you‟ll love it.‟ 

„But Sydney‟s better?‟ 

„Hey, Seoul‟s not even my hometown, you know. I come from 

Taegu. But you‟ll like Seoul better. It‟s where everything in Korea happens. 

And this chance in Sydney, I mean, this might be my big chance to make it. 

I can go back to Seoul any time. This job, y‟know, it might not last, but I‟ve 

got to go for it.‟ 

„Yeah, of course. You‟ve got to go for it. It‟s just, you know, the 

timing and … everything.‟ 

 „Mate, you‟ll make friends. And the birds, you know what they say 

about Korean girls, the most beautiful women in the world! Just what you 

need to help you get over Lisa.‟ 

„Yeah. So, have you told your uncle yet or what?‟ 

„Yeah, yeah. He knows. His friend phoned him up last night. But I‟ll 

ring him today, so he knows you‟re still coming, okay.‟ 

„What -  didn‟t he want me to be there without you?‟ 

„No, no. It‟s not like that. I just got to let him know. I mean it‟s a 

good job, and the pay is okay. ‟Cause stuff‟s cheaper in Seoul. You know - 

food and everything.‟ 

Matt remembered staring at the phone back in its cradle, thinking 

about being all alone and peering out across the suburbs to the winter-blue 

ocean. Why Seoul? Matt thought. Most of his mates didn‟t even know 

where it was. In fact Matt wasn‟t exactly sure whether it was in the middle 

of the peninsula or not. He knew there was no beach. Kooky had told him 

the nearest surf, if you could call it that, was about half a day‟s drive away. 

Even Dad was stumped. Kept talking about the Korean War and some 

writer called Hunter.  

He‟d have to buy a bike over there. Kooky reckoned they would be 

cheaper anyway. Where was he going to live now? They were going to 

crash in one of Kooky‟s classmates apartments for a few days while Kooky 

found them somewhere nice and cheap not far from the studio. A pity his 
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parents lived so far away. In Taegu. „It‟s dead man, no action. Just temples 

and mountains and stuff.‟ 

Mountain climbing - he didn‟t know if he could get into that. He 

remembered the abseiling they‟d done in Outdoor Ed. Ten seconds of 

terror, fifty seconds of thrill and two hours of hanging around holding on, 

belaying at the base. Snowboarding would be fun though. Jezza said they 

had good man-made stuff - a much longer season than at Hotham, and 

they prepped their runs immaculately. 

The phone rang again. 

„Hey Kooky, how close are the ski runs?‟ 

„Hi Matt, it‟s not Kooky.‟ 

Lisa! Suddenly his mouth was dry, he could feel the blood pumping 

into his head. He opened his mouth - 

„Matt? It‟s me, Lisa.‟ 

„Yeah. G‟day.‟ 

„How are you? What‟s this about snow? Isn‟t it summer in Korea 

now? Are you going somewhere else?‟ 

„Yeah, it‟s summer, but there‟ll be snow later.‟ 

„So you‟re still going?‟ 

„Yeah. Have you changed your mind again?‟ 

Not likely since she took two months to tell him she wasn‟t going. 

That‟s why she hadn‟t bothered with the visa application or the Hep shots. 

„No. I‟m … I just rang to see how things were going, that‟s all. I 

wondered if you were still leaving. I was talking to Louise the other day 

and she said she hadn‟t seen you for ages.‟ 

„I‟ve been busy. I had my thesis to finish.‟ 

„Oh yeah, I forgot. How did it go?‟ 

 „Well, I finished it. I passed okay.‟ 

 „Hey, that‟s great. So you‟ve finished everything?‟ 

 „Yep.‟ 

 „Matt, that‟s really wonderful. You always were a sticker.‟ 

 „I hear you‟re going out with Nathan.‟ 

 „No! Who told you that? We went to the engineers wind-up, that‟s 

all. God this town is so small.‟ 

 „Yeah. Are you seeing someone else?‟ 
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 „Matt!‟ 

 He could hear her breathing. She was angry. 

 „Look, I‟m not, okay. But I mean -„ 

 „You mean what?‟ 

 „Well, it‟s - .‟ She sighed. „Look, I just rang up to say hello. „Cause if 

you‟re going to be away for a year, y‟know. Well, we won‟t have a chance 

to talk for a while.‟  

 Soft breathing. All those nights living on that breath. 

„Are you still there?‟ she asked. 

 „Yeah.‟ 

 „Are you okay?‟ 

 „Yeah. I‟m just fine. Kooky‟s just told me he‟s not going home after 

all. I‟ll be on my own.‟ 

 „Oh God. That‟s terrible! What are you going to do? You‟re still 

going?‟ 

 „Yeah, I guess. There‟s nothing to keep me here.‟ 

 „Matt, you‟ve got family and friends here. Plenty of reasons to stay, 

but I thought you wanted adventure. Something different.‟ 

 „Yeah, I did.‟ 

 „I guess - well, it‟ll be harder without Kooky, but in some ways, it 

might be better. You‟ll be independent. You get to make all the choices.‟ 

 „That‟s more your style than mine. Anyway, you never did like 

Kooky much anyway.‟ 

 „That‟s not true. It was just, he was always around -„ 

 „And he was too different -„ 

 „I never said that!‟ 

 „You didn‟t have to.‟ He could feel his heart racing. 

 „Matt, I didn‟t ring to start a fight.‟ 

 „Yeah. Fair enough.‟ 

 After three months, it was stupid. She was just trying to be friendly. 

What was that phrase she used? Amicable separation. 

 „So what‟s new in your life?‟ he asked. „How did the finals go?‟ 

 „I got through okay. One distinction, but only a credit for marketing. 

Still, I‟ve got two job offers already! One‟s great pay straight up, but I think 

the other one sounds more like what I what I want to do - it‟s more on the 
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marketing side. I don‟t know. It‟s way down in South Freo. I guess I‟d have 

to move, but I was thinking of doing that anyway. One of Elise‟s friends 

wants to move in -„ 

 „Did she pass?‟ 

 „Yeah!  She did really well. Even got a high distinction for her 

French.‟ 

 „Hey, that‟s great.‟ 

 „Yeah, she really pulled out the stops in the last month or so. And 

she got rid of that user, Pedro. He was such a pill.‟ 

 „So is she seeing anyone now?‟ 

 „Not really. There‟s a couple of guys hanging around. You know 

how it is.‟ 

 „Yeah.‟ 

 Matt flipped over the Lonely Planet Korea. It all seemed so absurd 

to be going over there. No beach, no friends - surrounded by people who 

couldn‟t speak English. If only she would change her mind? 

 „What about you?‟ he sent the book skidding across the carpet. 

 „What do you mean?‟ He could hear her frowning. 

 „Are you seeing someone?‟ 

 „Matt, why do you need to know?‟ 

 „So that‟s a „yes‟.‟ 

 „Look Matt. It‟s irrelevant. Things between us were never going to 

last. You know that. You said so yourself.‟ 

 „So who is it?‟ 

 „No-one you know.‟ 

 „Someone from your course?‟ 

 „No. Look can we change the subject? It‟s no good going over the 

same old stuff again.‟ 

 The same old stuff. She‟d used that phrase the last night. The night 

before she left. The night he slept on the couch and could still hear her 

breathing in the bedroom.  

 He was listening to her the whole night, realising that‟s why she 

hadn‟t bothered to send away for her visa. Fobbing him off when he kept 

reminding her to pick up her passport from her parents‟ house. It was then 
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he knew she must have decided over a month before. But she didn‟t tell 

him. Not even on that outrageous weekend in Kalbarri.   

 „Matty?‟  

 „Yeah, I‟m still here.‟ 

 „So what date do you leave?‟ 

 „Saturday 18th. Well late Friday really - the red-eye to Honkers.‟ 

 „You don‟t sound that excited any more.‟  

 „Well, with Kooky not going -‟ 

 „It‟ll be great, Matty. You don‟t need him.‟  

 „You never did like him, did you?‟ 

 „He‟s all right, better than Simon anyway.‟ 

 „What was wrong with Simon?‟ 

 „Oh let‟s not go there, hey.‟ 

 Matt could see something moving between the door jamb and the 

concrete floor where the carpet was cut. A spider? 

 „Hey, guess what?‟ 

 „What?‟ 

 It was a cockroach, testing the air with its feelers. Matt looked about 

for some tissues. They were on the bench, way out of reach. They should‟ve 

got a cordless. It was out in the open, traversing the open plain of the loop-

pile.  

 „I took your advice.‟ 

 „Eh?‟ 

 „I bought a CD stacker - well a turntable really. A Sony 6 stacker. It‟s 

seriously good!‟ 

 He remembered the discussion. A salty afternoon in the tent at 

Kalbarri. She‟d wanted to buy a cheap portable, but he‟d persuaded her to 

hold off until they could afford something better. He remembered kissing 

her navel, and counting his way towards her bikini top, „four… five,‟ the 

tent fly floating shadows across them like the dark wings of some giant 

bird. „Sex,‟ he‟d said like a Kiwi, breathing warmth through the lycra onto 

her nipple. 

 „It‟s so cool. Hours of music on shuffle. You should get one.‟ 

 „Yeah.‟ 
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That had been the idea. His favourites, her favourites. Some they 

both liked, Xave Brown, The Waifs.  

 „Hey you remember that ol‟ James Taylor one? You know with 

some of the old stuff from the eighties -„ 

 „Yeah, sure. I‟ve only got one of his.‟ 

The cockroach was half-way to the kitchen cupboard.  

 „Well, are you planning to take it to Korea? I mean, I guess you‟ll be 

leaving some stuff back here, „cause of the weight and everything in the 

plane? I mean you weren‟t taking it all with you, were you?‟ 

 „Nah, Jezza‟s gonna be looking after the stereo and some other 

stuff.‟ 

 „Oh... I just thought, like if you hadn‟t made other plans. Maybe 

you‟d like me to take care of the James Taylor one and a few other CDs - 

you know, like the ones Jezza‟s not into?‟ 

 „Shit!‟ 

 „Oh Matt, don‟t be like -„ 

 „Go to hell, you bitch!‟ 

 He had thrown the phone down and stormed across to stamp on 

the cockroach, but it had already disappeared. 

  

Matt pushed himself off the bed, tears streaming down his face. A shower, 

even a cold shower, in this strange French-themed hotel, might help. The 

past was gone, he needed to explore what lay ahead. 
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Hey Kooky, 

 

How‟s it goin? Wots your job like? 

The plane trip was pretty boring – except for the Jackie Chan film. I watched it 

twice – once in Japanese just for fun. Eventually I found the hotel. No one met me 

at the airport. Your uncle forgot to tell people when I was arriving.  Anyway Kwon 
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someone - he calls himself James - sounds like a nice guy. He‟s going to meet me 

next week and show me around. 

It‟s a huge city. Sydney must seem small to you. 

Cya, 

Matt  

 PS What‟s with all the Nazis? 

 

Hi Matt, 

Ji Young text me you arrive. Sorry about no one at airport. Uncle 

made mistake. Sometimes things not go smooth. You’ll get used.  

Where are you staying? Aunty - other aunty, not Uncle’s wife -  

mother’s sister, likes you to stay. She not mind. I can organise. 

What you mean Nazis? 

 

Sydney is cool! I like very much. Lots of beach and hot chicks. 

K. 

 

Hi Kooky, 

The office told me to book into the Mirabelle pub in Sinch‟on. It‟s okay, big rooms 

and not far from the studio apparently and the company is paying so that‟s cool. 

Your uncle is finding me a spot in an officetel? or some uni dorm nearby, but he‟s 

away on holiday at the moment. I was told to take a few days off and start next 

Monday.. A holiday before I start – not bad, eh!? I was thinking I might get out 

into the country a bit – see something out of Seoul? What do you reckon? 

How‟s the job? 

There‟s neon swastikas all over the place. [and crosses.] What gives?  

Matt 

 

G’day Mate, 

Crosses means church, same as Aussie. Some of them just in office 

or apartment block, so the building design shit, but they all like to 

have neon. Same with swastika – that’s temple. Buddha church. 

Koreans like to go temple, shrine, church.   
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The job is good. Plenty of work, but it’s OK. We go to Newcastle this 

week for site survey and stuff. I’m really look forward. 

My uncle still on holiday! That’s crazy. First holiday in twenty years! 

You should go too. Try Sokcho – east coast, might be some surf. Also 

mountains nearby – beautiful Korea. You will love. 

K. 
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Half a day‟s bus ride from the capital, Sokcho felt like Busselton did back 

when Matt was a kid. A squinting seaside town with its back to farmlands 

and its face sunburnt by ocean glare. Sure, there were still big trucks and an 

assortment of Hyundais roaring down the highway, but here people 

walked instead of scurrying, and the grey noise was cicada song and the 

sighs of the ocean. So different from the frenetic buzz of Sinch‟on.  

 He was glad he‟d taken the risk and got out of Seoul. With his 

phrase book and the help of the Tourist Office downtown, he‟d managed to 

find the intercity bus station, buy his ticket and find this hotel. The 

passenger next to him on the bus had been friendly enough, even though 

his English was about as limited as Matt‟s Korean. When they arrived, the 

guy pointed Matt in the direction of a string of small hotels, one block back 

from the main drag. Matt nearly chose Sweat Dreams just for fun, but went 

two doors up to a newer, brighter place called Sarang. 

 His second hotel room in three days, it was weird to be suddenly 

feeling like a tourist. At least in this hotel, things seemed bright and fresh, 

and in the morning, there might even be a view to the ocean. An occasional 

soft crump of waves meant there was surf close by. He should have 

brought his board - even for a few waves it would have been worth it. A 

chance to clear his head, wash away all that confusing city stuff. Maybe he 

could hire a board in the morning? Yeah, there would have to be 

somewhere in a big tourist spot like this.  
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 He strode over to the square of neon reflections and hoisted the 

window up. It was too hard to see much with the signs flashing and fizzing 

him around him. He could check it out tonight, find a surfboard hire place 

now, while it was all quiet, and be down there first thing in the morning. 

Grabbing the room keys, he slipped on his sandals and bounded down the 

stairs two at a time. 

 Pushing out of the hotel‟s mini revolving door, Matt could smell 

barbecue - grilling onions and beef. There was some real food somewhere. 

Well, he could track it down later, after checking out the beach. They'd be 

open until late if it was like Sinch‟on. The apple juice and potato chips he‟d 

scoffed earlier would do for now.  

Hearing the surf above the noise of the highway, he began jogging, 

even though it might be just a big shore break. He‟d been fooled before. A 

tiny break could sound massive if the night was still and there was 

moisture in the air. He was already sweating again, as he ignored the traffic 

lights twenty metres away and sprinted across the bitumen. A blast of air 

horn and rush of air told him he‟d misjudged the speed of the little truck. 

Damn! He had to be more careful. He didn‟t want to end up in a hospital 

down here of all places, and he‟d forgotten to wear the little tag he‟d 

decided to wear. The dog tag Kooky had laughed at, but agreed to write. I 

am an Australian. Passport Number ...  Please take me to English-speaking doctor 

if possible.  

Leaving the few orange streetlights behind him, he strode down 

past the closed dried fish and clothing stalls towards the darkness. The 

looming indigo of the ocean. Now and then he could see pale glimpses of 

sand and feel the soft cushioning of sand-drifts across the pathway. There 

were gaps in the pavement too and he slowed a little more, worried in case 

some of the dark patches would be ankle-breakers. The usual story. Not 

enough composite, working on a budget and doing things the quick and 

cheap way. Fast but not so fancy. 

Suddenly he realised he was alone. The last people he‟d seen were 

back near the road. Two middle-aged ladies packing up their stall and 

heading home for a late supper. It was just him, as the path abruptly ended 

and he felt the warmth of beach sand flicking up from his sandals. Beyond 

the edge of darkness he travelled with relaxed familiarity towards the pale 
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grin of breakers a few hundred metres away. So it was worth the crazy bus 

ride here after all. That second driver must have thought he was 

Schumacher. Matt‟s calf muscles were straining as he slogged over the soft 

grit and talcy sand. He heard something move behind him, but when he 

turned all he could see was the dimpled Mars-like surface and his own 

alien footprints leaving dark craters with orange lips from the fading 

highway streetlights. 

Over the ocean nothing was visible except for two winking beacons, 

somewhere out in the bay. Now and then a thin line of whitewater shone 

where the waves broke. He could hear the water close by now, distinct 

from the actual sound of the break. The shoreline was nearer than he‟d 

thought. Wiping sweat from his forehead again, he considered stripping off 

and rushing straight in, but thought better of it. There could be a reef, or 

the water itself might be horribly polluted from some nearby factory. But 

the air smelt good, like salt water back home. Only different. Maybe more 

like Bali or something. There was some faint smell of cooking and dried 

fish. Wet sand flicked up onto him and he noticed the faintest of reflections 

at his feet, he realised he was there.  The Sea of Japan - whoops - the East 

Sea of Korea, sorry Kooky. Well, he could at least check the water 

temperature. Slipping off his sandals he slid his feet into the shining 

blackness. 

It was cool, cold in fact, but not super-cold. More like Perth winter 

water temperatures. He should have brought his wetty, but for a quick 

surf, there‟d be no problem. If there was a break somewhere. He could hear 

rather than see that the break here petered out quickly, but he could hear a 

bigger more substantial break off to his left. Probably a decent point break 

out past the little peninsula which formed the north end of the bay.   

If he could make his way to the end of the point, and climb a rock or 

two, he might be able to see the at least whether the swell was just 

smashing on rocks or tubing over a reef or sand bay further out. With luck, 

the navigation lights out in the bay, or perhaps, on the other side of the 

peninsula, the highway might curve closer to the beach of the next bay and 

spill enough light onto the water. If he checked it out now, he could hit the 

board hire shops first thing in the morning and show the locals a move or 

two! 
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Using the faint sheen of water on his right to guide him, he made 

his way around the small bay to the rocky point. Strange shapes loomed 

out of the blackness. He thought he heard someone whispering , but then 

realised it was just the pines. He could smell the resin from their hoary 

heads and with his sandals back on, he began to cautiously pick his way 

over the rocks and through the trees towards the next bay.  

He‟d been slowly working his way up the peninsula for about half 

an hour when he suddenly thought about snakes. The sigh of the sea and 

the scent of pine sap reminded him of a time down south once on a school 

camp. Mr Duncan had told them all to use torches at night, because there‟d 

been an exodus of frogs and being night hunters, all the local tiger snakes 

were out on the prowl.  

Matt paused. Kooky had never said anything about dangerous 

snakes in Korea. In fact he‟d never said anything much about nature, apart 

from mentioning the mountains a few times. 

The mountains, thought Matt, continuing up the rise again. 

Beautiful green grey hills surrounding all the high rises, floating in and out 

of view through the bus windows. There were hikers on the last leg of the 

bus trip. Retirees, all kitted out in shiny new backpacks and serious 

walking boots with little walking spikes and everything. Like they were 

about to make an assault on Everest‟s base camp or something. Maybe he 

could check out the mountains near here, if the surf was no good tomorrow. 

He stopped.  

He was at the top of a small rise now and guessed about fifteen 

metres above the beach. To his left the hill seemed to keep rising steeply 

from the bay as the sound of sea was swallowed by its black space. It was 

as though his left side had been overcome, swamped by a darkness deeper 

than death.  

„It should be easy now,‟ he said aloud, as if someone following him 

would be encouraged, „all down hill.‟ 

Then he struck the fence.  

At first he thought it was just entwined branches, a tangle of vines 

and scrub, but as he went to push through, he could feel the wire mesh 

absorbing his weight, but not yielding to it.  

„Damn! Who would stick a bloody fence out here?‟  
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Perhaps it was guarding a well or some cave entrance, but as he felt 

along it, it seemed to be heading pretty much in a straight line at 90 degrees 

to the beach. Maybe it was protecting some factory outflow pipe. His guess 

about the pollution might have been correct. But why bother with a fence to 

protect a pipe? Either the pipe was intact or it wasn‟t.  

He tried climbing it, but once he had both feet on it, he could feel it 

sagging and he didn‟t want to risk wrecking it. He was about to leave it 

and head back the way he came when he heard what sounded like a 

monstrous set barrelling along the bay, just down the hill. Using the fence 

for support, he eased himself down the slope trying to lean out past the 

black foliage to catch even the faintest glimpse of the break.  

 Suddenly the ground under him disappeared! Instinctively he 

tightened his grip on the fence. Wire stabbed his wrist as he fell and 

skidded under the wire, scraping his thigh. He slowly eased his grip on the 

mesh and released it. It twanged backwards, lashing his arm as it went. 

 „Shit!‟ It felt as though it had cut deep. Now what the hell would he 

do? It was too dark to see anything other than the outline of his arm. His 

left fingers stung and were warm with his blood, but there didn‟t seem to 

be a large cut. He winced as he felt the rough texture of a graze and a small 

flap of skin. He sucked in air as he grabbed his right arm. It was sticky and 

sore, but he was certain there was no serious cut. There was no blood 

pumping, nothing oozing between his fingers. If only there had been some 

moonlight. 

 He‟d lost his enthusiasm for exploring in the dark and decided to 

head back to his hotel, but now that he‟d come this far, it seemed the easiest 

way off the rocky headland would be straight down to the beach on this 

side of the fence. From there he was sure there would be a well worn track 

and an easier way back to the highway.  

 This time, holding the wire for balance with his bloodied hand, he 

scrambled down until there was a clear break through trees. It was some 

kind of track. Hardened dirt under him and the brush of foliage on each 

side as he headed for the pale path of reflected sea-light.  

 By the time the next set of waves broke he was on the shore, sandals 

off, soaking his stinging arm in the salt water. The surf was smaller than 

he‟d guessed and he could just make out the soft barrels collapsing in the 
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starlight. There was probably a sandbar a little way out. Unspectacular, but 

perhaps enough for a few small rides, depending on the wind and the 

tides. He splashed his face and hair, surprised at how warm the water now 

felt. Even down here, right at the water‟s edge, there was little movement 

of air. It was still hot and humid. He thought of Kuta Beach again. Hard to 

believe that in a few more months, the spot where he stood could be dusted 

with snow! 

 Sandals in one hand, he had barely begun strolling towards the 

middle of this new bay when he noticed some dark form about two 

hundred metres away. The remnants of a jetty. There‟d be a track or road 

heading inland towards the highway and back to town. He‟d only taken 

another few steps when he‟d heard shouting. 

 A man‟s voice. Angry! Some guy yelling at his girlfriend. Had he 

disturbed a couple of lovers? Whoever it was, he was obviously getting 

closer to civilization. There was a pretty twinkle, party sparklers off to his 

left. Someone chucking rocks at his feet. Sand spitting up. An explosion of 

noise. 

 SHIT! A machine gun! Someone was shooting at him. 

 Another shout. 

 He couldn‟t move. His feet were frozen. Duck down! Hit the deck! 

his brain commanded, but he couldn‟t move. His legs were shaking wildly. 

 More voices yelling. Lights swung towards him.  

 „Don‟t shoot! PLEASE!‟ Blinded. White inside his brain, but he had 

his arms in the air. He‟d managed that, and he knew his legs could move 

now, but he wasn‟t going to risk any sudden movement. Voices getting 

closer. More than one. He couldn‟t tell how many. They were angry, 

excited. He could hear them moving across the sand, but he couldn‟t see 

anything. His eyes stung from the salt dripping from his hair and the fierce 

whiteness blinding his brain. 

 Someone closeby was demanding something. A young angry voice. 

 Drug smugglers! Matt suddenly guessed.  

 „Look, I didn‟t see anything. It was too dark. Whatever you‟re up to, 

I don‟t -„ 

 Pain exploded on the side of his head. Sand thumped into his right 

ear. He was down. Hands grabbing at him, forcing his face into the sand. 
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They were going to kill him! Suffocate him on this strange beach in the 

middle of the night. His body would be found floating - he tried to plead 

but his mouth was full of sand, an elbow pressed on his neck. He tried to 

twist sideways trying to breathe. Someone grabbed his hair and shoved his 

face further into the sand! Hands were over his shirt, his shorts.  

Oh God, not a rape! Anything, but that!  

He twisted his neck back. A lungful of air and he tried to kick out, 

but someone sat across his knees. Trapped. Something rough wound 

around his arms, his wrists. They were tying him. Strapping his arms 

behind his back. His shoulders were on fire. They were ripping his sockets 

out of joint. They jerked him upright. He was kneeling. He caught a 

glimpse of a green shirt.  

 „Please, I‟m just a -„ 

 Something smashed into the side of his face. Leather and rubber. 

They'd kicked him! Stale sweat smell and he was choking again. They were 

stuffing a shirt into his mouth. He tried to scream, but they only forced the 

gag further into his mouth before something wrapped around his head to 

hold it in place.  

 Some of the lights and voices were moving off behind him. There 

was something cool and sharp pressing against his ribs. He could smell 

metal, machine oil, and knew it was a gun barrel. 

  More lights were doused and he had one man on each arm, frog 

marching him, almost carrying him across the sand towards the dark spot 

where he‟d first seen the flash of guns. There was at least one more man 

behind him, and in front, he saw black boots. Hiking boots and camouflage 

pants. They must be waiting for a boat. What an idiot he‟d been! Why 

hadn‟t he waited until morning?  

 He stumbled but didn‟t fall. Tough hands on his arms dragged him 

onwards, his shoulder sliced with pain as he tried to keep his feet. They 

were moving fast and soon were in the cover of the trees at the edge of the 

beach. The torch they were using was half covered, so that only the 

narrowest of beams was visible.  

He tried to think clearly. How far had they walked? One hundred 

metres? No, much further now. Maybe three hundred. There was a voice 

nearby. A question. One-word answer from the man in front. Something 
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was slipped over his head. A headband? A blindfold. And seconds later 

Matt was falling. Concrete, not sand, broke his fall. His shoulder and arm 

bruised. A whoompf above him and the sound of surf was suddenly gone.  

 Through the fuzz of light under the blindfold, he could see boots 

and a concrete floor. Hands were at the back of his head. The gag ripped 

out of his mouth. He sucked in the stale air of cigarettes and onions. 

 Someone was asking a question. 

 A hand gripped his hair and twisted his face up. Garlic breath said 

the phrase again. 

 „I‟m sorry. I don‟t know what you‟re -„ 

 This time Matt heard the hand before it struck. His head reeled. 

Somehow he had to make himself understood. The only expressions he 

knew were „hello‟, „pleased to meet you‟ and „thank you‟. All of them 

useless now.  

The face asked the question again. 

The grammar, the grammar. Important words first. 

„Australian,‟ he said clearly, slowly. „Tourist.‟ 

There was a grunt. Matt tensed his face, waiting for the next hit.  

Voices. His interrogator asked something different. 

„Engrish?‟ 

„Yes! Australian. I speak English.‟ 

There was more discussion.  Brighter light onto the blindfold. The 

man in charge was moving closer. Matt heard the term Hoju-saram. 

Australian! They believed him! 

„Yes, Sydney! Shidoney! Olympic Games. Look, I didn‟t see 

anything. Whatever you‟re doing -„ 

„NOT TALK!‟ Someone kicked him in the ribs for emphasis. Not a 

disabling thump, more a toe poke, as a farmer might warn an errant sheep 

dog. More discussion. Something plastic was dragged towards him, Matt 

was helped to sit on a little stool. His head was throbbing and he could feel 

his shirtsleeve gluing itself to his arm with blood. 

Then the main guy raised his voice again. Matt didn‟t know if he 

was being spoken to or not. Was he angry or just being decisive?  

Strong hands were lifting him again. He was stumbling up some 

steps, the trapdoor or whatever it was lifted. He could smell the beach, hear 
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the ocean and the sound of boots marching him somewhere along an 

earthen path. A track. Bits of twig and small stones were digging into his 

bare feet. Matt guessed they'd walked for ten or so minutes, when one of 

the guys near him called out something. The clatter of a diesel starting.  

They were taking him somewhere. He could try to escape as they 

were getting him into the vehicle. Then he felt the gun barrel again. It 

wasn‟t worth it. If they were going to kill him, surely they would have 

done it already? They could have buried him at the beach or thrown him 

into the sea. Maybe they would just dump him on the side of the highway? 

Perhaps they were going to throw him in front of a truck. Make it look like 

an accident to avoid attracting attention! But they didn‟t seem like drug 

smugglers. Why would they all have the same boots? And that set up near 

the beach. It was like some kind of permanent camp. They couldn‟t just 

leave that there all the time without the police spotting it sooner or later.  

It was some kind of large four wheel drive, as far as he could tell.  A 

big Toyota maybe. They were sitting sideways, like a troop carrier. Troops! 

They were bloody soldiers! 

„Are you guys army?‟ 

„Do not talk.‟ 

„Look, you guys are going to be in big shit. The Australian Embass-„ 

Someone had his mouth and he was sure he could smell the gag 

heading his way again. 

„No, no! Please.‟ Matt twisted his head violently away. Teeth 

clamped tight. 

The hand held his jaw, then slowly released its grip as Matt sat 

tensely, but quiet and immobile on the hard bench seat. 

God, if they‟re North Korean, he thought ... No, they couldn‟t be! 

There‟s a no-man‟s land, mine fields and everything, the Lonely Planet 

said. He couldn‟t have wandered that far. And the North Koreans wouldn‟t 

know any English. Bloody hell, he must have stumbled into a training 

exercise. Maybe it was South Koreans versus the Yanks and they thought 

he was an American „spy.‟ That would explain the rough treatment. Just 

like in that film with Matt Damon and that older guy. 
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Matt jolted awake again, as the bolt thunked in the door. He winced as he 

tried to sit upright. He was aching and the cut on his arm stung. He had no 

idea how long he‟d been asleep on the concrete floor of the cell. 

 „Come!‟ the soldier motioned him into the corridor.  

It must be morning already, there was a golden glare as Matt 

stumbled to his feet and limped down the lit passage. No, not morning, just 

bare light bulbs. It still felt like night. He checked his wrist and realised 

they must have removed the handcuffs, but his watch was gone. It must 

have come off in the struggle at the beach. 

For this, his third interrogation, there were two soldiers standing in 

the little room and a different officer behind the same desk, smoking.  

Matt‟s guard scraped a small stool over the concrete floor and the 

officer nodded his head towards it. Matt sat down heavily, surprised by 

how low it was, realising how his head was thumping in time to his heart. 

 „So, you say you are an Australian tourist?‟ The officer asked 

fluently in an American accent. 

 „Yes. I want to contact the Australian Embassy. You can‟t –„ 

 „Excuse me Mr Walters, if that is your name, but you are in the 

Republic of Korea now. You have violated a high security zone and you 

will answer my questions. What are you doing here?‟ 

 „I was checking out the surf – if you mean here, in this town? I 

heard waves …‟ 

 Matt‟s head was hammering harder. His explanation sounded so 

fake, even to him. 

 „Why were you carrying a gun?‟ 

 „Look, I told the other guy, the other officer. I don't have a gun. I've 

never owned a gun, I don't know anything about them. The only thing in 

my hands were my sandals. One of them is missing.‟ He lifted up his bare 

foot. 

 „What are you doing in Korea, Mr Walters?‟ 

 „I‟m an architect. I‟m here to work with Tuscon Design Studio. The 

boss – the manager is Mr Park. He told me to take a few days off, to get 

acquainted with some of the countryside. I‟ve told all of this to the other 

officer. Kooky, he reckoned –„ 

 „So you are not a tourist as you claimed?‟ 
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 „No. Well, at the moment, here in Sokcho, I am. But –„ 

 „Why did you say you were a tourist?‟ 

 „Well, the other guys, the guys who grabbed me, I didn‟t think 

they‟d understand. You can speak English well, but I wasn‟t so sure … and 

anyway, I didn‟t know they were soldiers. I couldn‟t see their uniforms. 

The lights were blinding me. I thought they were drug-runners or 

something!‟ 

 The officer chuckled and said something in Korean to the other 

soldiers. They all laughed, as he flipped open a manila folder. All Matt 

could see was the folder‟s dull cover. 

 „What is your passport number?‟ He stared at Matt. 

 „My what?‟ 

 „You have an Australian passport. What is its number?‟ 

 „Geez, I don't know. Um ... it starts with an L 75 ... 1? There‟s a six 

and a few more twos. L751 2622? You know it‟s not something I‟ve 

memorised. This is only my third time overseas.‟ 

 'What is the phone number of your office?' 

 'I don't know. It's in my organiser, in my hotel room.' 

 'What is Mr Park‟s handphone number?' 

 'Handphone? You mean mobile? I don't know! I've already told 

you, I haven't met him yet. You could telephone the office - Tuscon Design 

Studio. I don't know what the phone number is, but there can't be that 

many. It's in Hongik, not far from Hongik University apparently. You can -' 

 'Stop! What is the name of your Korean friend?' 

 'Kooky? Why do you need to know that? Anyway, he's in Sydney, 

he doesn't know I'm here.' 

 'What is his name?' 

 'Kooky - that's his nickname. Um, Kuk Eun, that's his real name. Lee 

Kuk Eun.' 

 'So it is a male?' 

 'What? Pardon?' 

 'Your friend, he is a man?' 

 'Yeah. What -' 

 'Because I see you like Korean girls, huh?' The officer lifted a 

magazine from the folder, flashing the cover in front of Matt.  
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'Shit.'  

Matt recognised the topless model. The girlie mag he'd bought at 

the newsstand in the bus station back in Seoul and shoved into his 

backpack, before searching in vain for a pre-packaged sandwich. These 

guys had obviously broken into his hotel room! The model looked sad, her 

bluish face bruised by the fluoro light. The officer made some wise-crack in 

Korean and the guards laughed. Then he let the magazine drop back into 

the folder and held up an Australian passport.  

'I think you are Matthew Walters, Australian architect', he said, 

examining the passport photo and fixing his gaze on Matt. 

'About bloody time!' 

'No spy would be so stupid. No foreign agent would know so little.' 

The officer's teeth flashed. 

'So you're letting me go now, right ?' 

„We need to wait until morning. We can't confirm your story until 

your office opens in the morning. We could telephone Lee Kuk Eun. His 

cell phone number is in your organiser, but it is better we contact someone 

here in Korea. Someone whose social security number we can verify.' 

'Look, I want to go back to my hotel. And I want all my stuff back. 

You can't go barging into other people's gear like -' 

'Breaching a security zone is a serious offence,' He frowned. 'We 

could charge you, Mr Walters. You could be deported. You're very lucky 

this is a training area. If you trespassed onto the beach a little further north, 

we would not be having this conversation. Their orders are: shoot to kill.' 

'Fuck.' Matt's head swirled. If his stomach hadn't have been empty, 

he would have thrown up. 

„But we will try to keep things calm. If we call Australian Embassy 

about this incident, then your chances of staying in Korea … Well, we 

would prefer to keep things quiet. The local press will be told that the 

gunfire was routine training. We won‟t mention any foreigner. I presume 

you do want to stay and work in Seoul?‟ 

„Yeah, yeah, of course.‟ 

„It was a good little test for our men, Mr Walters.‟ 

The officer snapped an order in Korean and one of the guards 

disappeared, the other stood near Matt and motioned for him to get up. 
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'Private Kim will bring you some tea. You can go back to the cell 

and rest. Once we confirm your details, if what you say checks out, you 

may be released. I will talk with you in the morning. Good night Mr 

Walters.' 

 

„Wake up! Hello! Walters!‟ A young soldier was shaking Matt‟s foot.  

 Matt sat up, head throbbing. 

„Captain Shin wants you to talk.‟ 

„Geez, I've told him everything I know. Why can't I just be left to 

sleep?‟ 

„Please come.‟ It was an order, not a request. 

Maybe they had planted something in his bedroom? Drugs - he'd 

even given them the idea. He was feeling sick and the smell of coffee and 

cigarette smoke wasn't helping as he followed the private through the 

yellow shadows of the low-ceilinged corridor. Poor convection - they 

needed a better ventilation system.  

„Please sit down Mr Walters,‟ the Captain said, motioning towards a 

chair. A real chair - metal with blue vinyl upholstery.  

„Couldn't this wait 'til morning?‟ 

„It is morning Mr Walters. You have sleeped many hours. Are you 

hungry?‟ 

„No. I don't feel so good.‟ 

„Coffee?‟ 

„No. Could I have some water?‟ 

The captain fired some Korean at the guard, who bowed and 

ducked under the metal doorframe and was gone. It was just Matt and the 

Captain, who sat smoking and grinning at him. 

„We have checked out your story. Park-sa jang nim tells us you are a 

third top graduate from the number four university. Very impressive!‟ 

„Yeah, I did okay.‟ 

„Are all Australians so ... so lazy in how they speak?‟ 

„What do you mean?‟ 

 „Your voice - even when you have reason to be very proud.‟ 

„Look, I'm tired. I just want to get back to my hotel.‟ 
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„This hotel, it's not such a good hotel. Someone of your status 

should have a better room.‟ His voice boomed, as though Matt had insulted 

him. 

„Yeah, well, it's all I could afford.‟ 

The private reappeared with a tray of food. The captain stubbed out 

his cigarette and took the tray, while the private took a metal cup of water 

and placed it on the ground next to Matt. He then bowed and left.  

„American breakfast! Are you sure you don't want to eat?‟ The 

Captain prodded at the fried eggs and onions with the long-handled spoon. 

There were side dishes of rice and some steamed chilli cabbage. He began 

eating rapidly and noisily, then his phone rang. Despite the slurping and a 

dribble of orange yoke on the Captain's chin, Matt felt his mouth salivating, 

as the officer nodded and chatted into the hand piece. Matt couldn‟t tell if 

the call was friendly or official, but it seemed unrelated to him.  

Matt took a swig of the water.  

„What time is it?‟ he asked, as the officer finished his phone call and 

started on the second egg. 

„Oh, here, I forgot.‟ The Captain wiped the back of his wrist across 

his mouth, missing the egg yoke. He bent down behind the desk and held 

out a heavy duty plastic document bag. „Your watch and your sandal. We 

found the sandal this morning. It was half-buried, the men missed it last 

night when they searched.‟ 

Matt's things looked different somehow. His sandal seemed to 

belong to a different person, a stranger, a foreigner. He tried on his watch. 

There was grit under the band and the watch face had a new scratch on it, 

but it was working. 8.47. Matt pocketed the few bank notes and coins, 

without counting them. 

„You travel light, Mr Walters.‟ The captain raised his bowl and 

scooped rice into his mouth with rapid flicks of his chopsticks. 

„I was just going for a walk to the beach.‟ 

„Yes, but even so, in the Republic of Korea, you should always carry 

your passport, or at least your immigration card. You've caused a great 

deal of excitement, but it was a useful test of our procedures.‟  

„Look, when are you going to release me?‟ 
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„Oh, you are free to go,‟ he selected the largest piece of cabbage and 

smiled as he continued to chat and chew. „I just wanted to make sure you 

are well. We will get the nurse to look at your arm, and then one of my men 

will drive you back to your hotel.‟ 

„Okay. Thanks.‟ 

The captain called out one word, and almost before he had finished, 

Matt could hear footsteps in the corridor. Orders were issued to the private. 

„Next time you go for a walk,‟ the captain said with fierce eyes, 

„remember. Fences are there for a reason, Mr Walters. Next time, you may 

not be so lucky.‟ 

„Yeah.‟ Matt felt smashed, defeated. He began to follow the private, 

then paused at the door. „What about my gear? My passport and stuff?‟ 

The captain half-lifted his face from his food, raising his chopsticks 

like a conductor's baton. „All back in your bag. The private will give it to 

you. Good luck Mr Walters. Have a nice day.‟ 

 

When he finally woke up, Matt mistook the light glaring through his 

window for the bare light globe of the interrogation room. He shivered, 

despite the sweat on his forehead and his damp sheets, and sat up. The 

hotel room seemed bigger and even cleaner than before. He half fell onto 

the floor and opened the bar fridge, grabbing a Pepsi and sculled half the 

can before pausing for breath. Stretching and leaning on the window frame, 

it wasn‟t third floor vertigo which made him feel dizzy. He was hungry 

and needed fresh air. More than anything he needed to get down to the 

water and cleanse himself of everything which had happened last night. He 

needed to feel whole again. He threw his bag onto the bed and found his 

bathers, pulled on a tee-shirt, grabbed a towel and his shades and was out 

of the room within minutes. 

 The bay was hazy, ephemeral - like colour pics he‟d seen of the 

Italian coastline. High cliffs and deep slate-blue ocean that blurred and 

faded into the sky at the horizon. Closer though, at the bottom of the hill, it 

was more like an Australian beach. A broad margin of deserted sand and 

then the line of bathers fringing the shoreline close to the water before the 

beach tapered to nothing as it curved softly to the narrow spit. It was hard 

to believe that this was less than a couple of kilometres from the fenced off 
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patrolled border! It was as though all of that, his nightmare capture, existed 

in some parallel universe, and had no connection to glaring sun, sharp 

shadows and bright coloured bathing outfits below. 

 There was no surf worth mentioning. A soft swell occasionally 

creased the bay and smiled white for the try-hard surfers at the point. 

Hardly enough to paddle onto, let alone stand up or turn. He was glad 

Kooky had convinced him to leave his board at home. But the air was so 

clean fresh and he could feel his skin prickling with heat, as he pulled his 

cap lower over his face and his sandals slapped down the narrow bitumen 

road which twisted tightly to the shoreline settlement of shops and 

spattering of hotels and apartments. 

 An old lady was drying out seaweed on the coarse pavement of a 

deserted car park. It was true what James had told him. Summer was 

almost over, and most of the holiday makers had left. Although, it was 

deserted - there must have been only a few hundred people on the beach, 

he could see this place had been geared up for thousands of visitors, and 

yet as he cruised up the first street of tourist stalls, he was one of three 

people on the road!  

It was like a deserted movie set, except someone had forgotten to 

tell the extras who were posing as shop keepers. Leaning on counters, 

sweeping the floor with a rounded straw broom, checking the contents of 

the till. Everywhere he looked, there was dried seafood. Plate-like 

flounders stared back at him like over-exposed photo prints, squid 

negatives decorated the walls, and seaweed - every kind of shape and 

bleached colour now salt-etched, hung from walls like block prints in 

various stages of fading. The whole place smelt like an old jetty. Ignoring 

the main walkway leading to the beach, Matt paused at the next alley, 

where a horizontal line of yellow beach sand divided the square of light. 

He marched straight towards the light of the ocean.  

 The sand was HOT!  It burnt as he skipped and tried to flatten his 

steps so that less sand stung the back of his leg, burnt the soft skin of his 

instep. No wonder the locals were so rugged-up. Though not all of them of 

course. He couldn‟t help staring at the young woman who seemed to enjoy 

his gaze. White bikini - not much filled at the top, but athletic with a cute 

bum. Did she smile? He turned slightly as she passed, but she didn‟t look 
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back. Close to the water, it seemed suddenly crowded, with everyone 

wanting to sit within a few metres of the shore.  

 Matt found a space to lay his towel next to a family. Mum, dad and 

three kids, running backwards and forwards to the water, just like kids 

anywhere. The father nodded a greeting as Matt slumped down near them. 

His stuff should be safe here, not that there was much to steal. His shirt, 

keys and a few thousand won.  

It was strange and yet so familiar to be here by the water with the 

soft flump of a small beach break, and yet surrounded by so many people 

avoiding all contact with the sun. So many women with huge brimmed 

sunshades and middle-aged ladies with white cotton gloves. Men in long-

sleeved shirts and trousers. Occasionally a small wave slumped through 

the bathers raising a collective squeal from various little kids and the few 

others in the water.  

Further up the beach, a few older teenagers were trying to paddle 

onto it. Futile of course, the tide was in and the swell was too sharp and 

short. They were wasting their time, and money if they were paying for 

lessons. And from the look of the one guy in a wetty, it looked like it might 

have been a coaching clinic.  

 Matt shrugged off his shirt and sprinted into the water with a lazy 

banana flop. The water hit him hard and the cut on his arm stung. He 

swam fast to reach the clear water beyond most of the bathers, muscles and 

skin tingling with the cold. There were a few jelly fish, like in the Swan 

River near the windsurfing spots, but here the water had a heavy darkness 

about it. Visions of the turtle ships and storms, and attacking Japanese 

samurai, all whizzed about as he kept swimming, glad to be there, in this 

new ocean, all alone with hundreds of strangers nearby.  

 

 

 

4 

 

Today I met Ludmila - a Bulgarian language student freelancing for a 

television doco group. An amazing gal, and a fellow Yonsei student! 
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 I was having coffee on the second floor at Starbucks when a TV 

cameraman and journalist appeared and began interviewing some of the 

customers. Only foreigners were chosen and were answering questions in 

English posed by the quadlingual (am I jealous or what!) Ludmila 

Daskalova. She would ask the question in English, then listen to the 

response and translate the lot direct to camera into Korean.  (Later, she 

explained, there was provision for corrections in the translation, although 

this rarely happened because of time constraints.) Apparently, the 

segments are used as a „short‟ to back onto news or other longer items.  

 She asked me if I was happy to be on television, and in spite of what 

I was wearing, I agreed. Occasionally I found her accent a little difficult, she 

sounded Russian to me, but her voice was deep and „wonderfully 

mellifluous‟ as my old theatre teacher would say. I loved how she 

pronounced my name, rolling the „r‟ in K-rr-risty. And of course she had 

the right looks for the television camera! Deep green eyes and a fabulous 

figure. 

 At first, she asked obvious kind of stuff, about whether the coffee 

was as good as „home‟ - I only had to tell I was Canadian once - then she 

got right down to it. Some pretty tough questions about whether I liked the 

idea of Starbucks being in Sinch‟on - whether I thought „that American 

cultural imperialism was inevitable‟ and so on. Before I knew it, I was 

defending capitalism, free market forces, all that kind of high school 

economics guff. She was a deft reporter and I wanted to talk with her more 

off camera. She said she'd be back, after an interview with another 

customer (a loud American guy who was tutoring one of the Ewha girls), 

but she headed down stairs with the camera crew, and I didn't think I'd be 

seeing her again. 

 It was only five minutes later when I saw her head bob up the stairs 

and she came up to my table again. She sat down with her bottle of 

supermarket water (no tea or coffee) and we had a great chat. It seemed 

that she relished the chance to have a real conversation in English. 

Apparently she shares an apartment with three Korean students and it had 

been several weeks since she had used English outside her job. So I guess 

once again, I was being used as an English language tutor of sorts, although 

with Ludmila apart from a very occasional mixed verb tense, her English 
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was near perfect. It staggers me how ESL students can have such an 

enormous vocabulary! When she listed her favourite authors (in English - 

as opposed to her favourites in Bulgarian, French or Korean!) I felt like such 

an insipid undergraduate.  

 „It's because, Kristy, you north Americans rely too much on 

television.‟ Then she laughed, realising the irony of her situation.  

 So then we got onto talking about the Koreans - firstly about their 

viewing and reading habits. I didn't realise how few published novelists 

there were in Korea. Poetry is much more popular though, being more part 

of the Confucian tradition. I guess although they've managed against the 

odds, to retain their traditional arts -  dance, music, crafts and so on, 

writing is only just starting to emerge from the dark shadow cast by the 

Korean war and then more recently by the political turmoil of the eighties. 

Perhaps it's true that this will be the century for Korean literature, although 

as far as I can tell, you don‟t see many people reading fiction on the 

subway. Mostly it‟s just students working at their English lessons if 

anything. It‟s not like on the London tubes where there are books and 

newspapers all over. 

 Anyway, Ludmila made me think twice about my wanting to share 

house with Koreans. I told her how I was thinking of moving into a shared 

apartment with two girls from Seoul National Uni, but that I also had 

applied for a room in the international dorm at Yonsei.  

 Ludmila said she was so sick and tired of the slamming of doors, 

the lack of furniture and the continual mess that things were left in. She 

went on and on about all the things she didn't like - I guess I was a safety 

valve or something. Finally I asked her, „Then why are you doing your 

Masters in Korean? Why have you committed yourself to such a long stay 

in Seoul?‟ 

 „Because the Koreans fascinate me!‟  

 She said that despite all the problems, she found her Korean friends 

totally dependable and the craziness in their society somehow kept 

drawing her back into it, each time she wanted to escape. „I don't know. 

Sometimes they try so hard to be western, but something is always 

changed in the process. Like the beautiful tortes – my friends bought me 

this fah-bulous cake for my birthday, it looked as though it were straight 
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from Vienna, and even tasted quite authentic - but then they served 

communally so everyone attacked the whole cake with their chopsticks. It 

was just bizarre!‟ 

 Ludmila was hoping to gain a professorship back home in Sofia - or 

if not, work in a highly paid position in private industry. Apparently the 

Bulgarians have a number of large manufacturing concerns linked with 

Koreans. We exchanged cell-phone numbers and promised to call each 

other on the weekend. It‟s strange how one conversation can change your 

whole outlook on life. I guess that‟s how it‟s always been.  

 A conversation can sometimes start a revolution, bring down an 

empire, change a nation‟s religion. 

 Jesus had no marketing team, just twelve followers, well eleven 

actually, who changed the world. And Buddha was by himself. Riches, 

suffering and peace. The Koreans seemed to have managed the first two. 

 

 

  

5 

 

Matt felt like a turkey in a duck pond. He should have waited inside. The 

hotel receptionist wasn‟t likely to boot him out. He‟d go back up to his 

room again. It was only just on 9am, but James sounded like a punctual 

guy. Matt shouldn‟t have had the second cup of coffee, his stomach was 

tight and grumbling. The Macca‟s breakfast was a bad idea. „Eat local food,‟ 

Dad had told him,„you‟ll be fine.‟ Maybe the eggs in the pancakes were off? 

He felt stuffed.  

He glanced up the hill, but there was no one in sight who looked 

like an architect. Just guys in shorts, probably uni students. Matt flinched 

as two soldiers emerged from around the corner. His heart beat raced, but 

they were just heading for the subway. Matt tugged at his collar. The tie 

was pressing the collar against his skin, and already he was feeling like a 

jockey in a sauna tank, and his ribs were still sore. It was too hot to wait out 

here in the noise and pollution in this kind of gear. He checked down the 

hill, as two women brushed by his folio in their rush to catch the green 

light on the pedestrian crossing. There were two guys with suits, one of 
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them tall, short hair. No, both of them were heading for the subway 

entrance.  

Past the auto-doors, the blast of cool perfumed air on his forehead 

was like diving into a lagoon.  

„May I help you, Sir?‟ 

„Ah, no I‟m just expecting a business associate…‟ He hoisted his 

folio under his arm. 

„You wait for someone?‟ 

„Yes.‟ 

„What is the name of the person you waiting? I can page him for 

you.‟ 

„Oh, no, he‟s - he‟s not staying here. I am, but I said I would meet 

him here. I thought I‟d wait in the lobby.‟  

„Oh,‟ the receptionist smiled. A beautiful bright smile, and Matt 

wished he‟d spent the money and had breakfast here instead. „Would you 

like to wait in the restaurant? I will let your friend know when he arrives.‟ 

„No. Thanks very much, but I‟m fine. If that‟s okay.‟ 

Something buzzed behind the counter. 

„Yes, of course.‟ The red lips curved again. A glint of white teeth as 

elegant fingers swung the telephone handset to her pearl earring. Her voice 

made the Korean language dip and swirl like modern ballet.  

A whoompf of warm air to the left, and Matt turned towards the 

young guy who had just entered.  

„Mr Matthew?‟ the young guy frowned and bowed. 

„Walters, Matt Walters,‟ Matt nodded his head and stuck out his 

right hand. 

The other guy‟s glasses glinted as he bowed again and they shook 

hands. 

„Kwon Chang Ock,‟ the Korean said earnestly. He looked too young 

to be a graduate. Maybe he was doing his practicum. That would explain 

the casual clothes. 

„I‟m sorry, I didn‟t quite catch it. What was your name again?‟ 

„Kwon Chang Ock. Just call me James, like Bond, James Bond - 

that‟s my English name. James Kwon. Easier for you.‟ 

„Okay James, please call me Matt.‟ 
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„I am pleased to meet you, Matt. Sorry, my English is not good. 

Sorry.‟ 

„I‟m sure it‟s much better than my Korean,‟ Matt grinned.  

„Ah, yes,‟ the guy bowed again. „Do you speak Korean, Matt?‟ 

„No.‟ 

„Ah,‟ James smiled. „Have you eaten?‟ 

„Yes. Pancakes, Macca‟s pancakes.‟ Matt patted his coat front. 

„Are you hungry?‟ 

„No, I‟m fine.‟ 

„You already eat breakfast?‟ 

„Yeah, I‟m okay.‟ 

„You like to drink coffee?‟  

„Yes, I‟ve had coffee, thanks.‟ 

„Oh, you already drink coffee?‟ James frowned. 

„Yeah, but, do you want to have some tea or coffee?‟ 

„You want tea or coffee?‟ 

„No, I just thought -‟  

James was staring at Matt‟s mouth. Maybe it was the stubble? He 

should have shaved. Here, no one under ninety let the face fungus spread. 

„Do you need to collect anything from your room?‟ James asked. 

„No,‟ Matt lifted his folio. „I‟m ready to go to the studio when you 

are.‟ 

„You want to go to the studio?‟ 

„Yeah, that was the plan wasn‟t it?‟ 

„Yes, yes. Please,‟ James was bowing again and motioned towards 

the door. „We go by subway, okay?‟ 

„Yeah, that‟s fine. The sooner I get the hang of it the better. Kooky 

told me it was the easiest way of getting around.‟ 

„Yes, very easy. Studio not far from here, just two stops.‟ 

Down the steps the air was cooler, but more humid. It was nowhere 

near as busy as it had been last night, when he came down to investigate. 

There‟d been so many Seoulites bustling to and fro and he didn‟t like the 

stares he was getting. Today, no-one seemed to notice him. James showed 

him how to use the ticket machine. Press for 600, put in the coins and the 

ticket came out the bottom where the little light shone. Easy. 
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„When you travel a lot, you might want to buy multi-ticket. In my 

wallet - I show you.‟ 

They headed for the turnstile. James pointed to the ticket slot. Matt 

slid the cardboard in and an orange light turned green. The ticket poked its 

tongue out on the other side of the turnstile as Matt pushed through. It was 

like the MRT in Singapore. James had slid his wallet across the top of the 

scanner and passed through the adjacent turnstile. Down another flight of 

stairs, and Matt could smell the trains and musty cooler air as they 

descended.  

A whistle echoed, something squawked on the platform across the 

tracks. A rush of air blew Matt‟s hair back, yellow light and the blunt face 

of a train appeared with a roar and a rumble and a scrape of discs. Five, six 

maybe more carriages. Matt grinned. He had always loved trains, and 

continually complained that his parents had decided to live so far from the 

northern railway spur, before they split up, and he was left with his dad, 

and his sister and Mum had gone. With a hiss and thump of doors closing, 

the train on the opposite platform slid away as it accelerated into the dark 

tunnel.  

„Is it okay for you Mr Matt?‟ 

„Matt. Please, just call me Matt. Yes, I enjoy train travel.‟ 

Bells squawked above them, and Matt could feel cool air pushing 

towards them. Another blunt face. Matt saw the driver‟s serious face 

rushing by, then the carriages blurred past them. A lady was pushing 

against him. Matt took a step closer to the platform as the train slowed, and 

the doors pissted open. Disembarking passengers rushed past. There was 

pushing, gentle bumps of people about them, and then he and James were 

in the carriage. The bluish tone of the fluoros gave the interior a dreamlike 

quality, but it was clean and neat. No graffiti, no rubbish, with plain 

padded bench seats mounted sideways, like a troop carrier. Matt noticed 

three empty seats at the back of the carriage, but James was stepping in the 

opposite direction, indicating one empty seat. Matt pointed out the empty 

seats. 

„We can‟t sit there,‟ James shook his head. 

„Oh?‟  

He joined James in the rocking aisle.  
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„Please, sit down,‟ James bowed and offered him the single vacant 

spot. 

„No, it‟s okay.‟ 

„Please,‟ James took his arm and pulled him towards the seat. Matt 

conceded and felt his suit pants tight against his leg. There was only one 

other suit on the train. Everyone else was casually dressed. Two girls across 

the aisle in jeans and tee-shirts, another in shorts and a short-sleeved shirt 

with Chinese style buttons. The guy standing next to James in cargoes and 

sandals, even the older ladies in their light summer dresses. But despite the 

heat, there were no tank tops, no boob tubes, no bare midriffs. A young 

woman with a perfect figure was checking the subway diagram. Different 

coloured lines going everywhere. Matt wondered how long it would be 

before he‟d get the hang of it. 

„I like to visit Sydney,‟ grinned James. „Bondi beach, Sydney Opera 

House. It looks so beautiful. Have you seen?„ 

„Yeah, the Opera House is special all right. One man‟s dream 

became a national treasure, that‟s for sure. But I‟m from Perth. On the other 

side, the west coast. It‟s smaller, quieter.‟ 

„Ah yes. Clean streets, conservative architecture, Kuk Eun tell me. 

This is our stop,‟ James reached for Matt‟s portfolio, as passengers leaned 

and listed with the braking train. 

„It‟s okay. I‟ve got it.‟ 

Someone pushed past Matt towards the exit and then they were 

caught in the flow of people surging forward on the pale blue corridor 

leading towards the exit turnstiles. The stainless steel gobbled Matt‟s ticket 

as they followed the throng towards the lighter stair well. 

„We go this way,‟ James said, as Matt noticed the numbered exit 

signs. „Not far now, short walk. Walking is good, yes?‟ James said. 

„Yeah, I don‟t mind.‟ 

„I can take portfolio when you want?‟ 

„No, it‟s fine.  

„Where did you learn English?‟ Matt asked as they avoided the 

crowded escalator and tackled the last set of stairs to reach street level. 

„At school I begin, like everyone. Elementary school, then high 

school and one semester in New Zealand.‟ 
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„New Zealand!?‟ 

„Yes, I spend six months in Auckland.‟ 

„No kidding?‟ 

„It was very beautiful. Everything clean, fresh, and the people very 

friendly. I would like to live in New Zealand.‟ 

„Bit boring after Seoul though, wasn‟t it? I mean, I haven‟t been 

there, but - Wow, look at that!‟ 

Sunlight flared from a glass panel across the road as they emerged 

into the noisy streetscape. A semi-rounded façade, almost art deco glowed 

under an intense blue sky. Nearby squatted a neat three storey office space, 

and next to it a Pizza Hut sign, outside a raised entrance to square wooden 

windows.  

„You like that?‟ James was following Matt‟s gaze to the Pizza Hut. 

„Well, I like how they‟ve done that -.‟ 

„Do you have Pizza Hut in Australia?‟ 

„Yeah, „course. Not my favourite though.‟ 

„I like pizza.‟ 

Then Matt realised James hadn‟t really been looking at the neo-art 

deco building at all.  

„So is this like, a main shopping area in the district, or what?‟ 

„Not so many shops here. This is Hongik. My university is close up 

the hill. Here there are many art shops, galleries. It is popular with young 

people at nights. Coffee shops, hofs, restaurants and discos. Not so popular 

as Sinch‟on though.‟ 

„So are you doing a practicum with the firm? Like work experience 

or something?‟ 

„No, I graduate two years ago.‟ 

„Two years ago! You don‟t look that old.‟ 

James laughed. 

„How old I look?‟ 

„I dunno,‟ Matt shrugged. „Umm, eighteen maybe.‟ 

„I am twenty four. Younger brother eighteen.‟ 

„Man!‟ 

„Yeah, in Auckland they thought I was young too. “Hey Chuck, you 

really twenty two?” They ask me. “You still a virgin?”‟ he laughed. „They 
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all call me Chuck  for the first three weeks, then Angela, she was very kind 

person, she told me meaning of this word - why all the guys laugh at me. 

„Chuck‟ - it means „to sick‟, right?‟ He frowned as they turned right and 

headed up a small side street. 

„Yeah,‟ Matt smiled and nodded.  

„So I tell them, “I change my name, now you call me James. My 

name is James. You call me James or I kick your head in. I have Tae Kwon 

Do black belt.” But they don‟t believe me. Some of them kept calling me 

Chuck all the time I was there. I never kicked no-one‟s head in. Sometimes 

it was lonely for my time there. So it‟s good to make friend. I want New 

Zealand girlfriend. Are you married?‟ 

„No, no way! Not even close. Not any more.‟ 

„You have girlfriend?‟ 

„Nup.‟ He was sweating and tugged at his tie again.  

„Here we are!‟  

Matt recognised the logo, but all the signs were in Korean. There 

was no way he could have found it without a guide. It was a narrow 

wooden staircase, not the stainless steel and glass elevator he‟d expected. 

One flight, a landing and a return at the first floor. It seemed old, but it was 

hard to judge with painted wood. Matt‟s shirt was damp against his back. 

Coats and ties weren‟t designed for climbing stairs in this weather. He 

hoped the studio was air-conditioned. 

James held open the green panelled glass door, there was just a 

small logo transfer on it. Suddenly James was speaking Korean. Amidst the 

gush of lively conversation, Matt heard his name and the receptionist at the 

small desk stood and bowed. 

„This is Ji Young,‟ James said. 

„Hello,‟ Matt smiled and bowed a little.   

„Sorry, please forgive my English,‟ Ji Young blushed and bowed 

again, black hair with hints of burgundy cascading forwards. 

„Nice to meet you.‟ 

Matt wanted to say more, but James had stepped past the partition 

and was holding his arm out, waiting for him. Behind the sound-proofing 

screen, was a scene more familiar than anything he had seen since he‟d left 

Perth. There were about twenty computers, with designers busy over them, 
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and closer to the entrance, about half a dozen drawing stations. Most of the 

south, no, north wall was window, so the natural light across the drawing 

stations was good, and Venetians blinds were providing darker shade 

across the computer screens. The closest person – a young guy was 

mousing-up some brick work onto an elevation. 

„You know Computer Aided Drawing?‟ asked James.  

„Auto CAD? Yeah, sure.‟ 

Apart from the faces, the main difference he could see from studios 

back home, was a lack of space. At the drawing stations, some guys‟ plans 

were almost overlapping on their neighbour‟s boards. Matt couldn‟t see 

any females, and no-one else was wearing a tie or a jacket. 

James stopped at a vacant drawing board about half way down one 

side. There was a mechanical liner, and a small set of drawers. 

„This is your place,‟ James said and bowed slightly. 

„This is Cheung Nam Jin.‟  

As James continued in Korean the man, to the left of Matt‟s desk 

stood, bowed slightly and shook Matt‟s hand. 

„I yam pleased to meet you Mr Mattieu.‟ 

„Chong, please just call me Matt,‟ 

„Cheung,‟ James repeated, „but you can call him Nam Jin.‟  

Meanwhile, the guy on the right looked up from his computer 

screen and nodded in Matt‟s direction without smiling. 

„Han taeli1,‟ James said to Matt.   

„Hello,‟ Matt said. „Annyong hashimnika.‟ 

Nam Jin smiled and bowed again. Han looked up a little longer. 

„Hello Matt-yew,‟ he said with another nod, then he rattled 

something off in Korean. James replied and Han went back to his computer 

screen. 

„I work over there,‟ James pointed to an empty terminal. „You will 

need to use my computer sometimes. TK will give you job brief.‟ There was 

a quick interchange between James and Han. Matt was already realising 

how different it would have been if Kooky had been there as well.  

                                                 
1
 tae-li, sajang-nim and some other name suffixes are titles, not given names, and hence 

don‟t carry capitals. They are equivalent to hierarchical forms of Mr and Mrs, Miss, Ms. 
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„TK is out at a meeting. He‟ll be back soon and then he‟ll explain 

what project you will be working on.‟  

„Okay. Is TK the boss, is that Mr Park?‟ 

„No, no. Park sajang-nim is main boss. TK is kwajang, like studio 

head. He directs work, but Mr Park is company president.‟ 

„Oh.‟ 

„Is there anything else you need now?‟ 

„No, I guess not. Is it okay – since I don‟t have a project, is it okay if I 

have a bit of a look around?‟ 

„Yes, of course. TK‟s office is up here,‟ he started leading Matt past 

the other architects. There was a meeting room, with a long table, about a 

dozen chairs; two unoccupied offices with glass doors; and a small room 

beyond, which tripled as a model making area, photocopying and printing 

room, and a tiny staff kitchen, with a few chairs and three miniature 

circular tables. It stank of fixatives, toners and polystyrene glues. Matt 

couldn‟t imagine what the coffee would taste like. It wasn‟t exactly the 

plush studio which he had envisaged from Kooky‟s descriptions. And as 

for the soft feminine touch, forget it! There were only three women in the 

whole place. Ji Young, the receptionist, and two model-makers, Euna and 

Hyon Joo. So there were no women in the studio‟s main design space at all.  

TK arrived about an hour later, and it was immediately clear why 

he was in charge. Dressed casually but impeccably in a crisp green and 

white check shirt, he was tall, athletic, with a strong jaw and a handshake 

to match, exuding the kind of confidence you‟d expect from a midday 

television soapie hero. He spoke perfect English with a deep southern 

American accent.  

„Ahm sure you‟re gonna have a real good tah-m here, Matt. We‟ve 

got some good projects on the go, and Mr Park tells me you come with 

excellent references.‟ 

 Matt‟s first project was a fiddly finishing job, „‟til you settle in a 

little.‟ It was basically just colouring and adding some landscaping and a 

few shadows to the elevation views, re-formatting the English headings on 

someone else‟s design. A straightforward, but time-consuming task, like 

the first day in Matt‟s undergrad work experience. „What, you‟re going to 

be paid forty grand a year for colouring in!‟ his dad had laughed.  
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„Are you finished?‟ James asked. 

 „You‟re kidding! I‟m not even a quarter of the way through.‟ Matt 

checked his watch. It was close to six already. 

 „No, I don‟t mean the project,‟ James smiled, „I mean enough work 

for one day. Time to stop, we have finished for today. Are we going home 

now?‟ 

“We”? Matt was sure he meant “you”. He was going to have to keep on his 

toes. 

„Oh yeah, I guess.‟ 

„I can give you a walk to subway.‟ 

„No, it‟s okay. I‟m sure I can remember – it‟s just down to the left, 

after that little dog-leg isn‟t it?‟ Or was it up that alley first, and then left? 

Matt was becoming less confident as he thought about it. He stood up to 

get his bearings from the high-rise across the street, frowning as the 

translucent windows seemed to sway in the pinking light of late afternoon.  

 „Come on. I will take you.‟ 

 „Okay, if you don‟t mind. That might save me getting lost on the 

first day.‟ 

 „Yeah, it can be confused on the first week,‟ James grinned. 

 „Just give me a second, to close this off,‟ Matt said clicking the 

mouse with sudden enthusiasm, grabbing his jacket and stuffing his tie 

further into its pocket. 

 Outside it was hot, Matt‟s shirt and coat clung to him like wet 

chicken feathers. He wiped his forehead on his coat sleeve wondering if he 

should strip down to his shirt again. He wouldn‟t be wearing a tie and coat 

tomorrow! Just as well they were walking down the hill. 

 „You wanna have a drink?‟ James asked. 

 „Yeah! That‟s a great idea, I‟m sweating like a pig.‟ 

 They passed a KFC and a little deli with Coke signs and Matt was 

wondering if he‟d misunderstood James again, when his companion 

suddenly swung into a little doorway and started stomping up a narrow 

wooden staircase. Two flights up James held open a glass door that led 

into, not a plush little café that Matt was expecting, but  a long bar. It was 

an elongated „U‟ with another bench with bar stools facing the buzzing 
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street below. Wood panelling on the bar and the chunkiness of steel and 

wooden stools gave some solidity to the space which seemed to float in the 

rose shades of the approaching sunset. Above the bar, suspended glass 

racks and liqueur bottles reminded Matt of toy space ships. 

 „What you wanna drink?‟ 

 „Umm I don‟t know, beer I guess. What are you having?‟ 

 „Yeah, I drink beer, but what kind you want?‟ 

 „Well … what kinds do they have? Maybe a Crown –„ 

 „I don‟t know this brand. You like foreign brand, what about Coors, 

Miller, Heineken - ?‟ James asked the bartender something. „They don‟t 

have Australian beers. You like Coors? ‟ 

 „I never tried it. It‟s not expensive is it?‟ 

 „No. It‟s okay. American beer, I like it.‟ 

 „Here, I‟ll pay for the first -„ Matt fumbled with his wallet. 

 „No, no, no. I pay.‟ James shoved Matt‟s wallet away. „You are my 

guest.‟ 

 „Okay, I‟ll buy the next round.‟ 

 On the bar stool overlooking the street, Matt was already feeling 

better as the air-conditioning began to take effect. 

 „Cheers!‟ James said grinning. 

 „Yeah, cheers! You said that just like a Kiwi.‟ 

 „Hah! Kiwi,‟ James laughed. „Yeah, I have drunk some good beers in 

New Zealand. Kia ora! But American beer is better.‟ 

 Matt took another swig and glanced down at the scurrying heads 

below. Tuscon Design, American beer, fake Harvard tee-shirts. It was hard 

to ignore the trend. Matt hadn‟t seen a single tee-shirt with Hangul on it. 

 „Hey, this is made here anyway,‟ Matt said, checking the label.  

  James nodded as two small bowls of snacks were bounced between 

them. The bar tender had already turned back to the bar as one of the 

dishes rocked to a standstill. Nuts, coloured mini-rice crackers, and 

something that looked like a cheese twisty. Matt tried one of the twisties. It 

tasted like salty deep-fried fat, only worse.  

 „Hey what‟s with TK, is he always like that?‟ Matt sipped his beer 

and tried a chillied peanut.  

 „What you mean?‟ 
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 „Well, the way he yells at people. Y‟know the way he shouted at 

Nam Jin.‟ 

 „Oh, that‟s nothing. Sometimes Nam Jin-ssi makes mistake. The 

project is behind schedule, so he get annoyed. It‟s normal.” 

 „Wow.‟ 

 „Maybe in Australia, things are different. People more polite, like in 

New Zealand?‟ 

 „Yeah, maybe. I don‟t know, I haven‟t had that much studio 

experience. Hey, did TK grow up in the States or what?‟ 

 „He do Masters in Houston, Texas. Four years live there with 

American girlfriend.‟ 

 „That explains it. So did she come out here, his girlfriend?‟ 

 „I don‟t think so. He is married to Korean now. They have two 

young daughters, but no son.‟ 

 On the footpath below them two young women hugged files to 

their chests, their long hair sweeping over their shoulders like mermaids 

swimming through a dream. A slo-mo from a romantic film. Matt 

wondered if James had a girlfriend. Maybe he was married? Kooky 

reckoned, that for Koreans, living together before getting hitched was a real 

no-no, even in Seoul. Strange how all the products of the west were here, 

even the beer, but the morals, the ways of thinking, were anchored to some 

other place.  

 „Do you live nearby?‟ 

 „No, I live in Ilsan.‟ 

 „By yourself?‟ 

 „No!‟ James laughed. „No-one lives by herself in Korea. I live with 

my family. Mother, father, younger brother and one old sister. YOGIO!‟ He 

shouted. At first Matt thought it was some sort of battle cry, as James 

skulled the dregs of his bottle, but then James indicated two more to the bar-

tender and continued at normal volume.  „We have an apartment. Nothing 

… umm, what‟s that thing you Kiwis say?‟ 

 „I‟m Aussie, but I guess- „ 

 „Nothing flashed! Nothing flashed, but it‟s comfortable.‟  

 „Nothing flash?‟ 
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Matt thought about the high-rises he‟d seen from the bus. Hectares and 

hectares of twenty storey towers lined up like Lego blocks.  

 „What in a multi-storey?‟ 

 „Yeah, twelfth floor.‟ 

 „Wow! I don‟t know if I could handle that.‟ 

 „Why?‟ 

 „I don‟t know .. It‟s um … like, y‟know most Australians are used to 

having a single storey house, a bungalow on a small lot. High density, even 

medium density – in the cities, most Australians still see it as a temporary 

thing. Like young people sharing an apartment before they get married or 

have kids. We have so much more space.‟ Matt paused, thinking how 

strange it was. He was going to spend his time here designing places where 

he would never want to spend most of his life. Despite the atriums, 

corridors of green, and the planter boxes, it would still be like being 

trapped in a hotel. Living up there in one of those Seoul apartments, it 

would be like living in some spaceship – economy, business or first class 

seats, depending on your income. At least they didn‟t have earth quakes 

like Japan, so the engineering wasn‟t as demanding. 

 „Yes, Australia, New Zealand, big countries and small population. 

There‟s plenty of …‟ 

 Matt turned to follow his gaze. Three young women had entered. 

Neat trim business suits, matching colours, they looked almost young 

enough to be school students, but the clothes suggested office workers, 

bank staff maybe, or some sort of high class shop assistants. One of them 

suddenly noticed Matt – her hand flashing up to her mouth as she giggled 

and said something to the others. Matt looked away as the heads turned in 

his direction. He could feel his ears burning. 

 „You wanna talk with them?‟ James asked. 

 „Me? No, I don‟t think so -‟ 

 „Yeah? I think they will come over if I ask them. They think you‟re 

American. Maybe they don‟t speak such good English like me. I can ask?‟ 

He was becoming insistent.  

 „No, really. Some other time, thanks James.‟ 

 „But you don‟t have a girlfriend back home?‟ 

 Matt frowned, prodded a finger at the drink coaster. 
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 „Had a girlfriend back home. Past tense.‟ 

 „She didn‟t want to come to Seoul?‟ 

 „No, she didn‟t, but it wasn‟t just that. Maybe, if I‟d … I don‟t know, 

things didn‟t work out.‟ 

 „Sorry, I didn‟t mean to embarrass. I didn‟t mean to … um, poke. 

It‟s okay, let‟s have another beer!‟ 

 „No, I think I should get back to the hotel. It‟s been a long day, and 

I‟m getting a bit hungry.‟ The instant noodles in the Styrofoam container 

they‟d had for lunch didn‟t exactly hit the spot. 

 „Oh we can eat here, that‟s no problem. They got chicken, rice, other 

stuff. What you wanna have? Maybe layder, some other girls will arrive. 

We can try Korean beer -‟ 

 „No thanks. Maybe later in the week. The train‟s just down that way 

right?‟ Matt stood up and eased away from his seat and looked down to the 

street again. 

 James shook his head slightly. 

 „I think different direction. It‟s okay, I will show you. It‟s easy to get 

lost first day, first week.‟ 

 Matt didn‟t know whether he was relieved or not. He glanced at the 

three girls as James paid the bill. One with blonde streaks in her hair 

returned his gaze. As the traffic-fuelled heat from the street surged up the 

staircase even before they‟d reached the footpath, Matt wondered if he‟d 

made the right choice. 

 Once they were on the main street, Matt was confident he could 

find his way back to the subway station, but James insisted on taking him 

all the way and making sure he entered the city-bound turnstile. Matt 

didn‟t need such close nannying, but James said Matt was “his junior” and 

that seemed to mean that James had to treat him like a kid. After what had 

happened in Sokcho, Matt didn‟t argue too much. Since Kooky wasn‟t 

around, it was kind of reassuring that he had someone looking out for him. 

James was more serious than Kooky, but he seemed nice enough, someone 

you could trust. 
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6 

 

Today it‟s raining again, but nothing like it was in July, when the sky was 

an inverted lake. They say it rains in BC, but Vancouver‟s rain is like a 

Scottish mist compared to what we‟ve had here. At least today it‟s not so 

heavy, and I doubt it will last long. I don‟t think I‟ll be wading into the 

subway underpass again. I still can‟t believe how, despite the cars washed 

away in the deluge, the Koreans managed to get everything up and 

running again so quickly. It seems like it‟s only bureaucracy that moves at 

the same pace here. 

 Ludmila and I have applied to share a room in the International 

Dorm at Yonsei, but now I‟m thinking more and more I‟d like to move into 

private accommodation with her. At least there we could buy a de-

humidifier and an air-conditioner. I could do some part-time tutoring to 

pay for half. From what I‟ve seen on the cafeteria notice-boards, even the 

lowest hourly rate should cover most of my overheads, if I could pick up a 

couple of students. Maybe even meet a nice local guy? Anyway, hopefully 

we‟ll soon know if we‟ve got the Yonsei room. 

 But first comes my next assignment. A two hundred word essay 

and I‟m already stuck on the second sentence! And I just know Ee-

sonsaeng-nim is going to be a stickler for detail. God, if I corrected his 

every English phrase which was wrong! If exactness were applied in 

industry the way it is in his class, Kia would have replaced Mercedes a 

decade ago, and Samsung speakers would have bowled Bose into the also-

rans.   

 Well, I guess pronunciation in the early stages is important. The 

Seoulites still look at my mouth weirdly every time I say something. I keep 

thinking maybe I needed to floss more carefully or something! Is there a 

piece of chicken in my top teeth? But finally I can say a sentence or two 

without them flinching or immediately switching to English. Progress! 

 At least in that field. But in other matters, my search continues -  at 

least I‟ve acquired one Buddhist friend. She‟s very low-key which suits me 

just fine. Yi Jing told me that for a long while she was raised as a Christian 

by her dad, but then her mom kind of reverted to Buddhism after her 

grandma died and after that, mom and the daughters in the family went to 
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the temple, while her dad kept on attending protestant church. And 

everyone is cool with that. I swear I‟ve never heard of a country with more 

religious tolerance! It‟s a pity the Republic of Korea couldn‟t export that 

worldwide! I‟m sure the US has just stirred up the hornet‟s nest by their 

attacks in Afghanistan. Not that I have any sympathy for the Taliban, 

considering how they treat women, and the Hazari people, but didn‟t the 

Americans learn anything from Vietnam? The bombing is just going to steel 

the resolve of those attacked. There has got to be another way.  

 I was expecting huge protests here, but apparently student protests 

mostly happen in spring when the freshers are looking to prove 

themselves. Everyone here seems more concerned with finding a husband 

or making money; or combining both by marrying rich! I can‟t believe some 

of the catty things they say about the Edae girls. Su Yeon is certainly not at 

all like that. She seems so dedicated to helping others, and is so devoted to 

her Christian ways. I‟m surprised she hasn‟t thought of becoming a nun, 

though of course she‟s said she would like to get married some day, but not 

until she‟s worked for at least a few years after graduating. She‟s convinced 

that if a few women can make it into the legislature, Korea will be less 

focussed on the power of the economy and more focussed on the quality of 

life. Her quiet determination is so inspiring. Sometimes when I‟m with her, 

I feel so weak and directionless. 

I‟m so looking forward to my five days in the temple near Cheongju. 

Perhaps it‟s the first step on my correct path? Or at least another step in the 

right direction. They cater for tourists, but I don‟t expect there‟ll be many 

there at this time of the year. When I called they assured me that the head 

priest speaks fluent English, so I am hoping he‟ll be able to help me. Not 

that I imagine we‟ll be speaking much. It‟s mostly chanting and meditation 

with just an hour or two each day of direct instruction. I‟m really looking 

forward to it. Not just the meditation and learning more about the Way, but 

also just getting out of Seoul for a while will be so good. I haven‟t been 

beyond the city limits for over seven months, and I‟m so looking forward to 

seeing the mountains again and breathing some of that calm country air. I‟ll 

miss a few classes, but I think it‟s worth it, since it‟s what I really came here 

for in the first place. I guess I‟ll be picking up some other Korean in the 
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Sutta anyway, so it will be different kind of language and cultural 

acquisition. 

 

  

 

7 

Last Friday night Pegasus Bar near Hamilton Hotel in Itaewon witnessed shocking 

scenes of brutality as a group of Westerners were set upon by irate security staff.  

A group of between 20 to 30 Westerners were asked to leave the premises at 3 

a.m. but continued to finish their drinks and sing until 3:15 a.m. In this time the bar 

staff became increasingly annoyed until the bar owner "Mr. Kim" produced a 

baseball bat from behind the counter and proceeded to tap the table and chairs 

with the presumed intent of making his point.  

When the Westerners got outside they were set upon by six security staff who 

were called in from the surrounding Itaewon area. What followed was in the words 

of one witness unthinkable. The security team were armed with telescopic bats, 

tear gas canisters, a CO2 pellet gun and at least one shield.  

Two Westerners needed stitching, one was shot with the pellet gun and many were 

the victims of tear gas and beatings, leaving them needing hospital treatments.  

Matt clicked off the on-line Korean Herald and thought about sending 

another email to Jezza. He was sick of surfing the Net waiting on the final 

brief for the apartment block. He thought of asking Euna or Hyon Joo if 

they wanted help with the model-making, but he decided against it. Euna 

always seemed to be stressed out by something or other, and she had never 

spoken any English, although Matt sensed that she actually understood 

what he and James were talking about.  

 It was crazy. Half the studio staff were going off their faces 

scurrying to get the big office block finished and the rest were just wasting 

time, telling jokes, ducking out into the stairwell for another smoke. One 

guy was playing some medieval martial arts game on line. It was like being 

back in a school computing class or something. Matt decided to show some 

initiative.  
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 „TK, are you sure there‟s nothing I can help with on the big project? 

I mean, until more of the specis come in for the apartments, I‟ve got 

nothing to do.‟ 

 „Look man, we‟ve got a few projects that need bedding down right 

now, some  thangs that need sorting that you caynt help with. For now, 

you just stay cool. Those specis for your project should be here by the end 

of the week. Just play with a few ideas for now, okay.‟ 

 Matt went back to reading the online papers for another twenty 

minutes before clicking the design screen open as he noticed a ripple of 

nodding and bowing heads and straightening backs. Mr Park was 

approaching. 

 „Hello Matt. Last night I speak with Kuk Eun. He enjoys work in 

Sydney. Very happy. He was asking how things go for you?‟ 

 „Well, it‟s fine, but at the moment I don‟t have much to do until a 

few more specifications arrive for the apartment block.‟ 

 „Yes, TK tell that to me. Okay, I will give you another brief. We go 

out for lunch, I‟ll tell you more then. We eat somewhere good – talk over. 

When we come back, I want you to work on a new project. No need to tell 

anyone else.‟ He checked his watch and frowned. „You can ask TK about it, 

when he‟s not busy. Now he‟s busy, okay. Don‟t ask nobody else. This is 

our special project.‟ 

 „Sure.‟ 

 „Residential, five bedroom, tree bathroom, all big rooms – you 

getting this down?‟ 

 „Oh.Yeah, okay five, three, yes –„ 

 „Big American kitchen and two car garage. Mostly single storey 

with partial basement and two upstairs bedrooms. You got that?‟ 

 „Partial basement -?‟ 

 „Yeah, not full  - you know, like cellar, like wine cellar.‟ 

 „Oh yeah, I get it. So who‟s the client? What‟s the project name? 

 „Call it Texas.‟ 

 „Texas? So it‟s for an American client?‟ 

 „No, Korean.‟  

 „Okay, that‟s a seven bedroom bungalow?‟ 

 „No, not seven, five!‟ He stuck up his spread fingers.  
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 „Sorry, so the two upstairs are part of the five, yeah I get it.‟ 

 „On a large block, ku ch‟o? Plenty of space all about,‟ he waved his 

arms wide. „Forty metre frontage, back of home facing river in southwest, 

country home. View southwest, you understand?‟ 

 „Yeah, I think so. So what‟s the budget?‟ 

 „Open budget.‟ 

 „And the client‟s name?‟ 

 „Ahh … private. More like exploration example. Call it ummm …‟ 

his voice went even deeper, like a bear grumbling in its sleep, „Call it 

“Texas Dream.” We discuss later over lunch. Just for when you have empty 

time. I want to see Australian ideas. Theory exercise okay? Kuk Eun tells 

me you are clever architect. Okay, this is dream house - show me clever 

bungalow design.‟ 

 „All right, I‟ll do my best.‟ 

 „Okay. So you start Texas Dream. Tomorrow, villa apartments.‟ 

 „Sure, thanks Mr Park. Thank you very much!‟ 

 Mr Park grunted, nodded and strode back the way he came, asking 

questions here and there, like a general inspecting troops. Matt couldn‟t 

believe his luck! This was exactly the kind of thing he wanted to do! An 

open budget home with room to move. A real dream project. He grabbed a 

fresh A3 and started sketching. Texas – a ranch, a Stetson, guns. No, no 

guns – this was going to be a place to relax, to feel calm away from the fuss 

and buzz of the city.  

 

Matt checked his watch. 1.24pm. Mr Park still hadn‟t appeared, and 

everyone else had eaten ages ago, or were still out enjoying their break. For 

the last hour, Matt had been doodling – some rough shapes and theme 

ideas for the Texas Dream. He‟d fooled around with a Stetson shape, and 

then shoved that under another sheet when he thought he heard Mr Park 

approaching, but it was just Han coming back from his break. In fact, when 

Matt went for a stroll and looked into his office on the way to the toilet, Mr 

Park wasn‟t anywhere to be seen.  

Matt was starving. He rubbed the itching scab on his arm, 

wondering if he had misunderstood. Perhaps Mr Park meant tomorrow or 

something? Maybe Mr Park had messed up his English. And what about 
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the Texas Dream? Some mystery client with money to burn. It didn‟t make 

much sense, when TK had stressed that all their projects were so budget 

sensitive. James was returning from his break, so Matt decided to ask him 

about what to do. He‟d just pushed out from his desk when Han‟s phone 

rang and he held the receiver out to Matt, with a nod of his head. 

 „Mr Matthieu?‟ It was a female voice. 

 „Yes, this is Matt.‟ 

 „We go to lunch. Are you ready?‟ It was Ji Young. 

 „Yeah, absolutely.‟ 

 „Okay, can you come now?‟ 

 „You bet.‟ 

 When he reached the reception desk, Ji Young was standing in front 

of her desk, and Euna was sitting behind it, but Mr Park was no where in 

sight. 

 „Mr Park is late,‟ Ji Young bowed slightly. „He says we should go 

now, he will join us later.‟ 

 „Oh, okay.‟ 

 Down at street level, it was cacophonous. Braking buses sounded 

like they were all running bare metal onto brake shoes. Car horns blared, 

two stroke delivery bikes roared by on the road, and puttered past on the 

footpath. Matt realised the studio must have double glazing. It would be 

handy in winter too, with all that area to heat. 

„So, what would you like to eat? You like pizza? Italian food?‟ Ji 

Young frowned, as though it were a major problem. 

„Anything other than McDonald‟s!‟ 

„Oh!‟ Her hand went to her mouth. „How about Korean food? Have 

you had ? Would you like to try it? Mr Park suggests this.‟ 

„Okay, yeah. It‟s time I took the plunge.‟ 

„Korean food is okay for you?‟ 

„Sure, that would be good.‟  

Ji Young smiled. 

„We walk a little way, somewhere a little casual. Is this okay for 

you?‟ 

„Yeah, casual's fine.‟ 
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They passed many restaurants, each time he thought they were 

slowing to enter one, she hurried past it. Was she too fussy? What was she 

looking for? He thought he should try to engage her in conversation, but 

with the traffic noise it was difficult, so he gave up until they rounded a 

corner and started striding up a little alley-way. 

 „Is it far from here?‟ 

 She looked at him, frowning. 

 „The restaurant, is it ... how many minutes from here?‟ 

 „Oh!‟ The hand went up towards her mouth again. „It's just here, see 

the sign. This is somewhat traditional Korean restaurant.‟ She thrust out 

her open palm. There were signs everywhere. In Korean. He had no idea 

what any of them meant. But he saw a panel of glass with a list of prices in 

won, which was where she was heading.  

 The restaurant wasn't large. Perhaps ten tables, all of them at floor 

level. Diners were seated on the pale floorboards on flat cushions. He was 

about to step up onto the raised floor when Ji Young paused. 

 „Oh, sorry!‟ She pointed to his shoes and the row of discarded 

footwear on the step inside the doorway. „You need to take off.‟ 

 „Oh right, I get it.‟ He struggled with his laces. Why had he done a 

double knot? And now the blood was rushing to his head, he was swaying. 

He got the right one undone and jerked it off. Now the proprietor was 

fussing about both of them, offering him slippers. Mud-brown vinyl. „I'll be 

okay with just the socks thanks.‟ He yanked his left shoe off with the lace 

still firmly knotted.  

 „You can wear these.‟ Ji Young held the slip-ons near his feet. He 

gave in, her hand touching his left foot as she helped him to put them on. 

The shoe was too big, it felt awkward, and she seemed so elegant, bending 

down next to him. 

 „Thanks,‟ he said, nearly slipping on the polished floor. 

 Ji Young and the waiter were chatting, as they were led to one of the 

little tables. Elsewhere, other diners looked up, stopped eating to stare at 

him as he and Ji Young quietly padded across the wooden floor and sat 

down. The foreigner, trying to slide his legs under the low table. His fawn 

slacks tight around his waist and knees. If only he'd been in jeans. Ji Young 

smiled slightly across the table at him.  
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 „Is it okay?‟ 

 „Yes, sure. It's certainly different to Maccas!‟ 

 „Maccas?‟ Her brow knitted slightly. 

 „McDonald‟s. In Australia, everything is abbreviated. We like to 

shorten words. Like my name.‟ 

 „Walters? This is a short form?‟ 

 „No, my first name, Matt, it's an abbreviation, a shortening for 

Matthew.‟ 

 „Oh yes, of course. I understand. I like Mattieu, it sounds good,‟ she 

smiled. 

 The waitress presented them laminated A4 menus which could 

have been Korean War relics. They were worn, stained and faded, but the 

prices were reasonable - 10,000  to 15,000 won - around $10 for most of the 

main courses. There were English translations for most of the dishes. 

Fermented bean paste soup.  Seaweed soup with baby clams. Seaweed wrapped 

bean curd with rice. Chewy noodles in cold broth. Rice, vegetables, egg, chilli paste 

mixture. Strong pepper ox stew. Chilli pickled raw cabbage. Matt was wishing 

he‟d opted for Italian.   

 „Is there something you like?‟ Her mouth was slightly open. Then 

her cell phone chimed.  

 „Excuse me,‟ she held the phone with one hand and used her other 

to shield her mouth. It was a quick conversation, she bowed slightly at the 

end, and slid the phone back into her purse. „Mr Park apologise, he cannot 

make lunch. His meeting is lasting a long time. We can lunch together, is it 

okay?‟ 

 „Yeah, sure, why not.‟ 

 „Then we order, okay? Did you find something?‟ 

 He couldn't say no, not now. Besides the people all around them 

seemed to be enjoying the food.  

 „Umm, yeah. I'm just not sure what I'd like.‟ 

 „How about bibimpap?‟ 

 „Bibbimup?‟  

 „Bibimbap,‟ she pointed on his menu to the rice, vegie and egg mix. 

„This is very popular with foreigners. Not too spicy.‟ 
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 „Um, maybe not. I don't mind spicy things. Indian food is one of my 

favourites. How about that barbecue thing, like they're having?‟ He nodded 

his head towards the neighbouring table where a couple were enjoying 

some kind of sizzling meat dish cooked on a little portable table-top 

barbecue. „Do we have time for that?‟ 

  „Sure, I don't think it will take long.‟ 

 „Okay.‟ 

 „YOGIO!‟ 

 He jumped, lifting the table slightly with his knees and remembered 

he was sitting on a cushion with no backrest. He didn't realise her voice 

could be that loud. Within seconds the waitress was there. No notebook, 

she listened and nodded as Ji Young rattled off their order. Then the waiter 

asked them something. 

 „Ah, what you ... ah would you like to drink?‟ Ji Young interpreted, 

„some beer or tea? I don‟t think they coffee - ‟ 

 „Umm, beer‟s good. But maybe not since we‟re going back to work. 

How about a Coke?‟ 

 „Coca-cola?‟  

 She ordered, but the waitress shook her head. Matt recognised the 

word „Pepsi‟.  

 „Pepsi will be fine.‟ 

 „Ah you understand some Korean already! That‟s very impressive.‟ 

Ji Young's eyes lit up and she confirmed his order, dimples in her cheek as 

she smiled. Moments later the waitress was gone, repeating the order loud 

enough for half the restaurant to hear. Matt expected other diners to stare 

at him and Ji Young again, but they were all too busy eating or chatting.  

 „Your English is so amazing.‟ 

 „Oh no, I did not study diligently.‟ 

 „Ji Young, I think you studied very diligently. I mean how many ESL 

students would use a word like “impressive,” or “diligently?” Believe me, 

you're doing just great.‟ 

 „Grite?‟ She frowned. 

 „Gray eet. Wonderful. Your English is excellent. It's my Aussie accent 

that's the problem, sorry. I guess you're mainly used to hearing American 

English. Did you have an American English teacher?‟  
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 „No, Korean English teacher.‟ 

 „She must have been very good. Had she studied in the States?‟ 

 „No, I don't think so. He was not very good. He could not speak 

English well. Only he knew so much about grammar. Past conditional 

tense, present conditional tense. How do you learn all this?‟  

   

 „We never learnt any of that stuff,‟ Matt laughed. „I didn't even 

know English had grammar until I started learning Italian.‟ 

 „You speak Italian?‟ She pushed her dark hair behind her ear. 

 „No, I've forgotten it all now. I guess if I had a phrase book I could 

order a pizza in Roma. Simple stuff like that. I only learnt a bit in Year 8, 

y‟know the beginning of high school.‟ 

 „Can you speak to me in Italian? I would like to hear it.‟ 

 Matt gave a three sentence self-introduction and recited a verse of a 

pop song he‟d learnt for a test. „Prego!‟ he said with a flourish of his arms. 

 „Bravo!‟ Ji Young clapped little seal claps, her long fingertips 

together, her dark eyes shining. „You're so good.‟ 

 „Mille grazie.‟  

 „When I was in high school, I always wanted to learn French. It is 

such a beautiful language, don't you think?‟ 

 There was a clatter of noise as the waitress brought food to a nearby 

table. Over in the corner of the restaurant a wall-mounted television flicked 

out the latest on the war in Afghanistan. No-one seemed interested. 

Overhead, behind Ji Young, there were framed photographs of various 

westerners and Koreans. Some of them sitting cross-legged at the 

restaurant tables. Most of them were older customers, in their forties or 

even older. He wondered why Ji Young had chosen this restaurant. 

Perhaps she came here with the studio staff? Perhaps it was Mr Park‟s 

choice? At the moment she looked a little ill-at-ease. Entertaining the new 

boy was probably not her preferred thing. She seemed rather serious, and  

he wondered what she ever did for fun.  

 „Do you watch many Hollywood movies in English, you know like 

with Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie?‟ 

 „Sure, I love movies. Brad Pitt, he's so cool. Tom Cruise, Nicola 

Kidman. She's Australian isn't she?‟ 
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 „Yeah, that‟s right, but I think Nicole Kidman is more American 

now though.‟ 

 „Do you like also Hollywood films?‟ 

 „Some. Like with Jackie Chan – some action films. Mostly I go for 

European films or something a bit different. Something with better 

photography, situations that are a bit less predictable. Quirky films like 

Amélie  - 

 „I don't know this. “Quirky” - what does this mean? I'm sorry. My 

English is not so good. Some of my tutors were not so good.‟ 

 „Huh? Tutors, what, did you have tutors for English?‟ 

 „Yes, of course. It‟s usual here. We go to hagwon.‟ 

 „Hagwon? Oh that‟s like night school or something?‟ Matt 

remembered Kooky telling him about hours of after-school tutoring. 

 „Cram school yes. Three hours everyday for English and math.‟  

 „Every day!‟ 

 „Yes, every school day, Monday to Saturday. I had one good teacher 

from Wisconsin. His name was Mr Andersen. Mr William Andersen, he 

was very funny. He liked to play games.‟ 

 She stopped as the waitress approached with a large tray full of 

small dishes. She knelt beside Matt and handed out some pale brown soup, 

and several dishes of what looked like pickled lettuce, green beans and a 

bowl of evil-looking pink and white limp cabbage, steamed rice and two 

glasses of water. 

„Wow.‟ Matt didn't know what to say. He thought they were going 

to have the barbecue thing. He could smell chili and garlic, but vegetarian 

food and dull looking soup wasn't really his thing. 

„Don't worry, the meat is still coming.‟ 

She must have read his face.  

„Oh, good.‟ 

She smiled, and lifting up the lid of a little plastic box handed across 

to him a long handled dessert spoon and a  paper napkin.  

„Can you use?‟ she said, holding up a small pair of metal chopsticks. 

„Chopsticks? Yeah, no problem. We use them at home quite a bit.‟ 

The waitress returned, removing the centre of the table top to reveal 

a gas-fired barbecue unit. She turned one of the knobs and bent low, her 
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tied back hair cascading near Matt as she checked to see if the flame was on. 

Then she swished a bit of oil into the two-handled frying pan and turned it 

up full. 

„Great system hey?‟ 

„Gray eet system, yes,‟ Ji Young's eyes shone and he wasn't sure if 

she was mocking him or not. 

Moments later the waitress returned with a large bowl of onions 

and a plate stacked high with thinly sliced marinated meat. A stack of 

onions hissed and shushed as she swirled them into the smoking oil with 

monstrously long wooden chopsticks. Then she handed the chopsticks to Ji 

Young and gestured towards the meat. Ji Young nodded, said something 

else, and the waitress bowed and was gone.  

Ji Young stirred the onions and then added some of the meat, which 

curled and darkened in the glossy pan. She moved the pieces so gracefully, 

and the tang of ginger and garlic in the marinade, together with the frying 

onions had Matt's saliva glands aching.  

 „Please,‟ she rested the big chopsticks across the top of the frying 

pan and picking up her own small metal versions, indicated for him to do 

the same.  

 „Do you start with soup?‟  

 „Ah, you have not eaten Korean style before?‟ 

 „No.‟ He shook his head, noticing she was taking some of the 

pickled green stuff. 

 „Well, you can do anything you like. Some people say, most polite is 

to eat a little soup first and finish with rice. But here it is not so formal. Eat 

everything at the same time. Whatever you like, no-one will mind.‟ 

 „Oh, right. So, it's kind of like the Chinese way. They do the same 

thing, don't they?‟ 

 „Hmm, maybe,‟ her head twisted slightly, and she looked sideways, 

somewhere past him.  

 He tried the rice, but the thin chopsticks were hard to handle, so 

flat, almost two-dimensional. He managed to scoop some of the rice into 

his mouth, even though a few grains bounced onto his pants. He thought 

about flicking the rice off his pants, but that would have meant uncurling 
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his legs from under the table and he didn't want to risk knocking 

something over.   

Ji Young smiled broadly and took up her spoon and sipped some of 

the soup and then ate some rice with her spoon, before giving the meat 

another swirl with the mega-chopsticks. 

„It's ready now, I think.‟ She held up some of the meat and onions. 

He passed her his half-emptied rice bowl and she carefully placed 

the glossy meat onto the snowy grains. His mouth exploded with flavour 

with his first mouthful of the richly spiced, super tender meat. It was like 

Szechuan beef, only more delicately flavoured, not so heavy with chilli.   

„How is it?‟ 

„Beautiful! What's this called?‟ He took another mouthful. 

„Bulgogi.‟ 

„Bull doggie!‟ Matt stopped chewing.  

„Bulgogi.‟ She laughed, her hand covering her mouth. „It's cow - 

beef.‟ 

„Oh, wow. It's really tasty!‟ Matt swallowed and grinned. „You had 

me worried there for a minute. I thought you said, doggie - you know, ruff 

ruff. Before, when you were ordering, I thought I heard you say “pup,” you 

know, like baby dog.‟ 

„No!‟ Her back straightened. „I don't eat dog.‟ Her brow buckled. 

„”Pap” is rice – Korean word for rice.‟ 

„Sorry. It's just that I'd heard, Kooky told me -  I mean there are 

some Koreans who do -‟ 

„Yes, I know. All foreigners think that. But it's not true, just some 

men, who think it's good for their ... for their ... umm, I don't know the 

English word.‟ 

Ji Young tossed the last of the beef into the fryer, flicking the 

chopsticks around with added intensity. She wasn‟t looking his way, she 

seemed focussed on the food. He would have to be more alert. Not 

everyone was as cool and casual as Kooky. He shouldn‟t have been so 

insensitive.  

„Is this kimch'i?‟ Matt pointed to the bowl of pickled cabbage. It 

reminded him of something Kooky had prepared once for a party at their 

place. Dynamite hot, but really tasty. 
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„Yes, this is Korea's national dish. Maybe this is too spicy for you?‟ 

Matt carefully took some in his chopsticks. They twisted as he lifted 

up the mouth-sized piece of limp cabbage onto his rice. Then with the 

second attempt he got the whole thing into his mouth. He knew no matter 

what, he had to eat this and pretend to enjoy it. He bit into the juicy stem 

and savoured how the sweetness of the garlic was matched by the sesame 

and fish oil flavours. At first it seemed mildly spicy, but then the chilli 

kicked in like an after-burner. 

„Delicious!‟ Matt said, reaching for his Pepsi. 

„You like?‟ 

„Yeah, you bet.‟ 

„Please have some more,‟ she proffered the bowl again. 

 He took another piece, larger this time to prove the point, even 

though he could feel sweat beads forming on his scalp. 

„Bravo!‟ She did three fairy claps again, smiling,  as with her fingers 

she picked up one of the raw runner beans and dipped it into a mini dish of 

thick tomato sauce, and crunched into it with a grin.  

It was yonks since Matt had had fresh beans, so he did the same. 

Needles of flame pierced his tongue and the roof of his mouth. He 

tried to chew, but swallowed by accident, steel hooks catching down his 

throat as the raw chilli coursed down his gullet like molten lava. In a 

paroxysm of coughing, his knee caught the underside of the table, setting 

all the dishes into a sympathetic timpani. 

Ji Young leant forward with a glass of water. He drank all of it and 

then spooned in some rice to further quell the fire. His coughing subsided. 

„Sorry. Too spicy, I should not have let you eat.‟ She poured more 

water for him. He drank and wiped his sleeve across his forehead.  

„Woo, that was bad. I thought it was French bean!‟ he panted.  

„I am sorry, but you can eat kimch'i. I thought it would be okay. No 

foreigners eat this,‟ she said, glancing about her. Matt was surprised his 

coughing fit hadn't cleared the restaurant. His coughing subsided and 

people had stopped staring now.  

„YOGIO!‟ 

 The waitress appeared. Ji Young snapped out something, and she 

was gone. The waitress, reappeared and re-filled Matt's Pepsi. 
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„Oh thanks!‟ Matt took a long swig. „Phew!‟ he sighed, „that was just 

what I needed.‟ 

Ji Young smiled and sipped her water. She‟d eaten the raw chilli 

without a murmur. There was more to her that those dimples and shining 

eyes. 

They continued eating, in Matt's case, more cautiously. He focussed 

on the beef and rice, but towards the end of the meal, he tried the kimch'i 

again. He made sure to smile as he ate it, trying to prove to Ji Young that he 

could handle it. He wasn't just any other foreigner, no matter how much he 

was sweating and his calf muscles were aching. He wondered if any 

traditional Korean restaurants used chairs. 

 

 

 

8    

 

There‟s the sputter of the incense and bird calls outside. Someone walking 

slowly. A monk? A tourist? Perhaps we‟re all just spiritual tourists. An 

appetiser of  shamanism, spicy entrée of Hinduism, roast Christianity for 

main course and a palate-cleansing sherbet of Buddhism. A bead of sweat 

follows my spinal cord down my back. I must look so dishevelled. Beauty? 

Ignore the transience of beauty. Goodness: the absence of desire. Truth. The 

eightfold path. I will be one with the universe. Empty myself. Be at peace 

with each living thing.  

 I feel whole. I feel the warmth of air, soft breeze through the 

doorway, the pine boards sticking to me. Perspiration tickling. I‟m still hot 

from the hike up. Maybe that‟s why they build them high up on hills. By 

the time you arrive, you‟re already emptied. And of course, only the very 

keen invader would bother climbing all that way just to kill a few harmless 

monks. Why bother with them?  

 There have been warriors though. The Shaolins in China. But I don‟t 

understand how they could take their vows of not harming, whilst 

practising the martial arts? There‟s so much more to learn. By taking the 

least path and protecting the weak they were fulfilling the third precept, 

compassion.  
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 The monks who built this must have been fit too. How did they 

carry the beams up all this way? Perhaps the local trees were larger back 

then? They must have had a mighty workforce to carve them without 

power tools, and lift them into position. No mechanical cranes. How did 

they plan the whole thing? Did they work from a design or just rely on 

reckoning, like the Javanese with their sailing ships?  

 Focus Kristy! 

 Empty yourself. Listen only to the smoke of the incense, twisting, 

curling slowly to the painted beams, the swirling greens and purples of the 

curved designs. Be as still as a painted ocean. Fear no one. Empower no 

one. Be no one. Obstruct nothing. Be no-one‟s wall, no-one‟s cushion, no-

one‟s crutch. Let all flesh dissolve, every emotion dilute. Bend more than 

the supple bamboo. Let anger, sadness, passion flow over you, around you, 

like water around a pebble. Be smooth, pure, shining. Let the shy trout 

glide past you, rippling his flanks, keep your eyes always open. See how 

they slip by.  

 

„What is it that you want?‟ the monk asked, his eyes intense on me. 

 I was about to say I wanted peace of mind, a calmness of the spirit, 

but stopped myself. Was it a trick question? Surely every good Buddhist 

knows that you should want nothing. To be rid of all desire was the goal. 

 „I want not to want,‟ I replied. 

 He smiled, his thumb stroking his prayer beads. For a moment, I 

thought he wasn‟t going to respond at all, he looked so blank. His eyes 

seemed almost black compared to the faded grey of his linen robe. Did he 

think I was trying to be smart, sardonic? 

 „You have travelled a long way,‟ he said finally, the corners of his 

mouth hinting at some old joke, just out of reach. 

 I think I nodded or perhaps bowed in agreement. I no longer know 

when I‟m bowing. Sometimes I catch myself bowing to strangers – shop 

assistants and so on, when I‟m not supposed to. Yes, I thought, it has been a 

long journey. I tried so hard to be a good Christian all those years, but what 

did it mean if I finally felt unsaved. I still loved Jesus, but what was the 

point? The whole idea of sacrifice seemed so archaic. God‟s son dying on a 
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cross for the whole world. It seemed so primitive, like tribes throwing 

terrified virgins into the mouths of volcanoes.  

 „I have been to Toronto,‟ he continued. I thought he had stopped. 

Perhaps he expected me to ask a question. „Such a long flight and all that 

flat ice underneath you. The frozen lakes and rivers. I had always thought 

of Canada as mountains.‟ 

 Was he serious? Now he wanted to give me some kind of 

travelogue? I‟d sat through four days of aching legs and barley soup for 

this! 

 Then he frowned slightly. My face must have been blushing with 

anger, even though I was trying hard not to show it. I tried to breathe 

slowly. Meditate even while I was listening to this. 

 „To be at home,‟ he paused and slowly rolled his neck as though he 

were responding to a massage, „you must journey a long way. All that ice 

that seems so blank, like a white page. It covers streams and lakes full of 

fishes. Living things which move and feed and sleep while they move. But 

it looks dead, doesn‟t it? You think the plants will never recover, but in 

spring …‟ 

 „Yes, it‟s a miracle!‟ 

 „Do you believe in miracle?‟ 

 „I believe in the miracle of re-birth. Or maybe re-awakening – I think 

it‟s more like being asleep. The birch is still the same tree. It is just 

rejuvenated in the thaw.‟ 

 „What about the river?‟ 

 „The river, the streams? The fish, who sleep with their eyes open?‟ 

He was nodding again. His knees were almost flat in the lotus position.  

 I was conscious of mine aching, my bony tracksuit knees sticking up 

like aerials as I tried to relax in the cross-legged stance. It was hard to 

ignore the pain in my ankles and to focus on what he was saying. „I guess 

the streams are – I mean the banks are the same, although in time they 

erode, but the rivers – well the water is always different isn‟t it. You never 

enter the same stream twice.‟ 

 „Yes.‟ He nodded, but I was disappointed.  
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 Then he continued. „So the stream is the same, but different. We 

look for it and find it in the valley, but it is not the same stream. It is 

travelling too.‟ He paused.  

 „How about in one thousand years, will it still be there?‟ he asked. 

 „The banks will have moved a little, but it will probably still be 

there. Assuming no mining or real estate development has occurred and re-

routed the whole thing!‟ 

 „How about ten thousand years?‟ 

 „Then it will have changed more. Maybe formed a deeper valley. It 

will have changed.‟ 

 „It will have moved, even though while we were watching it, we 

didn‟t notice any change.‟  

 „Yes, that‟s true.‟ 

 He sat and nodded. His eyes almost closed as he flicked the prayer 

beads through his fingers. That was it, I thought. End of the session. I slid 

my stiff leg forward on the polished boards, stretched it out, ready to stand 

and leave quietly without disturbing him. 

 „Would you like some jujube tea?‟ his eyes gleamed as he reached 

sideways to the little teapot and electric kettle which had been switching on 

and off as we talked.  

 „Yes please.‟ I tried to bend my leg back into position. 

 „Please relax. You do not need to sit this way. Maybe kneel. 

Whatever is comfortable for you now.‟  

 He selected two turned wooden cups and then swirled the ancient 

ceramic teapot, pouring the pale brown liquid into an open bowl. He 

carefully picked it up with its right-angled handle and poured it into the 

two wooden cups. Each movement a ritual, a gentle prayerful moment.  

 We sipped our tea. 

 „Mashissoyo,‟ I said. „It tastes good.‟  

 The corners of his lips moved up slightly. 

 „You have travelled a long way,‟ he smiled again.  

 His teeth shone as we sat, sipping tea, listening to the clicking kettle 

and the wind whispering pine needles outside. 
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Hey Dad,  

You‟ve finally joined the computer age – onya! Sorry to hear about the Dockers – 

well I guess if they won every week, it would be boring, right? I check The Age 

website every now and then, so I knew that they‟d had their share of injuries. 

You‟re right, I should try and see a baseball game while I‟m here, but I‟ve been kind 

of waiting for an invitation from someone with a season‟s ticket. If you want a good 

seat, I think it‟s really expensive. 

 

Yeah, it‟s crowded – especially on the weekends around here in the uni quarter and 

downtown, and peak hour subway travel is definitely like sardine cans on rails. 

You remember that time you took me and Tyler to the Royal Show and we were 

freaking out because of the crush of all the people?  Well, multiply that by a factor 

of 10 and you get the idea. The difference is that I‟m tall enough now to see over 

most people, and no-one here seems to get fussed by it – the crush I mean, not my 

tallness! Everything seems to work – you‟ve just got to get used to everyone giving 

you the hip and shoulder, especially the older women. The Dockers could come up 

here for match practice! It‟s probably why Belly does so well in the rough stuff. No 

one here says „sorry!‟ It‟d be pointless – you‟d be at it all day. A few westerners 

have told me they get really pissed off, but now I‟m used to it, I kind of enjoy it.  

 

Work‟s ok. There‟s some good people at the studio – this guy called James – he‟s 

just a great mate – he‟s helped me heaps. He‟s Korean, but he studied in New 

Zealand for a while, so he can relate to my situation more. And he understands my 

accent. Mostly here, when you hear English, it‟s actually American, if you know 

what I mean. The boss – Kooky‟s uncle - is a weird guy. Sometimes he seems so 

tough, but he‟s organised me an apartment and is going to pay the bond [which is 

like a year‟s salary or something!] and stuff like that. So it‟s hard to figure him out. 

The studio head, TK, often seems more American than Korean and he‟s certainly 

on the ball.  

  

The main project I‟m working on is under way, so that‟s pretty cool – knowing that 

some Koreans will be living in a partially Aussie-designed villa! Of course, James 

is  helping me to modify bits of it to suit the locals. I‟m the only foreigner on staff, 
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which is strange when I think about it. There are no female architects around 

either. There‟s women in the office, but they do all the model-making and more 

menial stuff, even though at least one of them has qualified as a designer – 

feminism hasn‟t even got its toenail in this studio‟s door yet.   

 

I had this amazing trip out to the east coast - I sent you a postcard, but I don‟t have 

time to tell you about it now. You wouldn‟t believe some of the weird stuff that 

happened!  

 

Anyway great to hear from you. Hope you‟re not working too hard.  Stay in touch. 

Give my love to Mum when you see her, 

Cheers, 

Matt 
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It‟s been three weeks since Ludmila and I became dorm mates at Yonsei 

and it‟s just been so good. We spend hours chatting about all kinds of 

things. Politics, fashion, sex, religion. Nothing‟s out of bounds. It‟s so 

fascinating meeting someone with such different perspectives on life. I‟ve 

never met anyone who is so suspicious of any forms of authority. She hates 

the Church! But she‟s equally savage on Marxism, although she seems to 

know so much about it. And the best thing is that whenever either of us 

needs to work, we just say, „Sorry I have to work now,‟ and that‟s that. No 

fuss, no recriminations or anything.  

 And she‟s neat. I never have to move her stuff out of the bathroom 

or anything. The only thing is, she‟s a bit disparaging about my “search.” 

She saw The Bible first of all and Campbell‟s Traveller in Space and started to 

tell me why it‟s all rubbish, but as soon as she saw it was important to me, 

she backed off. Now, if she notices me reading anything on Buddhism, I do 

feel a little strange. Like being caught eating chocolate when you‟re meant 

to be dieting. She comes out with the most outrageous things at times.  
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 Last night, we were discussing how Korean women have it so bad, 

and why so many of them just seem to meekly accept subservience.  

 „They don‟t use their sex!‟ she exclaimed. 

 „What?‟ 

 „They don‟t use zer bodies, their sex! Y‟know, in Korea, only the bar 

girls and the prostitutes do this right. Otherwise it‟s just like they‟re all 

school children. Y‟know, they flirt and dress quite well, but unless they get 

drunk and go onto the dance floor, they‟re like teenagers. They don‟t know 

how to seduce men, they don‟t use the power they got here -‟ she lifted her 

ample bosoms, „and here!‟ she slapped her buttocks. „What, they think they 

will make impression with university degree and fast typing? Pfuff! 

Anyone can do dis! It just lets them knock on the door. But when the door 

opens for the interview, you gotta do more than that if you don‟t want to 

spend all your life as toilet cleaner, or even worse, spend your life as 

Korean wife, children‟s babysitter, family caterer and house slave! Korean 

men are no different to Russian men, no different to Bulgarian, English, 

you name! After they hire, maybe then they notice you can think, you can 

talk four languages, you can organise office. You are valued employee. But 

first, all they think is, This woman looks hot!‟ 

 „You can‟t be serious, Ludmila! Surely they‟re already playing that 

game. What about all the women and high school girls having plastic 

surgery? Eyelids, nose jobs, breast implants. It‟s a silicone epidemic! If 

more women behaved that way here, they‟d be even more down-trodden.‟ 

 „Oh, you think they have such a good life now?‟ 

 „No, but things are improving. Su Yeon says –„ 

 „They will be still be slaves for another generation. How many 

women in Korean parliament now? One or two maybe? How many in 

Japan? You compare. Koreans even have a term for keeping women in the 

earth - namjon-yeobi. They don‟t pretend to be equal. Sweden, Norway – 

where the women are sexually emancipated – these are the countries where 

you find women in government, in big business. Not just as “personal 

assistant”,‟ she flicked her hair back and pushed out her bust, „but as CEO, 

government minister, president!‟  

 I laughed as she strode about the room with her held high. 
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 She can‟t be right. It can‟t just be about sex. Each of those men had a 

mother, most of them have sisters. And they care for each other, I‟ve seen it. 

The couples on the subway, in the coffee shops and bars. Sure, sometimes 

the men shout, push and shove. Like that guy the other night, hauling his 

girlfriend along the street by her wrist, her yelling and hitting him with her 

purse and everyone else just ignoring it totally. I felt so helpless! I should 

have done something, but I thought that by the time I had run down to the 

street, it would all be over. And what could I, a foreigner, say? It can‟t be 

right, but it is changing. Something‟s changing. The divorce rate is in 

exponential growth. Women are obviously saying “No!” more often. The 

next generation will be different. It won‟t just be the western clothing and 

technology that has been adopted.  

But will they really be happier I wonder? 
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It's sticky down the steps, tip-tapping on the grey concrete, dodging the 

shining globule of fresh spit. Rush of air from the train leaving. Pause, 

check the subway map on the dark wall. 

 „May I help you?‟ Young guy, twenties, short hair  army-style, but 

he's dressed casual - the long shorts and tee shirt. 

 „Um no, I'm heading for -‟ Suddenly Matt can't recall the station 

name. Sincheon, Sinch‟on, Sichon - they all roll around his head like 

baubles of blue light. Green line, blue line, orange.  

 „Line Number One?‟ 

 „Yeah, I think so -.‟ 

 „City Hall?‟ 

 „Yeah, that's it.‟ 

 „You need to transfer to Line 5. Where are you going?‟ 

 He swivels his head and the people are gone! Young girls, old men, 

beautiful, ugly, noisy, quiet. Businessmen in cheap suits, leather brief cases, 

schoolgirls with their mobiles. Disappeared. The man is gone. 

 „ANNYONG HASEYO!‟ His own voice shouting. 
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 Scissing discs as the train approaches in a glow of yellow light. The 

destination light glowing at the front of the train. He mouths the Hangul 

like a two year old. Su - Won. It's travelling too fast, but he manages the 

word and steps forward. The yellow line. DO NOT STEP - 

 There's a thump on his shoulder, propelling him forward. Down. 

The crowd cheers. He catches their eyes slanting sideways as he falls. The 

grinning driver, white gloves on the throttle. Slick silk of the rails. Legs 

across the steel line. Eyes clamped shut as his head smashes the aggregate 

between the tracks.   

 The neon haze bleached the colours from his sheet as Matt pushed 

off the floor of his darkened room and struggled back onto the bed. His 

head throbbed and the meat of his left arm pricked and stung with needles 

of pain.  

 „I need some water,‟ he thought, alternately clenching and relaxing 

his fist, kicking the sheet straight, remembering a campfire long ago. 

Serpentine Dam, frost on the leschenaultias. Dad crinking across the grass 

to take a leak. Soft shafts of  moonlight, before he collapsed back into a 

dreamless blank.  

 

Morning chirped and chirruped with kach'i magpies playing on the baring 

branches like squirrels.  He should take a serious hike into the mountains 

before it got icy and dangerous.  Those purple hills which seemed to mark 

the city's boundary. He could join the middle-aged men, those retired 

dudes seriously outfitted in checks and jodhpurs, brand new knapsacks 

and drink bottles, strapped up prim and proper like Austrian guides. One 

of these days he should just take off and do it. Phone in sick. But no-one in 

the studio seemed to miss a day. Not even after that crippling binge the 

other Thursday. 

 He pushed up on one elbow. It was sunny, though the light was 

subdued. He padded over to the window and looked out. A pale haze of 

smog partially obscured the buildings less than a kilometre away. There 

was a flash of sparks - an angle-grinder at work on the new building at the 

end of the campus. He couldn‟t believe how fast it was going up. They 

were still pile driving two weeks ago, and now the podium level was in 
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place and they were already working on the third floor. Everything here 

happened so fast. Except love.  

 He wondered about the messages on Corean Cupid. Were they just 

sick guys posing as chicks? The Herald site seemed so full of burnt 

foreigners. 

 He slid open the grey aluminium window. The outside air smelt 

fresh, despite the whirring bustle of the city. And it had an edge to it, but 

he still couldn't imagine ice and snow.  

Shivering, he closed the window, wrestled on the old woollen 

pullover he'd flung on the chair and snatched up the cereal packet from his 

bookshelf. He wondered if he should bother getting more furniture. James 

seemed to think that the officetel - the one bedroom apartment - which Mr 

Park had arranged for him was good, but Matt still couldn‟t get used to the 

fully enclosed bathroom, and the sandy grit that came out when he turned 

on the built-in wall fan. Apparently in winter, they fired up the central 

heating and it would warm the place.  

 He was glad James had talked him into buying the little portable 

fan. Grabbing the milk from his bar fridge, he considered turning on the 

radio.  EBS was bound to be teaching some obscure phrase in English, but 

he might pick up a word or two of the Korean explanation. It was handy to 

have the mini stereo set up, and the coffee table and sofa he‟d bought from 

the American guys gave him somewhere to sit and eat. It didn‟t seem 

worth bothering with tables and chairs. Apparently heaps of Koreans never 

used them anyway, and his little drawing desk and bar stool took up 

enough space in the open area. Looking around the main room, with the 

framed print he‟d hung on the wall, it still didn‟t feel like home, but at least 

it was a comfortable sanctuary. 

 He wished he'd remembered to buy some fruit. The Post Almond 

Flakes needed a lift. The nashi pears – twice the size of a softball and so 

amazingly tasty! He loved how the fruit sellers on the pavement were 

always in tempo with the seasons. Not like back home where it was 

continually perpetual harvest, and nothing much tasted like anything, 

because it was always road-trained from Cairns or air-freighted from 

China. Cauliflower bleach-dipped and stored in the cool room before it hit 

the shelves „fresh each morning.‟ Good joke.  
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 Holding his cereal bowl and spoon in one hand, he slumped onto 

the sofa and scratched his thighs again. Red lines where his nails had 

scraped the fading tan. He itched all over, but his legs were the worst. 

Maybe it was the soap? Or the water? They were still having trouble with 

pollution in their main reservoir.  It might be the air, but you couldn‟t 

exactly avoid breathing! Or diet? He should have bought some pears. Not 

enough vitamins, like his mum dosing him up with Multivit after he'd 

spent that long weekend smoking dope with Ken. For a while his skin had 

looked a bit green. Then Dad found out! The next weekend was hell, but by 

the end of it, at least he knew what the deal was, and he realised finally that 

Dad actually cared, really loved him. He never wanted to hurt them again. 

 He finished his cereal and pushed his hand through his hair and 

rubbed his bare shoulder under the loose weave of the wool. He sighed 

deeply, remembering Lisa‟s fingers on his bare back. Saturday mornings 

waking slowly, feeling her arm slumped across his chest. It felt like nothing 

could go wrong. Ever.  

 He bent down and spun the cereal bowl across the vinyl floor, half 

wishing it to break. It sprayed an arc of residual milk across the shining 

floor, before it clunked to a halt on the skirting. He stood and went over to 

it, picking it up with two hands. He was glad to see it hadn‟t cracked and 

admired the leaf pattern on the inside lip, as he had done so often before.  

 It would be great to have a bowl-like curve in the villa stairs. Why 

couldn‟t he use a spiral staircase? Even enclosed they looked smiff if the 

dimensions were right. Like the Jam Factory – the Arts Centre in Hobart, 

that beautiful soft curve linking the foyer to the lower ground floor. That 

sweep of pale concrete. If it were finished with tiles – No. Too expensive, 

but even high gloss paint would have almost the same effect. And TK could 

have his landings on every second storey. They could crane furniture in 

through the wider door openings on the upper floors. Yeah, that would be 

awesome. And then even though it looked like shit from the outside, at 

least once people entered the place, it would have something different 

happening. Especially the tenants who had to lug themselves upstairs. 

 He had to do something for the ground floor punters. Why should 

they be the ones to miss out on everything? He had to think of a way of 

building in some more sense of space, so that even though there was 
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virtually no green space, at least the ground floor would have some 

connection to the outside in a different way. If there hadn‟t have been such 

a drop away at the front, he could have at least added a porch outside, but 

there was no hope of that, with the steep rise at the back. External louvred 

shutters would be the way to regulate the light and air if he could just 

extend the perimeter about half a metre on each side, he could fence off 

sides and it would totally change the feel of those lower units. He would 

have to ask James about it. Maybe there was another way? He hadn‟t seen 

anyone using external louvres on a small project like this one. Even the 

open balconies were soon closed in with plastic. It seemed like everyone 

wanted that extra storage space, somewhere to dry their washing or to 

stow their bicycle or store their kimch‟i or something.  

  

„You cairn‟t have this,‟ TK said. 

„Why not?‟ Matt had thought he was just being an obstructionist 

again.  

„What do you thank is going to happen in winner?‟ 

„I don‟t know. It‟ll be cold, but that‟s a good reason to shorten the 

eave here, more sunlight into the room.‟ 

„Icicles,‟ TK explained. „If you have an overhang like that onto the 

balcony, no one can step out there for three months, even if they wanted to 

– they‟d likely get speared by an icicle falling from above. We‟d be fighting 

court cases or paying quiet money for ever!‟ 

„Oh.‟ 

 TK had a point. So when winter hits, there wouldn‟t be much fun in 

having an open balcony you couldn‟t use, especially if the unit was facing 

north. 

 He wished he could just spend his time working on the Texas 

Dream. It was heaps more fun than this project. Every time he thought he 

had some great idea, it was stamped on for one reason or another. If he had 

known how hard it was all going to be, there was no way he would have 

come here, even working alongside Kooky. 

 At least no-one interfered with the Texas Dream, not even TK. He‟d 

only seen a glimpse of it once and then just nodded. 

 „I like that roof lahn. The old and the new, that‟s real cool.‟ 
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 Matt thought he was being sarcastic, but TK was stroking his jaw 

and nodding, like he did at meetings when he agreed with someone‟s idea. 

It was the one time that Matt had some feeling that maybe TK could be 

okay to work for. Mostly TK just seemed so goddamned sure of his own 

abilities and so convinced that no-one else could match up. Still, it took five 

years after graduating before you could sit the exam to be registered here, 

so he could sort of understand why TK didn‟t give Matt‟s ideas much 

consideration. 

  

„Did you bring your suit?‟ James interrupted him, touching his shoulder. 

 „What?‟ 

 „Your suit? Your necktie and jacket. Didn‟t you remember today is 

company photo? I told you last week. You have to wear suit!‟ 

 „Oh damn, yeah! I forgot. It doesn‟t matter does it?‟  

 That explained Han‟s tie, the white shirt James had on and now 

Matt noticed Cheung decked out in a waistcoat   - the full banker‟s outfit. 

Why hadn‟t he remembered? He‟d written it in his diary, but then he‟d 

forgotten to check his diary. „I mean, this is what I usually wear. I‟ll just be 

the scruffy Aussie in the back row.‟ It would waste too much time to go 

back to his apartment and get it now.   

 „Umm,‟ James put his head to one side and frowned. „No suit?‟ 

 „Uh uh,‟ Matt shook his head. 

 „No neck tie?‟  

 „Nope.‟ 

 James slowly shook his head, his mouth making strange shapes, his 

eyes cast down to his patent leather shoes. 

 „I will see what we can do,‟ he said and walked slowly towards TK‟s 

office. 

 

Twenty minutes later, Han passed the desk phone to Matt. 

 „Matt, could you come to reception please?‟ It was Ji Young, 

sounding as though Mr Park was ready to blast him, but then why hadn‟t 

Mr Park called him himself? 
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 When Matt arrived at reception, Ji Young quickly handed over 

several packages. Mr Park was nowhere in sight, as she passed the stuff to 

him with the speed and silence of a drug deal.    

 „Please wear these. I hope size is okay. I had to buy quickly.‟ 

 „You bought -?‟ 

 „Hurry please, the photographer will be here soon.‟ Her eyes darted 

sideways and Matt sensed Mr Park didn‟t know anything about this. She 

must have used the company card. 

 „Right, um… thanks!‟ 

 Matt was amazed at how well everything fit him. The only time 

Lisa had bought him a shirt, it was too small as well as a really dicky style. 

The charcoal grey suit Ji Young had selected wouldn‟t be his first choice, 

but the cut was okay, and the pants were only a little short. The shirt was 

perfect and the subtle polka dot tie set things off nicely. Luckily he had 

shaved before work. He attacked his hair with a splash of water and a 

broken piece of comb someone had left in the men‟s room last decade, and 

he scrubbed up okay. His sneakers and sports socks were the only snag. 

 „Hey, very good!‟ James gave a thumbs up. „Come on they‟ve all left 

already. Here, put these on.‟ He handed over someone‟s leather slip-ons. 

They were two sizes too small, but they were black leather, and without 

socks, Matt managed to squash his toes into them. He winced with each 

step down the stairs, but once they were on the street, it was less painful. 

The whole team had gathered up the hill and around the corner in the little 

park where the flea market was held each Saturday. The photographer had 

his tripod set up, and Mr Park and TK were standing in the middle of the 

design team who were grouped in a curve behind them, in front of a small 

aspen or birch. Matt headed to the back row with James, when Mr Park 

stopped him. 

 „Here Matt. You are here, in front,‟ he was pointing between Han 

and Lee, right in the front.  

 „But I‟m –„ Matt wanted to hide his sockless feet. 

 „Please, yes there. You must be there.‟ Mr Park insisted, as others 

shuffled along to make room for Matt. There was a soft murmur, which 

stopped abruptly as TK swung his head and scowled.  
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 Then the photographer did his thing. The whole time the 

photographer was talking and checking his angles and exposures, Matt 

didn‟t get it. Why would Mr Park and TK suddenly want him in such a 

prominent position? He wasn‟t even registered, and he hadn‟t completed 

any great design or brought in some great commission or something. It 

didn‟t make sense. Was it just because he was his nephew‟s friend?  

 Finally after a few „Kimch‟i!‟ toothy flashes, the whole thing was 

over. 

 „Wow, very beautiful!‟ Ji Young smiled brightly, as Matt 

approached to thank her. 

 „You saved my butt!‟ Matt grinned. „Thanks so much! That was 

quick thinking.‟ 

 „Hmm, you‟re welcome,‟ her dimples formed, her dark hair 

gleamed in the sunshine. 

 „But I mean -‟ Matt looked about and saw that only James and Euna 

were in earshot, „won‟t Mr Park chuck a fit when he sees this on the 

expense account?‟ 

 „He won‟t see. I put half on your account. It will come out of next 

month‟s pay.‟ 

 „What!?‟ 

 „Don‟t worry, it was not expensive. Suit is polyester, not wool. The 

shirt on sale price. It‟s okay. I can adjust and you pay over several months.‟ 

 „Oh! I …‟ It was like having the ice-cream fall from the top the cone. 

 „Mr Park would be angry if you had no suit. It is very important for 

company profile.‟  

 „Oh man. Well, I hope there‟s no close-ups.‟ Matt lifted his trouser 

legs to reveal his bare ankles. 

 Ji Young and Euna laughed loudly, and followed the others as they 

headed down the hill back to the studio again. 

 

    

  

12    
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Mostly it was the good-byes he remembered. Lisa slamming the car door so 

hard scabs of rust flicked onto her empty seat and crinkled in the window 

well. She never liked the Torana. Couldn't see why he didn't want 

something newer, more economical. He should've known right then she 

wasn't right for him. Her shoes - production cute, fashion by numbers with 

the “now” colours, clearly not meant for walking. He kept seeing those 

shoes in his recurring nightmare. The subway, the legs and those shoes on 

the grey subway stairs. The yellow danger line, the shove from someone 

behind and falling, falling, the train driver‟s face flashing into view as he 

hit the rails. Thrust awake, sweating, his bed sheet gathered beneath him, 

heart pounding like a bass beat in his chest. 

 Matt sat upright in the sticky daylight, hoping for a bit of breeze - 

anything to indicate a change. But the smog-dusty throat told him there 

was no change today. Banana coloured sunlight through the blinds striped 

another unfinished sketch on his desk.  

 Well, at least the villas were all go. With luck, he‟d be out of the 

office before lunch and off to do the site inspection.  

  

Had he caught the right bus? Matt wondered. Then he saw the McDonald‟s 

where James had described it. He lurched into a standing position as the 

driver swerved, and alternatively stamped on the brake and stomped on 

the accelerator as the bus rocked and swayed its way up the street through 

the traffic. Matt managed to hit the stop button, nearly fell forward down 

the aisle as he missed a handgrip and the driver slammed on the brake and 

yelled something in his direction. Matt‟s foot had barely touched firmer 

terra before the driver had booted the accelerator yet again and the 

passengers continued their jolting journey somewhere towards Seoul 

National University.  

It was the worst bus ride Matt could remember. Even seated he‟d 

had to hold on tightly to prevent being thrown out of his seat. Enjoying the 

view was out of the question. The guy must have had shares in the subway 

system.  

 Despite the hot and humid air, Matt was glad to be down on the 

footpath, especially since this was, for him, an entirely new neighbourhood. 

It felt open and freer somehow. Maybe it was because of the absence of 
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high rises close to the main road and the closeness of Kwanaksan – the dark 

green folds of the mountain bathed in bright sunlight. He was less than 

fifteen kilometres from downtown, but it was as though the countryside 

was just a block or two away. James had told Matt to get away from the 

office early and take off after the site inspection, continue on up to the Uni 

and then, hike up one of the mountain paths if there was time.  

 „That‟s if you can escape from Seoul-dae, the best looking women 

go to Seoul uni, Matt. They‟re smart and less umm … stuck-up than those 

E-dae girls!‟ 

 Matt checked his watch. It was nearly lunchtime! The subway and 

bus had taken him nearly fifty minutes. The hike would definitely have to 

wait for another day. Despite the hour, Matt didn‟t feel hungry, but he was 

already thirsty and he knew he‟d have to trudge up hill from here.  

 Cold air blasted his face as he entered the 7 Eleven. He found the 

fridge and grabbed a can of Coke and some bottled water. The guy at the 

counter smiled as Matt handed him the cash with his right hand, his left 

palm open under his right forearm – the polite way that James had shown 

him. Outside the Coke psissed as Matt pulled the ring top and sucked on 

the lid. He strode uphill keeping a lookout for the shoe-shop James had 

mentioned.  

 Even though it would have been easier with James as a guide, Matt 

was glad to be alone on this job. TK assured him the site foreman would 

know enough English to get through the basics, and James was under the 

hammer back at the studio. In fact the previous afternoon Matt had seen 

James sneaking plans out of the print room. An absolute no-no under usual 

circumstances. He made a “Shhh!” sign with his finger on his lips, and later 

explained how he was running behind and had to take some work home to 

finish it without TK finding out. 

 Had James meant this one? There were a few skate shoes outside, 

and yeah, there was that wall of women‟s footwear, including the 

Pinocchio toes that Euna sometimes wore. He wondered how she could 

stand to walk in them, with their toes curling up like clowns‟ shoes after a 

few k‟s. A new costume for fools. Not that Euna was a fool. Masters in 

interior design, she had a few clues alright. He could have used her help 

now, trying to find this place.  
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 There were the three grouped apartments he recognised from the 

photographs and after the demolition site, he would come to their block. 

But there was another apartment partly constructed! He must have the 

wrong street. There‟s no way they would‟ve gotten that far already. He was 

here to inspect the formwork for the retaining walls and the set out of the 

structural columns in the basement. James must have meant two blocks to 

the east, not one. He stopped and checked the map again, then took 

another look at the grouped apartments. They definitely looked like the 

ones in the photo. Especially that one with the curved polycarb entry. They 

must have built a mirror set on the next block. He‟d seen it done before to 

save time and money. One set of approvals, double issue on all materials 

and saving on labour because everyone knows what to do with the second 

batch. In Balcatta, little Italy back in Perth, some builder had given each of 

his three sons identical homes. Three times three storey Macmansions in a 

row.  

 There was no indication at the front of the building as to who the 

subbies were, let alone the architect, but he could see now that it wasn‟t 

their building. The retaining wall was wrong, and there was no feature 

brick on the front. As usual, there were no street names, let alone numbers, 

so he would have to ask for directions to find out where their job was. No 

wonder everyone used their mobiles to find out where the hell they were!  

 There were just three workmen and none looked like a foreman. As 

Matt approached the closest guy, he noticed another man lying asleep in 

the shade of the wall on the fresh concrete, an arm extended near a battered 

water bottle like that of some fallen soldier.  

 „Shilye hamnida, I‟m looking for this place,‟ he held out his little 

printed sheet and pointed. „This street here, odi-eyo?‟  

 The workman frowned, wiped the back of his dirty hand across his 

forehead and took the sheet from Matt‟s fingers. Sweat glistened in the 

noonday sun. He shook his head and shrugged his shoulders. His mates 

continued to shift the formwork, hammering and levering whilst perched 

on precarious boards tied to the bamboo scaffolding. 

 „This place – I‟m looking for a construction site, villa units. Ap‟a- a-

t‟u building, like this one, is there another building like this nearby?‟ The 

worker put his head to one side, before shaking it more slowly. The 
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sleeping man coughed, his foot twitched like a spaniel‟s as he continued 

sleeping.  

Matt then realised these guys weren‟t Korean, or at least not ethnic 

Koreans anyway. Their skin was darker and although they weren‟t round-

eyes like him, nevertheless, like him, they were foreigners. Perhaps they 

didn‟t understand Korean anyway. He‟d try one last thing. If they were 

builders, they should be able to read a plan. He took the cardboard cylinder 

out of his backpack and pulled out the rolled-up plan, beckoning for the 

worker to come and look as he unfurled it onto the top of a nearby forty 

four gallon drum. „See, these villas here, do you know where it is?‟ 

 Suddenly the man grinned and bowed several times, gripping his 

hands in front him. „Yes, sir, yes sir.‟ Matt couldn‟t believe his eyes. It was 

like the guy had suddenly become some caricatured servant from some old 

black and white movie of colonial India. He was walking backwards, still 

bowing and saying „Yessir, yessir, as he nearly stumbled on the leg of the 

sleeping man, and then quickly bent down and began shaking the sleeper‟s 

shoulder. The sleeper groaned, his head rolled to one side, as his 

companion spoke excitedly and shook his knee. Matt guessed they were 

speaking Hindi or something from the subcontinent, as the sleeper awoke 

and sat up and began slowly to make more clear responses to his friend‟s 

urgency. Finally the first fellow pointed to Matt‟s plans and the man arose. 

Although on the concrete floor, he seemed so slight, barely more than a 

frame for thin clothes, as he arose. He was tall, taller than Matt.  

 „Pleased to meet you sir,‟ the man bowed slightly and held out his 

hand. „I am Anwar Hameed, assistant site foreman. How can I help you?‟ 

 Matt introduced himself and explained the situation. He was 

looking for a similar construction site, but one which was yet to commence 

for Tuscon Designs – villas for Mr Bok. 

 „Ah yes, of course, Mr Walters. This is the villa building in question. 

Tuscon Design for the client Bok Suk-Jin. Comprising sixteen units in a four 

storey block with covered garages as the ground floor. You will please 

forgive me for being asleep when you arrived. We finished our last pour at 

3.40 a.m. and a brief nap now ensures a clear mind for this afternoon‟s 

tasks.‟ 

 „What! This is it?‟  
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 Matt couldn‟t believe his eyes or his ears. The man spoke like an 

Indian professor of English, and here were the villas, floors finished, the 

ground floor complete and the suspended slab of the first units already in 

place!  

 „I‟m … I‟m amazed! When did you start? How did you get this far?‟ 

 „Well, Mr Park indicated that time was important, and that bonuses 

would be paid for an early completion. My team works hard, especially 

with an appropriate incentive in mind.‟ 

 „I can see that!‟ 

 „So, would you care for an inspection, or would you prefer first to 

take some tea?‟ 

  Matt, deciding to first check on the progress, didn‟t bother to ask if 

there was a hard-hat requirement. From what the workers were wearing, 

his baseball cap was perhaps overdressing, as he proceeded to climb up the 

wooden ladder to the first floor, with Anwar immediately behind him. 

They‟d already begun the steelwork for the second floor. With the frame 

already in place, the units felt taller and narrower than Matt had imagined, 

but the steepness of the terrain rising behind them, and the height of the 

retaining wall, meant that his design wouldn‟t seem incongruous with the 

mixed styles of the other built structures nearby. The quality of the work 

was rougher than would be accepted at home, but of similar quality to 

what Matt had noticed on two other sites he‟d looked over with James. The 

work seemed sufficiently sturdy and measurements were within the 

parameters given. The retaining wall stone was completely wrong, but 

most elements seemed to be progressing well. 

 „What happened to the feature brick at the entrance?‟ Matt pointed 

to the elevation view, when they were back at ground level. „What did the 

foreman say about that?‟ 

 „Ah, yes this was discussed with Mr Lee. Mr Kim, the foreman 

manages several teams. He is rarely here, but Mr Lee -„ 

 „That‟s TK?‟ 

 „Yes, he discussed it with Mr Bok. They agreed that feature brick 

here would be too expensive, so we will add brick cladding as part of the 

finishing features.‟ 

 „He said that!‟ 
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 „Yes, he was quite clear about that. He‟s wanting to save time and 

money on this project. He‟s keen to have the lessees in before Christmas.‟ 

 „Geez, it‟d be good if I could be kept in the loop.‟ 

 The retaining wall suffered a similar chop. The imported Chinese 

stone which Matt had spent two days researching and Ji Young quoting on 

was not going to be available for another month, so TK had substituted 

without telling him. Instead of Matt‟s waving surf swell lines in mixed 

textures, some of the unlucky residents would now be facing a dark 

diamond design in pseudo-basalt concrete. Matt was mightily annoyed, but 

there was no point in taking it out on Anwar. Especially since there were 

many more aspects where, hopefully, Matt would see his own ideas 

become living realities.   

 At the end of his inspection of the site, Matt accepted the tea 

invitation.  He was wondering where they could go, where Anwar‟s dress 

would not cause consternation if not outright offence. Then Anwar barked 

some orders to the one of the other workers, and in no time at all, Matt and 

his host were seated on tiny plastic stools and a small thermos appeared 

with two bold Chinese tea cups and a small bag of tea. Anwar tipped a few 

leaves in each cup and poured in the boiling water. He handed the less 

chipped cup to Matt, and asked Matt if he would like sugar, opening the lid 

of another small tin, and proffering it to Matt. 

 „We foreigners must look after ourselves in this strange land,‟ 

Anwar said, with “cheers”-like motion with his little cup.  

 „Yeah, I guess you‟re right.‟ 

 „Fast and fine, you‟ll see,‟ Anwar‟s crooked teeth gleamed in the 

afternoon sun, „Now, tell me about Perth, I have heard it is a very fine city.‟ 

  

Matt made his way back to the substation on a less erratic bus ride and 

decided to leave Seoul National Uni for another day. He‟d heard so much 

about its grounds, that he was determined to visit it, but perhaps it would 

be better to wait until autumn when the leaves were turning, with a local 

guide, one of the „most beautiful women in the world.‟ It had been good 

chatting with Anwar, the first Pakistani whom he‟d met. It must be so 

tough for him and his workmates, with all their families waiting for them 

back home.  
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 The subway station named flashed by train window in Hangul – 

English – Hangul – English. He‟d done it! Found his way „home‟ without a 

mistake. Hongik station and he barely needed to check which direction his 

exit was.  

It wasn‟t going to be so hard after all he thought, bounding up the 

stairs grinning, wondering why everybody else seemed to be in slomo. It 

was great that things here were done fast. There was great energy. He was 

still annoyed with TK making all those changes to the villa, without 

consulting him, but Matt knew that it would be TK‟s name on the approval, 

and the design wasn‟t Rietveld‟s Schröder House or anything. He should 

be grateful to have anything of his being constructed at all.  

Up on the pavement, the old ladies were out selling vegies and 

there was a young dude hawking tee shirts. Matt paused to check them out. 

It was an interesting overlayed design, but the sizes for guys‟ shirts were 

huge. Then he noticed the U.S. flag on the sleeve and moved on. The grapes 

on the  next stall looked good, but he‟d done his grocery shopping 

yesterday, and there was no point overstocking.  

He lined up with the mob near the traffic lights. On his left was a 

young woman, two guys pushed in near him on the right.  Soon there 

would be one of those huge crushes, but what the heck, it was Seoul. „Bing!‟ 

the striding man turned green and Matt‟s foot was moving onto the cross 

walk with the girl next to him, when something made him check left again.  

Flashing metal, a helmet.  

He grabbed the woman‟s arm and yanked her backwards.  

A roar of motorbike, a flash of stainless steel. The delivery box on 

the two stroke flung her bag sideways. Matt landed hard on the pavement, 

the girl‟s elbow stabbing his stomach, her sneaker scraping down the side 

of his leg as she fell backwards on top of him.  

„SHIT!‟  cried Matt.  

The girl pulled her arm away from under him. Someone shouted as 

the delivery cyclist roared away in a swirl of dust and fumes. The girl‟s 

backpack was handed to her, as she struggled to stand. An older man 

began shouting at Matt. The girl, standing now, brushing down her clothes, 

shouted back. Her hand chopping through the air. No-one offered to help 

Matt as he struggled to his feet. The pedestrian light was red again and 
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new people gathered near them, waiting at the curb. Apart from the old 

man, others stepped around them as if they were squashed fruit or spilled 

garbage. The girl was cursing quietly in Korean, straightening her top. 

There was a grubby graze on the leg of her jeans, but otherwise she seemed 

to be okay. Matt checked his stinging hand, expecting blood. The grease on 

the road must have saved his skin, he was still intact.  

 „I‟m sorry!‟ she was speaking English now.   

 „Shit, that guy was a bloody idiot!‟ Matt checked his arm for 

damage. „He nearly killed both of us.‟ 

 „I‟m sorry, I should have been more careful,‟ she was bowing to 

him, obviously in some pain. She must have been bruised.  

 „I guess you didn‟t get his number? How come no-one helped? I 

mean didn‟t they see that!?‟ 

 „I‟m sorry. Are you hurt?‟ 

 „Yeah!‟  

 Her brow creased deeply. She looked even worse now, as though 

she were feeling his pain too. 

 „No, y‟know, just bruised. I‟ll be fine.‟ 

 „You need hospital. Do you need to go to a hospital?‟ 

 „No, no, it‟s all right, I‟m fine. How about you?‟ 

 „I‟m okay, thank you. You are very kind. Thank you,‟ she bowed 

again. The pedestrian light turned green again and she started out across 

the road, behind the first line of people. 

 „Are you sure you‟re okay?‟ Matt limped and caught up with her. 

 „Yes, thank you. No need to worry. Sometimes it happens. Just as 

well not a bus.‟ 

 „What?‟ 

 „Last year, three pedestrians were injured when a bus driver,‟ she 

pushed her hand forward, „- red light.‟ 

 „Shit!‟ 

 „I go this way. Thank you.‟ 

 She turned and he noticed she was limping slightly. The back of her 

shirt was still slightly askew, but within moments she was gone, absorbed 

by the crowd and it was impossible to pick her shining dark hair from the 

scores of other similar heads all around.  
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Matt shook his head in disbelief. Are we really so anonymous?  

 

 

 

13 

   

I remember as a small girl, thinking of Jesus picking up the lambs. There 

was a poster on the wall where our Sunday School class gathered in the 

little alcove in the basement of St Johan‟s, while the big people were 

upstairs in church, listening to the booming Pastor Buchholz. Even in the 

dead of winter, the Shepherd Jesus‟ face shone warm and bright. I wanted 

so much to be a little lamb cradled in his strong arms, close enough to hear 

his heart beating against my trembling limbs. Jesus loves the little children. 

Nighttimes, I thought of him as my Shepherd (I shall not want), after Mom 

had tucked me in, it was his hand I thought of soothing the doona, his 

warm breath on my heavy eyelids. 

 When I was ten years old, we drove to Uncle Karl‟s – it wasn‟t the 

first time we‟d been there, but it was the first time I could remember – his 

neighbour kept sheep for the Greek restaurant market in Toronto. In early 

summer the lambs needed drenching for tapeworm or something, and 

„fixing.‟ I asked Mom „What‟s that?‟ She didn‟t explain it very well and I 

said I wanted to go help. She tried to dissuade me, but I insisted, especially 

since the alternative was helping her with vacuuming and a pot roast. So 

there I was, watching Uncle Karl and Mr Kalnins grab these cute fluffy 

things, turn them over and stick elastic bands around their scrotum and 

their tails. Mr Kalnins said it didn‟t hurt, but the way the lambs were 

baaing and shaking their legs, I didn‟t imagine Mr Kalnins would have 

taken too kindly to having a tight elastic cutting off circulation to his 

appendages.   

 After that summer, the faded Jesus poster I had on my bedroom 

door was replaced by Brad Pitt. Not that I imagined Brad Pitt tucking me in 

the way Jesus had done so faithfully for so many years, but it wasn‟t long 

after that, that Maria Keating in Grade 6 told us less experienced women 

that we should work on our kissing technique early, and practising on 

Jesus would not have seemed right. 
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  Stephen Chung was the first boy I ever kissed. His cheeks were 

round like Brad Pitt‟s, but unfortunately the rest of him was similarly 

rather full-bodied. It was the Grade 6 Masquerade Ball and I was proud to 

have found glitter lipstick which matched my Fairy Queen costume. 

Stephen was the Pied Piper, but I seemed to be leading him as we held 

hands for the last two dances. When our lips met, it wasn‟t the world-

stopping moment I had been expecting, but perhaps I spoilt it by 

concentrating too much on ensuring the pleats in my tutu weren‟t being 

crushed. But I was pleased with how the glitter had hung onto Stephen‟s 

pink lips. They looked better for it, and his eyes glazed over slightly, before 

he rushed off, wiping the back of his hand across his mouth, as he 

approached his parents in the car-park. 

 After my next memorable encounter, I‟d wished I stuck with Jesus. 

Jason‟s smile was as stunning as BP‟s, but far more dangerous. I knew I 

was his third girlfriend that year, but I thought with me it would be 

different. I was sixteen and mature enough to be married! Those others 

were - probably victims like me. I wish I‟d had the courage to ask them. It 

was towards the end of summer and the drive up to his folks‟ holiday 

cottage was idyllic. Just the two of us, the windows down, warm breeze 

scooting in and Jason even let me play Abba on the car stereo. We got there 

about midday and his folks weren‟t arriving until early evening. He fetched 

the key from the bird box on the cherry tree and we went inside. It was a 

simple wood cabin, with a combined kitchen and living room and one 

bedroom downstairs, and two bedrooms and a bathroom upstairs, just a 

few yards from the edge of a small inlet on the large lake. There was 

another cabin across the inlet, but other than that we were completely 

alone. Jason wanted to go swimming right away, so he showed me into one 

of the upstairs rooms where I changed into my bathing costume. He went 

to the other and then we headed down to the lake‟s still surface.  

The water was bracing, but beautifully clear. We could see our 

white toes wriggling below us like worms. Everything was fine for a while. 

It was only as we left the water the trouble started. I was cold and I wanted 

my towel around me, but Jason kept grabbing at it. 

 „Come on, let‟s see you! Why wear bikinis like that if I can‟t enjoy 

them!‟ 
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 „Let me dry first!‟ I protested as he tugged the towel away. 

 „Take those off and you‟ll dry quicker!‟  

 I thought he was joking, but there was something strange in his 

voice. And I realised that apart from the deserted cabin across the lake, we 

were out of sight, out of earshot of anyone. Then he laughed and tugged at 

my bra strap. Instinctively I swung and hit him. It must have hurt him on 

his wet skin, and he immediately stopped and stormed over to the beach, 

near their canoe, and sat down sulking. 

 If only I had left him then. I should have gone into the cabin. 

Instead, I felt sorry for him, as if he were the victim! I guess I still liked him, 

still trusted him then. I went down to the beach and rubbed his shoulders. 

He was shivering and I thought he might have been crying. I leaned into 

his broad back, and he turned to look at me with those big sad eyes of his, 

and I kissed him. For a few wonderful minutes, I thought we were meant 

for each other. I could imagine my white dress, the church bells – 

everything as our mouths explored each other. It was as though I was 

breathing through his lungs. Even when his hand touched my breast, I 

didn‟t object. It felt warm and soft and tingles fizzed up and down like 

static. I didn‟t want him to stop. 

 Then suddenly he had me on my back, I was half off my towel and I 

wanted to move so that my hair was off the ground. I thought we were just 

going to kiss some more, but he wouldn‟t let me move. He had me pinned 

between his knees. I couldn‟t move. I tried to push him off.  

 „It‟s okay,‟ he said, „I‟ve got protection.‟ And he grinned.  

This inane, horrible face – so proud of himself to have hidden a 

condom in his swimming trunks! His leering triumph as he‟d shunted his 

way into me and discovered, like some proud hunter, that I was still a 

virgin. He hurt me, but it wasn‟t the blood or the pain of him tearing his 

way into me that ached the most. It was knowing that I was just another 

trophy on the wall, another notch on his bed-head. It was just the body, the 

tits the lips the vagina, anyone‟s would have done. As long as they looked 

„hot.‟ It wasn‟t even my body particularly that he wanted. I felt so dirty. So 

horribly horribly used. 

 Afterwards it didn‟t get better. He kept trying to say sorry. As if it 

meant something. Maybe he thought I was going to go to the police, I don‟t 
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know. I thought about it. But what was the point? Even if they believed me, 

no magistrate or jury would have convicted him. I knew I couldn‟t face his 

parents. I was distraught. I pulled on some clothes and began walking 

down the track, back towards the main road. He grabbed my wrist and I 

screamed so loudly I thought for sure people from cabins miles around 

would hear me. Then he blocked my way, like he was playing some 

football game, not holding me this time, but pushing me back not letting 

me pass. Even if I hadn‟t been so upset, he would have still been too strong 

for me. So I ran back to the cottage and locked myself in and called Stephi 

and pleaded with her to come and get me.  

 When she first arrived I didn‟t say anything. We just got in the car 

and drove. Then I just said we‟d had a fight, but I think she knew. When I 

had the shower and scrubbed and scrubbed, I‟m sure she knew, but she 

didn‟t tell Mom. Not „til weeks later anyway. God, I loved her so much that 

day. She truly rescued me. „Look, if you ever need to talk about it, just let 

me know, okay. You know, we‟re sisters. I know we haven‟t been that 

close, but if you want to talk about it …„  

 I so wanted to tell her, but I just couldn‟t. I knew that if I started, the 

whole dam would collapse and I would be swept away in grief and guilt 

forever. So I kept it tight. I was a cocoon. I couldn‟t even bear to have to sit 

next to boys in class. I dropped theatre. I couldn‟t do it any more. I never 

went near boys. I could tell he‟d told them! The way they looked. And 

some of my friends, former friends, the girls, they were just as bad. I only 

told Laney the real truth. It took me years to even begin to deal with it. Not 

until I was in college, out of that school, away from Jason. Away from those 

kids and their eyes, and their gossip.  

 Suzanne, the college psych, with her narrow Korean eyes and her 

gentle voice. She guided my healing. 
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Matt wasn‟t at all sure it was going to work. He‟d thought about it, and 

asked James whether he should give the plan more time to develop, sketch 
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out an alternative, but James said, no, he should go with his first draft, and 

if it didn‟t work out, he could always just come down to one of the pubs 

and they, he did say „they‟, could try their luck there. It was then that Matt 

had realised, that perhaps he‟d offended James. Maybe that‟s what James 

had been hoping for all along, that together, the local and the foreigner, 

each of them had a better chance. 

  Two weeks earlier, when Matt had suggested they ask Euna and Ji 

Young to double date and go to a movie together, James backed off quicker 

than a French poodle confronting a Rottweiler. Matt thought Euna was a 

little interested in James, the way she looked at the floor mostly when he 

was around and Ji Young was always friendly with Matt. Then James 

hinted there was something going on between Ji Young and Mr Park, but 

when Matt pressed for more detail, suddenly it was all evasiveness, like 

trying to catch smoke in his hand.   

 Anyway, it wasn‟t like this was a big deal. Matt‟s e-pal had only 

agreed to go to the movie with him. That was all. It was hardly likely to 

develop. Movie and a coffee, full stop. Mina had made that very clear.  

 He wondered if that was her real name. Probably her English name. 

No doubt she was Soo-Hee or a Ha-Neul or something else at home. 

Anyway, he was glad that for once he‟d used his real name. First name 

only of course, and no traceable contact details. With the kind of spy-ware 

people had nowadays, you had no chance of being sure who might be 

checking you out, but Mina certainly sounded legit. He had left all his 

credit cards and ID at home, just in case. If it was a scam, all they‟d get 

from him was a bit of cash. Dad told him once about one of his mates being 

rolled in Jakarta. They took everything and the guy thought he was lucky 

that they had just bashed him and hadn‟t used their knives. Of course Seoul 

was different, but hell it was a huge city, there had to be crims somewhere, 

right?  

 The front of the Hyundai Department store was chockers with 

people waiting to meet their friends. Matt checked his watch, he was right 

on time, but he‟d already decided he‟d wait thirty minutes max, if she was 

a no-show. He‟d worn his blue shirt as arranged, and for all he knew, she 

might already be there somewhere in the crowd, deciding whether or not 

to approach him. He would be easy for her spot. There were only two other 
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foreigners waiting. One was an older guy with a beard and longish hair, 

and the other was a lanky, pale-faced guy with granny-framed glasses. He 

was glad she‟d changed their meeting time to something a little earlier, „to 

avoid the crowd‟. Already there was a huge surge of people washing across 

the pavement with each green light on the pedestrian crossing and each 

arrival underground of the latest train. There must have been at least thirty 

people on the forecourt waiting for dates. One girl, about his age, had 

looked his way twice. She was short, had a pretty face and he wondered if 

she might be the mysterious Mina.  

  „Mart?‟ 

 He swivelled and there were two attractive women.  

 „Are you Mart, the Australian?‟ She had a longish, pale face, 

shoulder length dark hair, full red lips and wide eyes. 

 „Yes, I‟m Matt. You must be Mina.‟ 

 „Yes, please to meet you,‟ she smiled and held out her hand. Warm 

and smooth, and she kept her eyes on him as they gently shook hands. 

 „Good to meet you.‟ 

 „This is my friend, Sang Hee.‟  

 „Hi Sang Hee.‟  

Sang Hee was tall, almost Matt‟s height with broad shoulders and a 

roundish face with high cheek bones, and clear pine-coloured skin, her 

dark hair cut in a similar style to Mina‟s. 

 „Hello Matt.‟ 

 „I bring, I brought Sang Hee, because er –„ Mina giggled, „I am 

embarrassed with my English.‟ 

 „Your English sounds just fine.‟ 

  „Oh, thanquew! Do you think so?‟ 

 „Sure, anyway we can help each other. I sure need help with 

Korean!‟ 

 „You want to learn Korean?‟ 

 „You bet. At least a little bit, I know it will be too hard to learn to 

speak it well.‟ Mina‟s brow was creasing. Perhaps he was speaking too 

quickly. „We can help each other,‟ he said, more clearly, more slowly. 

 „Yes, we can help each other.‟ Her face was calm again. „That would 

be good.‟ 
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 For a moment no-one spoke. A fresh mob of pedestrians surged 

across the crosswalk, buffeting the trio as they pushed past them. 

 „Would you like to go to movie?‟ Mina asked. 

 „Yeah, sure. „ 

 „Okay, let‟s go.‟ She turned to Sang Hee and asked her something, 

as the three of them made their way down the wide steps and into the 

neon-flashing alley beside the department store.  

 „Is this okay?‟ Mina pushed her hand forwards, indicating their 

general direction. „This is a short-cut to cinema.‟ Her thumb was tucked 

towards her palm accentuating the slender length of her fingers. „The road 

is – oh – „ She broke off and mumbled something to Sang Hee again. 

 „Wide,‟ Sang Hee said. „It is a wide street, we can walk more freely 

here, okay?‟ 

 „Yeah, it‟s good.‟ Matt was surprised that they didn‟t duck back 

down into the underpass to Grand Mart and the cinema complex across the 

road. But it was good to be out in the restaurant and café strip behind the 

department stores walking with two attractive women for a change. 

 „Where do you work Sang Hee? Are you with the marketing 

division too?‟ 

 „Oh?‟ A hand went to Sang Hee‟s mouth, her brow creased. 

 „Where do you work?‟ Matt said more slowly. 

 „I work in Yongsan-gu.‟ 

 „So, is that a different branch of the same firm?‟ 

 „Sorry?‟ 

 „Are you also in marketing?‟ 

 „No, I am a student. I‟m a senior at Sookmyung Women‟s 

University.‟ 

 „Another women‟s university? I thought Ewha was the only one.‟ 

 „Oh no, there are many.‟ 

 „How many? How many women‟s universities are there in Korea?‟ 

 Sang Hee and Mina debated this in Korean for a few minutes, Mina 

folding her fingers into her palm as she and Sang Hee listed the names.   

 „Five, we think there are five women‟s universities in Seoul.‟ 

 „Wow!‟ 
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 „This way – we go this way,‟ Mina pointed with her long fingers 

again. And they headed up a tight, darkening alley. For a nano-second, 

Matt wondered whether they were in fact heading to a cinema. Could this 

possibly be a set-up for  a mugging? No, not these women. Too polite, too 

well dressed for harm. At the end of the alley was a narrow concrete 

staircase, and Matt realised they were headed back to the main drag, 

somewhere near the Mirabelle. There was only room for two people on 

each step, and he expected Mina and him to walk side by side, but instead 

they ushered him ahead, falling in step behind him. 

 „So did you both meet at Sookmyung? Is that how you got to know 

each other?‟ he turned his head to ask. 

 „No, I studied at Sogang University. Sang Hee and I are chingu - we 

were studying high school together.‟ 

 „You went to high school together?‟ 

 „Yes, right!‟ 

 „Was that in Seoul?‟ 

 „No, we two were living in Daejeon at high school.‟ 

 „Oh yeah that‟s right, you told me that in your email.‟ 

 „Have you travelled to Korea before Matt?‟ 

 „No, I haven‟t travelled much. Just a little to Bali, Indonesia, for a 

couple of weeks, and Singapore, that‟s all.‟ 

 Matt paused at the top of the stairs. The two women were arm in 

arm. It was turning out to be a strange date. He wondered if he‟d met Mina 

on the right website.  

 Soon they were back on the main street between Sinch‟on and Ewha 

subway stations, and Matt remembered the cinema complex he‟d walked 

past on his first nights in Seoul, when he was staying at the hotel.  

 Ensconced in the dark cinema, with Mina sitting next to him, Matt 

felt strangely at home. It wasn‟t that Mina reminded him of Lisa. She 

would never wear a thin long sleeved polo top with ironed denim jeans. 

And even though Mina and Sang Hee were nattering away in Korean for 

quite a while, he really didn‟t mind. It just seemed okay. Then her knee 

touched his, and a spark shot up his leg and over his body. He looked 

across at her, but Mina seemed unaware of the contact. She and Sang Hee 

were so engrossed in some discussion – he guessed it was about the film, 
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but he wasn‟t sure. The high backed seats made it difficult to tell how full 

the cinema theatre was. Three rows in front he spotted a flash of blonde 

hair, then the theatre darkened, and the boom of first advertisement 

cannoned out of the surrounding speakers. Matt wondered what he was 

doing there. Mina  seemed much more interested in talking with her friend 

than in trying to get to know him. Okay, language was a problem, but on 

the chat site, she had said that she wanted to practise her English. Suddenly 

there was a hush before the next film preview and Mina leant towards him. 

 „After,‟ she whispered, „We go for a coffee, just us two, okay?‟ 

 „Sure, that‟d be great.‟ 

 „That‟s okay?‟ 

 „Yes, I‟d like that.‟ 

 Then she was checking messages on her mobile and the feature film 

began. 

 A group of gangsters whose robbery had gone wrong ended up 

escaping to the countryside and seeking refuge in a Buddhist monastery. 

At first, the leader of the gang and the Buddhist leader were fighting 

against each other, but eventually they became allies and defeated the evil 

gang who were out to kill everyone.  

Matt wondered if there were any monasteries like that close to 

Seoul. The monastery walls were constructed with stone and a mud-wash 

and impressive ridge cap tiles had been used to cap the walls, which must 

have preserved the mortar-free stonework. Simple, but highly effective and 

the whole thing blended with its setting. Inside the temple and other 

buildings, the clean lines of the old pine floors and cedar beams gave every 

interior scene a golden hue, and the verandas which ran alongside the 

rooms, allowed the interior space to merge with the exterior. In one scene, 

there was torrential rain and it was as though the monks were sitting in the 

splashing yard, even though they were undercover. A very large structure 

really, and yet it seemed to blend in with the hillside, “touching the earth 

lightly.” Matt smiled, remembering Murcutt‟s mantra from second year 

theory. 

 Once they were out of the cinema, back on the street, Mina and 

Sang Hee farewelled one another, touching hands. As Sang Hee headed up 

the hill to the subway, Mina suggested the Starbucks nearby. Matt would 
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have preferred somewhere a little quieter, or a bar with more subtle 

lighting, but Mina seemed to have decided this was the spot, so he didn‟t 

object. He insisted on paying for the coffees, and after a little confusion 

over the size of flat white he wanted, the two of them were seated at a 

small round table.  

 The place must have been newly built, judging by some of the 

sealant still obvious around the glazing, and there were some power points 

which hadn‟t been properly re-placed after the paintjob. 

 „Did you enjoy this movie?‟ Mina asked, stirring her coffee. 

 „Yeah, it was fun.‟ 

 „I‟m sorry, maybe it was a little difficult to understand.‟ 

 „No, I could follow most of it – it was a good choice. Thank you.‟ 

 „Oh,‟ she had a bright smile. „That‟s good. I wonder if it will be okay 

for you. I can tell you some of the story when you don‟t understand.‟ 

 „I got most of it. Just that long discussion between the older monk, 

and the guy in charge – the younger monk who became the abbot, I didn‟t 

understand any of that.‟ 

 She frowned and her shoulders lifted before she smiled, her 

eyebrows arching. 

 „I‟m sorry.‟ 

 „The younger monk, the Buddhist priest,‟ Matt said slowly, „and the 

old boss monk … what were they talking about?‟ 

 „Oh, the long talk with two Buddhist priests?‟ 

 „Yes, you know, just before the old guy dies.‟ 

 „Oh, yes, now I know.‟ She cocked her head sideways. „Hmm, this is 

a little difficult. Even in Korean, tough to explain.‟ 

 „Don‟t worry. She‟ll be right.‟ 

 „She be …?‟ 

 „Sorry, I mean, it doesn‟t matter. No need to explain.‟ 

 „I can maybe explain a little.‟ She stirred her drink. „It is about life 

and dying … the way things are … hmm, difficult!‟ 

 „Right, it‟s okay. I sort of guessed it had something to do with that. 

Even within a comedy, it had some serious elements. That made the film 

more interesting.‟ 
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 „Yes, serious with the comedy. That‟s right.‟ Matt noticed how 

American some of her expressions sounded. No doubt the legacy of hours 

in the hagwon. „And also there is Han – do you know this?‟ 

 „Han?‟  

 „It is difficult for foreigners … it is like sadness and angry together 

… „ she frowned. „If something is not allowed, you have … you can‟t 

change -‟ 

 „You mean, like regret?‟ 

 „Yes, regret! It is sadness, regret, it is complicated. Korea people 

have suffered all. Japanese, Civil War … so much!‟ She pressed her fists to 

her chest.  

 „Yeah,‟ Matt nodded. 

 „Sorry, I can‟t explain -„ 

 „No, you explained it well -„ 

 „Very difficult.„ 

 At a nearby table a young guy was reading an English newspaper. 

Afghan Bomb Strikes. 

 „So do you think that there is more that separates people, or more 

that brings people together?‟ 

 „Ack-shully, I think more people are separate,‟ she frowned. „How 

about you?‟ 

 „I‟m not sure. Not anymore … but I hope we can be friends.‟ 

 „Oh, yes, I would like to be friends!‟ 

 „Well that‟s reassuring,‟ he laughed. „So do you think we might 

meet again?‟ 

 „Yes, why not,‟ she looked up from under her fringe, her lips on her 

coffee spoon, her delicate fingers. She blushed, and Matt realised he‟d been 

staring. 

 „Umm … how about this weekend? Are you busy Saturday night?‟ 

 Her mobile buzzed and she mouthed sorry. She smiled as she read 

the message. 

 „This weekend?‟ She pursed her lips, „I‟m sorry, I can‟t do this 

weekend. How about next Thursday? Is this time a good time for you next 

week?‟  
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 „Yeah, sure. Thursday‟s fine. Most nights are fine with me. If you 

change your mind and you want to do something on the weekend, just give 

me a call or email me.‟ 

 „Sure, I can do this,‟ she checked the time on her mobile again. „I‟m 

sorry, I need to go now. But next week, we can talk longer, hey?‟ 

 „Yes, I‟d like that.‟ She‟d already put her mobile in her purse and 

was standing.  

 Outside, the air was cooler than Matt had expected. Maybe summer 

was really over. It would be good to sleep without a fan.  

She paused, and he thought she was going to say something, but 

then stopped herself. 

 „Which way are you going?‟ he asked. 

 „Oh, I am okay. There is no need to walk. I can go.‟ 

 „No, don‟t be silly, I‟m happy to walk with you.‟ 

 „Well, just to the subway then. Hmm,‟ she held up one finger as if 

testing wind direction. „I think down this way.‟ She pointed to Sinch‟on. 

„It‟s easier than walking up hill. Is this okay for you?‟ 

 „Yes, that‟s fine. Like I told you, I‟m living near Sogang at the 

moment, so that‟s fine with me.‟  

 „Do they teach architecture at Sogang?‟ Her hand was next to his 

and he could feel her arm almost touching, but she made no move to put 

her arm through his, the way she‟d done with Sang Hee. 

 „No, I don‟t think so. They have it at Hongik, but my boss, he‟s got 

some connection with the Sogang president, and I‟m renting someone‟s 

officetel near there.‟ 

 „Oh!‟ she looked across to him, her face beaming. 

 „It‟s nothing fancy, but it‟s convenient. I can walk to the studio if I 

want, but most days I sleep in. I enjoy walking home, down the hill over 

the little railway bridge. What about you, does it take you long to get to 

work?‟ 

 „Hmm, it‟s not so far. Forty minutes on the subway, but I get tired 

from it. I wish, I want -? What should I say?‟ 

 „Whatever, it doesn‟t matter. You can say I want an ice-cream, or I 

wish I had an ice-cream. Either is okay. I guess “I want” is a little more 

definite, more determined.‟ 
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 „Oh – I understand. So I want to live closer to where I work. You are 

a good teacher. Maybe you should teach architecture?‟ 

 „No, I don‟t think so. My mum‟s a teacher, the holidays are great, 

but the marking is a nightmare. And I wouldn‟t have the patience you need 

to be a good teacher.‟ 

 „Patients?‟ 

 „Yeah, y‟know, you need to listen to the students, help them and 

encourage them. That can be very frustrating at times.‟ 

 „Yé, yé, the students. I understand.‟ 

 She paused at the top of the subway steps and held out her hand. 

 „Thank you very much, I enjoyed my time with you.‟ It was a 

carefully rehearsed phrase, but her eyes and smile suggested that it was 

real nevertheless, and she held his hand a little longer than when they met. 

 „Cho‟nmaneyo,‟ he said, „It was my pleasure.‟ 

 She laughed. 

 „Message me,‟ she said, turning. 

 „I‟ll email you.‟ 

 „Yes, yes, okay. Bye!‟ 

 And she was gone, joining the throng heading down the steps. Matt 

turned, and crossed the road as the lights changed. Reaching the opposite 

curb, he had the urge to run down the subway steps through the underpass 

and see if he could catch a glimpse of her before she caught her train. But 

he stopped himself. Her train would have probably left, and even if it 

hadn‟t there was little hope of finding her amongst the hundreds of others 

swarming below. He leaned back against a light pole and looked up to the 

second floor of McDonald‟s. There were the usual couples, and one lonely 

foreigner peering out at the neons.  

   „Well, at least that‟s one night I wasn‟t alone,‟ Matt said to the 

traffic before he began the slow walk up the pavement back towards his 

apartment. 
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Hi Dad,  

  

Things here are going ok I guess. 

 

 No, I haven‟t been sick and I read about the cholera outbreak, but that was down 

south and the health authorities seem to have been sensible about it. It was reported 

in the English editions of the Korean press, which is reassuring. In fact I  haven‟t 

even had a cold, just a scratchy throat some mornings. With all the walking, and 

the terrain -  there‟s barely a flat bit of land in this place -  I‟m probably fitter than 

I‟ve been for ages. The locals reckon their diet is very healthy – there might be 

something in that. 

 

 In the evenings I really look for the kimch‟i now, so I guess I‟m adapting. Though I 

don‟t know how many Koreans eat milk and cereal breakie. They have their own 

Cornflakes brands and stuff like that, so it can‟t just be made for wadjellas like me. 

No,  I haven‟t been to the “Posties‟ Revenge” restaurant yet. Sure, there are dog 

restaurants around, with names like “Four Seasons,” but mostly they‟re in the 

back streets or in out of the way spots. There‟s no way you‟d find them without a 

local guide. There‟s so many other good choices, why would you bother? 

 

What‟s the story on your car? Did you end up replacing the gearbox? I wish I 

could have been there to give you a hand. Why don‟t you trade it in on a Subaru. If 

you get a two year old one, you‟d still get a good run out of it, and the change-over 

price wouldn‟t be over the top. Jez reckons the Torana-saurus is still chugging 

along ok. The carbie rattled itself loose, but I‟d warned him about that, so he was 

soon back on the road.  

 

Love-life? Well, there‟s not much to report on that score. I‟ve been out with a 

Korean girl a few times – her name is Mina and she‟s really pretty. Mostly we get 

on well together, but I‟m very much the foreigner here. She speaks good English, 

but even so there‟s heaps of cultural differences. It‟s not easy, especially since 

Korean is such a damned hard language. At times I feel like a complete idiot here. 

I‟m beginning to understand what it must be like for the refugees and migrants 

back home.  
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There‟s a chance me and James will be going to some architectural conference in 

Daejeon [big city in the centre of the country] sometime next month. I hope it 

comes off, it would be good to see a bit more of the countryside. 

 

Sorry, I‟m running late. Hope you‟re not working too hard.   

love, 

Matt 
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His eyes traced the sunlight over the contours, the play of white tricks on 

the plain of her stomach and shadow across the soft valley and dark delta 

between her thighs. He remembered the sleepy scent of her Saturday‟s 

waking, the warmth of the sheets under them, the irritation of luxurious 

light through the Venetians, her soft groan as she turned her head towards 

him and fell once more into sleep. Her back exposed, the regular lines of 

her ribs and rising and falling of her breathing. In sleep, we must all seem 

so baby-delicate. No anger, no regret even after the duelling, the feuding, 

the word daggers of the previous night,  – what was it about again? The 

car. She wanted her car „fixed fucking properly this time!‟  

  If he could have somehow inhabited her dreams to show her how 

he really felt! She would never bother – she would walk five hundred 

miles/just to be the girl who had the man/who felt like that/about their 

love. She never knew, though he‟d told her, told her so many times, but for 

her it was never enough. She wanted – things! At first he thought it was 

just things. The new stereo, the new bed, the bigger pillows, the CDs and 

DVDs. Then he realised. It wasn‟t just the things. There was something else.  

 „What do you want from me?‟ 

 „I don‟t want anything. I can buy what I need. I don‟t need you!‟ 

 „I‟m not talking about stuff! What do you want from me?‟ 

 „I don‟t want anything from you.‟ 

 „Well, how come you‟re always pissed off?‟ 

 „I‟m not always pissed off.‟ 
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 „You are now.‟  

 „I‟m not.‟ 

 „Sure.‟ 

 „Yeah well, it‟s not a good start to the weekend.‟ 

 „What isn‟t?‟ 

 „This! All these dishes. God, I wish we had a dishwasher!‟ she 

complained. 

 „I said we should do them last night after Kooky left, but you didn‟t 

want to.‟ 

 „Yeah, well, I thought we might have sex, y‟know. But guess who 

fell asleep again!‟ 

 „Well I was a bit pissed. You know what it‟s like with Kooky – he 

always keeps filling my glass.‟ 

 „And like, you‟ve forgotten the word „No‟?‟ her lip curled. 

 „Yeah, but I didn‟t want to –„ 

 „So he‟s more important –„ 

 „What are you talking about? If you wanted to make love, why 

didn‟t you just say so?‟ 

  „Make love! We‟re lucky if we have a quick fuck these days.‟ 

 „Well, it was you who wanted to have the party.‟ 

 „Yeah, well, it‟s so boring just hanging around here by ourselves!‟ 

 

That was what started him thinking more seriously about Kooky‟s offer. 

The job in Tuscon Studio with his uncle. An entirely different place – new 

friends, a new apartment, different food, a whole new city and country to 

explore together. Matt rolled over and looked at the stain on the ceiling. 

She wouldn‟t have been happy here either.  Drinking pine-needle tea with 

Hyon Joo, James and Ji Young in that little basement tea house. She 

wouldn‟t have got it. The calm those wooden benches evoked, the subtle 

way the designer had used concealed down lighting to complement the 

real candles on the tables. The soft sheen on the celadon bowls. It would 

have been worse.  

And he wouldn‟t have met Mina with her dark eyes and lithe limbs.  
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The pig looked so alive despite the large pitchfork in its neck and 

burgundy trail down to the stage floor. The large woman, the manshin, a 

shaman, weighing at least 90 kilos, seemed small and light-footed as she 

danced behind the pig‟s body. Swirling and twirling, emitting that strange 

song. I‟ve heard similar tunes before. Lilting as ancient as the rounded 

mountains, alien, belonging to a different world, like the dancer as she 

flashed the huge knife in front of her audience.  Su Yeon and I were close 

enough to see the blonde eyelashes of the pig, its front trotters crossed like 

some indolent TV critic. You could think it was sleeping - despite the gash 

at its throat and the lazy flies. I could smell its blood.  

 The drummers increased the tempo and the manshin glared down 

at us. She seemed so angry, I was suddenly glad we were no closer, that 

there was space and more locals between us and her. She pressed the knife 

blade against the bare flesh of her arm, pushing. I waited for the blood. 

There was none. When she wailed again, her pale skin was unblemished, 

not even a welt, as her glare passed over us again. She must have been in 

some kind of trance for the blade not to have cut her. Perhaps it was blunt? 

The drumming was so loud I wanted to move away, right away, but it was 

more than Su Yeon holding me here. The chanting, the drumming, it was 

infectious, mesmerising and I couldn‟t move as the manshin swished the 

sword through the air and held it to her throat again. I‟d read about the 

demonstrator who severed his finger to inscribe his protest banner with his 

own blood. I was scared, but not for her. Why was I compelled to watch as 

she pressed the shining steel against her throat, harder, harder as the 

drumming crescendoed? Was Golding right? Are we all capable of killing 

the pig, cutting his throat, doing him in? In the end, is this all we are? 

Bodies to be stabbed and mocked; or revered and mourned. Just flesh, 

housing mostly precise chemical chain reactions. A fascinating set of 

circuits, plumbing and fluid, all just a moment away from collapsing into 

this mockery of sleep before the fluids stagnate, the meat rots. 

 Beads of sweat pirouetted as she spun and lifted the knife away 

from herself in a triumphant salute before sweeping forwards and burying 
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the blade deep into the pig‟s back. The pig‟s back leg twitched and for a 

moment, I expected it to grunt in protest, but suddenly there was nothing. 

No sound, the drumming and singing eerily silent.  

 A few in the audience clapped, but many in the local crowd seem as 

bewildered as me. Was it a circus act? A clever piece of choreography to 

fool the believers? Were all the ancient rituals so compellingly simple? Like 

the Pentecostal faith healers? Good enough to work on a willing 

congregation. 

 I know that feeling. Floating through the air after the push on the 

forehead. The icy flame of the preacher‟s hand, the drifting, dreamy calm as 

your body releases everything for just one moment of bliss. Stars spinning 

in an emptying sky, a glistening moon and sudden sunlight as you fall, fall 

down in a breathless peace. Certain arms around you, the warm breath and 

shiny eyes of fellow-believers. Knots in the stomach released.  The body 

free. All doubts gone. Jesus smiling through his true disciples. If only I 

could be there again. 

 Su Yeon tugged my arm and I submitted to the reality of the gravel 

under my shoes. She said nothing. Was she embarrassed that I saw that? Or 

embarrassed that she too was imprisoned by the macabre spectacle. The 

ancient ways - so revered, so cherished, so reviled by the concrete towers 

and glass-encased accountants. Well, it‟s good that it was out in the open. 

Full sunlight on this and the drumming, and the dancers, and the Hahoe 

drama. Something the Japanese couldn‟t kill during the forty years of 

terror.  

 „I‟m glad we watched,‟ I said it to myself as much as to Su Yeon. 

 „Do you need an icecream?‟ she asked, noticing the stall near the 

pavilion. 
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Mr Park was going to sack him today. He couldn't keep fobbing him off 

forever. The stairwells were the problem. TK wanted to cramp them up, to 

save money. „This way is too expensive. This is not Australia, I want twelve 
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steps between landings, this is too many, space is money, you know. You 

are too generous, the clients won't like this.‟ 

 Too generous!  Matt wanted people to feel good arriving. And stairs 

were part of that.  

 James kept telling him just to do it the easy way, like he‟d shown 

him with the Bok villas, but with this new project Matt wanted to try 

something different, put his own stamp on it. He should have gone with 

the spiral. That would have thrown them. If he put that in, then Mr Park 

will definitely reject it and it would buy a bit more time. Who cares about 

the furniture guys! That‟s their problem. Besides apartments were for living 

in, not for moving out of. It would encourage couples to stay together.  

 Of course it hadn‟t helped that he had only seen one other person‟s 

furnished apartment in Seoul anyway. If it hadn‟t have been for the Brit, 

the guy he met on the train, he still would have only seen what they looked 

like from TV soapies and off the floor plan. Matt had seem some pics of 

TK‟s new kitchen, but his home was hardly the average Korean family pad!  

Maybe Mr Park wouldn‟t show up again. He‟d been away so much 

lately working on some project that TK wasn‟t talking about. Maybe it was 

the military research thing down south, but that didn‟t explain why Ji 

Young was gone some afternoons too, leaving Matt to sort out some of the 

quotes with Euna. Like the treads on the stairs – it took hours for one small 

detail. He‟d been working with her quite a bit lately, since Hyon Joo had 

gone to work in London for a few months, and Ji Young was doing more 

contract work with the boss.  

At least Euna seemed a bit more relaxed with him now, even 

though she spoke so quietly. She was efficient with the quotes though, and 

he would see her dark hair bending over the details well after six o‟clock, as 

she interpreted his English into Korean notes before telephoning the 

suppliers. But Matt still preferred working with Ji Young. No matter how 

busy things became, she always seemed so calm and friendly.  

 Matt should have known from the client‟s name that the second 

major project was going to be a disaster. Mr No. There was some debate, 

Han-taeli said it should be translated as “Ro,” but TK said, „No, “No” is 

right.‟ Weird.  
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 Stairwells. Stare wells. Like last Saturday on the escalator in the 

Hyundai store. He needed to get some different clothes. Those two spotted 

him a mile away. „You've got such beautiful eyes!‟ Of course, at first, it was 

a buzz being a celebrity. But after a few months, it was tiresome having 

people either hate him, the oegukin, mistaken for the US soldier, or 

seduced by the wadjella posters in Lotte, the teenieboppers thinking he was 

some friggin' movie star. A trophy boy. What to do? The Puddings and Pies 

design on her tee-shirt bounced any serious thoughts away. Down Fido! 

Definitely cold shower time. 

Why wouldn‟t Mina let him at least visit her pad? It was weird, 

they‟d been going out for nearly two months and he still hadn‟t got past the 

lower level lobby. If it was okay for her to come up to his place, why wasn‟t 

it the same to go to her place?  

James said it was how girls were. Afraid of gossip. Someone always 

knew someone else.  

„Maybe she‟s afraid of the ajummas‟ spy network?‟ James suggested. 

„You would be surprised. There are people watching all the time, you 

know.‟   

Every time Matt thought things were going great with Mina, 

something always seemed to skew it in another direction. Like this 

weekend. They were supposed to have gone down to Suwon together to 

visit the Korean village and look around the old fort. All arranged. They‟d 

stay in a two star hotel, but separate rooms – he agreed, hoping that once 

they were there, she‟d come into his room anyway.  

Then suddenly, she‟d been called home to Daejeon. Some family 

commemoration, honouring a dead uncle who no-one had seen for forty 

years, because he was buried somewhere in the North Korea. He had no 

idea whether it was the truth or some elaborate excuse. James thought it 

sounded genuine, but Matt noticed a strange look in Ji Young‟s eyes when 

he‟d told her he wasn‟t going to Suwon after all. Not that she knew who he 

was planning to going with. He‟d just said „a friend,‟ but maybe James had 

let the info slip. You could never tell. For a moment he thought Ji Young 

was going to ask him something personal, but then TK arrived and they 

both headed back to their own desks.  
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Later, after work, he saw Ji Young at the bottom of the steps, with 

her six year old cousin.  

„Hello, where are you from?‟ 

What a pain that kid was. Each time Matt saw him, the little kid 

would ask the same question, „Hello, where are you from?‟ The first four 

times, Matt had answered politely and the kid had pushed his lips out like 

he was about to spit a prune seed, said nothing in reply, before asking Ji 

Young for a translation. Then he invariably proceeded to either tug at her 

skirt or bash her jeans with a clenched fist. 

„Hello, where are you from?‟ the boy asked again. 

„The moon,‟ Matt answered, noticing Ji Young‟s dimples. 

„Muot?‟ the kid‟s nose wrinkled like a suspicious spaniel. 

„The moon,‟ Matt pointed out at the sky. „Tal,‟ he said again. 

The boy‟s head went sideways, he frowned as Ji Young smiled and 

Matt slipped past them out into the street.  

 

James was waiting at the subway exit downtown and soon he and Matt 

were in the broad avenue striding past the statue of Admiral Yi. Matt could 

almost imagine Yi being that tall, the Koreans were so proud of him 

turning back the Japanese with his armoured “turtle” ships. The Hyundais 

and Kias speeding past either side of him looked more like kids‟ Matchbox 

models rather than the real things. Somehow Admiral Yi seemed more real 

than them. The air was bright and smelt fresh enough as it swept down the 

turquoise mountains, washing the exhaust fumes away from them. 

 „That‟s Inwangsan,‟ James pointed at the closest bump in the 

escarpment to the north west. 

 „Great! I‟m so glad you suggested this. I really feel like I‟ve been 

cooped up for months. I was actually thinking of buying a bike.‟ 

 „A motorcycle?‟ 

 „No, a pushbike,‟ Matt peddled his hands. 

 „Oh! I think very dangerous maybe, Matt.‟ 

 „I wouldn‟t be going on the roads. Just the footpaths – like the 

delivery boys on their motorbikes. I still can‟t believe they‟re allowed to do 

that.‟ 

 „It‟s against the law, but no-one can persecute.‟ 
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 „Prosecute?‟ 

 „Né, that‟s right. How can they go door to door if they can‟t get to 

the door? They can‟t just leave their motorcycle on the street. Someone 

might steal it, and the food would take longer to arrive.‟  

„Yeah, I guess, but they‟re a nightmare for pedestrians. I figure that 

at least if I‟m on a bike, they might be less inclined to tear straight at me.‟ 

 „Maybe.‟ 

 „Anyway I need to get fit,‟ Matt slapped his thigh as the footpath 

gave way to narrow road and they started up the steep walking trail.  

They climbed in silence for another fifteen minutes and paused on a 

high stone wall. Out to the west was the river, up ahead was the summit 

and over behind them were the gleaming towers, toy cars and pedestrian 

ants scurrying here and there to the rhythm of the changing traffic lights. 

The city hummed, but it was the mountains around them and the shining 

snake of the river which most caught Matt‟s attention. 

 „It‟s hard to believe this is only minutes away from downtown!‟ 

Matt puffed. The jagged rocks and dark green pines below them were so 

different to the muted tones and rounded granite of the Stirling Ranges 

back home. 

 „Yeah, some Koreans have probably never been up here. Kinda 

different to Mount Fuji, eh?‟ 

 „Isn‟t Mount Fuji sacred though?‟ 

 „Ah, Japanese only honour some mountains, for Koreans, all 

mountains are sacred.‟ 

 „What, do you mean like regarded as really special, having some 

spiritual value, or just worth preserving for aesthetic value or something?‟ 

Matt asked, taking the water bottle out of his backpack, and offering it to 

James. 

 „No thanks, I‟m okay. What do you mean “aesthetic” and 

“preserving”? I‟m not sure what you mean. What is preserve?‟ 

 „Conservation, like they don‟t want them developed, or stripped 

bare for a new hotel or something?‟ Matt wiped his forehead. 

 „Well, it depends on where it is and who wants to build something, 

but they all have a protecting spirit.‟ 

 „You mean something that protects the people?‟ 
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 „Hmm, I‟m not sure. It‟s difficult to explain. It‟s old people‟s 

religion.‟ 

 „When you see the river from up here, you can understand why in 

the old times, people saw the thing as sacred, as a living thing.‟  Matt took a 

long swig of water. „Like the old people, the Aborigines in Australia, they 

know the land, understand its true value.‟ 

 „Sure, and the river, in history, no faucets or anything. It really was 

the line of life through the country.‟ 

 „Yeah, I never think of Korea as being dry, everything seems so 

green, but it hasn‟t rained much since I‟ve been here.‟ 

 „In summer, plenty of rain, but in the fall, not much rain at all. 

Korea has four distinct seasons.‟ 

 Matt stowed his water bottle and pulled out his camera.  „Hey, how 

about you sit on the wall. I‟ll take a shot.‟ 

 „Okay, then I should take you, right?‟ 

 „Yeah, good.‟ 

 Matt looked through the view finder. It was the first time he‟d taken 

a mug shot since Lisa had left him. The shutter snapped on James‟s 

grinning face, and Matt handed the camera to his companion. He leapt onto 

the wall and held out his arms in triumph, truly glad to be here with his 

nearest friend in thousands of kilometres. 

 „Great!‟ James said, handing back the old SLR. „So, shall we walk on 

to the top?‟ 

 „Yeah, sure, why not.‟ 

 Twenty minutes later they paused to let a foreign couple heading 

down the path get past them. Matt heard their voices before he saw them. 

At first it sounded like English, but as they came closer, he recognised a 

few German words.  

 „Hi,‟ they all said to one another. 

 „Thank you, you‟re nearly there now,‟ the guy said encouragingly. 

 Oh to be so fluent in another language! thought Matt, inhaling the 

wake of the woman‟s perfume as he and James swung back onto the path 

and climbed more steps hewn into the old stone.  

 A little later the track levelled and they could see the summit less 

than thirty metres away. There was a small lookout post, a middle-aged 
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couple, some young guys and a couple of girls who looked to be about 

mid-teens. Down below them lay the city, Kyongbok Palace and gardens 

and behind them the Blue House, the President‟s private residence. The 

light was picking up highlights of the treetops in Kyongbokkung Gardens 

and the city towers shone like jewels. Matt swung his backpack around and 

fished out his camera again. 

 „You can‟t take photos here,‟ James said flatly. 

 „Yeah, right,‟ Matt laughed, lifting the camera up. 

 „No, serious. It‟s not allowed,‟ James said putting his hand over the 

lens. 

 „What!‟ 

 Matt could see James wasn‟t joking. And as he put the camera 

down, the two young guys were hurrying towards him. A soldier with a 

machine gun stepped out of the little look-out. 

 „It‟s forbidden to take photos in this direction,‟ James pointed out 

across the city. „It‟s the Blue House – where the President lives. They are 

very careful. You can take photo this way – „ he pointed south towards 

Sodaemun and the mountains to the west. „This way is okay, but not 

towards Kyongbokkung.‟ 

 „Oh.‟ He noticed the No Photos sign now, and the two men had 

stopped walking towards them. One had pulled out a cigarette. The soldier 

was still out of his guard box, but the hands on his gun had relaxed. 

 „They have tried to murder several Presidents. Japanese spies, spies 

from the North. They are very careful.‟ 

 „No shit! It‟s hard to believe. What, do they think someone might 

have a gun disguised as a camera or something?‟ 

 „It‟s surveillance. There‟s no aircraft permitted to fly overhead. No 

photographs of the protection measures.‟ 

 „What about satellites?‟ 

 „I don‟t know. Maybe it makes no difference. But I can take photo if 

you really want,‟ James had rubbed his nose covering his mouth and 

lowering his voice when he said this. He pulled a small metal tube from the 

pocket of his jeans. A mini camera about the size of a highlighter pen, 

which he had tucked into the waistband of his jeans. 

 „Are you serious?‟ 
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 „Sure, I can take. Just stand on this side of me and pretend to take a 

photo towards the mountains.‟ 

 „No, no, listen I don‟t want you to do anything that‟s going to get us 

into trouble.‟ 

 „It‟s no trouble. Just keep down the voice and make a photo that 

way. That‟s it.‟ 

 The sweat on Matt‟s brow and arms suddenly felt as cold as steel. 

Matt was having trouble keeping the viewfinder still.  

 „Come on James, cut that out! Let‟s walk on up to the summit. I 

don‟t need any shots of that place! Where are you going to get them 

developed anyway? You‟re gunna get us both into trouble! I don‟t want to 

end up in some cell again!‟  

 „Relax, okay. I finish now, let‟s go to the top, yeah.‟ 

 Matt hated how his heart was pounding and he was feeling all cold 

and sweaty at the same time. Why did James do that and how come he had 

that little camera with him in the first place? Was it the Korean passion for 

small electronics?  

 Up on the summit James greeted the soldier, chatting casually with 

him. Matt recognised “Hoju-saram,” but little else. Looking across the 

valley, Matt realised, perhaps for the first time, how huge the city was. As 

far as you could see there were more satellite suburbs of grouped high-

rises. In every direction except north, across towards the DMZ. Seoul held 

half of the entire population of Australia within its outer boundaries. One 

city, so large, yet from this height, so vulnerable to an errant nuke or a 

deliberate attack from the north. That‟s assuming the North Koreans really 

did have them. It was weird to think that less than an hour away, there was 

another completely different world. Mass devotion to the one ruler. No 

iPods, no Samsung TVs, no Hyundais. Families starving. The whole thing 

was bizarre. 

 „Seen enough?‟ 

 „Yeah. It‟s an amazing view.‟  

 Matt pulled out his sweater. It would be pretty much all down hill 

now, and the lengthening shadows felt like autumn, especially at this 

height.  
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 „Don‟t you want to take a photo – out this way towards Hongik, or 

to north see Kwanaksan?‟ James pointed to the dark tower of the mountain. 

It seemed ominous in a friendly kind of way. A kindly giant. 

 „Yeah, I‟ll get that while we‟ve still got a bit of light left.‟ He aimed 

the old Pentax, composing the shot with a piece of the worn rock in the 

bottom left corner, the middle distance of rooves from the smaller 

apartments in the valley and the brooding teal of Kwanaksan in the 

background. 

 „Enough?‟ James asked. 

 „Yeah. I think that‟ll be a good pic.‟ 

 They hadn‟t gone far when Matt noticed a cairn with faded 

blossoms and burnt incense sticks placed at various points around it. 

 „Buddhists?‟ Matt asked, nodding his head in that direction. 

 James shook his head. „Spirit of the mountain,‟ he replied, „older 

religion. They are not allowed to do this, but who will stop them?‟ 

 Matt had seen those signs too. Large text in Hangul and English 

forbidding shamanist rituals on the mountain.  

 „Why did they ban it?‟ 

 „I don‟t know. Maybe security, or fire danger, or they think it will 

scare off foreign tourists. I don‟t know. Modern politicians say it gives 

Korea a bad impression for modern world.‟ 

 „I think foreign tourists would be interested. Except for some of 

George Bush‟s cronies – they feel threatened by anything. But I can‟t 

imagine any of them hiking up here!‟ 

 „There are powerful protestants now. They don‟t like shamanism. 

Old-fashioned devil worship, they say.‟ 

 „What do you think?‟ 

 „I think it‟s old-fashioned. But if older people like this, we should 

respect. It doesn‟t do harm. Maybe some people waste money on 

predictions, match-making –„ 

 „Match-making?‟ 

 „Sure. They find husband or wife for people. Tell the future, advise 

good day for first meeting, right date for marriage and so on.‟ 

 „What, even for Christians and Buddhists?‟ 
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 „Sure. It‟s part of Korean tradition. Some people think, it‟s good to 

be sure, so if one day is more auspicious than another, then why not marry 

on better day?‟ 

 „Maybe that‟s what me and Lisa needed.‟ 

 Conversation paused as they rounded a corner, two middle-aged 

men stamped past them, each holding a hiker‟s spike. Diagonally 

intersecting the hiking track was a deep trench lined with sandbags. There 

were signs, presumably warning tourists to stay out of it. 

 „What‟s that for?‟ Matt nodded. 

 „Defence,‟ James paused at the edge of it. „If the North invade, this is 

an important position.‟ 

 „Geez, is that possible! Do you think about that stuff much?‟ 

 „You mean the political situation?‟  

 „Yes. I mean the North have got nukes too, haven‟t they?‟ 

 „I don‟t know,‟ there was something different about how James was 

answering. Perhaps Matt was asking touchy questions.  

 „Maybe yes, maybe no,‟ James frowned and starting down the hill 

again. 

 Matt regretted his last question. For Matt, it was easy, he could pack 

his bag and leave any time he wanted, but the millions in Seoul were stuck 

there. Defend or die, just like their grandparents. Matt wondered if the 

Shamans predicted an attack, would the generals believe them? 

„Do you think Mina would have consulted someone?‟ Matt asked. 

 „Mina?‟ James turned around and stopped descending for a 

moment. 

 „Yeah, do you think she would have asked someone about meeting 

me?‟ 

 „A shaman? I don‟t think so. You really like her?‟ 

 „Yeah,‟ Matt paused, „yeah, I really do, even though … sometimes 

it‟s really difficult to figure her out. I guess all women are mysterious, and 

being Korean –„ 

 „So you find us difficult to understand?‟ 

 „Yeah. I mean I expected differences, but well –„ 

 James laughed. „So, you are learning a little I think. You are 

beginning to understand.‟ 
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 „Don‟t get me wrong. Like, with you and me, we seem to 

understand each other pretty well. I mean it was like that with Kooky too. I 

just, I guess … because that was in Australia, I didn‟t really think about it 

much.‟ 
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Su Yeon suggested we visit the multi-cultural festival being held in the 

gardens of Kyongbokkung on Saturday, and I thought, well I had nothing 

else on, and Su Yeon seemed quite keen, so why not. I so love the fact that 

young Koreans are interested in their own traditional culture. Even though 

the samulnori group sometimes drives me crazy with their drumming in 

the afternoons, it shows they treasure their tradition. It‟s so great that the 

singing, the masked dances, the music, it‟s still honoured, treasured by so 

many. I was looking forward to another feast of vibrant colours and bright 

sound. 

  For once Su Yeon and I were already on the subway well before 

lunchtime. It was a little like a folk festival back home, only with different 

activities. Kids learning how to play with traditional toys like a stick and 

hoop. Teenagers bouncing one another on the stand up teeter-totters. And 

of course the obligatory food stalls and souvenir stands. A regular families‟ 

day out event. There were also singing and dancing demonstrations from 

around the world. Which mostly meant a few different Korean groups and 

a handful from various parts of China and the former U.S.S.R.. 

 Then Su Yeon paused in front of a particularly boring-looking sign 

and asked if I wanted my future told to me. She seemed so interested and I 

thought, well sure, it can‟t be so bad. I mean I‟ve never believed in fortune 

tellers, but to be truthful I guess I‟m attracted to the mystique of it all. The 

crystal ball, the flowing gowns, the jewellery, I‟ve never taken that 

seriously, but it‟s kind of like going to a circus and refusing to applaud the 

elephant. Our Lutheran pastor was convinced that it was totally evil. And 

there was that time in elementary school when Marianne was so scared by 

something that had happened in one of the party séances, she had to sleep 
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with the light on for years afterwards. She never would tell me what had 

happened. 

 There was a queue! A real line-up without people pushing and so 

on. Roped off areas forming a regular orderly line-up just like at an airport 

passport control or something. They were taking ten people at a time, and I 

was worried that Su Yeon and I would be separated. I knew that my 

Korean was no where near good enough to understand whatever a 

clairvoyant might say. Anyway, when our turn came, I was last in line, but 

the usher realised I needed Su Yeon with me so, he let me in even though 

that made eleven of us.  

 Past the partition there were curtain things hanging down from the 

ceiling, and after going down a little corridor, we were in an open space 

with about a dozen large pine boxes spread out. We were asked to remove 

our jackets and shoes, and as we did so, I suddenly realised that the boxes 

were coffins!  

 Then the attendants – there were about five of them, measured us 

and helped us dress into roughly textured loose hessian pants and hip-

length kimono-style gowns, with a sash made from the same straw-

coloured material which some traditional Buddhist monks wear.  All the 

time, hardly a word was spoken. It was so eerie for Koreans to be so quiet, 

like a religious service, where gentle movements and an open palm 

indicated what we needed to do. I looked around for Su Yeon, but because 

they‟d obviously arranged the coffins by size, she was down at the far end. 

I had no idea what the young guy who was helping had said, but copied 

the others, and in a moment I found myself stepping into and lying down 

in one of the coffins. It was then that I guessed we were wearing traditional 

burial clothes.  

 I expected that perhaps this little bit of theatre would be followed 

by the clairvoyant coming to each of us in turn and telling us our future. As 

I was wondering how I could make contact with Su Yeon, my interpreter, 

the lid of my own coffin was tapped into place above me!  

 I was determined not to panic. I reminded myself that less than two 

metres away, was another customer, similarly „buried‟ in her thoughts. 

And she was quiet and calm. 
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 It was dark. Just the faintest line of light along one of the seams, and 

confining in a most peculiar way. The pine resin just centimetres in front of 

me and the musty smell of hessian reminding me of the haystack in Uncle 

Karl‟s barn. It was cramped – there was room to wriggle my toes a little on 

the footboard, but obviously the coffins were designed for the narrow 

upper torsos of Koreans. My chest was squashed and I could barely move 

my arms at all. I couldn‟t hear anything – not even the faint sounds of 

music from the performance group outside. There was only the sound of 

my own heartbeat.  

Perhaps it was a test of bravery, to see who could stay in the 

longest? I couldn‟t hear voices or any sound of any counselling, so I 

guessed, this was not where it was going to take place. It was getting hot, 

wherever the air holes were, they were obviously not working too well, but 

I would stay in just a little longer. I didn‟t want them to think I was a weak 

foreigner. I could hear my heart beating faster.  

Calm down Kristy, calm down! Breathe in for five, out for One … 

two … three …  Grasp the Lyre Bird‟s Tail – those slow rhythmic 

movements of Tai Chi I had taken at college helped to slow things down.  

 It was then that I saw my family so clearly. Mom, at home in her 

kitchen, Stephi with the two girls, and I felt so desperately lonely. I wanted 

to be part of a family again. To be with someone, to belong. Then I realised 

I couldn‟t breathe! There were no air holes! They must have forgotten me. 

Just a foreigner, they‟d forgotten I was in here! I would never see them 

again! 

 I pushed against the lid. Stuck! Nailed down! My arms were half-

pinned. Not enough force against it. I shoved my knees up! The lid popped 

up, and I sat up gasping for air. My hair was plastered against my forehead 

as the attendant hurried towards me and helped me stand.  

 „Are you okay?‟ Su Yeon asked.  

 „Oh God, yes! I am now.‟ 

„I wondered how long you would stay in -‟  

„I thought they would lift the lid - I didn‟t- „ I nearly fell over. 

„Oh, so sorry. I should have explained!‟ Su Yeon said, helping me 

out of the shroud, gathering up my jacket and my bag. „Now we must go 
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and listen to the fortune teller. Is this OK?‟ The attendants were already 

ushering in the next group to the coffins.  

„Sure, sure. As long as it doesn‟t mean another coffin.‟ 

„Anio! No, no. It‟s this way.‟ 

„That was unreal!‟ 

„Yes, very unusual, huh? It makes you think about everything.‟  

„Yes. Yes, it did.‟ 

Su Yeon was silent. 

We rounded a little partitioned corridor and reached a tent-like 

structure erected inside from some ephemeral straw-coloured material. A 

priest-like figure sat on the floor in front of some kind of altar with burning 

incense, and in front him was a small flat cushion. He was about sixty-five, 

I guess and dressed in robes and the see-through flat-brimmed hat worn by 

Confucian scholars. Su Yeon indicated for me to sit on the cushion, and for 

once, I didn‟t protest. Su Yeon sat down and the priest nodded as she 

explained she would be my interpreter.  

He took my hands in his, one at a time slowly examining my palms. 

His eyes were misty, kind and grey, and as he spoke to me, I couldn‟t help 

wondering how his grandchildren saw this gentle old man. Su Yeon 

translated sentence by sentence. He spoke slowly, and I understood one or 

two phrases, even before Su Yeon interpreted for me.  

 „You will have a long and interesting life. Many journeys. Your 

intelligence will bring you joy and pain, but you must continue. You will be 

surrounded by love.‟ 

 Then his eyes rolled back revealing white only as he emitted a brief 

chant. He then took Su Yeon‟s hands and gave her his predictions. I 

recognised the words „love‟ and „health.‟ Then the eyes rolled back and the 

chanting began. Su Yeon stood up, put her finger to her lips and we left 

silently, with the fellow still singing in some kind of trance. 

 „Did he mention anything about my family?‟ I asked, once we were 

back out into the hall again. „Can you think of anything else he said?‟ 

 She shook her head. 

 „What about you? What did he tell you?‟ 

 „He said I would marry soon!‟ She looked at me squarely, her 

eyebrows shooting upwards. „I couldn‟t believe!‟  
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 „Soon, did you ask him how long?‟ 

 „No, no questions. This was not permitted.‟ 

 „Well, that‟s good. I guess. How do you feel about that?‟  

 Su Yeon put her head to one side, but didn‟t answer. 

„Do you believe in all of that?‟ I asked. 

„I‟m not sure. Maybe a little,‟ she paused. „But not about marriage 

soon!‟ she laughed.  

She seemed so happy, not just then, but for the rest of the day. We 

listened to the Mongolian throat singers, saw dancers from Uzbekistan and 

looked inside the traditional yurts. It was a great day, and I‟m sure part of 

it was remembering the phrase: You will be surrounded by love. Being 

confronted by the ultimate reality of life – being placed in a coffin – what a 

startlingly effective way of lifting one‟s spirits. Realising again the great 

wonder of being alive! 
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TK studied the print-out, his eyes flashing all over the drawing. Matt was 

worried that he was going to hand it back to him without even 

commenting. 

 „So what do you think?‟ 

 „Hmm, well it has some interesting features,‟ TK tapped at the 

elevation. „Ah mean ah really like it, but ah don't thank that Mr No will go 

for it. Y'know, he's really conservative. We gotta take the windows out of 

those bathrooms. He won‟t like that.‟ 

 „Oh man!‟ Matt's hands slumped to his side. Five weeks‟ work, 

some of his best ideas and his second project was about to be trashed! „But 

they‟re narrow and they‟re up high. I checked the line of sight, the only 

people who could see in would be flying out of Gimpo!‟ 

 „Look, don't get me wrong!‟ TK said, „Ah really like it! Y'know the 

Hertzberger idea of kinda tumbling the units up the hill, that‟s really cool. 

In the States, this could be sweet, but y'know our clients, they're not so 

adventurous. They'll risk everything in business deals, but when it comes 
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to their homes, their work spaces, it's square boxes that sell. They want 

cheap and easy. You know how it is - five identical twenty storey 

apartment buildings. Sometimes they don‟t even change the paint scheme.‟ 

 „This comes in at budget! It's not that expensive.‟ 

 „Ya, I know that, you know that, but we're gonna have a time 

convincing the contractors of that, y'know what I mean?‟ 

 Why was he asked to do it then? Matt wondered. All that time! He 

could have been helping on the big office block, or the military research 

facility in Daejeon that TK was stressing over. It was stupid, inefficient for 

Matt to be doing this one. A waste of design time.  

 „Look, just change the colour schemes. Go for something dull and 

make the roof tiles all the same style and maybe ah can convince them, 

y'know.‟ 

 „Shit!‟ 

 „Don't worry Matt, maybe we can swing it? I'll talk to Park-sajang-

nim before we meet them. I'll try to get it through. Ah just cairn‟t see them 

goin‟ for it. Y‟know what I‟m saying?‟ 

 „Yeah.‟ 

 TK wasn‟t going to fight for it. Why should he? TK didn‟t need to 

protect Matt‟s design. What Matt did wasn‟t important. As long as Matt‟s 

face was on the glossy brochure, as long as they still used that pic for their 

high profile magazine ads, he'd have his job, but for Nam Jin and the rest, it 

was different. James was right, it wasn't a joyride. Be lucky to have a job. Be 

glad you can leave when you want. For James and the rest it was sell the 

design or lose the position. Only TK was secure - he already had his 

reputation, but the rest, they were all making their way slowly up the 

ladder, trying to get noticed without taking too many risks along the way. 

 „Maybe we can use some features, no matter what he decides,‟ TK 

continued, his head cocked sideways as he inspected the interior plan. „I 

like this cupboard here. An' what's this?‟ 

 „That's an overlap - like the bath tiling extending under here and 

above that there's a melamine cabinet, for medicines and stuff.‟ 

 „Sure, sure, ah get that. Good feature, but you got a lot of cupboards 

there already. What's that gonna cost? We need to price it up.‟ 
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 „Look, Euna and I have worked out the cost of cupboards per 

square metre. It's within budget brief.‟ 

 „Ya, I get that, but these individual cupboards, they're gonna cost 

more y'know. It's not like the States. There's no point in presenting 

anything different if you haven't allowed for each item on the budget.‟ 

 „Okay, okay. I'll itemise everything if you want me to spend another 

two weeks on this thing that's not going to be a goer anyway!‟ 

 „Ah didn't say that, but Mr Park will want those cupboards itemised 

before we present it. Trust me.‟ 

 „Okay, I'll do it.‟ Matt found himself nodding, bowing, then 

regretted it. He was slipping into their patterns. Do what your senior asks. 

Don't question. Just agree and pass the work on to someone else. Euna was 

going to have to do all the phone calls to get the quotes again anyway. Next 

he'd be telling her to bring him coffee and yelling at her if she forgot the 

sugar. It wasn‟t fair, she‟d done so much extra work on this already.  

 He felt like storming out. Just walking down the stairs, shoving past 

the smokers in the stairwell, ignoring their shouts and scowls. Stride up the 

alley, up the staircase of the apartment and shove his clothes in his 

backpack, tie on his sleeping bag and take the bus to the airport. He'd wait 

there for the next standby ticket home. Just up and leave. They expected 

foreigners to do that anyway. He should just do it. 

 His head slumped onto his desk. James walked past him, touching 

his back but said nothing.  

 Later, heading to the toilet, he heard Mr Park and Ji Young arguing. 

Afterwards when he left the toilet and the door flumped shut with the self-

closer, he could see a figure on the steps above. It wasn‟t a smoker. It was Ji 

Young, her head in her hands her body shuddering with silent sobs. He 

didn‟t know whether to climb the few steps and say something, or to 

pretend he hadn‟t seen her. He took three steps towards her, and leant on 

the handrail. 

 „Are you okay?‟ 

 She waved him away, without looking up. 

 Back at his desk, Matt chose the ugliest tiles he could find to bland 

out the roofline for Mr No‟s villas. He erased the vertical louvres and 

replaced them with tinted windows, knowing it would make cloudy days 
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in Seoul even more depressing for the tenants. He removed the high 

bathroom window on the interior wall, as TK had suggested, so that there 

was no natural light in the bathroom at all. Then he told Euna to price the 

tiles without saying please or thank you. 

 Slumped onto the subway seat on the way back to his apartment, 

Matt shoved his hands in his pockets and let the tears roll down his cheeks, 

knowing no-one would say a word. No-one would see him. Despite his 

celebrity pic, he was a shit architect, and a non-person.  
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I needed coffee. Su Yeon was never late. I had to get on down to Starbucks 

to grab us a table before they all filled up. I was just hoping she‟d have 

some clue as to how I was going to sort out the mess with Ludmila.  

 It was one of the golden days when the sun tumbled in through the 

upstairs windows onto all those effervescent smiles and earnest tutoring. 

Well-groomed scholars floating in a giant glass of champagne. I  was 

thinking about buying some better shoes, my boots were definitely last 

season!  

 It‟s such a pity that Su Yeon was still living at home. If only I could 

have shared with her. Her morning prayers would encourage me in my 

meditation, and her sensible attitude to shopping would probably curb my 

spending a little too. But to start with, it had been so good with Ludmila. 

We really seemed to complement each other. I liked the way she made me 

re-evaluate things, the discussions we had.  

 It all started going sour three weeks ago. Up „til then, we had gotten 

along just fine. In fact, I recall emailing Mom and telling her how smoothly 

the year had been going. Then Ludmila accused me of moving her 

underwear.  

 „That‟s right! It was here on the dryer when we left and now it‟s 

gone! You told me last week how you like this underwear. The ones with 

the -‟ she crocheted her fingers.  

 „Lace?‟ 

 „Yes. Lace. You liked them, you told me.‟ 
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 „Yeah, but I‟m not going to steal them! I mean, look at me, I‟m size 

12! They wouldn‟t fit me. Why would I steal them!‟ 

 „Maybe you borrow them?‟ 

 „Ludmila, I did not touch your knickers!‟ 

 „Well, you think maybe we have a rat or giant cucaracha?‟ 

 „Are you sure you pegged them properly? Perhaps they blew out 

the window when the door was opened?‟ 

 „They was pegged. Nothing else blew! We never lost nothing else. 

Why now? Why those underwear?‟ Her English was deteriorating as her 

face became more flushed. 

 „Why would I want to steal your underwear? Look at me. I take a 

twelve. I would never fit into them. It doesn‟t make sense!‟ 

 „Okay so you say. I didn‟t say you steal them. I say you move them.‟ 

 „I did not touch them!‟ 

 „You always complain I liff them on dryer too long. Maybe you 

trow out the window for all I‟m knowink!‟ 

 „Ludi! Don‟t be stupid! Of course I wouldn‟t do that!‟ 

 „Stupid! You call be stupid!‟ 

 After that it got worse! She started abusing me in Bulgarian and 

crashing my coffee mug around and stormed out without telling me where 

she was going or when she would be back.  

 

 

„Three days ago she accused you of reading her email?‟ Su Yeon stirred her 

flat white and looked me straight in the eye.  

 „Yes, I mean, why would I do that? Up „til lately we‟ve shared 

everything with each other anyway. Why would I snoop into her email? I 

mean that‟s assuming I knew her password, which I don‟t.‟ 

 „And now you think she is using your special shampoo?‟ 

 „Well, it‟s not even that special, but it‟s just that – well y‟know, I 

have to go downtown to the Lotte store to buy it. I wouldn‟t mind if she 

used it, as long as she asked first. But she flatly denied it, and I know she 

has.‟ 

 „How do you know the cleaners have not been using some. Maybe 

they think it‟s just soap, you know?‟ 
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 „No, it wouldn‟t be them. We get on really well with them. Ludmila 

often leaves out chocolates for them and we‟ve chatted with them. One 

time, we persuaded them to sit down and drink some tea with us. Besides 

they clean on Thursdays and this happened on Tuesday. It couldn‟t have 

been them.‟ 

 „Hmm. Things are not going well are they? So you think it‟s time to 

find an apartment. Do you want to share?‟ 

 „I‟m not sure … before all this, I would have said definitely yes. I 

mean my scholarship covers some costs, but if I have to rent by myself, I‟ll 

have almost nothing left over.‟ 

 „I think I could find someone –„ 

 „Thanks Su Yeon, but I really think, first I should find out what‟s 

available, how much it‟s going to cost, and then if I have to share, I‟ll place 

an ad on a couple of websites or on the cafeteria noticeboard. You know we 

could have a look at some of those newer places to the north of Yondae, 

eh?‟ 

 „Sure. Okay, I understand. So you want just to touch around?‟ 

 „Yeah, that‟s right. Feel around and find out what‟s out there and 

then, if I have to move, I know I‟m not going to get overcharged.‟ 

 „You know about key money?‟ 

 „Yeah. We have something similar in Canada, but it‟s no-where near 

as expensive as here. Is it true that some landlords never give back the key 

money, no matter how good a tenant you‟ve been?‟ 

 „I have heard this. Sometimes, for foreign students and teachers, 

they think they can cheat. But there are rules. You can complain to police 

and maybe get it back.‟ 

 Locals and foreigners, the oegukin. The big division. Why did some 

Seoulites feel it was okay to cheat the most vulnerable? I guess it‟s the same 

back home. Those with poor English skills are often preyed on by the 

unscrupulous. Anything for a quick buck. And here, of course, everyone 

knows that ninety percent or more of the oegukin aren‟t sticking around. 

Here for study, the experience of the exotic or a few quick bucks teaching 

without qualifications, and then off on some backpacking adventure to 

Thailand or wherever. 

 Su Yeon drained her coffee.  
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 „I‟m sorry things are like this. I wish you could stay with me, but –„ 

 „No, don‟t be silly. I know it wouldn‟t work out in your household. 

I‟m just so glad you‟re here to listen. And to help me with this apartment 

search. It takes me so long just to decipher the advertisements. And if you 

don‟t mind helping – it‟s so much nicer than going out alone.‟ 

 „That‟s what friends are for.‟ 

 „Thanks so much Su Yeon.‟ I touched her warm hand and her face 

lit up.  
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On their fifth date, she kissed him. 

 

 Matt was going to cool it, just about to say, „let‟s forget it,‟ but she 

suggested Insadong and he hadn‟t been there, even though it was meant to 

be this hot tourist spot with old shops and some up-market art places. And 

Su Jung, his other e-pal, said it was strictly friendship she wanted. She 

already had a boyfriend and she was busy right now and maybe they could 

meet in two weeks‟ time, when she had finished some project she had just 

started, so he said yes to Mina. He would give it one more try. 

 As he hurried down the stairs of the subway underpass, something 

made him pause at the flower seller‟s stall. There were small bunches of 

three red roses, simply tied with a blue ribbon in cellophane.  

 „Olma-imnika?‟ he asked, though he‟d already decided to buy them, 

before he heard the price.  

 It couldn‟t be easy for her, he thought, as he approached the 

travelator. Always having to think and respond in English. Always having 

to think about what the locals thought about them. The jealous guys who 

deliberately aimed elbows at them on the subway, or the delivery boy who 

steered towards her on the pavement the other week. 

 Mina was there in a short skirt and light coat hugging herself, 

stepping softly up and down, one of three girls on the pavement under the 
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glass tower trying to keep warm. He was ten minutes late. Too long for this 

weather, but she smiled as she recognised him. 

 „I'm sorry. It took longer than I thought,„ he apologised, holding the 

roses behind his back. 

She was confused, didn't understand.  

 „Sorry, I was late,‟ he said, slowing his speech. „Do you like roses?‟ 

 „Roses?‟ 

 Her face shone as he handed them to her.   

 „Oh! Jungmal arumdawo! So - „ She nodded and exclaimed, „Beauty! 

So beau-ti-ful!‟ she grinned. 

 „Shall we go for a drink first?‟ 

 „Do you want to drink?‟  Her dark eyebrows curved. 

 „Shall we have a coffee to warm up?‟ he suggested. 

 „Are you cold?‟ 

 „No, I'm fine.‟ Matt wiped sweat from his forehead, amazed he 

could feel so hot when the air was so cold. 

 „I just thought - you look cold,‟ he said, raising his hand to her 

cheek, but she moved her face away. 

 „No, I'm okay,‟ her teeth chattered. „Shall we go?‟ 

 They swivelled and marched quickly back towards the glassed-in 

subway entrance. Dodging, bumping back through the throng which like 

spawning salmon was heading into Sinch'on at this time of the week.  

 Her hand was near his. He wanted to take it, feel those graceful 

fingers, but he didn‟t know if he should. As they hurried down the 

travelator to the lower levels, some of the guys stared, frowned. They 

thought he was American, of course. High school girls, glancing up from 

their mobiles, smiled at them as they rushed on into the darkness, the 

electric smell and hiss of the tunnel and trains. Mina headed straight to the 

turnstiles. 

 „I need to grab a ticket.‟ He pointed to the machines.  

 „Do you need money?‟ 

 „No, I've got some change here.‟ Matt fiddled with his wallet. Her 

head was turned away, checking her mobile again, as he grabbed the ticket 

from the dispenser. Then they were hurrying again. Did anyone ever walk 

slowly here, he wondered? She swiped her slim purse cover across the 
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scanner, as the metal slot swallowed his ticket. Green light and it poked out 

its ticket-tongue. If he were little, he could watch it for hours. In-out, in-out, 

that's the way the machine goes. Suck and snatch, flip and spit to the hum 

and rush of the trains. 

Side by side onto the down escalator, they were silent. It was a long 

one way down to the Ewha platform, but it was difficult to talk, with the 

noise rushing up to meet them. A train had just arrived and she was 

hurrying the moment they stepped off the escalator. Running, she pushed 

their way into the carriage, protecting the roses with her body, as the ping 

ping ping door slid shut.  

Balancing on the balls of his feet, he grabbed the leather strap. Mina 

was rocking to and fro, her free hand by her side, looking up at him, 

smiling. He noticed the fine knit of her jumper as she undid the top two 

buttons of her coat and leaned towards him. Was she finally wanting to be 

closer? No, just trying to get a better view of the subway map, checking for 

when they had to change lines.  

One stop later and her hand was out like an usher's indicating two 

seat spaces between the business man and the ajumma. She sat next to the 

woman, who smiled at Mina‟s flowers, as he squeezed in between Mina 

and the businessman, who angled his leg away from him.  

Mina‟s leg rested against his, even through his jeans he could feel 

the fizz of her nylon stockings. She dressed older than the uni students at 

Hongik or Sogang. Her arm pressed against his, her hand so close to his, 

but she still didn't take his hand in hers. Across the aisle, another 

businessman was watching them, or was he just staring into some 

unfocussed space between them? Impossible to tell, with his mouth slotted 

like Euna's letter-box eyes. 

„We change here,‟ Mina said even before he could feel the train 

braking. Momentum pressed him tighter against her before she stood, 

pulling her purse to her side. Matt followed, nearly tripped and grabbed 

the ceiling strap just in time. The businessman on whom he nearly fell, 

remained expressionless. 

Doors hissed open and he was out following her sideways along the 

platform. She was in front and he was almost jogging to catch up with her, 

when she turned, waited, smiling. He expected conversation, but as he 
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reached her, she was off, up the stairs and down another corridor, before 

the crowd dissipated a little and they were able to walk side-by-side. 

„Okay?‟ she asked him. „Today it‟s so crowded!‟ 

Matt wondered how you could tell, but decided to ask something 

less metaphysical. 

„How's your new job?‟ 

„Oh, I like it,‟ she swung her head towards him. „The people, err … 

my col-leagues, are nice to work for. It is better than in Sinch‟on.‟ 

„Busy?‟ 

„Busy?‟ 

„Yeah, y'know many customers? Much business?‟ 

„Oh, yes, very busy, after ... four o'clock.‟ Her eyes darted 

everywhere. 

„Oh!‟ Suddenly her hand flew up to her mouth. „Sorry, I make 

mistake. We need to go -‟ Her finger stabbed to the left, „this way.‟ Her 

brow creased. „Just a moment.‟ 

She touched his arm and approached a young business woman 

nearby. Matt was again surprised by her sudden Korean fluency and her 

confidence as she asked for directions. He suddenly realised, he hardly 

knew her at all. He only knew the English subtitled Mina, a woman so 

different from this confident person. He recognised the word, Insadong, the 

woman nodded and Mina was back. She smiled and they swivelled up 

another stairway. Matt noticed the pasty pallor the blue of the fluorescent 

light gave the floor tiles. They should have used a grey.  

He had no idea where they were, which direction they were headed 

in, and didn't bother to check. How would he find his way home? She 

would lead him, or someone else would, like two weeks ago when he‟d got 

lost looking for his apartment.  

He knew if he could find Sogang uni, he‟d be able to manage. The 

first local Matt approached didn‟t speak English, but Matt‟s Korean was 

now sufficient to ask „Where is Sogang uni?‟ and once the guy realised Matt 

didn‟t understand Korean, he didn‟t bother to try explaining again, he just 

waved his arm in a „Come on!‟ motion and off they went, just like Matt‟s 

first day trying to find the hotel. Fifteen minutes later they were standing at 
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Sogang‟s back gate, with the stranger bowing and grinning, as Matt 

thanked him profusely. 

„This way!‟ Mina turned suddenly, heading to a different exit. Up 

more stairs again and his calf muscles strained in protest. Mina was slight 

but nothing seemed to slow her down. Matt was obviously out of training. 

It was time he bought a bike. Seoul was made for it, all those wide 

footpaths and plenty of hills to build up the hammies. 

A square of light and blast of cold air and suddenly there in front of 

them stood part of downtown which Matt hadn‟t yet seen. Flashing steel 

and gleaming glass blocks and verticals. Matt noted the external frame of a 

tall office tower and the garish hoarding of another.  

„Wow!‟ 

„What?‟ 

Matt pointed. 

„It's an advertisement.‟ 

Mina thought he was indicating the mega perfume advertisement 

being projected onto the wall of another building, not the angled shapes of 

building behind it. Green fields wafted in a gentle breeze on the office 

block wall, whilst the roar of downtown Seoul suffocated their 

conversation. 

„What's the name of that building?‟ 

„It's nime?‟ 

„What is this building called?‟ 

„I don't know. Maybee ... a bank, I think.‟ 

Bankers take on a new angle, he thought, admiring the pyramid 

qualities of the elongated form. 

„We must cross here.‟ 

 It was an old overpass, with a lesser highway underneath. Suddenly 

there was a gap in the traffic and they hurried across with two other 

couples. One French, he thought, smooth phrases wafting in their direction. 

The others walked arm-in-arm, and he wanted to take hers, but already, 

she was ahead of him again. 

 They skirted past a pile of rubbish spilling onto the pavement. A 

shopkeeper was washing something out, sluicing water onto the pavement 

into the gutter. Rows of hardware stalls, or mini-shops really, perhaps two 
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metres wide, thrust their hardware forward. Tyres, lawn mowers, a rubber 

belt shop - nothing but rubber belts. Toothed camshaft belts, pulleys, 

washing machine pulleys. Matt was certain, no matter what the motor, no 

matter size the cogs, they'd have the belt to match. 

 Insadong was like Claremont or South Yarra, trendy and stylish. A 

place to wave the gold Amex card and lash out for friends or that „special 

someone.‟ 

 „Did you see this? Oh, it‟s sooo cute!‟ cried the middle-aged tourist. 

„We could put that in the larbee by the Chah-neez vay-eez.‟ Her tailored 

khaki safari suit bulged around her Carolina pork-fed thighs. 

 „Oh garsh yeh-as. That inlay is soo gorgeous!‟ 

 Matt eased past them, resisting the temptation to give them a small 

shove. 

 „You see this?‟ Mina held up a figure made of straw with a round 

face and curved smile like a cutesy doll from long ago. „Would you like? I 

can buy.‟ 

 „Well ... no, it's too dear. Too expensive.‟ He brushed the doll's 

cheek with his thumb before returning it to its shelf. She frowned, but he 

didn't notice, already enthralled with the small yellow flowers held in 

suspension on a flat matt surface.  

 „This is so great isn't it?‟ He held up a piece of rustic paper. 

 She smiled and nodded, but she was unhappy. He should have let 

her buy the straw doll. Then he noticed light blue sheets, ethereal, semi-

translucent.  

 „It's mulberry paper. Very special,‟ Mina explained. 

 „It's beautiful. I'll buy some for you and some for me. What colour 

do you like?‟ 

 „No. I don't need. This is very expensive. Just pick for yourself.‟ 

 „But I'd like to buy you something.‟ 

 She shook her head. He'd embarrassed her, but he couldn't tell why. 

 

The art gallery was like home. Cool, crisp lights and soft voices. So strange 

after all these weeks. Two guys, artists? gave them a quick glance before 

handing over the prospectus, and continuing to chat. One had shoulder-

length hair, the longest hair on a guy Matt had seen since arriving in Korea. 
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Dark pants and a white shirt with fuller sleeves than usual. He had to be 

the artist. 

 They were surrounded by cereal-scapes. Heads of barley, full and 

hairy, windswept stalks mellow and golden with autumn. Ice flecked 

stubble of winter, like photographs in their starkness. Huge canvases, at 

least three metres wide. Hard to imagine a wall big enough to give them 

their perspective in a Seoul apartment.  

 He checked the prospectus: $1,800US, $2,000US. They hadn't even 

bothered to quote in Won. Perhaps it was part of the status thing. Mina 

looked sideways across his shoulder as he showed her. Her eyes widened, 

her mouth momentarily an open „O!‟. 

  „They're worth it though, don't you think? This one is so cool!‟ He'd 

stopped again in front of autumn. 

 „I like this one,‟ her patent leather shoes swivelled and her finger 

pointed to the emerald sea of spring rice. 

 „I'm sorry I can't buy it for you.‟ 

 „No, no,‟ she shook her head, her face slightly flushed. 

 „No, it's sold see!‟ He pointed to the little red dot. 

 „Oh!‟ She laughed, realising the joke, as they moved on. „Shall we - 

?‟ 

 They were at the other end of the floor, near a lift. 

 „Yeah, let's take a look.‟ 

 It was a small half-circle of glass, brass plated steel frame he 

guessed. Three immaculately dressed women squeezed in with them. 

Smiling, their French perfume infusing Matt's clothes before the previous 

floor sank silently below them and the electronic voice announced in 

Korean and English „Third Floor.‟ 

 This time miniatures rhythmically dotted the walls and a series of 

shiny sculptures cast dark shadows on polished floor boards. Real boards, 

not veneer by the look and feel of it. Well finished edges. Someone had 

taken time with this place. The light fittings were subtle and provided great 

coverage too.  

 The first piece was a stainless steel dolphin, morphing into a 

woman's torso. Intriguing curves, exquisitely sleek, as though the artist had 
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tried to imagine a mermaid, but somehow kept remembering his girlfriend. 

Sleek fins, thighs that swam into a glossed pudendum. 

 Next piece, a seashell. Matt‟s eyes followed the spiral to its centre 

folds where molten metal was soothed into a series of labial swells. Matt 

turned to Mina to comment, but she was metres away, staring closely at 

one of the miniatures on the wall. 

 Flowers. At first glance elegantly simple, dancers in bright light. 

Then he noticed the pinkness of the prominent stamen. The next painting 

was similar, the stamen again the focal point. He glanced down at the 

prospectus, noticing for the first time the title. Third floor: Couplings.  

 Windswept tree branches twisted into a young woman‟s trunk and 

belly, two roots spread wide, fused to the clay earth of the sculpture‟s base. 

He moved across to where Mina was transfixed by the image of bamboo 

shoots, wet penile forms slid skywards piercing moist soil. 

 „Baby bamboo,‟ she smiled, her fingers touched her throat. 

 Did she see it? Was she really so naïve or just too embarrassed to 

admit it?  

 She walked quickly through the rest of the room, barely glancing at 

the sculpture, waiting for him at the other end of the room, near the lift 

again. 

 Mina chose a nearby restaurant on the second floor. It had a view of 

the street from some tables, but the waitress showed a table near the 

middle of the room, and after a minute or two, no-one seemed to notice the 

oegukin and his Korean dining companion anymore. 

 „What would you like?‟ Mina asked, arranging her roses next to her. 

 „Um, I don‟t care, as long as it‟s not shellfish.‟ 

 „You don‟t like fish?‟ 

 „Yeah, fish is all right, but I don‟t like shellfish. Y‟know, sometimes I 

have a bad reaction to it.‟ 

 „Oh.‟ 

 Mina examined the specials on the board and the plastic menu card 

on the table.  

 „You want soup?‟ 

 „Sure, soup. Some rice –„ 

 „Yes, of course.‟ 
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 The waitress arrived without a smile. Mina ordered quickly and 

even though he‟d been studying „At the Restaurant‟ in Learn Korean Fast, 

Matt understood not a single word.  

 „Did you order something to drink?‟  

 „No, but there is water. She will bring glasses. Is this okay? Oh! 

Would you like beer? I can –„ 

 „No, it‟s fine, water is okay. Unless you want to have some?‟ 

 „No, I don‟t drink beer. Only sometimes, but not at meal table.‟ 

 „So only at nightclubs or what?‟ 

 She laughed, but didn‟t answer. Then her phone chimed. Matt 

looked about the restaurant. It was a large open area, with traditional style 

chandelier lighting and plane panels divided by timber or a composite 

veneer laminate. It was noisy, but not excessively so, and the clientele 

seemed to cross several socio-economic and age barriers. Nearby, a middle 

aged couple slurped their soup, the man barely pausing between 

mouthfuls as he alternated between the various dishes in front of him. They 

ate without talking, like refugees might, after a long march. Mina had 

finished her text message and looked up. 

 „At home, in your house,‟ Matt asked, „Do you speak much at 

mealtimes? I‟ve heard in some homes, it‟s considered impolite.‟ 

 „Umm, né, yes, for some people. It depends. When my father is at 

the table, we don‟t speak much, but if it‟s just me and my sister -‟ She 

cupped her fingers like bird beaks chirruping, and laughed. „How about in 

Australia?‟ 

 „It varies from family to family. Lots of people just watch TV – not 

much talking. But for the evening meal, we often sit and chat.‟ He thought 

then about how little he and Lisa used to speak at the table. Breakfasts it 

was often a few grunts punctuating the radio‟s barrage of news. 

 „Did you enjoy the art?‟ Mina asked. 

 „Yes, very much. And the sculpture, actually I thought some of the 

sculpture was outstanding.‟ 

 „Outstanding?‟ 

 „Yes, really first class. I guess some of it was a bit risqué …‟ 

 „Risqué?‟ 

 „Yeah, y‟know a bit graphic – very sensual, very sexy.‟ 
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 „Oh! Yes, very sen-sual. It means sexy, yes? I like this,‟ she smiled, 

and the waitress arrived with a tray of dishes. Rice in steel bowls, kimch‟i, 

pickled vegetables, and one enormous bowl of soup. 

 „Hmm, smells great!‟  

 Mina handed Matt his pair of chopsticks and a spoon. 

 „We share, okay?‟ she said dipping her spoon into the soup and 

taking a careful slurp. Did it suggest intimacy, or was it just how things 

were done here? 

 „Yeah, sure.‟  

 His spoon emerged with a sliver of seaweed and two open baby 

cockle shells.  

  

It was later, after they looked at more shops, he‟d persuaded her to go to a 

small bar, where she remembered that she‟d left her roses in the restaurant 

and he had drank too much whisky, that things changed. To begin with, it 

was the same as usual and the only sign of shift was her agreeing to have a 

cocktail, as they chatted.  

 „How come so many Korean men smoke, but no women do?‟  

 „Pardon?‟ Mina‟s head cocked sideways birdlike. 

 „Many Korean men smoke, but no Korean women smoke. Why is 

that?‟ 

 „Oh, many Korean women smoke. They just don‟t do much in 

public.‟ 

 „Really? You‟re kidding? Where do they smoke? I think I‟ve only 

seen maybe one Korean woman with a cigarette. Do you smoke?‟ 

 „No, I don‟t like, but others - they smoke at home, in restroom 

sometimes. Sometimes in dark bar.‟ 

 „So is it banned or something?‟ 

 „No, not against law, I think. They are afraid what will someone say 

or do.‟ 

 „What, the guys you mean?‟ 

 „Yes, maybe. Ah, one time, one man hit one of my friends at college, 

just because she was smoking.‟ 

 „You're kidding?‟ 
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 „No, I was there. At college, she was waiting for her class and he 

pulled the cigarette from her mouth and hit her face!‟ 

 „I don't believe it! Did she know the guy or something?‟ 

 „She didn't know him. He was a senior in another class. His friends 

laughed and joked about it later. I hate this man!‟ 

 „Woh, that guy wouldn't last long in Perth! He'd be picking himself 

up from the floor the first time he tried it.‟ 

 „You mean other men would not allow that to happen?‟ 

 „I mean whoever he hit would have retaliated. Hit him back.‟ Matt 

struck the air with his clenched fist. 

 „You're joking!‟ She laughed. „I don't believe you. No woman would 

hit a man in public.‟ 

 „Oh yeah? Last weekend I saw that happening in the subway at City 

Hall! There was this couple having a huge argument, and the woman, she 

was maybe thirty, she was attacking this guy. Yelling, screaming and 

punching him. I couldn‟t believe it.‟ 

 „Woman hitting the man?‟ 

 „Yeah! And not just little pats. She was really laying into him.‟ 

 „Oh!‟ The whites of Mina‟s eyes shone. „That is different. Not 

fighting about smoking, I think.‟ 

 „No, I‟m sure you‟re right.‟ 

 That was when it happened.  

 „You would never hit girl?‟ Mina asked softly, her lips moistened 

from her drink. 

 „No, of course not!‟ 

 „I think you are kind person. Very nice man.‟ In the fake candle-

light, she leant forward, moved the snacks bowl to one side and smiled. 

„Your eyes, they are very beautiful,‟ she said, and touched his hand.  

 Matt felt a charge race through him. Her dark hair and soft face and 

red lips, were so close. 

 „You look wonderful,‟ he said. ‟I hope we can keep building our 

relationship.‟ 

 She sat up again, but now her fingers were entwined with his. 

 „Why did you smile then?‟ he asked. 
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 „I have never had an architect boyfriend. Even in relationship you 

are thinking building, designing.‟ 

 Matt swallowed, he could feel his pulse enclosed by her fingers. She 

said boyfriend. 

 „Yeah, well, I guess … I certainly –„ he was going to say he had 

designs on her, but she might misinterpret that! „I want our friendship to 

develop. Don‟t you think this would be good?‟ 

 „Don‟t I think? I don‟t think … I do think, I think I would like this 

also.‟ 

 „Great!‟ 

 But she still had to catch the bus home, and no, she didn‟t want him 

to accompany her. 

 It was when they got into the little elevator. He suggested the stairs, 

since they were only on the third floor, but she insisted on the elevator and 

pressed the 8F button. 

He guessed she wanted to show him the view from the roof, but as 

soon as the door closed, she leant into him and pulled him close with her 

purse hand on his shoulder, her eyes closed, her lips slightly parted. She 

tasted sweet and salty and her tongue meandered then darted inside his 

mouth and he had his left hand on her back under her coat, pressing on her 

woollen jumper, and the thin bra strap beneath it. She was squeezing the 

fingers of his right hand so tightly and he was breathing with her, when 

she hit the close door button and the floor jerked beneath them, as they 

travelled down again. She pulled his arm out from her, and pushed him 

gently but definitely back as the lift bounced softly on its cables and the 

doors pinged open. 

 „Next week I can meet on Friday evening if you will like,‟ she said, 

up on the street, just before her bus arrived. „Would you like?‟ 

 „Yeah, absolutely! That would be great!‟ 

 „We can go to Ewha concert, with one friend of Sang Hee. It is like 

opening of school year, with cheer leaders and singers. Is it okay?‟ 

 „Yeah, that‟s sounds awesome!‟ 

  

Rocking back on the train to Hongik, Matt kept rewinding and replaying 

the sequence. Her hand on his, beautiful eyes, architect boyfriend, the taste 
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of her lipstick, their joined hands pressing against her left breast, the soft 

warmth of her mouth. He crossed his legs and grinned at the couple across 

the aisle. Kooky was right, Korea did have the most beautiful women in the 

world.  

  

 

 

23    

 

The world is golden. The gingko leaves cup sunshine like small hands 

praying, and all about me the students‟ faces, flushed pink with cold, turn 

gold as they stroll down the laneway flooded with filtered light from a 

million leaf tones.  

 It reminds me of the time Mom took me to Maine - that long drive 

up the 401 and me always asking, 'Why do we have to visit Auntie Ellen? 

Why can't she visit us?' The musty motel, with its little wooden walls and 

the bear out the front which I knew wasn't real, but still scared me. Mom 

propped the chair up against the door to reassure me, then she sat up in the 

bed falling asleep to some old black and white romance. We woke late and 

Mom pulled back the thick dark curtains and gasped. „Oh Kristy, get up 

and look at this! It‟s so beautiful!‟ Even before she‟d hoisted me above the 

window frame and stood me on the little table, I could see the sky on fire 

with fall. Arriving in the dark we‟d noticed the spot-lit bear, but hadn‟t 

noticed the cherry trees and maples. How they blazed orange and crimson 

in the fresh sun!  

 Fall's here – no doubt about it. The cold seeps through my muffler 

and my denim jeans feel suddenly thin. The log I'm sitting on is made from  

concrete. There's no warmth - not like wood. No moisture, I guess, and 

despite the leaves, the soil doesn't smell the same. They do these logs so 

well - they look real until you're right up close. And then you realise the 

bark is phony. They can fake things so well now, you're never sure what's 

real.  

 Alison always claimed that no-one had ever landed on the moon. 'I 

mean, how would we know? It's just like Mr Riemer said in grade school - 

about the Gulf War - all those video clips. Any second- rate film maker 
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could fake up that and add the captions.' And now we have the „war on 

terrorism.‟ Oh God. Vietnam, Panama, Afghanistan. Another U.S. invasion 

with no declaration of war. But it's war all right. It's the victims and the 

veterans, which make it so. Real wars don't finish when you change 

channels. Not that you'd know that here!  I mean apart from the candles for 

peace, they don't seem to care. „Young Koreans don't take an interest in 

politics anymore. They leave that to the old men, the farmers and factory 

workers.‟ Was Prof Kwon serious when she said that! Surely the young 

men, the ones who‟ve completed their military training, surely they have 

some thoughts about what lies ahead?  

 I don't get it. With some of these young women it's like they're 

extras in a movie about life. Hoping for the starring role - grooming and 

dressing so they'll make it on the casting couch. But they seem oblivious to 

what's really going on - what‟s really going to happen to them. How can 

they walk around so cheerful all the time, knowing what they're headed 

for? A year or so of courtship, and if they're lucky, a couple of years of 

wedded bliss - captured moments of their beloved's time in between the 

mad work schedule. Then kids - tethered to them from the first poopy 

diaper until the last one enters Seoul National or Yonsei - God forbid 

they're all girls! Another silenced baby. I don‟t know how they can do it.  

 Ali‟s Jasper is such a cutie, but a few hours babysitting isn't 

motherhood. You could see it in Alison's face. Not just the lines from sleep 

deprivation - it's like they're suddenly in a different club. A shared dream, 

or perhaps group trauma, I don't know. Class must be out. All these girls 

streaming down from communications are going to join that club. 1.55. I 

wonder how many of them came close to ending up in some clinic's 

bucket? A moment‟s decision can create or destroy. An impulse can change 

your direction forever. 

 After I said I was moving out, Ludmila had been much better. Well, 

less negative at any rate. I guess the reality of it all suddenly hit both of us, 

when I said I was hoping to sign a lease this weekend. Until I had it all 

signed, there was no point in giving notice. I didn‟t want anyone moving 

into our room until I was certain the next step, my apartment, was settled. I 

couldn‟t afford to stay in a hotel for more than a couple of nights and from 
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what I‟d heard about the guesthouses in Sinch‟on or Hongik, they wouldn‟t 

suit me either.  

 So on the final Friday, when we discovered our Korean class had 

been cancelled for the afternoon, on the spur of the moment, I suggested 

we go see a movie together. It turned out eventful, even though we never 

made it to the movie theatre.  

 We were off, about to cross the main road outside Yonsei and go 

under the railway when Ludi suddenly realised she‟d left her cellphone 

back in the room. We nearly kept going, and life would have turned out 

quite differently had we done just that, but she was expecting an important 

message about her father, who had undergone some heart tests that day, so 

we headed back to the dorm together.  

 I was waiting in the foyer area, reading the notices from other 

students offering extra tuition in various subjects when I was sure I heard 

Ludi screaming. I raced up the stairs two at a time, and was nearly knocked 

over by a man tearing past me down the stairs. He nearly tripped as he 

shouldered me out of the way and rushed past without looking back. 

 „HEY, STOP HIM!‟ I yelled instinctively. 

 When I reached the room, Ludi was there, holding up a pair of her 

panties at arm‟s length. My laptop was on her bed and she was swearing at 

the top of her voice. 

 Surrounded by various students, in a mixture of Bulgarian, English 

and Korean, she managed to describe to us the sick scene which confronted 

her when she‟d unlocked our door. 

 Sitting on her bed, in front of my computer was a guy with his 

pants down and her panties wrapped around his erect penis. Ludi 

screamed and hit his face with her bag. He shoved her to the floor and fled, 

hauling his pants up as he stumbled out the door.  

 One of the other students, who had followed me up the stairs 

recognised our perverted intruder as the nephew of our security man, Mr 

Song. A college student, he sometimes relieved old Mr Song, on gate duty. 

Obviously he had access to the master key and wearing his security 

uniform, he was able to move about the female wing without arousing 

suspicion. He must have checked out our class timetable which we had 

pinned to our little notice board. Usually we would have been gone for at 
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least another hour and a half. Later some Korean girls told us, he‟d been 

caught interfering with students‟ underwear before, but because Mr Song 

was the cousin of one of the board members, nothing had been done. No 

charges had been laid, even though one of the girls, a top student, had left 

the college in disgust. There had been rumours of some “hush hush” 

money being paid to several families. 

 Ludi wanted to press charges for theft and assault, since he had 

pushed her over, but the Korean girls were not hopeful about him even 

being charged, let alone convicted, since a “simple push” with no other 

witnesses would not be sufficient to ensure our success. 

 „I should have hit his dick, but it was such a small target!‟ Ludi 

exclaimed.    

So the mystery of the opened email and Ludmila‟s missing 

underwear was solved. And my problems about who to live with also 

quickly resolved. Ludmila and I hugged and said we should never have 

doubted each other‟s integrity.  

 We complained to the dormitory manager about what had 

happened, said we were moving out of the dorm immediately and 

demanded compensation.  

 The dormitory manager, and the foreign students‟ coordinator both 

tried to talk us out of taking any action, but they quickly realised we were 

serious when we threatened to go not to the police, but to The Korea Herald 

and to The Chosun Ilbo (English and Korean editions!) to heap bad publicity 

on their university. Suddenly compensation which had previously been 

“entirely out of the question” was found to be a “sensible solution to an 

unfortunate incident.” 

 Our brand new private apartment was not far away, and we knew 

that only Ludi and I, plus our landlady had access to our room. The payoff 

we received from the university took care of some of our “key money” 

deposit. 

 I felt a little sorry for old Mr Song, who I suspect was made to pay 

out for much of the university‟s payment to us, for “showing sensitive in a 

difficult situation.” However, I knew that if I ever saw young nephew Song 

again, I would have momentarily forgotten my Buddhist principles and 
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shown him “sensitive in a difficult situation” by kneeing his scrotum so 

hard he would be singing falsetto for a long time. 

  

 

  

24 

 

„You‟d better get the chicken on,‟ Matt said, checking the clock 

again. ‟They‟ll be here soon.‟  

 „It‟s okay I have it all planned. I just need to finish putting these 

flowers. They‟re so beautiful, don‟t you think?‟ 

 „Yeah, they‟re nice.‟ 

 „You didn‟t even look at them!‟ Mina moaned. 

 „Look, if I don‟t finish wrapping these things, there‟ll be nothing for 

people to eat when they arrive.‟ 

 

It was definitely a bad move agreeing to the party. Matt had fallen for her 

eyes again. „It‟s your birthday. We gotta do something!‟ Mina pleaded. But 

the thought of going to a pub or restaurant and spending all their money to 

watch her friends slowly getting legless didn‟t exactly thrill him. He‟d told 

her how it was usually done back home. Simple food, a barbecue maybe, 

and everyone brings some drinks. Relaxed, and when it‟s all over you fall 

into your own bed. Easy.  

„Anyway I‟ve got no friends here, so let‟s forget it. We could just 

have a romantic dinner somewhere. Just the two of us – maybe blow some 

money at one of the five star hotels downtown?‟  

 „You got friends. James, Nam Jin, Euna, the British guy you met at 

the Hongik.‟ 

 „Roland, the Brit, we haven‟t even talked since. He never called me 

back.‟ 

 „Then there‟s Miss Cho,‟ Mina continued, „Mr Park –„ 

 „Mr Park!‟ 

„There‟s no way I‟d invite him. I want it to be fun, not some work 

convention or something.‟ 

„You gotta invite him, and TK, he‟s your senior.‟ 
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„No way! Look I just don‟t think –„ 

 „Could we have balloons and streamers, like they have in 

California?‟ 

 „Sure, it‟s not just the States that have that!‟ 

 „Great! We have to do it. And a birthday cake, right? I can bake a 

cake!‟  

 

It was only later that she told him, she had never actually done much 

cooking. 

 „My mother always tells me, when you marry, you will cook all the 

time. Now you can rest, just wash the floor for me. Your husband‟s mother 

will teach you his favourite foods.‟ 

 James‟ idea of the little table top burner was working a treat, even 

though the oil was a little hot. The spring rolls were puffing up too much, 

but it wasn‟t them that would have set off the smoke alarm if they‟d had 

one. The wok on the little stove was pumping out more pollution than a 

local bus. 

 „Mina, your onions are burning!‟ 

 „It‟s okay, the recipe said they need to be gold.‟ 

 „They‟re well on the way to diamond – at the carbon stage right 

now.‟ 

 „What are you saying?‟ She rushed in from the bathroom, brushing 

her hair. „Ohmygod! What can I do?‟ 

 „Just get them off the heat and –„ 

 The intercom buzzed. 

 „Oh shit, they‟re seven minutes early!‟ 

 Mina hit the button. 

 „Hi, it‟s Cho Ji Young.‟  

 „Okay, come on up,‟ Mina said without much enthusiasm. 

 „Mina get that pan under some water!‟ 

 „But what about my chicken?‟ 

 „Just rinse the pan and start again. When I‟ve finished these, I‟ll give 

you a hand. No-one arrives early for a party! We should have put that on 

the invitation too.‟ 
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 „All you do is criticise! This is not easy you know. This is the first 

time I cook chicken. I‟m just trying to be my best. I want you to have a nice 

party and all you do is say, Do this! Don‟t do that!‟ Her face screwed up. 

She was about to burst into tears! 

 „It‟s all right. Don‟t worry about the onions, I‟m sure we‟ll be able to 

–„ As he touched her arm, there was a knock at the door.  

Mina raced to the bathroom. Matt rescued a spring roll from the 

fizzing oil of the wok. Mina yelled something in Korean. 

 „Okay, we‟re on our way,‟ Matt hesitated, wondering what she‟d 

said. She re-emerged just as he put the tongs down and started towards the 

front door. 

 „Annyong haseyo!‟ 

 His spring rolls needed rescuing. 

 „Annyong hashimnika.‟  

 Matt noticed the change in her tone and looked up.  

It was Mr Park!  

 „Oh, annyong. Hello Mr Park. Sorry, I‟m –„ 

 He didn‟t know whether he should race over and greet him with his 

apron on, abandoning the last two rolls, or whether to stay put behind the 

table and griller and wait for Mr Park to approach. Either way his status 

was bound to take a hammering! 

 „Oh this is so nice! Kamsa hamnida Park sajang-nim.‟ Mina took the 

two enormous wrapped bottles from Mr Park, turning to Ji Young and 

asking something. 

„No, no we met in the foyer,‟ Ji Young replied, blushing. Then all 

three of them continued in Korean before Mina announced in English,  

„You see, Matt can chef. He‟s making Chinese food!‟ The three of 

them laughed. Ji Young approached Matt with a bottle of wine and a small 

package, whilst Mina and Mr Park continued to chat. 

„Happy Birthday, Mattieu.‟ she smiled and handed him the present.  

„Thanks Ji Young, you didn‟t need to … and the wine too! Wow, 

French chardonnay! That should be good. We should save it to have with 

the chook … err, with the chicken? Shall we put it in the fridge?‟ 

She looked puzzled.  
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„The wine, shall we keep it cool in the refrigerator?‟ Matt pointed 

with the tongs before taking out the last of the rolls. 

„Oh yes, sorry. I didn‟t understand.‟ 

 „Sorry, I should know more Korean. Mina, what is happening with 

the chicken?‟ 

There was another buzz on the intercom and as Mina answered, Mr 

Park moved over to join Matt and Ji Young. He nodded to Matt and 

beamed. With his open neck shirt and loose fitting jacket, it was the most 

relaxed Matt had ever seen him. He grabbed a spring roll from where they 

were draining on the kitchen paper and, before Matt could warn him about 

their retained heat, bit into it.  

„Careful they‟re –„ 

Mr Park‟s eyes winced. 

„They‟re still very hot. They need some chilli sauce and soy,‟ Matt 

said, looking for the little dishes. 

„Hmph! Very appetising! Very tasty!‟ He slapped Matt‟s shoulder, 

nodding and grinning. Then took another bite, and with his mouth half-

full, encouraged Ji Young to have one, as Sang Hee, her friend, Su Yeon 

and a tall foreigner arrived. Su Yeon was introducing her to Mina, but since 

they were all speaking Korean, Matt didn‟t catch the name. She had collar-

length light brown hair and the most impressive bust Matt had seen for 

months.  

Just then Matt noticed Ji Young holding half a spring roll in one 

hand and her throat with the other. Obviously she was less fireproofed 

than her boss.  

„Sorry, Ji Young, can I get you a drink?‟ Matt asked. „Mr Park, what 

would you like?‟ 

„Water, or soft drink please,‟ Ji Young said bowing slightly. „Can I 

get?‟ 

„No, it‟s okay, I‟ll – what about you, Mr Park? Shall we open one of 

your bottles?‟ 

„Later -  is better later. Do you have beer?‟ 

„Oh yeah of course. I‟ll just – so it‟s soft drink and a beer.‟ 

When Matt returned with the beers he noticed the foul stench of 

burnt onions and wondered what Mina was going to do about the chicken. 
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He was about to say something when Mina answered a knock at the door 

and welcomed Nam Jin, one of his mates, Jang Ho, and Euna. A quick 

round of welcomes followed.  

„Kon bae!‟ Mr Park said, clinking his stubbie against Matt‟s. 

 „Kon bae!‟  

The Miller‟s was cold and slick down his throat.  

„American beer. Good,‟ Mr Park grinned and took another swig. 

„Yeah, I like Hite too, but I think this is my favourite here. It‟s made 

here, just under a U.S. license.‟ 

„Sure, America great country.‟   

„Yeah, if you can ignore their politics.‟ 

„Ah, they get things done. I like this – „ 

„Park sajang-nim, you‟re not going to start talking politics are you?‟ 

Ji Young smiled. „I don‟t think this is allowed at Australian birthday party.‟ 

„You‟ve been studying up well!‟ Matt laughed, before Mina 

interrupted them.  

„Matt, Ludmila wants to know how you make these things,‟ she 

held up one of the last spring rolls. 

„Hmm, they‟rrre delicious! I like these verrry good.‟ The foreigner‟s 

voice was deep and seemed to roll rrs that weren‟t there. 

„It‟s pretty easy really. The hard part was finding somewhere to buy 

spring roll wrappers.‟ He moved across to the bench and showed her the 

packet. „I had to beg a Chinese restaurant to sell me the wrappers without 

making them up. I‟m sure theirs would be better, but Mina and I wanted to 

do something different.‟ 

„This is verry good. I like zem verry much. Maybe sometime you 

will show me recipe?‟ 

„Sure, no problem.‟  

A sudden PHIZZT startled them. Smoke was pouring from the 

stove. 

„MINA, what are you doing!‟ Matt yelled. 

„The chicken. I am cooking the chicken! With the onions.‟ 

„Well, you need to turn it down. It‟s BURNING!‟ 

„The recipe says „high heat.‟ I KNOW WHAT TO DO!‟ 
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„Okay, okay,‟ Matt said, trying to calm down. What did it matter if 

the food wasn‟t perfect? Mina had tried so hard to make things right for his 

birthday.  

The room hissed with the burning chicken.   

„You got more beer?‟ Mr Park asked. 

„I‟ll get it,‟ Ji Young headed to the bathroom.  

„How long are you here?‟ Ludmila asked. She sounded Russian, 

Matt thought, as he remembered the old joke. 

„Four months, a bit over. How about you?‟ 

„Nearly two years.‟ 

„Wow!‟ 

„I‟m learning Korean. When I return home, I can get a good job in 

business.‟ 

„So where‟s home? The Ukraine? Moscow?‟ 

„Phpuff!‟ She puffed her lips Parisienne-style. „No. I‟m Bulgarian. 

Here, everyone thinks I yam Rrrussian. I hardly know one word, but I can 

tell you are American.‟ 

„No, I‟m –„ 

„Hah! Ya, I know, you‟re Aussie. You see!‟ She laughed and Matt 

joined in. 

„Cheers!‟ 

„Kon bae!‟ 

He was about to ask something else when he noticed her nose 

wrinkling. They both looked towards the stove. Mina was carrying a large 

pot of water to the wok on the stove. Before either could say a word, she 

tipped it in. Steam hissed, fat spat and Mina screamed from somewhere 

within the culinary cloud.  

„AYA! 

Matt raced to her.  

„Are you hurt?‟ He grabbed the pot from her hands and pulled her 

towards the bathroom. „QUICK! COLD WATER! Let‟s get some cold water 

onto it. Where did it get you?‟ Tears and mascara streamed down her face, 

as he pushed her towards the shower. „Your face? Did you burn your face?‟ 

„AYA! A-PO!‟ She held out her hand. 
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„Here under the water!‟ He forced her forward and turned on the 

cold tap. Water sprayed onto her hand and much of her upper body. She 

screamed as her light woollen top was soaked. She kept yelling and 

struggling with Matt as Su Yeon, Sang Hee and Ji Young all squeezed into 

the cramped space to help. Korean shouts and screams ricocheted around 

Matt. Finally Su Yeon and Sang Hee managed to pull Mina away from his 

grasp. 

„Hand not so burnt!‟ Ji Young interpreted a little of the Korean 

anguish. Mina was sobbing. „Now not only chicken. Dress too! She is very 

concerned about dress, Mattieu. Do you have clothes dryer?‟ 

„Anio. No, sorry, I haven‟t. There‟s a hair dryer – Mina is your hand 

okay? Should we take you to a hospital?„ 

„ANIO!‟ Mina yelled. As she clutched a towel about her, she 

alternatively sobbed into the towel and shouted what sounded like abuse at 

him. 

  Ji Young forcefully pushed Matt back towards the main room. 

„It‟s better if you move away Matt. We will help her now,‟ Ji Young 

said, gently pushing Matt out the door and back into the main room.  „Her 

hand is not so burnt. It‟s okay. You go and have a drink. We will help.‟  

Mina was leaning on Sang Hee‟s shoulder crying as the door was 

closed in Matt‟s face. 

„Shit!‟ 

„Hey dude, whas happenin‟?‟ James, who had just arrived, slapped 

Matt on the shoulder. „Happy Birthday man!‟ 

 „Shit!‟ 

Mr Park quickly moved in and started an animated monologue. 

James nodded, bowed, looked across to the stove, bowed a few times and 

grinned sheepishly to Matt. Mr Park pulled out his mobile and seemed to 

be barking instructions at some poor underling. 

„Ah, you need some more beer,‟ James said, heading for the fridge.  

„The beer‟s in the bathroom.‟ 

„Ah, well, we should start this then.‟ He held up one of the bottles 

Mr Park had supplied. 

„Sure,‟ Matt didn‟t know what to say, but Mr Park was nodding as 

he continued his conversation on his phone. James found the new set of 
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glasses Matt had put out on the bench and poured about three shots into 

each tumbler before passing them around.  

„Kon bae!‟ James held his glass up, as Mr Park and Matt chinked 

their glasses onto James‟. 

„Kon bae!‟ 

It was a little like Baccardi, a little like wine, and a little like cleaning 

spirits. It slid down the throat so easily, with surprisingly little turbo 

afterburner. 

„Is this soju?‟ 

„Yes, Korean spirit. You like it?‟ Mr Park asked. 

„Yeah, it‟s good.‟ 

„You should drink in one shot,‟ Mr Park gestured to Matt and they 

Kon baeed again and drank. Matt glanced across to the bathroom door. 

James filled the glasses again. 

„LUDMILA,‟ Matt called across the room, „come and try some soju!‟ 

„Oh, he wants to get us drunk!‟ she laughed at the others and 

grabbed one of the glasses from James. „Salut!‟ 

„Kon bae!‟ 

„It‟s not bad, once you adjust to it. What are you used to drinking?‟ 

Matt asked. „Do you drink vodka?‟ 

„Wodka? Yes, sometimes I drink it, but I mostly drink coffee. Maybe 

some wine or a beer now and then.‟ 

„So what are you learning Korean for?‟ 

„I would like to get into marketing or maybe diplomatic interpreting 

if I can learn Korean well enough.‟ 

The bathroom door opened and Ji Young approached them, her 

brow at first relaxed, then crinkling slightly. Mr Park offered her a glass of 

soju. 

„But why Korean?‟ Matt continued, „I thought English would be the 

way to go in Europe.‟ 

„Yes, many people think like zis, so I decided I would do differently. 

There are many, hmm –„  she frowned, before continuing, „joining ventures 

with Korean-Bulgarian interests. Big companies, big projects, big dollars! 

Mining, auto manufacturing, that kind of thing. What about you, why are 
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you here?‟ She leaned towards him and Matt‟s next mouthful of soju tasted 

a little like French perfume.  

 He tried hard to focus on her eyes, and not the pink lace of her bras 

easily visible between the undone top buttons of her shirt. He told her 

about Kooky and the last-minute job offered in Sydney. He avoided 

mentioning Lisa, and wondered who Ludmila might have left behind, 

when a  hard knock on the door stopped all the conversation.  

 Who could it be? James was their last expected guest. TK wouldn‟t 

be back early from his Shanghai trip. Mina or Sang Hee or someone must 

have invited someone without mentioning it. Well, it didn‟t matter, as long 

as they‟d brought their own drinks, because the first soju bottle was nearly 

empty. Matt realised everyone was looking at him and Ludmila. He needed 

to open the door. It was only a few steps away, but it seemed as if it took a 

long time to get there, and he could tell his legs weren‟t working as well as 

they should have been.  

A pizza boy? They hadn‟t ordered anything, but the guy with a 

series of boxes and tins bowed slightly and was holding out something for 

him to sign and talking with the practised boredom of any motorcycle 

delivery boy anywhere. 

„Umm, I‟m sorry, you must have the wrong apart-„ 

Mr Park grabbed the chit, and machine-gunned a few questions at 

the kid, who bowed lower with each one, lifting a lid, pointing at this 

container, that box.   

„Park sajang-nim ordered on phone,‟ James explained to Matt with a 

nod and sideways grin, as their boss signed the bill and closed the door. 

„Chinese Chicken!‟ Mr Park announced, „rice and some dessert,‟ he 

said, examining a little container of steamed pork dumplings. 

„Oh, shoot! Umm -,‟ Matt had no idea what to say.  

„Miss Daskalova could you assist me to serve?‟ Ji Young suggested, 

taking one of the boxes off the floor and another from James who had 

stepped in to help. The bathroom door opened and Sang Hee stepped out 

into the room, saying something about the food.  

Finally Mina appeared. Her hand had a handkerchief wrapped 

around it, and her top had a large triangle of lighter apricot, but otherwise 

she seemed as schmick as she had before the first guests had arrived. In 
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fact, her eye make-up seemed even more precise somehow. Only she didn‟t 

look in Matt‟s direction at all. She was staring at the food tins and boxes, 

and at Mr Park who was hoeing into a chicken drumstick. 

 „Help me get some beer,‟ Matt said to James and strode, albeit with 

a curved trajectory, towards the perfumed steam of the bathroom. „James 

Kwon, I‟m glad you‟re here,‟ he said unscrewing the top of a stubbie and 

handing it to him, „This is a bloody weird scene for me!‟ They each grabbed 

another four bottles and headed back to the main room. Matt handed 

Ludmila a beer and the two of them joined James who had slumped onto 

the floor, leaning up against a wall. 

„You‟re becoming Korean!‟ James laughed. 

„Kon bae!‟ Matt grinned as the three of them chinked stubbies. 

 

It was some time later, after Mr Park, Ji Young, Nam Jin, Jang Ho had 

already left that Su Yeon and Sang Hee were gathering the empty bottles 

and stacking the food cartons and used chopsticks back into the stainless 

steel delivery box, that James leapt up from the floor and suggested, 

 „Let‟s all go to the norae bang! Let‟s go singing!‟ 

 Mina said something in Korean, and Sang Hee shook her head. 

Euna was looking at the clock and saying something about the last train, as 

Matt unbent his legs and struggled to join Ludmila in standing.  

 Something was wrong with his right leg. It wobbled and he reached 

for Ludmila‟s arm. His face fell into her cleavage, as her hand grabbed his 

elbow and helped him upright. 

 „Sorr- „ 

 He hadn‟t finished the word before Mina had slapped him hard on 

the cheek. Both fists raised, her temples bulging, she turned to Ludmila and 

screamed at her. It was one of those occasions where nothing was lost in 

translation. 

 Sang Hee snatched one of Mina‟s arms, before she‟d managed much 

contact with Ludmila.  Su Yeon had Mina around the waist.  

 „I yam NOT A RUSSIAN SLUT!‟ Ludmila yelled in response, 

stepping towards Mina. „How DARE you call me - ?‟  

 „Norae bang, kuro-ja!‟ James said, grabbing Ludmila‟s arm, 

underneath Mina‟s shouting. „Come on Matt, let‟s get outta here!‟  
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 „Né, you OEGUKIN!‟ Mina yelled, „You deserve! You NASTY 

CHEATING MAN!‟ 

 „Haraso, Mina,‟ Matt said, although his voice seemed to be coming 

from somewhere far away. „That‟s what we are, James especially. He‟s real 

ridgy didj, fair dinkum, true blue gaijin!‟ And suddenly, inexplicably, he 

was speaking Japanese. „Tanjobi-wa, domo arrigato gozai mashete!‟ he said, 

as he put his arm around James shoulder, and bowing said, „Thanks for the 

birthday, and sayonara Babe!‟ 

 And Mina suddenly stopped shouting just before he stumbled 

outside with Ludmila and James, and the door closed behind them. 
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Hey Dad, 

 You know when you and Mum split up, how did you know it was time? 

Like, was it pretty clear cut, or did you split up and then get together and then 

leave for good or what? I mean it seemed pretty clear cut to me and Trish when it 

happened. But me and Trish were just kids and pretty pissed off about it all. I guess 

we were focussing on our problems, not yours.  

 Sometimes I think maybe I could have saved things between me and Lisa. 

It‟s just that when I found out what she‟d been up to, seeing that guy, that dancer, 

before she dumped me,  well shit, you know how I felt. I dunno. Things are 

complicated again here.  

 This girl I‟ve been seeing, Mina, she‟s really nice – an absolute doll really, 

but she‟s so confusing. Some days – anyway I just don‟t know what she really feels 

about me. I guess part of it is cultural and linguistic. There‟s stuff she wants to say 

and can‟t, because she doesn‟t have the vocab. And my Korean – well it‟s super 

basic. It‟s improving, but it‟s like at survival level, not much use for any personal 

stuff.  

 She organised this birthday party for me [Oh yeah! Thanks for the present 

-  I think I‟ll get some better speakers with the money] and she went to lot of 

trouble with balloons and streamers and tried to do some cooking, but the thing 

turned out to be a disaster. Everyone had drunk a fair bit - that‟s not unusual here! 
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- anyway she got real jealous of this other person who just happened to be there. I 

mean I spent some time talking with her, she‟s Bulgarian, but there was nothing in 

it. Anyway, Mina went berserk. It was a total mess. 

 I know you‟ve been out with a few women since Mum, so what gives? 

How do you know if you‟ve got someone who‟s not crazy or not going to shaft you 

or something? It‟s all, I mean relationships, they‟re so much about trust really 

aren‟t they? Once that‟s gone, you‟re pretty much stuffed, eh? 

 Anyway, I‟ve got to go. I‟m meeting Mina in a few minutes, but I just saw 

this I-net Cafe and thought I‟d check my mail. Ji Young, the studio‟s 

secretary/designer, told me that the emails at work can all be accessed by my bosses, 

which might explain why some weird official-looking  Korean docos have been 

landing in my inbox – so I‟m going to limit the personal emails from work from 

now on.  

 Cheers for now, 

 Matt 

 

P.S. There‟s some really good specials going for flights to Japan. I might see if I can 

take a sickie and zip over for a long weekend! 
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 „Yobosoyo?‟ 

„Yobosoyo. Is that Su Yeon?‟ 

„No, sorry. She‟s just putting out the garbage, but this is her 

handphone, can I take a message?‟ 

„Oh, you must be the Canadian?‟  

Kristy smiled.  

„Yes, so who is this?‟ He sounded British, only a little different. 

„How did you know I was Canadian?‟ 

„Well, Su Yeon told me she had a Canadian friend, but I would have 

guessed anyway. That “oat” instead of “out” is a really give-away. 

„You‟re obviously a good listener, ‟ Kristy laughed. 

„That‟s not what my Korean tutor tells me.‟  
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He was British, she was sure of it, London Cockney perhaps. „Oh, 

you have a tutor?‟ 

„Well I had a tutor. I figure I‟m here for at least another six months 

or more. It‟s worth trying to learn the language.‟ 

„Yeah, I think you‟re right. It really bugs me how some foreigners 

come and stay for years, and never make the effort. It‟s so insulting! 

Olmadongan Hankukae kaeshotsoeyo? 

„Woh! You‟ve got me now. That‟s something about Korea, right?‟  

„Oh sorry, yes  I thought, when you said you had a tutor – „ 

„Yeah, ex-tutor, past tense. I was so sick of his attitude, I sacked him. 

That‟s why I‟m calling Su Yeon. A mutual friend said she thought Su Yeon 

she might be interested in tutoring.‟ 

„Oh, I get it. I didn‟t know Su Yeon did any tutoring.‟ 

„Well, maybe she won‟t, but I figure I‟d ask. She speaks English so 

well and Sang Hee tells me she‟s a really patient person. Kwak, the last 

guy, he knew his stuff, but he was such a jerk. I think he must have had 

some shocking teachers himself, and was taking revenge on his own 

students for therapy. Anyway, I‟m kinda hoping Su Yeon might want to 

earn a little extra cash.‟ 

„Sure, sure. She‟d be great if she agrees to do it. Give me your name 

and telephone number – oh she‟ll have it in memory now I guess, but 

maybe I should write it down just in case.„ 

„Yeah, good idea. Thanks. My name is Matt Walters. That‟s family 

name Walters. That‟s W-A-L-„ 

„Oh! You‟re the Australian!‟ 

„Yeah, that‟s right. Did Su Yeon say something?‟ 

„Well, actually I share house with Ludmila. She was at your 

birthday –„ 

„Oh no! I hope you –„ 

„It sounded like an interesting evening.‟ 

„I‟m not usually like – you know it was – I drank way too much. Too 

much and too early.‟ 

„Don‟t worry Matt, we all have bad evenings.‟ 

„Yeah, anyway. So if you wouldn‟t mind passing on that message. I 

hope the party didn‟t give Su Yeon the wrong impression -  ‟ 
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„No, no she just told me about your girlfriend burning her hand and 

you being a good cook. She had never seen a man cooking before. I mean, 

like domestically. It made a big impression.‟ 

„Oh yeah. That ...‟ His voice trailed off. 

She shouldn‟t have mentioned the party. It was such a dumb thing 

to do. She‟d embarrassed him, and from what Ludi had said, he sounded 

more like a lost soul that one of those boozing jocks. 

„Have you been here long?‟ 

„Five months. I‟m kind of like on a one year contract. How about 

you?‟ 

„I‟ve been here nearly two years. I‟m taking a major in Korean 

language and culture, and a few other courses on the side.‟ 

„Wow, so you must be able to speak really well then?‟ 

„No, not really. But I‟m making progress. I can understand a lot 

more than a year ago. I don‟t have trouble shopping now.‟ Kristy winced. 

What a dumb thing to say! He‟d think she was some fashion bimbo or 

something. „I mean groceries and in the restaurants and –„ 

„Yeah, that‟s what I want to find out. It‟s weird feeling so totally 

stupid, with all these little four year olds knowing what‟s going on, but you 

don‟t. It‟s made me think about how the immigrants and refugees back 

home must feel.‟ 

„Yes, your government‟s been really copping some flack. The 

Koreans all think you‟ve gone back to the White Australia Policy.‟ 

„Yeah, no - it‟s not true of course. Although if there were a 

referendum, half the population would vote for it, they‟re so scared. They‟d 

dob in their neighbour if he looked a bit different. Our government just 

sucks.‟ 

There was a pause. 

„Anyway, so if you could pass on my details to Su Yeon –„ 

„Sure. Of course, I‟ll do that. Nice talking to you Matt.‟ 

„Yeah, you too.‟ 

„Okay, bye.‟ 

„Bye.‟ 

Kristy put the phone down. He sounded a little like an English Matt 

Damon. She could have offered to tutor him herself. She was thinking of 
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dropping Mr Yi. He‟d been acting rather peculiar lately, and he didn‟t seem 

to be making any progress. If Matt was a beginner, she was sure she could 

help him get the basics. And the best way to learn something was to teach 

it, right? But he would want a native speaker, and Su Yeon would be good, 

if she wanted to do it. If Su Yeon didn‟t want to, she could offer then. It 

would be interesting to meet him at least. Maybe she could suggest a three-

way conversation after Matt had had a few sessions with Su Yeon? If she 

agreed.  

Why wasn‟t he getting his girlfriend to help him? Perhaps they‟d 

broken up? Maybe he was interested in Su Yeon? Kristy could see why he 

would be. Su Yeon was such a fine looking girl and her English was perfect. 

Anyway, Kristy would like to meet him. She‟d been so determined to mix 

with the locals, she had really over-compensated. Apart from Ludi, she 

didn‟t have any other non-Korean friends.  
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Matt needed a beer, but James wasn‟t interested, he said he had to meet 

someone. It was strange how sometimes he seemed to disappear without 

trace. Matt wondered if maybe James had a girlfriend on the sly.  

 Matt decided to have a drink anyhow. By mistake he got off the 

subway one stop too early, following the German tourists, before veering 

left and climbing up the steps to the Woodstock Bar. He felt dizzy, mixed 

up. He wanted to stop, just to get out and leave it all behind him. Maybe it 

was just too many hours with CAD, too many protons buzzing in front of 

him for way too many hours a day? After a few beers, he didn‟t know what 

he‟d feel like doing, but at least up here, they‟d be playing some of the old 

stuff. Sixties and seventies rock and pop – his dad‟s kind of music.  

 He ordered a Hite and perched on a barstool. The place was busy. 

There was a big pack of Koreans at one of the darker tables up the back, 

and nearby, two big American guys and a few locals. Another Stones 

number ricocheted around the room and he could hear one of the 

Americans shouting. 
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 „Hey! Hey at the bar!‟ 

 Matt swivelled on his stool, annoyed that they hadn‟t even bothered 

to learn „Yogio!‟ One of the Americans was looking right at him. He wasn‟t 

calling the bartender at all. 

„Hey! You want to join us? Where‟re frarm?‟ He yelled at Matt. 

Matt was about to say no. He wanted calm and solace. He definitely 

didn‟t want to get stuck with a bunch of drunken American yobbos, but 

then he noticed the Korean girl at the end, smiling at him. There were three 

Korean women and only two Korean guys. „Come and sit with us,‟ the 

American continued, waving him over and grinning.  

Matt paused. The guy waving him over didn‟t look military. His 

hair was too long, so Matt picked up his stubbie and drink coaster and 

moved over and shook the outstretched hand. 

„Hi, I‟m Damian, from Boulder, Colorado.‟ Now that Matt was 

sitting next to him, he realised the first American wasn‟t as large as he 

seemed. He just had a big voice and his personality seemed to occupy more 

space than most.  

„Erik, with a “k.” I‟m from St Paul‟s, Minnesota.‟ His friend‟s hand 

was huge and solid. This guy was like a Viking king, only his hair was a 

spiky crew cut.  

„So are you teaching English?‟ Damian asked. 

„No, I‟m an architect.‟ 

„What, are you taking holidays here?‟ 

„No, I‟m working in a studio here.‟ 

„Yeah? No kidding!‟ 

By the time Matt had drained his second stubbie, they knew a good 

deal about his time in Seoul. The job, his apartment, the homesickness and 

the ex-girlfriend back home. 

„I‟m tellin‟ ya man, don‟t get involved with a Korean chick,‟ Damian 

waved his stubbie at Matt. „Take „em out if you want to. Have some fun, 

y‟know what I mean, but just keep it casual. You try to get commitment, 

you‟re in for heartache. They don‟t want you, not really. They just want 

your round eyes and blonde hair, remember that. You think you‟re going 

steady, you‟re thinking maybe marriage –„ 
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„Don‟t listen to this guy!‟ Erik interrupted. „He‟s just been unlucky. 

You look in the right places, you‟ll find a nice gal. No problem.‟ 

„Oh, so I don‟t look in the right places!‟ 

„Where have you looked apart from bars?‟ Erik guffawed. 

„Hey! Hey, can you believe this guy!‟ Damian hit his friend on the 

shoulder. „This guy‟s the only lucky one I know. He‟s got one helluva 

beautiful girlfriend.‟ 

„Fiancé, man. We‟re getting married in fourteen months.‟ 

„Okay, okay. Yeah, you need to talk to him.‟ 

„So what do you think?‟ Erik asked, „You met any nice chicks here 

or what?‟ 

„I guess –„ Matt grimaced. „Maybe I‟ve been looking in the wrong 

places too.‟  

„What, have you been had too?‟ Damian almost shouted. „You been 

jilted?‟ 

„I thought I had a girlfriend -‟ 

„Korean?‟ 

„Yeah, she‟s a local.‟ 

„Oh man. Hey, Bae-Hee, tell him what you told me last week.‟ 

The Korean woman at the end smiled.  

„I‟m sorry, I not hear too well.‟ 

„Tell Matt what you told me last week,‟ Damian said this time, a 

little more slowly and more carefully. „You know, about Korean girls and 

foreign men.‟ 

„I don‟t remember,‟ she laughed, her hand flashing in front of her 

mouth. 

„Oh, come on! You remember!‟ Damian pressed her, but Bae-Hee 

shook her head. 

„Listen,‟ Erik leaned across the table, speaking more softly, „You just 

got to remember that things are different here,‟ he pointed at Damian, like a 

primary school teacher. „This place has been battling ever since the second 

Japanese invasion – 1938. This is the first generation which has had no food 

problem – of course it‟s different in the North, but here, I‟m talking South 

Korea right, this is the first generation that don‟t go to bed wondering if 

they‟ll get food tomorrow! The first generation for a century able to learn 
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Korean language without persecution, the first that haven‟t been bombed 

or shot at. Think about that,‟ He took a swig of beer and continued. „Three 

generations of foreigners, or their fellow countrymen attacking them, 

threatening them, cheating them. You think that doesn‟t do something to 

people‟s psyche. Of course some of the young behave badly. Can you 

imagine anything different?‟ 

Matt nodded vaguely in agreement. What did history have to do 

with girls running hot and cold on guys? 

„Hey, I hear you guys, you Ossies, you got problems with your 

black people, the Aborigines, right?‟ Eric‟s eyes were flashing. Matt could 

imagine a Norwegian  ancestor swinging a huge sword. „Same as the US 

and the tribal owners of our land. Generations of dispossession. Land 

stolen, women raped, brave villagers defeated, humiliated. And people 

wonder why the young folk are angry, antisocial! What did they expect, 

gratitude? Y‟know what I‟m saying.‟ 

„Woh! How did you get there?‟ Damian asked. 

„No, look what I‟m saying is, that you can‟t expect Koreans to be 

grateful to foreigners. After a few generations of being victims, they‟re the 

victors now. In high tech stuff, they‟re even beating the arch enemy, the 

Japanese! So what if occasionally they behave like they‟re the conquerors. 

It‟s no big deal. It‟s just history.‟ 

„Like my love relationships, right!‟ Damian laughed. „Hey, who‟s 

ready for another round? Matt, how‟re you doin‟?‟ 

Damian scraped his chair out and took the orders in English and 

Korean before heading to the bar. 

„Look,‟ Erik continued almost conspiratorially, „all I‟m saying is, if 

you‟re careful, you‟ll be fine. Me and my gal, we‟ve been going together for 

two years, but as far as her folks are concerned, we‟re just friends. I help 

her with her English. We can‟t go out much at night, right. She has a 

curfew, just like the college dorm kids, so we get together in the morning. 

Her folks think she does morning gym three days a week. The first time, I 

couldn‟t believe it! There‟s someone knocking on my door at 7am! “What‟s 

going on?” I ask, thinking there was a fire or something. Then I heard this 

tiny voice. She was whispering, you know, worried about the ajumma spies. 

That was our first time. Between 7am and 9 am, we do what normal folk do 
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between midnight and 2am. Y‟know what I‟m saying? If you respect where 

people are coming from, it can work out okay.‟ 

„Wow, that‟s unreal!‟ Matt shook his head in disbelief. 

„In eleven months, she‟ll graduate with her Masters, and we‟re 

going to get married and live in the States. With or without her parents‟ 

permission. She‟s got it all figured out. If they agree, we‟ll have the 

wedding here. She‟s gonna pre-book everything, so‟s it‟s all set to go. If 

they say “No way!”, we‟ll be on the next plane out and we‟ll be married 

back home. I can‟t wait!‟ 

„No way! So how did you meet?‟  

„We were both teaching at the same hagwon. Her English is good – 

real good and it‟s getting better. You know after her college work, she has 

this part time job. She kind of has to do it. Her professor has connections 

with the hagwon administrator. All part of the obligation network thing. 

They like to have a few Korea National graduates on their team – it looks 

good on the website. I work afternoons and evenings. Wednesday‟s an 

early finish for me and Damian.‟ 

„Damian‟s teaching at the same hagwon?‟ 

„Used to. He‟s moved to university now. He‟s got a decent day job 

at Sogang Uni.‟ 

„Yeah!‟ Damian said, putting the four fresh beers down on the table, 

and explaining to the Koreans that the barman was bringing the 

remainders. Matt went to pass the stubbies on to the Koreans, but the 

women waved no, crossing their index fingers. „It‟s okay Matt. The 

barman‟s bringing their stuff.‟ 

„What‟s Sogang like?‟ Matt asked. „I hear it‟s supposed to be one the 

best unis?‟ 

„Yeah, I like it. It‟s so small – especially compared to Yonsei and 

Seoul National. That‟s why they call it “the high school.” That, and the fact 

that the students work harder. Even at the start of a semester, the library is 

always full.‟ 

„High school?‟ 

„Yeah. There‟s a saying around here: “There are no universities near 

Sinch‟on. There‟s Yonsei Nightclub, Sogang High School, Hongik Art 

Studio and Ewha Beauty Salon,”‟ he laughed, and the Koreans joined in. 
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„So have you travelled much?‟ Erik asked. „You seen much of the 

country?‟ 

„Not much, just Naksansa and the mountains just west of there.‟ 

„Naksansa eh? Yeah, it‟s pretty cool out there. Have you been 

south? Down to Taegu or Pusan?‟ 

„No, not yet. I was kinda hoping - well my girlfriend – I‟m working 

full time. Y‟know, you can‟t get that far on just the weekend.‟ 

„Yeah, that makes it tricky. Once they‟ve got the fast train going – 

y‟know they‟re building their own version of the bullet train. Once that‟s 

going, Pusan for a weekend will be easy. I got a buddy down in Taegu. You 

wanna go down there, give me a call, we can stay at his place. He won‟t 

mind, as long as you don‟t mind sleeping rough, you know. Here, my 

cellphone number is on my card. You wanna go down there some weekend, 

just give me a call Wednesday or Thursday, okay. You got a card?‟ 

Not long before they left, the Korean girl, the one who smiled, came 

and sat next to Matt. Matt couldn‟t remember her name, even though she 

remembered his and asked him about Breesbayne and Shidonnee. He 

pretended he‟d been to Brisbane, although the closest he‟d got was a 

postcard from an aunt once. She seemed interested in Australia, knew 

about the exotic animals and had heard that Monash was a good university.  

Walking back up the hill towards his apartment, Matt realised he‟d 

become too dependent on too few people. James and Mina were important, 

but he needed to branch out, meet other people, even some other expats. At 

least he had that architects‟ conference in Daejeon in two weeks‟ time that 

Mr Park wanted him to attend. Matt would be one of the few “international 

delegates,” whatever that meant. James had wanted to go as well, but the 

boss said he was needed in the studio, and Matt wasn‟t sure whether that 

was meant as a compliment or a brush-off. He should take up Erik‟s offer 

and get out of Seoul for a few weekends. 
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The Munhwa Ilbo reported Friday that criticism of ‘misplaced commercialism’ is 

being directed at a restaurant in Seoul which allows visitors to ‘appreciate a 

sleeping, well-proportioned Russian beauty’ in a glass booth while they eat.  

 According to the paper, as soon as one enters the unnamed restaurant in 

Cheongdam-dong, Seoul, one's attention is immediately drawn to the glass booth 

in the middle of the restaurant. If the enclosed glass booth's curtains are drawn 

open, the image of a long-legged Russian beauty, lying enchantingly in shorts and 

a sleeveless shirt, is revealed. 

 Mr. Han, the owner of the place, said, ‘As a way to break out of a business 

slump, we built the thing so that diners could experience both dining and visual 

pleasure through 'peeping' at the beauty in transparent glass... The customers' 

views vary, but we get young women asking to be hired for part-time work and 

there are a lot of people who pass by our restaurant just to look.’ After getting the 

idea from a restaurant in California, he opened his Cheongnam-dong store in 

March, and is now planning to open franchises in Apgujeong-dong and Jeju Island.  

 The paper reported, however, that the responses from customers have 

been rather negative. Mr. Pak, an office worker, said, ‘I felt sorry for the woman in 

the glass booth,’ and Mr. Lee, another office worker said, ‘It's not a strip show, so 

whatever it's trying to show isn't really coming through.’ 

 

„You see!‟ Ludmila threw her hands up in the air, as I finished the article. 

„Korean men – they just want a house-cleaner and sex slave. And 

preferably not necessarily the same person. You‟re crazy if you think you 

will find the nice man here!‟ 

 „Yup, I think you might be right. But it‟s not just the Koreans. You‟ll 

notice that the owner took the idea from a Californian restaurant!‟ 

 „Ha! You Canadians, you think the source of all evil is America!‟ 

Her brow furrowed as she pointed her finger, „The source of all evil is what 

hangs down between a man‟s legs! Or being more precisely, what sticks up 

in front of a man‟s balls!‟ 

 „Ludi!‟ 

 I was, I admit, a little taken back by her directness. But the evidence 

suggests that men‟s attraction to females is, whether we like to admit or 

not, largely driven by voyeurism.   

 I could understand why Ludmila was upset. It was just another 

form of prostitution. Later I looked it up on the Net and discovered that 

many readers believed there was no way Mr Han would have been 

permitted to display a Korean woman in  such a situation. So the 
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commercial decision was trading on racism as well as sexism. Given that 

only a year or two back, they used to have prostitutes dressed in Hanbok 

on display in glass cages less than 100 metres from one of the main train 

stations, I‟m not sure about this.  

 Why do we commodify the body thus? And surely if men only 

wanted the body, those Hollywood marriages would last longer? I mean, 

those actors get to choose whomever they want – whoever looks good. Is it 

that they just get bored too quickly? Is it true that all men think the way 

that backpacker once told me, „You can‟t be satisfied with vanilla ice-cream 

all the time, no matter how good it is.‟  

 I got so upset with him! Now, I‟m more philosophical. I mean what 

is it that Stephi wants in life? She‟s got everything women are supposed to 

want, but she doesn‟t seem that happy to me. She can tick the whole check 

list: a loving husband, who‟s pleasant enough on the eye; two healthy, 

happy children; a steady part-time job - so she doesn‟t feel house-bound; 

she lives in a fine house in a pleasant neighbourhood, she drives a  reliable 

car; she has the opportunity to travel. And yet, she envies me - my freedom 

- my lack of attachments.  

I‟m sure the Buddha is right on that. Once desire is gone, all 

frustrations are minimal. Perhaps that‟s the blessing of old age. I‟m still not 

sure that‟s what I want. Even my wanting nothingness must be seen as an 

unmerited desire. Emptying oneself must be more than a vacuum, which 

ipso facto attracts everything to it. Emptying must be an absence of inner 

and outer. The body no longer even a vehicle for the soul. Let them do to it 

what they will. Sooner or later the decay will erupt. Let you paint on it an 

inch thick, to this favour you must come!  

I should sign up at the restaurant and get free board whilst my skin 

still has some sheen! Give my alms to charity and my legs to lechery! To 

make one man happy might be considered good luck, to make a thousand 

happy could lead to good fortune! 

 “From Buddhist Priestess to Hippy Whore.” I could write my own 

promo copy. Memoirs sold to the highest bidder and then not have to 

worry about a thing. Be a true Buddhist. Let‟s see – three years of Buddhist 

training, two years in a brothel, and eight months writing the memoirs. I‟d 

be getting on a bit. Maybe I could run some of them simultaneously. 
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Anything those Thai monks could do, I should be able to match. Of course 

there‟s herpes, HIV and various crustaceans to avoid.  

 At least in Korea, most of the monks are celibate. Since ending 

desire is the goal, it seems to make sense. But perhaps it really is unnatural, 

unholy. Is  this seepage from my Lutheran ancestry? Old Martin tried 

everything before giving way to beer, song and marital sex. At least it 

probably eased his constipation. What he really needed was the redemptive 

doctrine of sundubu and kimch‟i!   
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Matt was drifting through white clouds and the pale grey walls seemed to 

float about him, humming. Was it traffic? There was buzzing in his brain, 

and a hammer. Were they building next door? Another apartment or a new 

hotel going up in record time? Then he realised he was in the Taesa Hotel, 

Daejeon. The thump thumping began again and now the door bell buzzed 

once, twice, scores of times! Perhaps there was a fire!? He couldn‟t smell 

anything except the sweet stickiness of perfumed oil … had he?   

 BANG! BANG! Louder this time. This kind of thing wasn‟t 

supposed to happen in a five star hotel. 

 „Matheson! Wake up! Matheson!‟ 

 Someone had the wrong room. A wake-up call for some other guy 

with an early morning flight. 

 Matt struggled from the bed, the doona half tripping him. The walls 

were angled strangely and he nearly fell over again halfway across the lush 

carpet. Was it an earthquake? No, probably just his head. Thumping, 

pounding as the bashing on the door re-commenced. He tried to focus on 

the little peep-hole in the door. A guy in a white shirt. Short hair, looking 

mean. Some hotel clerk had the wrong room. 

 „What do you want? Don‟t you know how early it is?‟ 

 „OPEN UP! I need to talk with you Matheson!‟ 

 „My name‟s not –„ 

 „OPEN UP or I‟ll kick the fuckin‟ door down!‟ 
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 His English was pretty good, Matt thought, fingers fiddling with 

the little chain thing. This guy would snap that with a flick. The first lock, 

the second, and Matt peered out into the warm cigarette air of the corridor.  

 The guy pushed in without asking. He wasn‟t as tall as Matt, but he 

was solid and as mean as a starved bulldog.  

 „Hey! Hey, you can‟t just barge in like that,‟ Matt looked around for 

some clothes. He felt vulnerable in just his boxers and there was that smell. 

Where were his jeans? His pants? He was wearing his suit last night? When 

they were at - 

 „I know what you‟re up to. You don‟t fuck with little sister!‟ 

 „No, hey, listen you got the wrong dude! I don‟t even know who 

your sister is!‟ 

 „Don‟t fuck with me. You bin seeing little sister during three 

months.‟ 

 „No, seriously, man. You‟ve got the wrong guy. My name‟s Matt.‟ 

 „Yeah, I know, little sister has told me all about you. You‟re the 

Kangaroo man, right?‟ 

 „Kanga-? Well, yeah, I‟m Australian, but there‟s more than one 

Aussie in Korea. Besides I‟m working in Seoul. Y‟know – as if I could afford 

to live here! I mean, I can‟t even afford a cup of coffee in this place! So why 

don‟t you just calm down, go down to the front desk and find out where 

this guy Matheson is.‟ 

 „Look I see your picture. Except you look more ugly live. You going 

out with little sister and now you spending night with hookers! I‟m gunna 

smash your face in and then cut off your balls!‟ 

 „Hey wait a minute!‟ Matt‟s pants were on the other side of the bed, 

behind the intruder. „Look, I am dating a Korean, but she‟s lives in Seoul, I 

don‟t know who your sister is, or anything about her.‟ 

 „Bullfuck‟! 

 Matt moved towards the bedside phone, but the intruder was too 

fast. Matt‟s arm was wrenched behind him. He was shoved onto the bed, 

his face buried into the doona, with a clamp on the back of his neck.  

 „What have you been doing with little sister? You don‟t want to go 

out with her again. You don‟t want anything to do with her no more. You 
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stay away from Korean girls!  You fuck with Mina, I kill you, 

y‟understand!‟ 

 „Mina!‟ Matt‟s muffled cry was smothered by the bed clothes. His 

head was exploding and he didn‟t know which would break first, his arm 

or his neck. „Hey let me up! Come on!‟ He pleaded into the mattress. The 

pressure around his neck eased ever so slightly. „Please let me up! I‟m not 

going to run away.‟ The guy let Matt twist his head sideways to speak. 

„Look, I don‟t know what‟s happened, but I think we should talk about this 

with Mina.‟ Now that he could breathe a little, Matt could smell perfume 

and massage oil on the sheets. 

 „Ah! So now, you admit!‟ 

 „Yeah, I know someone called Mina. How am I supposed to know 

who “little sister” is?‟ Then Matt modified his tone, as the pressure on his 

neck increased again. The guy had done military service or knew Tae Kwan 

Do or something. „Are you Mina‟s old boyfriend or something? I mean I 

haven‟t done anything with Mina!‟  

 „Kwan-Gi, I am older brother from Mina. You‟re one nasty 

cocksucker! You pretend you like little sister, but you just want sex. Like all 

foreigners! You go with whores here last night. I know. The doorman tell 

me. It‟s not so easy for the foreigners to keep secret.‟ 

 „Last night! How the hell?‟  

 There had been a girl. Two women with him and the other the 

delegates at the Room Salon after the dinner. Mr Shin and the others 

wouldn‟t let Matt go back to his room. He‟d already drunk quite a bit, but 

Mr Shin insisted. So there was norae bang – really bad singing, and then 

the two girls.  

  „Look, last night – I – that was different. I didn‟t –„ He remembered 

the smaller one, Joo-Eun, “foreigners call me Joo-Joo,” taking off his coat 

and pushing him gently onto the bed. 

 „But I‟ve never done anything with your sister. Mina and me, we – 

look it‟s none of your business anyway! If you‟ve got a problem with how 

Mina lives her life, why the hell don‟t you talk to her about it!‟  

 „So you haven‟t fucked with Mina?‟ With that he shoved Matt‟s face 

down and then released him, standing over him, his right fist still clenched. 
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 „Nicely put. Look, if we were that deeply involved with each other, 

it would be our business wouldn‟t it,‟ Matt stared at him. Suddenly he 

didn‟t care if he was bashed or not. His skull was splitting in two anyhow, 

it couldn‟t feel worse. „Shit she‟s twenty four! She‟s not in fucking high 

school anymore. What are you going to do, chain her up „til her wedding 

night, or just scare off all the other bastards „til she‟s an old maid?‟ 

 „Old made?‟ 

 „Old maid – too old to marry, over the hill. You guys are nuts! As 

for Mina and me, we‟re finished anyway.‟ Matt stood up and grabbed his 

trousers. „I‟ve had enough of all the jigging around, so you could have 

saved yourself a drive.‟ 

 „You‟re not going to see her again?‟ 

 „Probably not. Me and her, it was kind of over anyway. Now, if you 

don‟t mind, I‟d like to have a shower.‟ 

 „Ya, you foreigners are all the same! Come here, see nice girl and 

you want just to go for sex.‟ 

 „Yeah, well for a start, all foreigners are not all the same. There‟s 

Americans, British and Russians, none of which I am. There‟s also rich 

dudes, ignorant bigots, opportunists and weirdos, none of which I am. And 

not all of them are out for sex. If that‟s all they wanted, they could visit the 

barber shops just like the Korean guys, right? And the fact that so many 

Korean women go for some of these foreigners has got to tell you 

something about the quality of the local talent doesn‟t it!‟ 

 „You want me to hit you?‟ 

 „I want you to leave my room. You needn‟t worry, I‟m not going to 

bother Mina again, okay. That‟s what you wanted, isn‟t it?‟ 

 „Yeah, that‟s right. Keep away from Mina.‟ 

 „Okay.‟ 

 „Okay. Now I leave.‟ 

 „Okay, goodbye.‟ 

 The door clicked shut and Matt collapsed backwards onto the bed, 

his head throbbing and whirling. After a minute or two he forced his eyes 

open and went to the fridge, pulled out a mineral water and drained it in 

two draughts. He needed a pain-killer and wondered if he still had a 
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couple somewhere in his toilet pack under the razor. His room was fusty 

and stale. He hit the air conditioning button, adjusted the fan to high.  

What had happened with those two girls? He remembered Joo-Joo 

stripping off his tie, easing him back on the bed, and the taller one, tugging 

at his shoes. Then she left, the taller one with the orangey hair, he was sure 

she‟d left. But Joo-Joo, she‟d had her arm across his chest, that was when 

she was helping him with his shirt. Her eyes seemed so close to his and her 

lips. He wanted to kiss her.  

Matt rifled through his toiletries. There was the one Panadol left. He 

stuck it on his tongue and opened the fridge, grabbing the remaining water 

bottle and drank.  

The taller one had left after Joo-Joo had pulled off his suit pants. He 

felt it stick, the plastic had fused with his tongue. Joo-Joo had her bras off 

and she had oil all over him, her arms, her hands.  

He took a bigger swig and it bounced, then slid down his gullet.  

He remembered her rolling him onto his stomach and her breasts 

were light and her hips smooth as she lay full length on his back, glissading 

backwards and forwards, her hands on the headboard above him. The 

room whirled and there was music on the clock radio, she was singing. He 

was gliding down a river in the sunshine. Floating bobbing and her skin 

and his skin were shining and slippery as seals and eels and …  

  „You want more?‟ she asked. He‟d drifted off with her soft and 

warm on his back. 

 „No, that‟s good. Yé, yé, chuseyo …‟  And he must have fallen 

asleep again. Then she was dressed. The main light was off, but the neon 

glow from outside lit up her arms, silhouetted his coat on the chair. She 

was taking the cash out of his coat pocket. 

 „Joo-joo, what‟re you doing?‟ Someone asked in a slurred voice. 

 „Just a tip, okay. Small tip for me and Suzie, okay. You good boy, 

you sleep now.‟ 

 Shit! 

 He checked his coat pocket. Empty. She‟d taken 50,000 won! He 

leapt to the safe and dialled the combo. Red light. Had he made a mistake? 

Had she cleaned him out and changed the combination? He didn‟t write it 
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down, and she wouldn‟t guess the day he graduated. This time it opened. 

His camera and his wallet were there. Cash and cards intact.  

 STDs!  

 Something welled up inside him. A dam wall was about to break. 

He made it to the toilet in time. A quick and easy puke. He felt literally 

gutted, kneeling, hanging onto the sides of the cistern. 

 If it had just been a massage, even if she had something, he should 

be okay. AIDS? Another wave of nausea. More vomit. He hit the flush 

again, but remained kneeling. It was still low incidence here so far, and he 

hadn‟t – no he was sure. It had just been the massage. 

 He needed a shower. He opened the tap full and let the hot water 

pummel him as he sank into the bath letting the shards of heat absolve him. 

    

  

Matt‟s forehead throbbed in time to his footsteps. For a while after 

emptying what seemed like half his inside into the toilet and taking the 

shower he‟d felt better for a bit. But then he‟d fallen asleep for another two 

hours and now what he needed was some food and more fluid 

replacement. 

 Small restaurants which had been buzzing last night now wore their 

rolled down grids like lazy eyelids. There were a few soup and dumpling 

places open, but Matt didn‟t feel like any of that, and their little formica 

tabletops and dark interiors seemed sad and slightly menacing. Then he 

saw the Dunkin Donuts neon. Donuts McNeil – after that film in Year 8, the 

kid never heard his real name again at school. Matt wondered where he 

was. Last time he saw him he was taking Ag Science at UWA. Probably out 

on some farm somewhere testing soil or something. 

 The smell of frying oil, vanilla and coffee fused with the bubblegum 

pop musak. At least it was well lit, and the chick behind the servery gave 

him a pleasant enough smile as she recited the formulaic greeting. Matt 

scanned the neon menu. 

 „Umm, I‟ll have a large latte and … two plain cinnamon donuts 

please.‟ 
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 The girl frowned and tilted her head to one side. Ten years of 

English at school and a few thousand hours of private tuition and she 

didn‟t understand a coffee order in a coffee shop! 

 „Coff-ee – latte, k‟un, hanna chuseyo,‟ he pointed to the cinnamon 

donut on the display and held up two fingers. „Dough-nart  dul chuseyo.‟ 

 „Né,‟ the girl bowed, smiled and asked something else. Matt had no 

idea. She said it again.  

 „Yogi, yes, here, I‟ll eat here,‟ he pointed downwards and there was 

a grin and orders spoken into the mike. She gathered a little plastic tray. He 

was the only customer at the counter, but there were several tables and a 

couple of booths occupied. Outside a bus ground its brake linings. The 

music switched to an old Beatles number as the coffee appeared. Matt 

smiled. Two jam and cream donuts appeared. Matt paused, knowing that 

cinnamon donut was not going to rate a mention in his phrasebook.   

 „Sank you so much,‟ the girl said with a beaming smile. 

  He managed a courteous nod and retreated to an empty booth. 

Setting down the donuts and pushing the tray to one side, he cautiously 

tried the coffee. Scaldingly hot, but it tasted like coffee. No chicory, no 

mint, just coffee. He sighed and peered up straight into three young faces. 

High school girls in the next booth all staring at him. He winked and they 

drew their breath and giggled and gurgled behind their hands. He tried a 

donut, wiping as much cream off onto the plate as he could. The dough 

was a little greasy and spongy, but he loved the grains of sugar in his 

mouth and on his lips. He wiped his hand across his mouth and the girls in 

front laughed again. Was it better to be invisible to the ajummas who 

shoved him aside in the supermarket, or the celebrity foreigner for half the 

twelve year olds in the country? It would be nice just to be Matt, instead of 

„Matt, the Invisible‟. Or „Matt, the Foreigner.‟ It must be hell to be a Muslim 

in Australia. 

  

Alongside the ancient wall there was no one around. It was strange to be so 

close to the city, to hear the murmur of the traffic and hum of a train 

somewhere and yet to feel so free. A few centuries ago, there must have 

been fields down there. The architect pacing out the length with a general‟s 

stride, sticks or stones on the ground to mark its course. Thinking about its 
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height and girth broad enough to stop the enemies‟ battering rams, the 

narrow slits angled for the archers‟ aim. Long after those steel towers and 

proud frames of glass are gone, this would still be here. The remnants of 

war. Valiant victories, disastrous defeats. I guess we‟re all historians, Matt 

thought, his fingers tracing the mortar free stones, his sneakers trudging 

like a soldier‟s boot below him. He paused, resting his face on one of the 

wall‟s rocks. Cold, but as smooth as Lisa‟s skin.  

 „I think it‟s time we moved on,‟ she had said. Like some George 

Dubya sound-bite. 

 „We‟re moving forehead!‟ Matt announced to a startled blackbird.  

 „We want CLOSURRE!‟ he yelled to the city below. About the only 

thing that closes is a door, and with some builders, not even that! 

 „WE WILL PREVAIL!‟ he shouted at the sky, as a middle-aged 

couple appeared from around the curve of the wall and took a wide detour 

around him as they headed up the hill. „-deska?‟ Japanese. He should have 

guessed with the bucket hats and shiny shoes. He wanted to follow them, 

try at least some basic phrases, but he‟d probably just scare them and give 

the guy a heart attack or something. 

 Why had Mina‟s brother done that? Matt rubbed his shoulder 

where he‟d hit the bed base. Had she told her family lies, exaggerated their 

relationship or something? Okay, so he wasn‟t Korean. Big deal! She wasn‟t 

Australian. What happened to the global village all of a sudden? Koreans 

couldn‟t keep pretending they‟re not part of it. The ancient Shilla kingdom 

was now just a few remnant theme parks. He stepped into the covered 

watchtower.  

 Emerald green and sky blue beams smiled above him; neat black 

and white dot patterns stamped the buttress ends and blood-red lines with 

gold fringes swirled about in a wonderful series of floral emblems and 

carefully integrated zigzags. Like Mina, the outside so simply beautiful, the 

slatted shingles, the roof beams curving upwards like the underside of a 

hanbok sleeve; and yet inside, an amazing complex of seemingly non-

aligned vectors. It was extraordinary that ancient soldiers would be 

sheltered by such beauty. With the glare of frosted fields and creaking 

forests below them, the roof beams of their watchtower must have fairly 

sung! Just like the Japanese samurai, with camellias engraved onto their 
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shining blades. Last moments admiring an etched blossom before an 

enemy arrow spilt crimson life frozen on the freshly fallen snow.   

 Mina‟s brother would make a good soldier. Probably was – he was 

old enough to have done his national service. Like that  afternoon when 

he‟d seen James talking to some officer in an air force uniform. A younger 

brother doing his national service, apparently. The place was full of them. 

But they weren‟t all simmering with violence. What was Mina‟s brother on 

about anyway? Did he think Mina was a vestal virgin or something? He 

had to protect her honour? Matt took in a few slow breathes to calm 

himself.  

 That brother was really something.  

 It was true what James said. Most Koreans thought that your first 

duty is always to your family, no matter what. After that, country and 

friends. In Korea, fathers and mothers really did sacrifice everything for 

their children. And older brothers protected their sisters. Maybe that‟s why 

there were so few beggars and homeless in Seoul? It wasn‟t like Sydney or 

Melbourne or even Perth. Here, everyone was cared for. Perhaps that‟s 

why Matt had almost never seen a Korean alone.  

 For the moment, Matt enjoyed the solitude. The sound of a bird 

landing in a nearby branch, the dull thrum of traffic below. Up here it was 

like the clocks had slowed their ticking. Cedar wood and pine scents 

reminded him of the tea shop. Down in that wood-lined basement in 

Hongik with pine-needle tea, and Ji Young‟s sine curve eyes glowing like 

candles.  
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„I am so angry I hit him!‟ Mina stamped her foot. 

 „Your brother?‟ 

 „Yes. He did not ask, he doesn‟t understand. Why did he go and talk 

rough to you? It‟s not right he did! Why you treat Matt like this? I telled 

him, “You could ask me first!” He thinks I‟m still little girl. He does this 

because he is Older Brother, he must protect me.‟ 
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 „Protect you?‟ 

 „Haraso, in Korean family, he has to look after. We look after junior 

person, not like America or Australia. I‟m sorry he bother you. Why you 

tell him you didn‟t know me? Did he frighten you?‟ 

 „I didn‟t say I didn‟t know you. And he didn‟t frighten me. I‟ve met 

bigger bullies than him on the footy field. He pissed me off, that‟s all.‟ 

 „Big brother say you tell him you don‟t know me! Why did you say 

that?‟ 

 „I didn‟t say that. Look, he kept talking about his „Little Sister‟. I 

presumed he was referring to someone who lived in Daejeon. How was I 

supposed to know who his little sister is! It might have helped if he‟d 

known my name …‟ 

 „He knows. Sometimes his English is not so good.‟ 

 „He communicated quite effectively.‟ Matt rubbed the back of his 

neck. 

 „So why you go with other Korean girl?‟  

 „What? I haven‟t been out with any other Korean girls.‟  

 „What about bar girls in hotel!‟ 

 „There were no bar girls in the hotel! What‟s your brother been 

telling you?‟ 

 „Hotel porter tell him that two girls went up to your room. WHY 

YOU TELL ME LIES!‟ Her fists clenched. There was a family resemblance. 

„WHY ARE YOU CHEAT ON ME? I thought you love me, I thought -!‟  She 

began pounding his chest with her fists. 

 „Look, I was drunk.‟ His voice sounded funny because of the 

staccato rhythm of her fists. „The girls just helped me find my room.‟ It was 

a good beat she had going, but it was starting to hurt. „I don‟t even 

remember their names.‟ He grabbed her wrists and she struggled at first to 

break free. „They were just some bimbos at the bar thing after the dinner.‟ 

 „So you have sex with TWO whores!‟ She drew back, glaring at him. 

„Why you go with them?‟ 

 „I just told you. I didn‟t have sex with them, they just helped me to 

my room.‟ 

 „My brother said YOU WERE IN BED WITH HER!‟ The fists started 

again. Matt could feel bruises on his bruises.  
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 „No! HE‟S A LIAR! I slept alone, like I always do!‟  Matt felt his face 

flushing. 

 „I will KILL these whores!‟ Her punches turned to slaps as tears 

began streaming down her cheeks. 

 „Look, I, I -‟ 

 „You got nothing to say –„ she sobbed, „just like Korean man. All 

you want is sex. I thought you were different! I thought you really love me!‟ 

Her face grimaced and she sobbed openly. 

 „Mina, I do love you. I mean we haven‟t even done –„ He held her to 

him. At first she resisted, pushing him back with her entrapped arms 

against him, then relaxed and let his arms encircle her. His kissed the top of 

her head, smelling her perfume. She seemed vulnerable like a soft kitten. 

„Come on, let‟s make up. You know I love you.‟ 

 She looked up at him, her bottom lip trembling, as he gently 

brushed away some of the smeared mascara. He kissed her lips and her 

mouth opened as she leaned into him, then started moving backwards, 

holding his weight against her, steering them towards the sofa. 
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Hi Dad, 

 I‟m in this smoky little PC Bang - a little internet café - a basement room 

crowded with guys - mostly in their twenties - playing online sci fi and medieval 

games. Plenty of noisy referred violence. I guess it‟s better than the Iraq war games. 

I think I‟m the only person not smoking, so I won‟t be staying here long. 

 It‟s been an interesting ten days. The trip to Daejeon was really good - the 

conference was an eye opener. It‟s amazing how much I could understand, because 

nearly everyone used at least some illustrative power point, and some of the 

projects were really amazing. A lot of stuff happening in China, especially 

Shanghai. And the guys who were down there took good care of me - although I 

couldn‟t keep up with their drinking. They put Perth undergrads to shame! 

 I‟ve got a different Korean tutor. She‟s so much better than the last guy! 

Su Yeon is really focussing on everyday conversation, and finally I feel I‟m making 
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progress. The different levels of politeness are still a bit of a nightmare though. 

Each time I think I‟m getting some handle on the language or the way things are 

done here, something new pops up. It sure is  an interesting culture. 

 The night-times are getting really cold - James keeps trying to persuade me 

to buy a leather coat, but I think I‟ll just stick to the snowboard jacket for the time 

being.  

 Things are going ok with Mina this week, but we‟ve had some shakey 

moments. She‟s recently changed jobs - still in some kind of internet marketing, 

but with a different firm, so that‟s probably been a bit stressful. Thanks for telling 

me that stuff about you and Mum. You‟re right of course. You can‟t compare a 

year or two together with a decade together and us kids on the scene. Better a split 

family than a sick family.  

 It‟s a pity you can‟t come over and visit. It would be great to show you 

around some of the places and show you my villas. Anyway there‟s a few pics 

attached.  

 Gotta get some fresh air! 

 love, 

Matt 
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Mina hugged him, but somehow it didn‟t feel right. She was suddenly 

bony, angular and stiff about the shoulders. A gap between her hips and 

his.  

„What‟s wrong?‟ he asked softly. „Why won‟t you come up?‟ 

„Nothing,‟ she said too quickly, her wrists squeezing a little tighter 

on his back. „I just don‟t think I should come to your room, that‟s all.‟ 

„But why not?‟ 

„You know why. Here it‟s different to the west.‟ 

„Yeah, so what? You‟ve come up other times.‟ 

„That was before I knew you especially.‟ 

„What do you mean?‟ 

„Now, people know me.‟ 
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„Which people? You mean Mrs Moon? She‟s probably not even 

home. She‟ll be out fetching her son from the Institute.‟ 

„There are others.‟ 

„Which others?‟ 

„Just people.‟ 

He felt her shoulders move, but she said nothing. 

„Who are you afraid of?‟ 

„I don‟t know. I just have this feeling, like someone is watching.‟ 

„You‟re paranoid.‟ He pushed back, grabbing her shoulders, staring 

straight at her. Her eyes looked down, her lips were narrowing. „Who 

would be watching you?‟ 

„You‟re hurting me.‟ Her lips curled like a kid about to cry. 

„I mean, who would be interested in you and me?‟ Matt‟s eyes 

swept across the alley. There was an old cat and the two school kids 

heading for the stairs. The white Kia that was always parked half way up 

the hill.  

„I don‟t know.‟ 

„Your brother? Is that jerk following you?‟ 

„No. And he‟s not a jerk! But something is not right.‟ 

„You‟re being crazy. Come on, just for a few minutes -.‟ 

„No, I can‟t, it doesn‟t feel good.‟ 

„Well, it‟s not a crime to have a boyfriend is it? Even a foreign 

boyfriend?‟ 

„No, of course not. I just … maybe I dream this.‟ 

„Well come on then. If you‟re just imagining it, there‟s nothing to -„ 

He reached for her hand and thrust his right hand into his pocket, 

searching for the key. 

„No, I can‟t come up tonight.‟ She broke his grip and stood back. 

„Can‟t or won‟t?‟ Matt stood, hands on hips. „Which is it?‟ 

„Mustn‟t. I must not go to your room tonight.‟ Her voice was slow 

and deliberate, like a language tape. 

„Not even for a drink? I bought some Portuguese port especially.‟ 

„I‟m sorry Matt. Another night, okay?‟ 
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„Another night?‟ Matt flipped his key in the air and snatched it. 

„Tomorrow night? It‟s only Sunday. How about tomorrow night? We could 

catch an earlier movie. It wouldn‟t have to be a late night.‟ 

„Tomorrow, we have family visiting. My Auntie‟s children from 

Taegu.‟ 

„So your Auntie‟s children from Taegu are more important than our 

relationship? What about what we did the other night? What was that all 

about? You wanted me then. Only you said you were having periods and 

couldn‟t –„ 

„YOU ARE TOO TERRIBLE!‟ she shouted. „You are A BAD MAN!‟ 

Somewhere above them, a window opened. Matt knew their voices were 

audible throughout the neighbourhood. Well, free English tuition for a 

change.  

„AND WHAT ABOUT YOU? If you don‟t like my body, just come 

out and say it! Why can‟t you bloody well make up your mind!‟ 

„You don‟t understand. I can‟t explain.‟ 

„Okay, write it down then,‟ he glared. „Write it down in Korean and 

I‟ll get James or Ji Young to translate it for me so I can understand.‟ 

„Ji Young! Always Ji Young!‟ She stamped her foot. „You don‟t love 

me.‟ 

„WHAT! I can‟t believe this. Do what you fuckin‟ well want, but 

leave me out of it, okay? We‟re through! Understand? Finished. Terminated. 

Kkut-nae-da! Got that!‟ He slotted the key home and opened the foyer door.  

„MATT! OPBA! Matthew!‟ He could hear her calling as he climbed 

the steps. On the second floor return, he looked down and could see her. 

She was stamping her foot and still yelling. 

„You can‟t do this! MATT! We haven‟t even reached our 100 days!‟ 

He reached his apartment and keyed in the code. As he entered, he 

resisted switching the light on, and instead went over to the window, 

carefully peering through the partially open Venetians. She was down 

there, one hand over her face, her body heaving with sobs. He had no idea 

whether she was serious or faking it.  

Matt flopped on the bed, tugged his shoes off and threw them at his 

door and covered his head with his pillow. If it weren‟t for the villa design, 
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he‟d be off tomorrow. Back to sunny Perth, back to some women who 

weren‟t so damned crazy! 
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Morning chirps and the typewriter chatter of the kachi woke him. Matt 

pushed up onto one elbow. A sunny day although it was somehow 

subdued. Clouds? No. Smog partially obscured buildings less than a 

kilometre away.  He slid open the grey aluminium window. There was a 

bite to the air, but he still couldn‟t imagine snow or ice. Nearby birds 

flashed on bare branches like squirrels and over on the construction site, an 

angle-grinder sizzed. Echoes of dropped steel bounced across the 

neighbourhood. This place was always awake, but he needed more sleep. 

 Why had Mina rung him again last night? It had been over a week 

since he‟d told her goodbye, but she sounded desperate to see him. It was 

just insane with her. He just wished she‟d go away and leave him alone. 

Every time things seemed to be going well with her, she did the vanishing 

act. It was always three steps forward and five steps backwards. It was no 

use her looking so desirable if they were never going to move beyond a kiss 

and quick fondle. He wasn‟t at high school anymore. He needed someone 

who wanted more out of a relationship.  

 And she wasn‟t the only one into vanishing. It was weird how even 

James seemed to move in close and ask him all kinds of stuff one day and 

then the next day, he‟d just disappear. He‟d be off on some site inspection, 

or so he‟d claim, without a word to him. A couple of times Matt had to 

cover for him when TK came looking for him. At least James had agreed to 

reciprocate when Matt was taking off Monday and maybe Tuesday next 

week.  

 „Better not to ask,‟ James said. „Just go, and I will say you are sick, 

have stomach virus.‟ 

 It didn‟t seem right, but everyone else claimed a funeral or some 

ritual gathering or something when they needed a day off, and Matt 

couldn‟t very well do that. Anyway his project was well in front, and he‟d 
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pretty much finished the Texas Dream as well. Mr Park had shown real 

interest to begin with, but lately he‟d hardly spoken to Matt. He seemed to 

be away more than he was there. TK was really running the whole show. 

 Post Almond Flakes again. He‟d forgotten to buy fruit again. Maybe 

that was why his skin prickled and the back of his calves stung. Not the air 

or water, just a lack of vitamins. His mum was always telling him to pop 

some vitamin C or something. „Fresh fruit's the way, son,‟ Dad had said, 

nudging his upper arm with his knuckles. Matt touched his bare shoulder 

and thought of Lisa again.  

 He slumped back into his warm sheets. They'd eaten healthy to start 

with, when it was all going smoothly. Saturdays, Lisa would go to the 

bakers and get fresh rolls to have with their fruit and yoghurt. Later, after 

making love to the sound of Indian doves and Mr Wilson's mower waking 

them again, they‟d dip chunks of Italian bread into olive oil and dukkah. 

Her shining fingers and lips glistened with the captured sunshine. If only 

Lisa had been there, it would have all been so easy. Eating barbecue style 

on the outdoor stalls at the back of Sinch‟on, her going ape at some of the 

bargains in the Hyundai store, and both of them getting lost in Namdemun 

market. Late night beer Hofs, whole fried chickens and long nights with the 

streaming neons and moonlight air-brushing her satin skin.  

 He rolled over onto his erect cock, his arms over his head. Why did 

she believe all that shit about Asians and Muslims and stuff? That was 

when it started to change. She started looking at Kooky differently. It was 

all that crap from the politicians and shock-jocks. She believed Alan Jones!  

 It was just like that guy had said at Jezza‟s party: White Australians 

still clinging to the edge, waiting for the supply ship to bring presents from 

the „real‟ world, or waiting for it to take them home. A cruise ship back to 

Britain for the oldies and a Qantas flight to Hollywood for the i-Podders. 

Everything imported, especially our foreign policy. All of us exiles. None of 

us realising Perth‟s closer to Jakarta than Sydney. 

 His phone chimed, one message received.   

 Today is so lovely. Have a nice day.  

 Please, please call me, XXX  Mina 
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G‟day Dad, 

 

I can‟t believe how good it was to get away! It was worth going just to see the train 

station at Kyoto. Totally brilliant! The way the whole thing is integrated, how 

functional that beautiful structure is. It has to be one of the great art works of the 

20th Century. Hiroshi Hara is a genius! The place moves millions of commuters 

everyday, and yet it feels so airy, so spacious! It was raining and a bit miserable 

outside the day I arrived, yet inside, with its cafes and shops and everything, you 

could think you‟re in a different bright world. The control of light and air is so 

clever. As soon as you arrive you want to explore the space and spend time there. 

And despite its size, it‟s not dehumanising at all. There‟s huge long escalators, like 

stairways to heaven, and one of them ends up at a semi-traditional roof garden, 

with views over the city. In this huge complex for thousands, you can find a place 

for introspection. It encourages individuality. You know how you reckon that QB1 

in Perth looks impressive from the outside, but once you‟re in it, it makes you feel 

ill. The dehumanising effect of those polished foyer floor spaces – they‟re too 

overscale, too stark, too polished. Hara has avoided that feeling entirely. It‟s not 

just the volume of traffic either. There‟s no sense of heaviness about it.   

 Right from when I landed, I was impressed with Nippon. Osaka terminal –

it‟s that one I studied in third year, by Renzo Piano, do you remember? It‟s like 

something out of an 007 movie. You approach over water – the whole thing is built 

on a man-made island, so it‟s kind of like you‟re going to land on the water until 

the few seconds before touch down. Then, once you‟re out of the plane into the 

disembarkation zone, it‟s amazing. There‟s this flowing roof, like a wave, and when 

you‟re inside this huge space, it‟s like you‟re exploring a whale skeleton or 

something. There‟s a great sense of calm - inside an airport terminal! Robotic 

voices invite you to catch a shuttle to the mainland. Once you arrive slick airport 

attendants in their pale blue uniforms, meet and greet anyone who looks lost. 

Everything is so well thought out. It‟s brilliant. I was on the Haruka express train 

to Kyoto within one hour of landing! 

 You know how people often depict the Japanese as being up-tight or 

reserved or whatever – well it‟s interesting, because I found them very relaxed. I 

mean there‟s the serious looking salarymen – just like in Seoul, and people are very 
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quiet on the buses and trains and stuff. Much quieter than in Korea! But the school 

kids seem to be more individualist – y‟know there‟s more variation in what kids 

and uni students are wearing. Like the school kids are all in uniform, just like in 

Korea, but somehow here there seems to be more variety – different hairstyles and 

stuff. And young people here seem to be having more fun. There doesn‟t seem to be 

so much angst and arguing and everything. I don‟t know, maybe the Japanese just 

bottle up their troubles like the English or something. And wherever I went, people 

have been really friendly, helping me to find stuff and everything. And it helps 

remembering a few phrases of Nihongo. Actually it‟s weird, I was mixing in 

Korean sometimes without realising it.   

 I wanted to hire a bike to cruise around the city – the footpaths were mega-

wide and dual-use – so it was an easy and a cheap way to get around. Anyway, 

Hinako, this girl I met, turns out she was a photography student, she helped out as 

my interpreter and we ended up spending a few hours together. She was really cool. 

She reminded me a bit of the receptionist/designer at our studio. Her English was 

great and we exchanged email addresses. Unfortunately she‟s planning to go to 

London soon for a couple of years. 

 Back here, the second project, the second set of apartments is going okay, I 

guess, but I had to change so much stuff, I‟d hardly claim much credit for the 

design. It‟s turned out so differently from the concept I was trying to develop.    

 I think it‟s all over between Mina and me.  I don‟t know, I was thinking 

maybe to give the relationship another chance, but meeting Hinako made me realise 

how Mina‟s just been giving me the real run around. She‟s actually made life 

tough for me I think. I guess I was unlucky. [Again!] Maybe next time I should 

consult a shaman – apparently that‟s what the desperate do here. Not that I‟m 

desperate – just a bit lonely at times.  

 How are things going with you? Did you end up getting a new fuel pump 

or not? Why don‟t you trade it in – it‟s not going to last forever and if you trade it 

in now, at least it‟s still worth a few grand. I know you‟ve been wanting to get a 

Subaru for a while. Maybe now‟s the time to upgrade? 

 Anyway, I‟d better get back to work. One day I hope I can design 

something as good as Hara or Piano. It mightn‟t be as impressive as Kyoto Station, 

but it‟s going to be as beautiful.  

love, 

Matt 
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PS Thanks for paying the money for my World Vision kid. I‟d clean forgotten 

about Sanjay. I can‟t send you a cheque. I don‟t even know if banks here have that 

facility, no-one has explained it to me yet – but I could send the money by Western 

Union if you like. Let me know if you need it in a hurry.  
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Mom always liked Mel Gibson, but he never really appealed to me. And as 

for the other Australian stars – well there was Russell Crowe – terrific in A 

Beautiful Mind, but otherwise I didn‟t get what the fuss was all about. I 

guess I was expecting Matt to look like one of the big names with the 

strong jaw and thick-set body.  

 So as I approached him, initially I was disappointed. He looked a 

little puny, but I realised afterwards, it was the loose-cut jeans, the cap and 

the snowboarding jacket creating that effect. Climbing up the narrow 

staircase to the coffee shop, I realised that he was taller than me, though if 

you‟d asked at first I would have said he was under six foot. And once he‟d 

peeled off his outer layer, I could see he was well proportioned - athletic 

without the steroids. His face had a softness about it, I guess made more so 

by the light stubble he was sporting. I thought at the time, he could never 

play those rough tough action roles we associate with Australian movie 

stars, but he‟d be perfect if you wanted some solid, wilderness figure.  

 To begin with he seemed rather nervous, but perhaps that‟s because 

I began in Korean and he wasn‟t expecting it. He seemed a little flustered, 

and was struggling at first, although Su Yeon had said that he had excellent 

pronunciation. (“Better than yours” was her subtext, though she wouldn‟t 

admit it later.) I guess it was maybe a dumb thing to do, but I wanted it to 

be kind of business-like to begin with, so that he knew he was getting his 

money‟s worth. It was strange to be paid for teaching Korean instead of 

English, but when Su Yeon suggested it on the spur of the moment, I‟d said 

yes straight up without thinking. She didn‟t want to lose him, and I knew 

he was her favourite pupil, and it was just for the one week while she had 

to go home to Andong, so it was really just to do her a favour. 
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 Anyway, once the hour was up and we switched to English, he 

stopped frowning so much and beamed a smile or two. He‟d learnt 

Japanese at high school, so he understands a lot of the grammar, but he 

needed to work on his vocabulary and of course the verbs are a nightmare. 

He said he could now recognise quite a few terms he needed for work – but 

design codes and tile types are not what you need for everyday 

conversation.  

 Knowing what had happened at his birthday party, I wondered if 

the lessons with Su Yeon were just an excuse. Perhaps he was thinking of 

ditching Mina, and this was a way to get to know Su Yeon without it being 

like dating. Less pressure on both of them. Two birds with one lesson?  

 After chatting with him, I suddenly realised it was ages since I‟d 

had an English-as-first-language friend! I‟d been so determined to 

surround myself with Korean-speakers that I‟d kind of forgotten what it 

was like to be with someone with a similar cultural background. I mean, 

we could still be friends even if he and Mina are still together. I‟ve never 

met an Aussie before, well not apart from that couple in the youth hostel in 

France, but we didn‟t get much past comparing maps and itineraries. 

 Once Matt and I started comparing backgrounds, our studies, 

where we‟d worked as students, he became much more relaxed. I‟ve never 

met an architect before, and it was good to talk with a foreigner in Seoul 

who wasn‟t teaching English! It must be so good having a profession where 

you literally decide how people will live. How their kitchen will look, what 

size the windows will be. It‟s strange to think how so much of our lives is 

regulated by people we‟ve never met. And comforting to know that at least 

some of them are like Matt. 

 I should ask Ludi if it‟s true that he‟s broken up with his girlfriend. I 

could ask Su Yeon, but then –  No, I‟ll ask Ludi. She‟ll know, and if she 

doesn‟t, then I could ask Su Yeon. It‟s not like I need a boyfriend, but it 

would be nice to have a friend who‟s male. It‟s a different dynamic. They 

can be more direct, more definite about things.  
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James sounded even more serious than usual. Maybe the framework was 

stuffed! If they had to tear down the building – no, it couldn‟t be that. 

They‟d checked the stress levels with the engineer, the steel work was well 

within limits. Mr Chung was absolutely genuine, and he wasn‟t nearly as 

young as he looked. Euna had checked his record. He‟d done some huge 

projects, including a shopping complex. He wouldn‟t risk his reputation for 

their piddly little villa block. It wasn‟t worth it. Whatever James was on 

about, it wasn‟t that. 

 Matt found the bar, grabbed a beer and had just slid into a booth 

when his mobile buzzed in his pocket. 

 „Hello?‟ 

 James was running late, but would be there in about ten minutes. 

He sounded even more nervous than before.  

 Matt examined his surroundings. The floor needed re-doing. You 

didn‟t notice it at night, but now, with the place just about empty, it looked 

older. In full daylight, the wrinkles showed. Maybe James had discovered 

something else at the office? Mr Park was going to sack him. Why? No!  

 No, of course, Mr Park was going to sack Matt! He was sick of 

having to deal with a foreigner. Now they had his photo out the front, they 

could get rid of him. They didn‟t need him, they could hire a Korean to 

take his projects, and TK wouldn‟t have to spend his time correcting his 

non-Han stuff all the time. Shit! He was just starting to think maybe he 

could get into the groove of the place.  This place needed new 

window frames. The whole glazing of the place needed an overhaul. That 

was megabucks this high up. They‟d need to crane the stuff into position. It 

would be too awkward for bamboo scaffolding. Well, if Park sacked him, 

he could try in Japan, maybe? No. Without connections, it would be a 

waste of time. He‟d have to go back home. Or Melbourne? He could try 

Melbourne, or even Adelaide. Anywhere other than Perth, at least for now. 

 James was smiling. Not his usual broad grin, but Matt could tell 

whatever it was, it was bad news. 

 „You want another beer?‟ James asked, before sitting down. 

 Matt held up his glass – still three-quarters full. „I‟m right, thanks.‟ 

 „Yogio! Miller, dul chuseyo.‟ 
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 „Are you drinking two?‟ Matt asked, as James slumped into the 

booth seat. 

 „You‟ll be finished soon.‟ James said. „Don‟t be shy.‟ 

 He sounded strange, he‟d never heard James use that expression 

before. He must have learnt it in New Zealand. 

 „So what‟s so important, James? I can tell it‟s not good. Just give it to 

me on the chin. Is Mr Park sacking me?‟ 

 „Sack you? Why would he do that!‟ James‟ eyebrows hit the ceiling. 

 „I don‟t know. You know, in Korea, not everything has to make 

sense.‟ 

 James nodded slowly. „How about in Australia? Or New Zealand? 

Everything always make sense there?‟ 

 „No, I guess not. Just more stuff, I understand more stuff. So, what 

is it then? It sounded urgent.‟ 

 James leant forward across the little table. He looked up into Matt‟s 

eyes, and wiggled his jaw sideways, the way he always did when he didn‟t 

know what to say. 

Then suddenly the barman was there, slapping down the beers, a 

bowl of snacks and the little chit.  James picked up a round brown ball. It 

looked like a small fur ball, about the size of a small kangaroo dropping.  

 „Try one,‟ he slid the bowl across to Matt. 

 It was crunchy. Fishy, spicy peanut tasting.  

 „Hey, not bad. What are they?‟ 

 James rattled off the name. Octopus – no! Cuttlefish and peanut. 

 „Cuttlefish? Geez, that‟s bizarre.‟ Matt took another two. „I‟m 

turning into a budgie.‟ 

 „Kon bae!‟ James clicked his bottle and they drank. 

 „Well?‟ Matt put his glass down decisively on the drink coaster. „Are 

you going to tell me or what?‟ 

 „Okay, okay, but first, you promise you don‟t get angry.‟ Matt 

noticed James‟ English grammar starting to unravel. „Not angry with me. 

You know – don‟t shoot servant.‟ 

„Messenger. All right, so what is it?‟ 

„First promise.‟ 

„Promise what?‟ 
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„Not to get angry.‟ 

„Okay, can you just GET ON WITH IT!‟ Matt raised his voice. 

„You‟re already angry. Please, you must calm down.‟ 

„Shit James, will you just tell me!‟ 

„First, quiet voice, you promise.‟ 

„Okay,‟ Matt gritted his teeth. „I promise.‟ 

„What you promise.‟ 

„I promise I won‟t hit you.‟ 

James shook his head and grinned nervously. „No, I not tell then.‟ 

„Okay, James, are you going to tell me, or what?‟ 

James grinned some more. Then bobbed his head and raised his 

eyes. 

„All right, all right.‟ Matt lowered his voice. „I promise I will not get 

angry. Now tell me!‟ 

James looked about the room and then leaned forward across the 

little table. 

„I am a spy,‟ he said quietly, his round face deadpan. 

„What!‟ Beer slopped out of Matt‟s glass as Matt leant forward, his 

eyes bulging. „You‟re not serious? Like for the- „ Matt lowered his voice to a 

whisper „-the government – or against the –?„ 

„No, no, not that kind of spy!‟ James laughed. 

„I don‟t get it. Maybe –„ 

„I spy on girlfriend.‟ 

„What?‟ 

„I spy on your girlfriend, Mina.‟ 

„Oh shit.‟ 

„I am sorry Matt, but I do it for you. I feel sorry. It hurt my heart to 

see how she treat you.‟ 

Matt could hardly speak. There was a thickness in his throat. 

„I want to find out more,‟ James continued. „So, three weeks ago, I 

follow you together and then when you leave her place, I watch. I watch 

and wait, just like in movies. Stake out.‟  

„Far out! What did you do that for?‟ 

„She has other boyfriend.‟ 
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„What!‟ He couldn‟t believe it. His stomach dropped five storeys to 

the street. His world somersaulted.  

„You know this expression “trophy wife?”‟ 

„Huh?‟ He was finding it difficult to breath. 

„Trophy wife – it means a wife who is –„ 

„Yeah, I know what a trophy wife is, but – . Are you telling me she‟s 

married!‟ 

„No, no. She‟s not married, but you are the trophy, Matt.‟ 

„What ?‟ 

„In Korea, many women like foreign man. Good to practise English, 

nice looking, like movie star. You know Brad Pitt, Johnny Depp – they like 

western man.  Show photos to girlfriends. Good prestige, like sports car. 

It‟s not unusual. But –„ 

„So what, you‟re saying I‟m her sports car? Come on! I don‟t care if 

she‟s –„ 

„She has Korean boyfriend. She is sleeping with another guy.‟ 

„NO WAY!‟ Matt could feel his face burning. There was pounding 

in his forehead. He took a swig of beer. „Sleeping with someone? I don‟t 

believe it. She‟s – she‟s always leading me on and then - . How do you 

know it‟s not her brother? I‟ll bet it‟s her brother. He‟s big, he‟s got dark 

hair-„ Matt thrust his hand in the air indicating Kwan-Gi‟s height. „Really 

jealous. Y‟know protective type-„ 

„Not brother. Boyfriend. They go to love hotel.‟ 

„Fuck!‟ 

„I‟m sorry Matt. I should bring photo.‟ 

„What, you took photos!‟ 

„No, sorry. I should, but I don‟t have proper camera. Just spy 

camera, y‟know like on the Kwanaksan. Not good enough for long shot at 

night. But I can show you hotel. Hotel Everlove, not far from Tapgol Park.‟ 

„Are you sure? I mean it could have been someone who looked like 

her? There‟s plenty of good looking young Korean women – „ 

„It was her, I make certain. I watched twice. Follow her one time 

back to her apartment.‟ 

„Oh shit!‟ Matt slumped onto the table. James reached across and 

put his arm on his friend‟s shoulder. „I can‟t believe it! You think she was 
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two-timing me all along?‟ He sat up and looked across at James. „How long 

has she known this guy?‟ 

„I‟m sorry Matt, I don‟t know. Maybe she‟s just met, but they 

seemed like old friends. They act very –„ 

„That lying bitch!‟ 

„Take it easy, have some beer.‟ 

„That fuckin‟ bitch!‟ Matt slammed the table. The beer stubbies 

bounced and fizzed foam from their spouts. Matt leaned his head on his 

hand.  

„It‟s okay. It‟s okay. She‟s not worth you. You‟re one nice man. 

Come on, have a drink. She is a not trust person. She is one nasty slut!‟ 

„Oh, fuck!‟  He sat up staring straight ahead. „She LIED to me! She 

lied to me so many times. WHY!‟ His forehead throbbed.  

„It‟s true. She very mean to you! You don‟t deserve. I want to smash 

her face. I could smash her face. I will smash her face. Yeah!‟ 

James sat next to his friend, nodding in agreement with himself. 

Matt sat motionless, head bowed, eyes closed. 

 „But first we will get drunk!‟ James nodded again. „We will get 

drunk together. I am your mate. Yeah, come on!‟ And to prove the point, 

James took one of the stubbies and placed it into Matt‟s hand, then taking 

the other bottle chinked the stubbies together. „Kon bae!‟ He raised his 

bottle and drank, pausing half-way through the draught to nudge Matt‟s 

arm with his elbow. 

Matt‟s half-closed eyes opened like a defeated boxer, then he slowly 

raised the bottle and drank. Slowly, deliberately and completely.  

„YOGIO!‟ James held up two fingers and pointed to the beers.  
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„Matt?‟ 

 „Yes, who‟s speaking?‟ 

 „Hi, this is Sang Hee - Mina‟s friend.‟ 

 „Oh yeah, hi.‟ 
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 „Matt, do you have time to meet? We need to talk.‟ 

 „What do you want to talk about?‟ 

 „Mina, of course, she‟s really upset. Why won‟t you answer her 

messages or take her calls?‟ 

 „Look, it‟s over, there‟s nothing to talk about.‟ 

 „But she really likes you, she didn‟t mean to hurt you -„ 

 „Oh really! If she really liked me, how come she was two-timing?‟ 

 „Two-timing?‟ 

 „She‟s got another boyfriend! I had to find out from someone else! 

Maybe she‟s got several other boyfriends, or didn‟t you know that she was 

screw-„ 

 „But Matt, you don‟t understand! Korea‟s different to the States or 

Australia. It‟s not unusual for a women to have two boyfriends, trying to 

decide -„ 

 „You gotta be kidding!‟ 

 „No, really. In the States, I saw what it was like - a girl might go 

with a guy for sixth months, one year, then move on to someone else. It‟s 

not like that here! You can‟t just live with someone and then leave. You 

only get one chance! There‟s the dowry and everything, you can‟t just walk 

away, you have your duty. Once you decide on a marriage partner, you‟re 

with that man‟s family.‟  

 „Marriage? Who said anything about marriage? I thought she just 

wanted a friend.‟ 

 „But Mina said you wanted more than friendship -„ 

 „Yeah, but I didn‟t say I wanted to get married!‟ 

 „So, what did you want? Just to make sex?‟ 

 „No. No, I wanted a real relationship! All she wanted was free 

English lessons.‟ 

 „That‟s not true. Mina really likes you, but she hardly knows you. 

You might be criminal, your family might be terrible, you -„ 

 „Oh, is that what she thinks? Then I‟ve made the right decision! 

Criminal! Is that what she thought?‟  

 „No, she didn‟t say that. Foreigners make up stories all the time. 

How can we know what‟s true? You never said anything about your family. 

And she wanted you to meet her family -„ 
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 „I already met her brother, if that‟s who it was. That was enough.‟ 

  „Matt -„ 

 „Nup, she LIED to me! She pretended she was this pure, innocent 

girl, and she was screwing someone else! I can‟t trust her anymore. You can 

tell her it‟s over.‟ 

 „Matt, you don‟t understand -„ 

 „Look, Sang Hee, I thought we had something that was … that 

could have been something special. But she used me. If she had told me 

before I found out, if just once, she‟d told me what the real deal was -‟ 

 „Would you have stayed if she had told you?‟ 

 He paused. 

 „Look, it‟s over. Tell her, we‟re finished.‟ 
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„What did you think?‟ asked Kristy. 

 „I thought it was great – kinda sad, but it seemed so real. You know 

that scene on the beach where the guys are trying so hard to –„ Matt waved 

his hand, searching for the word. 

 „Yeah, and the music seemed so authentic -„ 

 „Do you  think they were really playing the stuff?‟ 

 „Yes, I think so don‟t you?‟ 

 „Yeah, I reckon. I mean the main guy, Mok, he was definitely 

playing that guitar. I recognised the chords and stuff.‟ 

 „Do you play?‟ Light off the glossy walls of the stairway reflected in 

her eyes. Matt nearly tripped. A grip strip was needed at the front of the 

treads. Polished pigmented concrete, imitation marble and a wet surface – 

just what the litigators back home would love. 

 „I used to, but not anymore. Too busy with work and everything.‟ 

 Out in the street, they almost had to shout to hear one another. Her 

popcorn breath made him think of Disney movies and flouncy pink dresses 

as she leaned closer to him. 

 „Where are we going?‟ she asked, smiling. 
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 „Shall we grab a coffee, or would you rather some beer, or some 

wine maybe?‟ 

 He hoped she wouldn‟t opt for wine. It was so expensive – Jacob‟s 

Creek for $40, and it wasn‟t much better by the glass. 

 „Yeah, let‟s go somewhere quiet. We can decide when we get there, 

eh?‟ 

 „Okay. I don‟t know that many places - there‟s The Woodstock?‟ Matt 

suggested. 

 „Yes, that‟s kinda nice, but I think it might be a little noisy. All that 

music. I know somewhere close-by that‟s maybe a little more –„ 

 „Sure, you pick. I‟m easy.‟ 

 „It‟s a little bar, with a great view down the main street. „ 

 „Cool.‟ 

 There was a roar of a delivery bike. Matt instinctively checked 

behind them, his hand reaching for Kristy. He touched her arm, she turned 

and smiled, but he didn‟t notice. A few metres away, a guy was doing 

wheel stands on the smallest of the motorbikes. Lifting the front wheel like 

a BMXer and then thumping down, gaining speed between the crosswalks, 

hitting the front brake and pivoting the little bike on its nose, smoke 

pouring from its tyre. A circus act in the middle of the road. Matt felt like 

applauding, but few other people seemed to notice.  

 „Unreal!‟ 

 „Those boys are such fools,‟ said Kristy, shaking her head. 

 „Yeah, but at least that guy‟s got talent, and he‟s on the road, not 

harassing us on the footpath!‟  

 Soon they were off the main street, threading their way between the 

clothing stalls, the cheap watch stands, the stationery sellers. The little lady 

reheating dry squid on sticks was arguing with someone, and the shoe man 

had begun packing up his display. Kristy directed Matt up a narrow 

wooden stairway, which would never pass Australian design codes, up 

two flights onto a landing and a return and up a slightly wider staircase, 

one flight into the bar.  

 It was up-market from most of the places Matt had been. A slightly 

older age group than the usual uni set. One or two suits, and small 

polished tables with tiny desk lights. The overhead lighting was dimmed, 
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and he could see how with the tiered table arrangements, the dominant 

window looked straight down the main street. He hadn‟t noticed the turn 

in the street, but somehow they must have negotiated about 70 degrees. 

They were looking into the very soul of Sinch‟on, with its heat-beating 

neons of red and blue. 

 The waiter approached holding up two fingers, a table for two? 

 Kristy took over, asking if they could sit somewhere near the 

window, Matt guessed. He couldn‟t understand a word of the Korean she 

used. The waiter shook his head, then suggested another table several 

metres from the window, but still with a commanding view. They were 

soon seated and the waiter returned with a bi-lingual drinks menu.  

 Matt looked around at the carved chairs and the deep velour lounge 

seats another couple were enjoying near-by. Piped jazz was playing, but at 

a sufficiently soft volume that they could speak in a normal voice and be 

heard.  

 „Hey, this is great!‟  

 „I‟m glad you like it,‟ Kristy said. „The drinks are a little pricy, but 

hey, you gotta pay for the view I guess.‟ 

 „Yeah, it‟s classic.‟ 

 „I tried to get us the window seat, but it‟s booked up until 3 am!‟ 

 „You‟re kidding!‟ 

 „No. It‟s famous, and the people who currently have it reserved will 

be charged whether they show or not. It‟s kind of like an  institution for 

Edae girls and their boy –„ She stopped, her hand went to mouth. „Not that 

– I mean I didn‟t, I don‟t mean, like –„ She was blushing. „The view is just so 

wonderful, I thought as an architect, you would really appreciate it.‟  

 „Yeah, absolutely! This table is just fine. Anyway, if you were sitting 

there, everyone‟s looking at you, I sort of prefer this table anyway. You can 

still see down the main drag.‟ 

 „Yes, you‟re right. I hadn‟t thought about it that way.‟  

 Matt looked down the street again. He wondered if one day, some 

person might be admiring a night view of one of his buildings. He looked 

across at Kristy, just as she turned towards him. He noticed her dimples as 

she picked up the menu. 

 „Are you going to have coffee or something stronger?‟ she asked. 
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 „I don‟t know. What are you in the mood for?‟ 

 „I think,‟ she paused, sighed and then said decisively, „I‟ll have a 

cocktail. I‟ve been told they have a good barman here.‟ 

 „Okay, I‟ll do the same. I‟ve never had a cocktail, I mean, not in 

Korea. So, it‟ll be different. What do you recommend?‟ 

 „Oh golly, that‟s hard. There‟s a Marquerita, or something else 

Tequila based. A lot of guys seem to like those. To tell you the truth, I don‟t 

know much about spirits.‟ 

 „Me neither. Back home, I drink beer, wine or Coke,  that‟s it.‟ 

 „Yeah, I don‟t drink much either.  I‟ve come close to giving up 

alcohol altogether.‟ 

 „Really? What for? I mean it‟s not just a diet or something is it?‟ 

Matt‟s nose wrinkled. 

 „No,‟ Kristy grinned,  „although I‟ve done that more than once.‟ She 

paused. „No, it‟s kind of religious. Actually, I‟m thinking of becoming a 

Buddhist.‟ 

 „Oh!‟ 

 „Yes, but I‟m still weighing things up. Anyway, tonight I‟m going to 

have a drink. Even before my Buddhist thing, I didn‟t drink much anyway. 

These days, I‟ll just have maybe one glass of wine. Or perhaps some 

vermouth if it‟s really cold out. Like when it‟s snowing, then it somehow 

feels right. Mostly, I just drink coffee or juice. I went through a phase in late 

high school. I was a mess, but hey, here I am telling you my life‟s story and 

we‟re just deciding on a drink! Sorry! I guess I‟m a little boring like that.‟ 

 „I don‟t think that‟s boring. So, are you going into Buddhism 

seriously?‟ 

 „Yeah, I guess. I mean I don‟t plan to be a nun –„ 

 „A nun? Buddhists have nuns!‟ 

 „Yeah, just like the Catholics, but you don‟t hear much about them.‟ 

 „A silent order then?‟ Matt grinned. 

 „What? Oh, yes!‟ Kristy laughed.  

 The waiter arrived and Kristy asked him to come back in a few 

minutes.  

 „Okay, let‟s get serious here,‟ Matt said. „If you‟re joining a 

monastery or whatever, you‟d better make this drink really count then! 
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Pick anything you want, spare no expense – except I don‟t think I can 

afford the Champagne. Can you believe the price of the Moet!!‟ 

 „Don‟t worry, I won‟t order that. Anyway, I‟m paying. You paid for 

the movie.‟ 

 „Yeah, but that was part of the deal. You insisted on doing the 

language thing for nothing.‟ 

 „Well, I‟m insisting on paying for this.‟ 

 „You can‟t do that!‟ 

 „Why not?‟ She flicked her hair defiantly. 

 „This is Seoul, I‟m the man, I get to decide.‟ 

 Kristy‟s teeth flashed, green lights reflected in her eyes. 

 „Okay,‟ she grinned. „But your birthday‟s in October, right?‟ 

 „Yeah, so …‟ 

 „So I was born in August. August 15, 1977.‟ 

 „‟77!‟ 

 „Ya, you‟re the same aren‟t you?‟ 

 „I was born in ‟78! You‟re fourteen months older, so you can pay for 

the drinks. I‟ll have a bottle of Moet thanks!‟ 

 „Oh Matt!,‟ she laughed, then whispered, „Quick, he‟s coming back. 

We‟ve got to decide.‟ 

  

They sat chatting about the film, the sadness of the young musician 

character, the idea of Han, and finally the complexity of Korean society. 

 „I mean,‟ Kristy continued, „How is it, that in a society where so 

many people are practising Buddhists, that there is the constant theme of 

unrequited love, unfulfilled dreams. Buddhism is supposed to eliminate 

those feelings. It‟s almost as if you have nothing to regret, you can‟t be 

Korean. You have to be sad.‟ 

 „Either sad, or blind drunk!‟ 

 „Oh, that‟s just a cover-up, don‟t you think? It‟s the same in Canada, 

I mean the drinking, not the sadness. Isn‟t Australia the same?‟ 

 „Yeah, I guess. Binge drinking is huge amongst teenagers for sure. 

And at uni,  for some dudes the whole weekend is a write-off. A bit like 

here really. Except here, it doesn‟t need to be the weekend.‟ 

 „Not to mention the salary men.‟ 
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 „Yeah – how come they‟re into that too?‟ 

 „I guess mostly it‟s obligation again. If the boss, y‟know your senior 

says, “Come for a drink,” you can‟t really refuse.‟ 

 Matt thought about the times, TK had asked him to join him for a 

drink and Matt had politely refused. He wondered how much offence he 

might have caused, as they crossed the road and headed back towards 

Kristy‟s bus stop.  

 She paused before they had quite reached the metal sign, her blonde 

hair glowing in the light.  

 „I really enjoyed that,‟ she smiled. 

 Matt held out his hand. 

 „Thanks that was fun, y‟know, not just the lesson –„ 

 She took his hand and then quickly leaned forward, he felt her hand 

on his shoulder, as her lips brushed his cheek.  

 „Yes, it was great. Give me a call.‟ 

 He kept thinking about that whole thing. Was it just that she was 

Canadian? The kiss thing, or was there something more to it than that? She 

didn‟t have to volunteer to tutor him, that was her idea too. And when he 

suggested the film, she‟d jumped right at it, like she was expecting it.  

Maybe he‟d just got so used to Mina that now he had to adjust again 

to westerners. She obviously wanted to see him again, otherwise why did 

she ask him twice about whether he had her phone number. And at the end 

the „call me.‟  

It was a definite. She wanted to see him again. She wanted him?  

No, she wanted a friend, she‟d said that. She didn‟t want a lover, so 

he needed to forget that.  

Why would she want him? With her looks, she could choose 

hundreds of guys. A few thousand Koreans for starters.  

And if she wanted a foreigner, there was always the English 

teachers and the GIs. She didn‟t like Americans? No, she just didn‟t like 

being mistaken for American, but she said she got sick of guys trying to 

proposition her.  

So if he rang her up and asked her out, would she say yes again? He 

should leave it for a week or more, so as not to appear too eager. But then 

she might meet someone else in the meantime? She was obviously keen to 
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have a foreign friend. And she‟d never met an Aussie. And he‟d never 

really talked much with a Canadian.  

They could talk about snowboarding and stuff, maybe go up to the 

mountains one weekend in a month‟s time, after the first few good dumps 

had put down a base. He could phone her and ask if she wanted to go 

snowboarding – or skiing, she said she skied. He wouldn‟t mind skiing 

instead, if it was with her.  

Or maybe they could do one day of each. She‟d grown up with the 

snow, so she‟d learn fast. He‟d call her and see how she felt about it. Was it 

too late to call her? Yeah, it was late.  

Tomorrow morning.  

Or maybe a couple of days. He‟d call her the day after tomorrow.  

But she had further to go than him. She wouldn‟t be asleep yet. He 

could text her, then if she was asleep, she‟d get it in the morning. 

 Hi Kristi, 

 2nyt was fun. r u asleep? 

He sent it and moments later his phone rang. 

 „Hello?‟ 

 „Matt?‟  

 „Yep.‟ 

 „What‟s wrong?‟ 

 „I‟m sorry – I shouldn‟t have –„ 

 „No, it‟s fine. Are you okay?‟ 

 „Oh nothing. Really, you said to call and … but it‟s late. I‟m sorry, it 

was stupid –„ 

 „It‟s okay, I wasn‟t asleep.‟ 

 „You weren‟t?‟ 

 „No, I was just –„ 

 „I woke you up, I‟m sorry, look, I‟ll call in the –„ 

 „Matt, honestly, I wasn‟t sleepy. I was just thinking about things.‟ 

 „What kinds of things?‟ 

 „Oh I don‟t know – just the trivial items, like what on earth am I 

doing here, whether I‟ve made the right choices in life. That kind of thing,‟ 

she sighed. „How about you?‟ 
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 „Me? Oh, well, actually, I was thinking about snowboarding. You 

and me going up to the mountains for a weekend. We could ski if you don‟t 

like boarding.‟ 

 „Really? Well, I was thinking about us doing things together too.‟ 

 „You were?‟ 

 „Sure, I was just resting on the sofa, I was thinking about you and 

me too.‟ 

 „What were you thinking about?‟ 

 „Just how well we seemed to communicate.‟ 

 „Yeah, me too. As long as we were talking English and not Korean!‟ 

 Kristy laughed. „Your Korean is okay. You‟ll improve. It‟s not the 

easiest language you know.‟ 

 „Yeah.‟ 

There was a pause. Matt could hear her soft breath on the mouth piece. He 

could visualise the shape of her lips. 

 „Were you thinking about other things as well – I mean about us?‟ 

Kristy asked.  

 „I thought, I think that you and me, we could be really good friends. 

I mean maybe –„ 

 „Yeah,‟ She sighed. „Good friends. I agree.‟ 

They paused again. This time Matt broke the silence. 

 „Hey, would you like to go out tomorrow night?‟ 

 „Oh, okay. Yes!‟ She stopped suddenly. „Tomorrow‟s Thursday, 

right? I have another – I‟m tutoring English to this guy, but we should be 

done by 9 o‟clock. 9.15 at the latest. Is that too late for you?‟ 

 „No, that‟s fine. Work is kind of more settled now. So that‟s no 

problem. I could always sleep on my desk like Nam Jin, one of my 

workmates, sometimes does.‟ 

 „Okay,‟ she giggled, „so where shall we meet?‟ 
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They should have stopped with the meal. It should have been enough to 

just to have her friendship and the possibility of romance later. He should 

have just enjoyed the way she did the Korean thing and insisted on serving 

his drink. Sharing the meat from the hotplate and her being impressed by 

his chopstick dexterity. It had all been so easy, so comfortable, like going 

out with a mate, only different. He couldn‟t ignore her body, her femininity. 

Not with that white shirt she wore and the flash of lace near her open 

button. The way the tiny gold bracelet slid up and down her wrist.  

 He shouldn‟t have invited her back to his place. He didn‟t need to 

mention about the print-outs of the villa plans. „Come up and see my 

sketches …‟ They joked about the line, but she agreed straight away, as if 

she hoping he would invite her. And when he took her hand so they kept 

together in the crowded crush up the subway exit, she was the one who 

held on, along the footpath, until they reached the crosswalk. The confident 

way she entered his room. 

 „Oh this is so great!‟  

The way she moved straight to his photo of Hara‟s building on the 

wall and curve on the Benulli number vase. After he explained a little about 

the plans, they sat and listened to Bic Runga and some Yo Yo Ma. They 

worked their way through the bottle, chatting about her flute playing, his 

guitar, old cars, skiing in the Rockies.  Gradually, as things mellowed 

out, both of them said less and less, but each time he looked at her, she was 

smiling. Everything, not just the conversation, everything was relaxed. 

Instead of negotiating and prodding and trying so hard to push things 

along, with Kristy everything was smooth. When he offered her the last of 

the wine, and it was she who touched his hand. If he hadn‟t leant forward, 

if her arm hadn‟t come around his waist, he could have stopped at that, 

instead of kissing her. 

 Suddenly they were hugging, touching, desperate for each other. It 

was just like that first moment of surfing, when suddenly you‟re standing, 

riding for the first time and for a second, the whole thing, all that 

struggling through the white water, the fear as you push down the face of 

the wave, every single thing suddenly slides together, the stars and the 

atoms align, like this is what life is meant to be. The exhilaration, the 

ecstasy of the moment, sheer bliss! Kristy seemed so right, so natural. The 
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fit of her body over his, the strawberry scent of her hair, the curve of her 

hips when he awoke so early with their legs entwined and her head on his 

shoulder, before they made love again.  

  So why did she leave without a word?  

 It wasn‟t going to be like Mina again, surely! Or Lisa. He couldn‟t 

go through all that again! What made him think it wasn‟t just a one 

nighter? The way she‟d almost fled in the morning, it was as though she 

had thought it all a big mistake.  

When he saw his fine liner and a notepad had been moved from the 

bench onto his desk, he thought she‟d left a note, but alongside one of his 

sketches she‟d only jotted: I like this very much and her phone number which 

he already had, two crosses and her initial K. No “Thank you!” or “Wow, 

we‟ve got to do that again!” or even just a plain, simple, “Give me a call.”  

Just her number and nothing else.  

Was it so trivial for her? Did she just need a shagging pal or 

something? If that was all he was, why bother with all that stuff about 

Buddhism and everything? Was it just sounding him out, making sure his 

genes and hers were matched or what? It‟s meant to be different for women. 

It‟s not meant to be just the body thing with them, like it‟s supposed to be 

with guys. They‟re meant to need all the other attachment stuff, to feel re-

assured that the guy is somehow matched.  

Maybe she was one of the truly liberated. Wham, bang, thank you 

man.  

No. No, she wasn‟t like some pick-up at a bar. He was sure it meant 

more than that, but why hadn‟t she phoned him? 

 It was all such a mess. He shouldn‟t have gotten mixed up with her. 

They should have just kept it as friends. Less complications.  She was just 

one more complication he didn‟t need.  Just when things at the studio 

seemed to be settling down, now he was wallowing in all this personal shit. 

He couldn‟t take falling for someone and then the whole thing crashing and 

burning again. Five days and she hadn‟t called him. Was she playing 

games, trying hard to get? Surely she wasn‟t playing the other night. It 

seemed near perfect, but he should have known.  

 Well, he wasn‟t going to beg her. He didn‟t need her that badly. He 

didn‟t need to be in love. It wasn‟t worth the pain. The sex had been great, 
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but he could find someone else. There was always the other websites, with 

chicks looking for foreigners. He could survive without her! 

  

  

 

40    

 

Can anything that felt so honest, clean and beautiful be wrong? It was 

innate, so basic, for a few moments, it brought me back to the worst thing 

about being human. Just the physical, a primal no brain, no psyche, 

instinctive animal. Oh, but I was sailing, soaring, floating on wave after 

wave after wave of ecstasy. 

 Why hasn‟t he called? I was too eager, he must have known that. I 

gave myself too easily to him. We should have waited longer before we 

ever went to bed! It was so stupid, especially here, where women are so 

much more restrained. He‟d just broken up for God‟s sakes! He said he was 

„walking wounded.‟ Why didn‟t I read the signs? Now I‟ve ruined our 

chances for a friendship. I am so stupid! Damn sex!  

 Damn beautiful, glorious sex! His strong arms and the wide stretch 

of his shoulders and back. The way he cradled my breasts, licking, kissing, 

caressing and his big beautiful filling me cock. The moaning when I 

pressed against his hands and rode down on him. The treble clef of him 

about me as he slept. I wanted him to stay like that - to be there every night, 

feeling his steady breath on my neck, breathing in the scent of his skin. 

 I could have stopped it, it didn‟t need to go that way. I was just so 

thirsty for him, for his body. I just wanted to show him we‟re not all like 

Mina or Lisa. I‟m not another disaster for him.  

 But he hasn‟t phoned.  

 Was it just sex? Perhaps it wasn‟t right for him – no, no that‟s crazy.

 „That‟s the most wonderful thing that‟s happened to me all year, 

„ he‟d said afterwards. „You‟re so beautiful!‟   

 And yet, what‟s with his relayed message, „Say Hello to Kristy for 

me‟? I mean he‟s got my number, why didn‟t he just call me or text, instead 

of using Su Yeon as a postal service! I don‟t know what‟s going on. Su Yeon 

said he looked sad, maybe a little angry. 
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   It‟s been six days. I should just phone him and find out what the 

deal is. This pouncing on my phone each time it rings is just crazy. And my 

lecturers are becoming peeved. I don‟t think for a moment that Professor 

Kim believed the story I gave her about a sick relative. 

 If only it were clearer for me. How could something so natural be so 

wrong?  

 Is it the same as our diet? Keeping ourselves pure? Eating of meat is 

frowned upon in the west, but quite okay for Buddhists here. And for some 

Christians and Buddhists, sex is such a hang-up, but for other Buddhists, 

it‟s no big deal. One of the five precepts and I fell down so badly. I could 

pretend it was compassion – comforting him after what he‟d been through, 

but I would be lying.  

 It wasn‟t for him, it was me, the big “I” getting in the way of 

everything I‟ve been trying to accomplish for these last two years. Finding 

the space where I can truly know peace. And now I‟m surrounded by pain 

and desire and wanting. It‟s all so wrong, so unnecessary. I can‟t set myself 

free and I don‟t want to set him free. I can‟t believe Matt would be that 

callous. I‟ve imprisoned myself and him as well.  

 I‟ve got to call him. 
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Matt checked his watch. Kristy was late, very late. They‟d agreed the 

second exit at Hongik Station, they were going to find a good restaurant 

and then, have a drink somewhere afterwards. She was now thirty five 

minutes late! He‟d arrived a few minutes early, that‟s true, but she had said 

9.45pm.  

 Maybe there had been a train delay or something? He‟d never heard 

of it happening before, but there had to be a first time. But then, why 

hadn‟t she phoned or messaged him? The phones worked in the subway, 

they seemed to work everywhere. Did he get the days mixed up? No, she 

had definitely said tomorrow, Thursday, because she had to take her last 

lesson with that Korean guy. He‟d offered to meet her wherever her lesson 
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was, but she said she‟d rather come over to Hongik because there was a 

better choice of places to eat. And he didn‟t argue. He was hoping that 

they‟d end up back at his place again! 

 Matt buttoned up his jacket, turned up his collar, wrenched his 

beanie out of his coat pocket, and pulled it over the top of his ears. So much 

for the time he‟d spent carefully styling his hair! He hadn‟t counted on 

waiting this long, or it being this cold in the subway underpass. He wished 

he‟d brought his scarf with him, as he jammed his hands deeper into his 

coat pocket.  

 He wondered what she‟d be wearing. Yesterday, he‟d ended up in 

the women‟s clothing in the Hyundai store and wanted so much to splash 

out and buy her something. She would look stunning in one of those fake 

fur jackets. It‟s strange how all that time he‟d gone out with Mina, and he‟d 

never thought of buying her clothes. She always seemed to be so well 

groomed, he guessed he‟d felt intimidated. He had bought her earrings 

though, from that little backstreet not far from Tapgol Park. But she‟d only 

worn them once, and then went back to her other stuff. He could buy 

Kristy a small pendant, or maybe a little watch. A sports watch for skiing? 

He could buy her a watch.  

 He tried calling her again. The same message in Korean. 

 Her phone was off or out of reach. It didn‟t make sense. Nowhere 

was out of reach in Seoul, and why would she have it switched off? Her 

battery must have carked it. It was the only explanation.  

 He‟d go upstairs again, on the off chance, their wires had been 

crossed and she was waiting at street level. Mounting the steps for the 

fourth time, he already knew she wouldn‟t be there. They‟d agreed on the 

ticket machine level, in case it was raining.  

 Anyway, she could have borrowed someone else‟s phone to let him 

know what was happening. Or use a payphone. It wasn‟t that difficult. 

And if she were still with her student, it would be so easy. He would 

certainly have a mobile. Obviously, she wasn‟t with her student, or she 

would have done that. Unless - ?  

 No, that was not a possibility. She wouldn‟t be with another guy.  

 He looked about. The two guys who had been waiting before had 

left. Either their dates had arrived, or they‟d given up. There were two 
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school girls chatting and one other foreigner, a small and weedy beast, 

texting somebody. Everyone else was on the move, as the icy wind knifed 

through his jacket. 

 

„Yobosoyo?‟ 

„Su Yeon?‟ 

„Né –„ 

„Su Yeon, hi, it‟s Matt here, Matt Walters.‟ 

 „Oh hi Matt, how are you?‟ 

 „Yeah, I‟m okay, but I‟m wondering if you‟ve heard from Kristy 

tonight at all? We were supposed to meet. She‟s over an hour late and I 

wondered if by any chance, you might –„ 

 „Kristy is late?‟ 

 „Yeah, we were supposed to be meeting at Hongik and going out.‟ 

 „Oh! Good for you!‟ 

 „Yeah, but she hasn‟t showed up. I can‟t seem to get her on her 

handphone and I just wondered if you might have heard from her or 

something?‟ 

 „Oh, okay. No, I haven‟t spoken to her today. Did you try her at 

home? Did you call Ludmila?‟ 

 „No, I didn‟t think of that. I don‟t have Ludmila‟s number. Do you 

happen to have it?‟ 

 „Yeah, I think so. I‟ll try. Hang up. I‟ll call you back.‟ 

 „Yeah, okay, if you‟re sure –„ 

 „It‟s no problem. Where are you now?‟ 

 „I‟m at Hongik, at the subway, exit 2.‟ 

 „I‟ll call you back.‟ 

  

Matt stamped his feet and blew into his right hand. This was ridiculous. 

He‟d waited an hour and fifteen minutes. It was like that time with Lisa. 

They had arranged to meet outside The Moon in Northbridge. She was fifty 

minutes late, and after having two drinks he went outside to check again. 

She was there at the corner, thirty metres away, kissing that other guy 

goodbye on the cheek. It was two weeks before they split up. 
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 He should have just gone home, back to his apartment, or gone to 

the pub. Leave it up to Kristy to find him. He‟d been on time. He checked 

his watch again. Six minutes since Su Yeon had hung up. She must have 

had time by now. She hadn‟t bothered to call back. Typical!  

 He strode up the steps and out onto the footpath, quickly scanning 

each direction for blonde hair, without slowing his pace. He was seventy 

metres from the subway entrance when his mobile buzzed.  

 „Hello?‟ 

 „Matt?‟ 

 „Yeah.‟ 

 „It‟s Su Yeon. I tried for you. Kristy‟s phone isn‟t answering. Maybe 

her battery has run out. Ludmila said she wouldn‟t be home until late. So 

maybe she‟s just gone for a drink somewhere. Maybe with her student? It‟s 

not unusual. I‟m sure she will contact you soon.‟ 

 „Yeah. Okay, thanks Su Yeon.‟ 

 She started to say something else, but Matt had already hung up.  

 He stopped suddenly in the middle of the footpath. A couple 

behind bumped into him, without comment. There was a large truck 

lumbering down the hill, a shadow in the glare of neons shielding a black 

void in front of it. Matt hurled his phone onto the road.  

 There was a single blue spark which flashed like a dying star before 

the truck tyre hit, crushing and splintering his mobile phone into just 

another innocuous piece of plastic and metal rubbish.  
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From the outside, it had looked traditional Korean, with wooden shingled 

roof and timber entrance, but inside it was obvious that the management 

was aiming at attracting couples, judging by the table layout. It was dark, 

almost gloomy with small circular candle-lit tables for two, and just a few 

larger rectangle settings for groups – all at one end of the building. Kristy 

should have guessed from the name, flashing incongruously on the big 
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neon, Roma Romancer Restaurant. That would explain the striped red and 

white gondolieri shirts of the waiters, the green tablecloths and napkins.  

 She couldn‟t see Mr Yi – it was difficult in the dim light, but he 

didn‟t appear to have arrived. 

 „Table for one?‟ the waiter asked. His hair was slicked back and if 

he‟d been sporting a little post-noon stubble, one could almost imagine him 

on La Piazza del San Marco. 

 „Do you have a reservation for Mr  Yi?‟ Kristy asked. 

 „Reservation!‟ He was surprised she could speak Korean. „Ah, for 

Yi? Just a moment please.‟ He checked the computer. „Yes, this way please, 

Miss.‟ 

 She had thought of declining when Mr Yi suggested the restaurant, 

but then, it sounded like an innocent enough idea. A longer lesson, more 

money and a free meal. And when he suggested that she wouldn‟t need to 

wear jeans, she guessed it might be a little more classy than the usual 

places in Sinch‟on. Now she was having second thoughts again, looking 

around at the various couples who so far, were the only people in the place. 

If it was a venue designed for private liaisons, it was well located, with 

plenty of motels up the alleyways off the main road from the subway. 

Close to everything, but it was a little tricky to find, snuggled in as it was 

under a motorway exit or on ramp.  

 After what Mr Yi had told her on their third lesson a month ago, 

about his wife leaving and her wanting a divorce, Kristy was wondering 

whether he might have the wrong intentions. She considered walking out, 

but then it had been so long since she‟d had some real pasta, and there was 

the re-assuring aroma from the pizza oven, and waft of garlic and olive oil, 

even if the candles were little light bulbs.  

 When the waiter returned to pour a glass of water, he showed her 

the menu was printed on both sides, English and Korean, but left the 

Korean side upright, so Kristy decided that she would stay and at least try 

the food. After all to empty oneself, one needed to know the sensation of 

fullness, sometimes.  The couple across from her were already into the 

mood of the place, gazing across the candle light into each other‟s eyes. 

Anyway, if Mr Yi tried anything silly, it would be easy to leave. He 

wouldn‟t make a scene somewhere so public, she was sure of it.     
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 Mr Yi arrived moments later, puffing and apologising, wiping his 

sweaty brow with a small tissue.  

 „Sorry, sorry, Miss Andersen. Big traffic blockage and I can not find 

car place. Long walk. Very long walk. So sorry.‟ 

 Kristy re-assured him that she didn‟t mind, and after ordering, she 

helped him again trying to work on a few tense shifts. She felt determined 

to give him value for money, especially since he had ordered a bottle of 

wine. Sooo expensive! She hadn‟t sat down at a table setting this fine since 

she was a guest at the Consulate dinner last year. 

 They went through a few different pieces – she‟d brought along the 

English guide from The Herald as well, not wanting to bring heavy books to 

the restaurant. The food seemed to be a long time coming, but no-one about 

them seemed at all bothered. The couple opposite were now holding hands 

across the table, and Kristy was thinking how lovely it would have been to 

have shared this place with someone like Matt.  

 They were into their second glass of wine (she remembered to pour 

for Mr Yi), when the square slices of garlic bread arrived and Mr Yi leaned 

forward and made his intentions confusingly clear. 

 „I love your eyes, Miss Andersen. They are azure like ocean.‟ 

 „Oh, that‟s very kind. “Azure” is a fine word –„ 

 Mr Yi was working on memory and ignored her interruption. Across at the 

other table, the young woman had her shoe off under the table and her 

stockinged foot was caressing the inside of her boyfriend‟s trouser leg.  

 „I like the curving of your body. Not skinny like Korean girls. 

Plump like juicy hen.‟ 

 „Oh!‟ 

 „You_can_ marry_me. Anio!  Can_you_marry_me?‟ He leaned 

across to grab her hand, and Kristy sat upright, with her hands on her lap. 

He sat back and reached into his suit-coat pocket and produced a tiny 

velvet–covered box. 

 „Can you –„ 

 „Pasta piscatore!‟ announced the waiter, landing a huge plate of 

steaming tagliatore in front of Kristy. The waiter then swung the pizza in 

front of Mr Yi who was still shunting the little box across towards Kristy‟s 
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pasta. It was catching a little on the linen tablecloth when the world 

exploded. 

 A splitting flash. Sparks, screams and black lines falling. Burning 

hand. Half the restaurant gone.  

 Kristy was down, thinking the tiled floor had been so clean and 

shiny flashing pink, purple, pink. Mr Yi was pulling on her arm and waist, 

when suddenly there was screaming metal.  

 A motor roaring, something fizzing and clicking, clicking. Shrieking 

voices. People pushing, running. Tripping. Concrete and timber and straw. 

The green exit sign and Mr Yi urged her away, pulling her this direction, 

pushing her that way.  

 But Kristy stood still, resisting. There was a hand. Fingers moving, 

when Kristy was on the floor. There was a strange smell of herbs, and 

burning and blood. She had seen the delicate silver bangle on the young 

woman‟s wrist. Kristy was down crawling across concrete blocks and a 

splintered piece of wood.  

 Someone had blown out the candles. So hard to see but, each time 

the moon flashed pink, she could see the woman‟s hand. Beyond the 

roaring motor, Kristy could hear her screams. She touched the fingers and 

they grasped her with a cry. Their pain was joined and with her other hand 

Kristy started to pull the rubble away.  

 Then Mr Yi was there, leaning his back against a flat piece of metal, 

shouting instructions. There was blood on the sleeve of the woman‟s dress. 

There was a circle of metal  hiding her face. Her arm was moving freely 

now. Mr Yi had a piece of wood, lifting, levering, yelling as it began to 

snow.   

 Another man joined Yi, and together they hauled themselves 

upright to free the young woman. Climbing towards Kristy across 

crumbled concrete, she was crying, calling someone‟s name. The same 

name, over and over. Men appeared out of the gloom like purple ghosts. 

Andong priest dancers coating everything with squirting snow. Mr Yi was 

tying a napkin around the red ooze of the woman‟s damp sleeve, trying to 

drag her towards the gaping exit. A siren approached louder, louder, closer.  

 The woman wouldn‟t go.  
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 „Opba!‟ she sobbed again and pointed at the centre of the rubble. Mr 

Yi was shouting again. Something about chairs. Kristy was down on the 

bricks again crawling across to where she had found the woman, pulling at 

the bricks. Suddenly there were two more hands. Mr Yi digging, shifting. 

The timber had been propped up with a broken table and chairs. Together 

they eased out a piece of splintered timber, and there was a sock. A man‟s 

foot. Kristy peeled back the sock and felt for a pulse. Now the motor had 

stopped, there was bright light. She could see orange-tinged straw and the 

man‟s pale skin. She felt his ankle and the pouch of skin closer to his heel. 

She heard his strong pulse through her fingers.  

 „He‟s alive. HE‟S ALIVE!‟ she shouted and the girl, covered now in 

fire extinguisher foam, dropped to her feet and sobbed as a fireman 

dragged her back towards the bright light. 

  Kristy tried to pry away another brick, but there was a strong hand 

pulling her backwards. Someone had her around her waist. A fireman was 

yelling, hauling her across the rubble. The girl leaned back against her 

fireman, pleading as she was carried towards the oblong of light. Mr Yi was 

next to Kristy again. He had a strong grip on her arm, and together they 

ducked under the doorframe out into the broken night.  

 Dazzling white washed over them. A woman in a business suit 

stepped towards the girl and the fireman. Kristy turned to avoid the glare.  

 There was the vehicle, some kind of small van half-buried in the 

restaurant‟s collapsed roof. Suspended in the throbbing air above it, the 

twisted safety rail from the overhead freeway ramp hung like a silver hair 

ribbon.  

 A microphone was pushed at Kristy‟s face. Mr Yi snarled and 

pushed the reporter aside, hurrying Kristy towards the open ambulance 

door, placing his coat over her shoulders.  

 The young woman was already on the stretcher, being asked to lie 

down as Kristy was helped up into disinfected shelter of the ambulance. 

Mr Yi and the nurse argued briefly, then frowning he waved to Kristy, as 

the big door closed. The nurse examined the woman‟s cut arm. 

 The door swung open and another stretcher clacked and rolled in. A 

woman moaning, as the doctor handed the drip bag to the nurse and the 

door whacked shut. 
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 The ambulance rocked into motion as the siren wailed above them. 

The first patient asked Kristy something which she didn‟t understand. The 

nurse responded, reaching into the folds of her uniform, she uncovered her 

cellphone. 

 „What number?‟  

 Soon she was dialling and talking. Calmly, quietly giving the name 

of the hospital. She said something else to the girl, then turned to check the 

other patient‟s pulse. The young woman‟s hand was near Kristy‟s. Kristy 

took hold of it gently, unsure of whether it was more to comfort the injured 

woman or herself.   

 They seemed to be speeding very fast, but it was hard to know, 

there were no windows to the outside world. Kristy felt about to vomit, but 

there was no bag or container. She slowed her breathing, trying to calm the 

urge.   

 „We‟ll soon be there,‟ she said. 

 „Mwot?‟ the nurse asked.  

 Then Kristy realised she‟d said it aloud in English. The nurse put 

her fingers to Kristy‟s forehead, before she checked other patient‟s pulse 

again. 

 Suddenly they were slowing and spiralling, swaying. Kristy felt 

nauseous again, but soon the ambulance was stable again and slowing. 

There was less light coming from the drivers‟ cabin. A green light near the 

door blinked on, and the nurse unclicked her seatbelt.  

 Kristy started to move, but the nurse motioned for her to remain 

seated. She‟d already unclicked two clips on the stretcher when the 

ambulance stopped and the back door swung open. The moaning patient 

was rolled out and away into the blue light of the hospital before Kristy 

could stand, half-bent trying to stay out of the way of the nurse as an 

orderly wheeled out the young woman in one fluid movement.  

 The nurse motioned her forward to accompany the orderly with the 

other patient and soon they were squeaking and padding down the bright-

lit corridors to a reception area.  
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Kristy wasn‟t sure how long she had sat waiting, and watching while the 

young woman was admitted, tagged, examined and wheeled towards a 

ward, when the registrar turned her attention to Kristy.    

 „Hello, I‟m Doctor Choi. She‟s going to have an x-ray soon, but I 

think it‟s not too serious,‟ the doctor‟s English was tinged with a mid-west 

accent. „She was lucky,‟ she smiled, „lucky to have a good friend like you.‟ 

 „Oh, we‟re not friends. We were just in the restaurant when it 

happened.‟ 

 „You‟re not her friend?‟ Suddenly her eyes swung over Kristy. 

 „No, not really. She was under some of the … I helped her get out. I 

just came in the ambulance.‟ 

 „So, you were there when it happened! You came in the ambulance? 

You‟re a patient!‟ 

 „Well –„ 

 „Has anyone examined you? Have you been admitted?‟ She noticed 

Kristy‟s torn stocking, her scuffed shoes. 

 Kristy shook her head. 

 „Oh God! They‟re so -!‟ She let go a string of Korean curses and then 

called for the nurse. „Please come with me. This is terrible. Terrible! I‟m so 

sorry.‟ 

 Fortunately, the doctor examined Kristy before the formalities of 

admission. She asked the usual questions to check for concussion, insisted 

on dressing a deep scratch on her leg and put some cream on her burnt left 

hand, and declared her fit to leave, once she‟d finished the tea the nurse 

had been ordered to bring for her.  

 The burn was a mystery. Thankfully there hadn‟t been a fire, so 

perhaps it was a pasta burn. It was only as the doctor had asked Kristy to 

take off her jacket, that Kristy wondered what had happened to Mr Yi, and 

suddenly remembered her date with Matt! 

 Stepping out into the bright corridor again, she felt more than a 

little dazed. Perhaps she should have waited longer, rested a little on the 

hard bed. She was wondering which way to go to find a cab, when 

suddenly Mr Yi stepped forward, holding her purse. He looked tired and 

strangely smaller without his suit coat and tie. One trouser leg was torn 

and dirty, but he was grinning. 
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 „You are well?‟ he shook her good hand vigorously.  

 „Yes, thank you. I‟m fine.‟ Momentarily she had the urge to hug him, 

but he‟d let go her hand and she just nodded and smiled. 

 „You have injury?‟ He indicated her leg. 

 „Oh, it‟s just a scratch,‟ then she switched to Korean. „It‟s nothing, 

but I need to buy new stockings.‟ 

 „So everything is okay, Miss Andersen?‟ 

 „Yes, thank you Mr Yi, everything is fine.‟ 

 „No other injury?‟ 

 „I burnt my hand,‟ she said, raising her left arm and switching back 

to English, „Perhaps on the pasta. It‟s sore. I think I put it on my dinner 

plate.‟ 

 „You hungry?‟ 

 „No, no, not now. I‟m very tired, I think I need to rest.‟ 

 „Oh yes, I understand. Please come – my car.‟ He pointed, and took 

her arm as the auto doors fooshed open and they stepped out into the 

twinkling night. 

 In the car, both of them were quiet. Kristy tried Matt‟s mobile 

number, but there was no response. She leant back against the head 

restraint and closed her eyes.  

 Mr Yi had to nudge her awake once they‟d passed Yondae, so that 

she could find her street. When they reached the apartment he turned off 

the engine and took off his seatbelt. She thought he was about to come 

around and open her door, but he just sat there staring. 

 „Miss Andersen –„ 

 „Please, Mr Yi, I think it‟s time, after what we‟ve been through, I 

think we should adopt the Western way. People who are friends use first 

names, not family names. Please call me by my first name, Kristy.‟ 

 „First name, Kirsty?‟ 

 „Kr-ris-ty.‟ 

 „Kristy?‟ 

 „Yes, that‟s right.‟ 

His teeth flashed in the glow of the streetlight. 

 „My name, close name,‟ He jabbed his thumb towards his chest. 

„Min Kyu.‟  
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 „Min Koo?‟ 

 „Min Kyu!‟ He scribbled a Hanja character in the air. 

 „Min Kyu?‟ 

 „Né, correct!‟ 

 „Kristee, I can marry –„ 

 „Mr Yi, Min Kyu,‟ she paused, „Min Kyu, I am very honoured that 

you would want to marry me, but I can‟t –„ She began shaking her head. 

 „Anio. Anio, please don‟t give answer now. Now, too danger. 

Tonight too much problem. Please think over. You have ring?‟ His 

eyebrows curved, and he patted the side of his shirt. 

 „Sorry?‟ 

 „My coat –„  he pointed towards the pocket in the jacket she was 

wearing. 

 „Oh! Oh, I‟m so sorry. I should have –„ She began to take off his coat, 

but he objected. 

 „You keep, you keep. Please check ring.„ 

 She felt in the pocket and took out the little box. It appeared as flash 

and new as it had been hours earlier. She tried to return it to him, but he 

refused to take it back. 

 „Please keep, when you have rest, look. When you wake, please look. 

I will call you. Now, you go to sleep!‟ And before she could do anything 

else, he jumped out of the car and was holding her door open. 
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As Mr Yoon, Mr Park‟s brother-in-law, accelerated onto the freeway, Matt 

wondered again about accepting the invitation. He had agreed straight 

away, assuming it was going to be a work party. Then he learnt James had 

not been invited, nor was Han-taeli going or Ji Young or Euna. Mr Park had 

been particularly insistent, and Matt felt he couldn‟t refuse without being 

rude, and of course saying yes, and later reneguing would have been even 

worse.  
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 The thought of spending the next seven months of his contract just 

colouring or being the coffee boy didn‟t have any appeal at all. He wanted 

at least one more big project – despite how the best features of the No villas 

had been emasculated. So there he was sitting in the death seat with Mr 

Park‟s brother-in-law driving. The chances of meaningful conversation 

were definitely zilch since Mr Yoon‟s English was fractionally less basic 

than Matt‟s Korean.  

 „Music you like?‟ Yoon asked, inching way too close behind a 

Hyundai truck.   

 „Yeah, sure.‟ 

 Yoon hit a button on the steering wheel and they were suddenly 

surrounded by some kind of bass beat. 

 „You like?‟ 

 Matt would have liked anything that made Yoon watch the road 

instead of trying for eye to eye contact at 100kms/hr.  

 „Yeah, it‟s - ‟ 

 Red brake lights blazed in front.  

 „SHIT!‟ Matt slammed his foot into the floor mat as the truck‟s rear 

end seemed about to explode through the windscreen. The seat belt bit into 

Matt‟s shoulder, Yoon swore and then pulled back to a less suicidal tailing 

position. The bass-beat continued to rattle the rear speakers. 

 „Damn truck!‟ 

 Yoon gesticulated, tooting his horn and cursed some more. 

Gradually the truck eased past a slower moving car and then pulled into 

the right hand lane, so that Yoon could plant his foot and charge on by with 

a scowl and a few more words to the truckie. 

 „Maybe something quieter might be better?‟ Matt yelled above the 

din. 

  „What?‟ Yoon shouted. 

 „Some different music?‟ 

 „You like music?‟ 

 „Is there other music?‟ 

 „Oh!‟ He flipped a button and a classical orchestra surrounded 

them.  

 „Softer?‟ 
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 Yoon frowned, as he swerved around a red sports coupe that was 

making its own lane somewhere in the middle of the two inner lanes. 

 Matt checked the dash, found the volume and reduced it to 

something more reasonable. 

 „Ah – yes good, good.‟ Mr Yoon nodded seeming to have not 

realised that such technology existed. Perhaps Yoon wasn‟t just trying to 

show how loud the speakers could be. Maybe he thought that Matt, being 

younger, wanted to have it that loud to begin with. Maybe Yoon had kids 

the same age as Matt? It was time to risk some Korean. 

 „A-dul issoyo?‟ Matt asked.   

 „Anio. Ttal set issoyo.‟  

 „Three daughters!‟ 

 „Né – tree dotta!‟  

 „Great!‟ 

 „Fast dotta sixty year old.‟ 

 Matt checked Yoon‟s face again. Nope, he couldn‟t mean that. 

 „Secand dotta thirty year old.‟ 

 „Thud dotta twenty year old.‟ 

 „Ah, sixteen, thirteen and twelve?‟ 

 „Yeah twelve, that‟s right! Sixty, thirty and twelve.‟ 

 „Oh, so they all go to high school?‟ 

 „Yé, yé, high school. Study hard, go to college.‟ 

 „Right.‟ 

 Is that all this country cared about? University education. Seoul 

National, Korea National? Entry to the first, the second, the fifteenth 

university in the country? Still, at least it was a refreshing change from the 

„economy‟ or „terrorism and the economy‟ or „cricket and the economy.‟ He 

sure didn‟t miss all that stuff. It was refreshing to live in a country where 

the Deputy Prime Minister was the Minister for Education.   

 Now that the quieter music was on, Yoon‟s driving seemed to have 

settled down a little, and thankfully neither of them felt obliged to try and 

struggle on with flailed English or corrupted Korean.  

 JESUS LOVES YOU!  proclaimed the huge billboard next to the 

freeway. In English! Did the local Christians think that foreigners were 

particularly in need of saving? Perhaps they realised that they were the 
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ones feeling most unloved in this place. Or was it just trendy marketing, 

like the Starbucks and McDonald‟s signs in English? At least it was better 

than the Marlborough Man. Now there was a guaranteed faster trip to 

eternity. 

 Another satellite suburb came into view. The same rectangular 

verticals. Twenty five storeys with a sloping roof and lift engine housing on 

top. The closest structures were striped in orange and purple, large 

numbers printed vertically. Well it was a different colour scheme at least, 

and it would help the posties. Why hadn‟t anyone tried at least a Toblerone 

shape? Two southern faces to catch the sun and the northerly aspect with 

fuller light. A quarter less living space sure and angular rooms, but imagine 

the difference! The punters here were as conservative as most Australians. 

Only here it was Duplo stacks instead of faux-Federation and pseudo-

Tuscany crap. Eave-less bungalows in Perth‟s climate! Some of the project 

home designers had to have shares in LG air conditioning. 

 Matt wondered what kind of architecture was popular in the burbs 

around Toronto, where Kristy was spending Christmas. It was a shock 

hearing her voice on Han‟s phone. 

 „Oh Matt, I was so worried about you! Why haven‟t you phoned? 

Why have you had your phone switched off all this time!‟ 

 When she explained about the accident and everything, he felt a 

real shit. It hadn‟t been her fault at all! He had just assumed the worst again. 

That she was using him, that she didn‟t care. He could barely talk, his head 

was pounding as though his skull would crack. He‟d barely made it to 

work that day as well, but he‟d already missed one day with a migraine 

and he couldn‟t afford to miss more time.  

 „Could we meet for lunch or something?‟ she‟d asked. 

 But he‟d fobbed her off. Even later, he wasn‟t even sure why. It 

wasn‟t just his headache, he felt bruised all over. That‟s when she told him 

about Christmas.  

 „I‟ll be away for a while. I‟m going home for Christmas on the 22nd .‟ 

 She was meeting her whole family at her sister‟s place in Toronto. 

He felt numb. „I‟ll be back after New Year‟s, but I was hoping we could 

meet and sort things out –„ 
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 „Yeah, it‟s just –„ He wanted to push her away. He wanted to hold 

her and never let her go. „It‟s kinda busy at work. A heap of stuff to finish 

before the Christmas break. I‟ve missed some work and I‟ve got to put in 

some overtime -‟  

 „Sure, okay. Well, maybe we can talk, like, just on the phone, 

y‟know. Call me.‟ 

 „Yeah, okay. I‟m so sorry about the accident! I saw something about 

it on the TV, but they didn‟t give any names, I had no idea! I missed last 

week‟s lesson with Su Yeon. If I‟d known …„ 

 „Ya, it was kinda traumatic, but I‟m okay now. I was worried, I just 

didn‟t want you to think –„ 

 „Yeah, that‟s cool. I‟m sorry, it didn‟t even occur to me that you‟d - . 

My phone was … umm. Ah, geez, I‟d better get back to –„ 

 „Yes, sorry Matt. I won‟t call you at work again. I just wanted to 

know you were okay.‟ 

 „Yeah, I‟m fine.‟ He was having trouble keeping his voice level, the 

telephone cable wrapping around his torso as he turned his body away 

from Han. 

 „Okay, take care now. Talk to you later, eh.‟ 

 Matt‟s eyes were misting up, but he could see the road verge was 

getting very close! The car was wandering! And no wonder, Yoon‟s head 

wobbled upright as Matt coughed. The older man was having serious 

trouble staying awake and they‟d only been driving for thirty minutes! It 

was the music – too peaceful. In fact too funereal if Yoon‟s driving didn‟t 

perk up. 

 „How about some different music?‟ 

 „Uh?‟ 

 „Yoon sonsang-nim, could we try a little pop music perhaps? May I 

change music?‟ Matt pointed to the central controls. „Okay to change?‟ 

 „Yé, yé,‟ Yoon nodded and sat a little more erect on the leather seat. 

 Matt scrolled through the stations. A sporting broadcast, another 

disco beat, and then something middle of the road. It was a tune Matt 

recognised. „Spiderman‟ one of James‟ favourites. Catchy tunes and the 

lyrics, a little out of date but James had explained to Matt the singer was 

somewhere between The Waifs and Susan Vega. 
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 „Jang Pil-Soon,‟ Matt grinned, pleased to show Yoon that he knew 

something about Korean music. 

 „Jang?‟  

 „Jang Pil-Soon – the singer.‟ 

 „Uh,‟ Yoon nodded. Obviously he‟d never heard of her. But what 

else was new? Pushing fifty and the only the leisure time was one week a 

year if he was lucky. Even this trip, a dinner party, was more obligation 

than a social event. Matt still couldn‟t work out why he was invited but the 

others hadn‟t been included. At least now he knew that the rumour about Ji 

Young and Mr Park had been way off. Euna had told James it was all 

nonsense. Whoever it was keeping Mr Park out of the office, it wasn‟t Ji 

Young. Maybe it was some family obligations? An off-the-rails niece or 

something. Maybe Kooky‟s younger brother? Whoever it was, Yoon and 

Matt were both trapped by Mr Park‟s party.  

 Everyone in this whole country was caught in webs of mutual 

obligations. Older brother, uncle, sister-in-law, old school buddy, 

supervisor at work, president of your former soccer club  - they all had 

your number. When they rang, you had to respond, had to agree.  

 But then, there was the other side. Everyone had someone to care 

for them, someone to pick them up when they fell down. Like Su Yeon. 

Kristy said she‟d never had a friend as good and true as her. And James 

was always there for Matt. It wasn‟t just at work that he‟d been looking out 

for him, helping him through things, just like an older brother should. 

 Still, it was no wonder the kids went crazy at uni! One last fling 

before the company, the marriage, the family, and a whole life-time 

mapped out for them. No wonder they had the annual spring riots. There 

was so much to be angry at. And so many young women thinking of 

escape.  

 They were past the last of the satellites now. The country-side 

looked as dead as the West Australian wheat-belt in summer. Grain stalks 

and stubble fawny-grey and sad, like the land would never spring into life 

again. How much further would they travel? He didn‟t even know the 

word for „far.‟ Six months and his Korean was pathetic! At least now he 

didn‟t immediately start with Japanese. The shop-keepers really hated that. 

It‟s weird how the brain does that. He thought it had just been him until 
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Ludmila told him about her first few months in Seoul. And she was some 

linguist! He‟d like to meet her again, but they hadn‟t even exchanged 

mobile numbers. And he couldn‟t very well ask Kristy! He‟d stuffed up so 

many things in five months.  

   „Next exit, we exit,‟ Yoon‟s hand waved at the sign for Seongnam.  

 Matt couldn‟t see much at all, but there was a small river valley and 

once they were off the freeway, he‟d be able to get his bearings a little more 

easily. It was hard adjusting to the sun‟s southerly trajectory instead of its 

lazy northern arc in Perth.  And the sun here seemed much lower than 

Perth, even though there was only a few degrees difference in latitude. 

Perhaps it was the mountains? Here the horizon was always a mountain 

range of some kind. It‟s what made the place seem more earth friendly, 

more connected somehow. 

 In Perth it was so easy to imagine that humans had invented, or at 

least shaped the landscape, even King‟s Park seemed too gentle, too 

benignly green to have been natural, to be thousands of years old. But here, 

even with the train lines and expressways punching holes through cliff 

faces, the mountains were there. The rivers demanded bridges. You 

couldn‟t pretend people weren‟t dwarfed by the whole thing. In Australia 

you could fool yourself into thinking God had made it all, and then eons 

ago had emigrated to the Canadian Rockies. Here, it was like the gods were 

peering down from craggy summits, checking on how the puny mortals 

were handling things, giving them an occasional prod. 

 Off the expressway on the minor road, they were following the 

valley, with the moderate sized stream working its way south. It was a 

recent sub-division development, with fresh roads and only one summer‟s 

rain to recover vegetation on the verges. They‟d only travelled about five 

minutes before Yoon hit his phone button and began talking, with one 

hand waving around the landscape.  

 „Yé, yé,‟ he nodded, then „Uh, uh,‟ a few more questions and Matt 

realised this was their road map. Mr Park was on the other end of the line, 

giving directions.  

 The slope deepened as they turned off up to the right. Another few 

weeks and it would be excellent for tobogganing or snowboarding even, as 

long as you didn‟t mind hauling yourself to the top. He had to go when 
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Kooky arrived, no question. Even if Kooky piked again and didn‟t show 

up, it was worth staying another month just for the snow. They‟d already 

starting giving reports. Early falls at Bears Town and Seoul Resort  that 

were only an hour or so from the city.  

 If Matt were rich, he‟d have a pad out here with his own T-bar in 

the back yard. The properties were almost big enough. Half an acre lots, 

maybe bigger – old farm land that had given way to the semi-rural spread. 

Rich dudes like Mr Park with money to burn for their retirement pad, or a 

weekend palace away from the downtown madness. Still close enough for 

the keen to commute.    

 There were some interesting pieces all right. One seriously huge 

Cape Cod which actually almost suited the place – or it would once the 

planted pines took off. The dark tones seemed to fit the landscape and with 

snow on it, it might even seem appropriate. At the moment, everything 

seemed so bare. Apart from the old farm house they‟d passed, Matt 

guessed the other structures here were less than two years old.  

 As Mr Yoon selected low and the big Kia purred up the driveway, 

Matt was impressed. It was by far the best looking place in the valley. 

Smaller than Matt had guessed, but it had a classy presence about it. There 

was only one other car in the driveway behind the big double garage. It 

looked as though the whole place had only been completed yesterday, with 

fresh tractor tyre marks on the brick paving, and tags shining like blossoms 

on the twiggy evergreen shrubs which mightn‟t make it through winter. 

There were high skylights above the feature dry-stone wall of the garage 

and a cantilevered sloping roof which became part of the entrance 

statement. It was clever and practical, and the entrance was an echoed dry-

stone – this time with less ochre-coloured rock. An auto-sensor turned on 

two overhead spots and a  little intercom squawked with Mr Park‟s 

greeting, as an electronic lock on the door clicked open. 

 Mr Yoon held the door open for Matt.  

 The vaulted ceiling immediately took Matt‟s attention and the 

continuing theme of stonework and terracotta bricks immediately gave a 

warmth which matched the central heating.   

 „Please – „ Mr Yoon passed some house slippers to Matt, as he 

peeled off his parka and Matt yanked off his Blunnies. Beneath the coat 
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hooks was a low rectangle of cedar  - wooden pigeon holes for discarded 

shoes and on top, a series of slippers. Matt was easing into some furry 

acrylics with massage soles when Mrs Lee, Mr Park‟s wife, bowed and 

introduced herself. 

 „Mr Walters so glad you could come and join us,‟ she held out her 

hand. Dressed in a smart pant-suit, the lines around her mouth and eyes 

made her seem kind, rather than worn down, like so many of her 

counterparts on the subway. „Please come on in.‟ Her pronunciation was 

perfect. 

 Exposed oak beams and the dominant cedar panelling made the 

whole space seem airy but cosy, as Mrs Lee led them down three steps into 

the living room. A curved leather lounge dominated one corner, half of it 

faced south towards the wall of double glazed doors, the other side was 

angled towards a massive corner fire place with more feature stonework, 

and a large wall featuring a contemporary oil landscape.  

 „Ah, Matt, what would you like beer or soju?‟ Mr Park called out 

from a small raised area, the bar on the same level as the entrance but 

separated by a partition wall.  

 „Um, beer. Maekju hannah chusae-yo.‟ 

 The three Koreans laughed. 

 „One beer coming up!‟ Mr Park announced, chuckling. 

 „Your Korean is very good,‟ Mrs Lee smiled. 

 „My Korean is pretty terrible – I barely know enough to survive.‟ 

 Mr Yoon said something in Korean and Mrs Lee, smiled again. 

 „If you can order food and drink, that‟s a good start.‟ 

 „How was your journey?‟ Mr Park asked, handing Matt a beer, and 

his wife an orange juice.    

 „It was fine. We listened to some music –„ 

 „Ah yes, brother-in-law loves jazz.‟ 

 „Oh?‟ 

 Mr Park then said something to Mr Yoon and they had a little chat 

before Mr Park raised his own stubby and shouted, „Kon bae!‟.  

The four of them chinked glasses and drank. 

 „Come on, come on sit down please,‟ Mr Park waved his arms and 

he and Mr Yoon began an earnest conversation, whilst Matt sat down, 
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thinking Mrs Lee would join him on the sofa. Instead, she put her orange 

drink down on the drink coaster on the coffee table and excused herself. 

 Matt guessed she was headed to the kitchen. He knew it would be 

up the stairs through the central room. In front of him, the whole valley 

was turning pink as the sun dipped behind a far away peak. This room was 

exceptional, even without the ondol heating which Matt could feel through 

his slippers and a fire in the huge fireplace, most of the year this room 

would capture passive heating even with the low sun in winter. It was then 

that Matt noticed the hinges for the top windows. Both front and side – 

there were large, perhaps one metre by half a metre double-glazed louvres. 

In summer, the hot air would be sucked out of the place without the need 

for air-conditioning on most days. Natural ventilation. And of course, there 

were the tracks for the doors, all concertina-fitting,  so that the whole living 

room could be almost alfresco during those balmy spring nights. It was so 

beautifully simple, flowing al fresco and interior space so seamlessly. Matt 

so wanted to take a tour around the rest of the place. He would have to do 

a sneak later when he went to the loo. Ol‟ Parky was sure a man of 

surprises. This was no dull boredom box. 

 There were two things which really didn‟t work. The horizontal line 

of wooden panelling at eye level before the vertical woodwork started and 

that massive fireplace. It was just way too big. It looked fake, like 

something from one of those American soapies. All it needed was a stuffed 

deer head over the mantel!  

 „Another beer?‟ Mr Park asked. 

 „No, not yet thanks. I‟m still going.‟ 

 „Come on, come on. Brother-in-law is driving, you don‟t need to 

stay sober!‟ 

 It was a good point. Something Matt hadn‟t really thought about 

before. How was Mr Yoon going to be fit to drive back after sinking a few 

sojus? Matt would have to take a taxi, or sleep over. No matter how much 

offence it might cause! He wasn‟t going to risk a drive back on the freeway 

with that driver all juiced-up. 

 „Ya, you see!‟ Mr Park pointed to the fireplace. „Great, eh!‟ 

 „Very cosy,‟ Matt nodded. 

 „And next fall, I will hunt in Alaska. I will bag a beer!‟ 
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 „A bear?‟ 

 „Yup, I will have big bear head here!‟ Mr Park thrust his hands on 

the wall above the fire, slopping a little beer over his head and onto the 

mantel. Laughing, he turned to Matt. „What you think?‟ 

 „Sounds like more fun for you than for the bear, I guess. I don‟t 

really like guns. I like the painting, though.‟ 

 „Ah, my wife choose this. It‟s okay, but sometimes actually it‟s 

boring.‟ And he grabbed another remote and oak panelling above it, 

flipped open. A screen descended. There were clicks and whirrs behind 

Matt, as a projector slid into position. A huge quarter-back raced towards 

Matt, leaping over one blocker before he was brought down by a thumping 

massive double tackle. Crowd noise engulfed the living room from hidden 

speakers discreetly positioned around the room. 

 „Wow, that‟s cool!‟ Matt shouted over the squeal of the ref‟s whistle. 

 „Yé, yé. Over forty satellite channels, and local TV too, of course,‟ 

Mr Park said pressing the button again and the screen and projector slid 

back into hiding. „I like the baseball, but mostly Mrs Lee, he watches the 

soaps! You see. No need for theatre room, like in Australian house. If you 

have guests, you don‟t watch.‟ 

 „Yeah, you‟re right. Something a lot of Australians could learn.‟ 

 „Ah, here comes TK!‟ Mr Park announced as headlights came up 

towards the house. „ He helped supervise early construction stages, 

y‟know.‟ 

 „Yeah, it‟s an impressive structure.‟ 

 „Yé, yé!‟ Mr Park laughed. „After TK has had a beer, we will look 

over, okay.‟ 

 „Great!‟ 

 „Here, music, you choose.‟ He flipped open another piece of 

panelling to reveal a few hundred CDs and a Samsung player. At first Matt 

reeled from the choices, all the spines looked to be in Korean. Then he 

noticed some English titles dotted through the collection and selected Ella 

Fitzgerald Hits and another „best of‟ jazz disc. Easy listening was definitely 

the way to go with this crowd, and it should please Mr Yoon at least. 
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 The door chimed, Mrs Lee greeted TK and in a few moments the 

three Korean guys were chatting noisily as Mr Park‟s wife disappeared into 

the kitchen again.  

 „Kon bae!‟ they called again as Matt stood and chinked stubbies 

with the other men. 

 „This real good,‟ TK drawled. „Very impressive!‟ TK was looking at 

Matt, which was weird because until then Matt assumed from their body 

language that the others had been discussing the house. Now he was 

totally confused again. Well, what was clear, was that the coffee before the 

drive up and the two beers were telling him he needed a loo break. 

Anyway it was a good way to see a little more of the house. It would be 

good insurance if he‟d misunderstood what Mr Park had earlier mentioned 

about the guided tour. 

 He excused himself and went in the direction of the kitchen, veering 

off from the central room to where he guessed the guest bathroom would 

be located.  The large tiled area had a cistern, a walk-in shower, no screen 

and a long marble basin top with chromed flick-mixer and a pale green 

glass splashback flush against a long mirror. Subdued opulence. He closed 

the door, noticing the double lock, the filtered light from the skylight and 

exhaust fan combo, as he pissed. If only Mr Park had put in a window, 

even a high window, it would have made the room feel even bigger. Matt 

still didn‟t understand why Koreans insisted on windowless bathrooms. It 

was possible to have total privacy as well as natural light and ventilation. 

But the quality of the tap fittings and the careful attention to detail in the 

tiling showed that the tradesmen knew what they were doing, and 

someone had been on the job, making sure that no short cuts had been 

taken. 

 „Ah, you are returned!‟ Matt‟s boss greeted him as he re-entered the 

living room. „Now, before dinner, we have a look around, gentlemens.‟ He 

held his arms wide, as if Matt was some prodigal son he was about to 

embrace. „So you have seen the living area, now we see guest bedrooms …‟ 

He then switched to Korean as Mr Yoon and TK pointed and commented. 

The high ceilings, the angled walls of the second and third bedrooms, with 

their walk-in robes and the long slim windows looking out across the 

valley, but with buttressed frames to afford excellent privacy and good 
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thermal retention once the shutters were closed. The floors were satin-

finished wood, with generous chocolate and beige woven rugs.  

 It was in the kitchen that Matt started to feel strange in the stomach. 

When Mrs Lee looked up and smiled from the cutting block, with a 

backdrop of mod cons and the monster kimch‟i fridge, Mr Park announced, 

„And now from the large American kitchen we go to -‟  

 „Basement!‟  Six broad stone steps led into a slate floored storage 

area, with the half height steps undercutting the entrance to the house. 

Strawberry light from the sunset streamed above from a four course band 

of translucent glass bricks.  It was Matt‟s design!  

 „WHAT!  Hey, this is -!‟ 

 „Hah! Now, you see it! I thought you are very quiet with it! Now 

you see it!‟ Mr Park was laughing, slapping Matt on the back. „Y‟see, very 

good design ideas! “Dallas Dream,” I call her. You have good input on this 

design Mr Walters. We make an architect out of you yet!‟ 

 TK and Yoon were chuckling with Mr Park. Matt shook his head in 

disbelief. Mr Park had even kept the wine racks where Matt had suggested, 

except for the one row omitted to allow for another kimch‟i fridge and a big 

barrel of soju maybe.  

 „I can‟t believe it! Why didn‟t you tell me?‟ 

 „Hmm – I‟m not sure about some things. We had many changes. 

Roof – your curved roof, it looks good in elevation. Very interesting, 

different, I like, but the engineer, he was not sure about the snow build-up. 

Yé, yé – „ he waved away Matt‟s attempted interruption. „I know you have 

hot water pipe to melt and disperse, reverse ondol, but I don‟t like the 

thought of hot water pipe in roof. If they freeze and burst, big problems. So 

I re-design roof. Some other things. Come, you look.‟ 

  The curved staircase was Matt‟s design, based on a half spiral with 

generous treads and a stainless steel handrail that morphed into an arch at 

the head of the stairway. Bedrooms which could be opened into another 

intimate lounge area. A small void intended as a computer nook or 

conversation area as the Parks had it set up, with an antique chaise longue, 

an elegant small coffee table and a raku vase. 

 „Wow! This is great – this turned out so well!‟ Matt couldn‟t hide his 

enthusiasm as they entered the main upstairs bedroom, where the curved 
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walls from downstairs had been carried through, with feature dry edges of 

slate.  

 But the ensuite was ruined. The huge spa bath was there, but the 

large window to the bamboo atrium was gone. There was no external 

window, just the ubiquitous skylight, exhaust fan combination. There was 

plenty of light because of the huge panel of mirror, and the shining ceiling 

height ceramics, but it was a totally enclosed space, with no external view 

or air.  

 „Hmm, very good, very private,‟ TK nodded. Did he know or guess 

that it wasn‟t what was on Matt‟s original plan? His drawings on the 

computer, which Ji Young had been hinting at all along – it wasn‟t just the 

email files that Mr Park and TK had accessed.   

 „You see,‟ Mr Park said, his arm around Matt‟s shoulders, „in 

Western home, privacy begins when you take off shoes in bedroom, but in 

Korean home, we take off shoes at front door. Once you enter family home, 

you are either family, or very honoured guest.‟ 

 Back in the living area, Mr Park passed around glasses of soju.  

 „We must honour first-class architect here!‟ he said, and Matt was 

about to down his drink when he realised the others were waiting. Then 

Mr Park launched into a long, long speech in Korean. Matt recognised a 

few words –  “fresh”, “structure”, “Australian”, “good”, “Matt”, and 

“Dallas Dream.” As Mrs Lee entered the room with a tray of food, he 

pronounced in English, 

 „You see Matt, this is my mistress!‟ 

 For a nano-second, he thought Mr Park was referring to his wife. 

 „This is the reason my wife never see me, and I am absent without 

leave from office so soon!‟ He held his drink high and waved his arms at 

their surroundings. „Congratulations on very good input!‟ He slapped his 

arm around Matt‟s shoulders again, nodding, and grinning at Mr Yoon. 

„Brother-in-law will build one just like it, and then who knows, maybe 

another, three, four Dallas Dreams. Excellent, kuch‟o! Kon bae!‟ 

 „KON BAE!‟ the others all cheered and Matt sank his rocket fuel 

faster than a space shuttle. 
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It was dark when Matt‟s alarm buzzed and rattled on his desk. For a few 

seconds he cursed the fact that he‟d decided to meet Kooky at the airport. 

After a quick bowl of cereal, he showered and was wrenching on his jeans, 

as the radio anchor gave the weather report. He thought he‟d heard 5 

degree maximum, but wasn‟t sure. He still had trouble with the dual 

numbering system, but at least now he recognised that it was a weather 

report. 

 Down on the street, the neons were quiet and there was a faint glow 

in the east, but even without the cloud, it was unlikely the sun would be up 

yet. Icy wind scalpelled across the damp roads and Matt tugged his beanie 

lower and tightened his scarf around his collar. It was weird to be catching 

the airport bus with just the lightest of daypacks. He had some water, a 

Hershey‟s bar and spare socks and jocks, just in case he ended up staying 

over at Kooky‟s. It would be so weird to actually visit someone else‟s 

apartment. A regular adult. And weird seeing Kooky after all this time. He 

wondered if Kooky would have changed much. Probably not, even though 

Matt had been through so much in these last five months, he was sure 

Kooky would still be cruising – like a kid permanently sliding down some 

powdery slope, he was always just out to have fun wherever he was. But it 

would be different here, with Kooky speaking his own language, 

surrounded by the family and his school friends. A different kind of culture 

shock after so long away. 

 Another bus approached, but it was the wrong colour and too small 

for the airport express. Faces peered down at him as it accelerated past. 

Tired workers with blank eyes, and a few school kids off to their hogwans 

and the sun was still not up. What a life! Kooky had been through this, yet 

he seemed so happy and content all the time.  
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 Matt stamped his feet. Despite his hikers and thick socks, the cold 

was seeping in. He hated having to be still. There was a dull rumble behind 

him, and Matt turned to see a young woman approaching. She was rolling 

a big upright case, and struggling with another bag across her shoulder. 

The clack-clicking of her case across the pavers slowed and stopped near 

him. Matt smiled weakly, but the girl, whom he guessed to be maybe 

twenty years old, ignored him and pulled out her mobile. She sounded 

angry, whining, complaining, but perhaps it was just the intonation, the 

verb endings giving that effect. No, she was definitely arguing with 

someone. Her mum? Boyfriend?  

 This time Matt read Incheon in Hangul and knew before it drew 

closer, that it was the Airport Express. He let the girl go first and helped her 

haul her heavy case up the steps and into the luggage rack. She nodded 

thank you, but refrained from smiling. The driver asked Matt something 

which he didn‟t catch.  

 „Incheon chuseyo,‟ Matt slotted the note into the plastic fare box. 

 „Yé, yé,‟ the driver grinned and swung his gloved hand in a half 

salute, as Matt followed the girl towards the back of the bus. Matt swung 

into an empty seat, unzipped his jacket, stuffed his scarf into his bag and 

gazed out the window.  

 The city was yawning, cars were stretching out along the highways 

and tongues of light from Pan Ami and Paris Café patisseries were flicking 

across the grey pavements. It was strange how familiar it had all become. 

Matt pulled his beanie over his eyes and let the somnambulant drone of the 

diesel beneath him rock him back to sleep.  

 Something nudged Matt‟s knee. The bus had filled and next to him 

a guy was swivelling in his seat talking loudly to his friends in the row 

behind him. Outside pale light was pouring across some semi-flooded 

fields. They were clear of the city, although over to the left of the freeway 

he could see another pod of high rises and across the muddy flats, the 

factories or power plants closer to Incheon. They passed through rice fields 

and a small development of houses – low cost versions of the Mr Park‟s 

neighbourhood. Traditional farm dwellings and newer bungalows, some 

keeping the bright blue rooves of kings and presidents. Out here, people 
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raised chickens and grew cabbages, and chillies and tomatoes ripened in 

hothouses all year round.  

 Inside the bus, the overhead TV was advertising a new 4WD – a 

burnt orange machine charged across a desert, suddenly arriving at the 

ocean. Something moved in Matt‟s chest as he realised it was Australia! 

Somewhere up north, the Pilbarra, or maybe somewhere in South Australia. 

As it flicked to an advertisement for some skin care product, Matt realised 

he hadn‟t felt homesick for a while. Even though when he saw the 

advertisement he felt like jumping up and saying, “Hey, that‟s where I‟m 

from! That‟s my home.” But it wasn‟t. Even though he could relate to the 

vast spaces, the open horizon, the sound of the surf, he would be just a 

tourist up there, not so different to the orange-haired Japanese surfers 

doing the lap. Not as local as the German guy he‟d met, who had worked 

illegally for two years on the stations. Without the occasional slip in the 

accent and the smoother skin, even Matt‟s gran might have mistaken 

Johann for a dinki di Jack.   

Maybe that‟s what Matt should do? Just take a labouring job 

somewhere in the countryside, planting rice or harvesting cabbage or 

whatever was going. He‟d learn Korean then, the hard way. He‟d get a pair 

of farmer‟s gloves, wear the baseball cap, and really fit in. But he could 

never really look the part. The change of clothes and the language weren‟t 

going to change his brown hair, and his round blue-green eyes. He‟d 

always be the Oegukin. No Korean would mistake him for a local in the 

small town bar. It was so clear-cut in Korea. Three categories only Hanguk-

saram, Oegukin or the Gyopo – the foreign born Koreans who weren‟t at 

home anywhere. 

 Like the Hazaris in Australia. Booted out of their own country, but 

permanently under suspicion in Australia. The so-called war on terror had 

just been an excuse to try to grab control of the oil. It seemed obvious to the 

Koreans, but not to some of Matt‟s mates back home. Scared of anyone 

different. Schoolgirls in their hiljabs having their bus stoned. It was enough 

to make you puke.  

 As the bus approached the terminal, Matt wondered about the wing 

shape again. It was a strange concept, aerodynamically very clever of 

course. It would dissipate typhoon strength storms so well, but the idea of 
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a landing area, being a flight surface, an airfoil, it was intriguing. A home 

which was stationary flight, ready to take off, like there‟s nothing stable 

anymore. Our orbits are disturbed. We‟re all just fragments flying through 

space, vaporised tears of the moon, gravity lured shards of super-heated 

silica, glowing and burning for a few precious moments. 

 Matt checked the screens inside. Gate 32 arriving from Singapore. 

That would be his flight. There was a later Korean Airlines, but that was 

10.45, not 10.30. His Gate Number was quite a walk away, but Matt needed 

waking up. He took a schluck of water and wondered if he had time to 

grab a muffin or something from the deli. It would take Kooky maybe 

thirty minutes to clear immigration and customs and ten minutes or so for 

the baggage collection. But Kooky was a local, so the whole thing might be 

much faster. It was going to be strange for Kooky to be back again after 

eighteen months. His family, the city, the language. He would be seeing it 

with fresh eyes for sure. That‟s how Matt felt after just ten days in Bali. 

Suddenly the Perth streets looked deserted, and the waiters in the 

restaurants seemed so rude. Mostly though, it was the wealth and the 

waste that were hard to adjust to. The greed and the arrogance of privilege. 

 Matt needed a sugar boost, he‟d go for a muffin.  

 Outside the deli, with a muffin in one hand and a drink in the other, 

Matt checked the clock on the arrivals screen. Kooky wasn‟t going to get 

through in ten minutes, so he decided to leg it, even though the travelator 

was right there. It was more a matter of principle. He figured he did 

enough sitting during the week, so he tried to grab whatever incidental 

exercise he could. Not that he was getting fat, but he‟d noticed his jeans 

were pinching a bit more than back at home. He‟d just taken a huge bite of 

chocolate chip when he heard his name. 

 „Matt! Matthew?‟  

 Kristy and Su Yeon stared, as muffin crumbs rained about him. 

They were level with him, standing on the moving walkway. 

 „What are you doing here?‟ Kristy asked, blushing slightly. 

 „Matt, how are you?‟ Su Yeon beamed. 

 Matt raised the hand holding his drink bottle, and tried to say 

“Hello” through a clog of muffin dough. More falling crumbs and a 

muffled groan was as close as he came to returning their greeting. He‟d 
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stopped in his tracks. The two women‟s heads, turned, eyes fixed on him as 

they passed. Others on the travelator followed their line of sight, like 

tourists on some eco tour, regarding this curious creature feeding. 

 Shit! What was he going to do? What could he say to her? Why was 

the muffin so hard to swallow? Su Yeon was still waving. Kristy had 

turned to face forwards again. He had to keep walking. He had to get rid of 

the chocolate mess in his hand. He could tell them he was late to meet 

Kooky. It might be true. His plane would have landed by now. He could 

tell her he‟d meant to call, but things had been very busy at work. The 

usual excuse, but it was true. More or less. He‟d see at which gate they left 

and he could stay on the walkway and wave as he passed them. He strode 

out and peered ahead to see where he could join the walkway.  

Kristy and Su Yeon were still on the machine. Matt was up to Gate 

28. They were getting off at Gate 30. Kristy was looking back down the 

shiny floor to where he had been walking. If he didn‟t get off at the same 

spot, he was going to be late.  

 He couldn‟t just ignore them. Anyway, they „d spotted him. 

Su Yeon waved again, her hand fluttering like a butterfly. He raised his 

arm and grinned. Or grimaced - he wasn‟t sure how it came out. He would 

have to say something. He should have rung her a week ago. Su Yeon was 

walking away, heading for the toilet. Kristy was standing facing towards 

him, but looking down at her shoes. She looked sad. Melancholic and 

beautiful. 

 „Hi,‟ he smiled, wiping his hand across his chin to brush off any 

crumbs he might have missed. 

 „Hi,‟ she stepped forward, brushing his cheek with her lips, 

touching his shoulder for the briefest of moments. 

 „Look, I‟m sorr-„  

 „Matt, I should‟ve –„ They both spoke at once, and stopped. 

 „You go first,‟ Matt said, jamming his spare hand into his pocket, 

wishing he‟d dumped his drink bottle somewhere. 

 „Matt, this is kind of crazy isn‟t it? I guess … I wondered why you 

never called.‟ Her eyebrows furrowed, she chewed on her lower lip. 

 „Yeah, I …,‟ Matt looked down at his boots, tapped his thigh with 

the drink bottle. „I guess, I just – I just didn‟t know what you wanted. Like, 
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it was, I was –. I texted you, when I got my new phone. Didn‟t you get my 

message?„ 

 „Sure. It sounded like a brush-off,‟ Kristy breathed in hard. „Isn‟t 

that what you wanted? I called you, but you didn‟t call back.‟ She leant 

back on her boot heals. 

 „Yeah, I‟m sorry. I thought you didn‟t care.‟ 

 „What!‟ 

 „I mean, when you left that morning. You didn‟t write -. It was like 

the whole thing was just a –„ 

 „Oh God, Matt! How could you think –?„ 

 „Hi!‟ Su Yeon smiled, then quickly frowned, catching their 

expressions. „Sorry, I –„ 

 „No, it‟s okay, Su Yeon,‟ Matt looked sideways at Kristy. „I‟ve got to 

go. I‟m running late. I‟ve got to meet a friend a few gates up. If I don‟t go 

now, I‟ll – „ 

 Kristy was about to say something, but Su Yeon interrupted. 

 „Which gate?‟ she asked Matt in Korean. 

 „Umm 32.‟ 

 „Hey, that‟s the same plane as us!  Come on,‟ and with that Su Yeon 

put her hand on Kristy‟s back and the three of them stepped out together. 

„Who are you meeting?‟  

 „Lee Guk-Eun, my Korean buddy from Australia. He‟s an architect.‟ 

 „Oh great. Is he coming home to live?‟ 

 „No, he‟s just here for Christmas and New Year. Western New Year, 

a holiday. He‟s working in Sydney now.‟ 

 „Oh!‟ 

 Matt could tell by how Kristy was marching, she seemed to be 

keeping herself contained. Was it anger or sorrow? He didn‟t want to have 

a scene with her. Not here, not now. Why didn‟t he call her? It was stupid! 

It was going to hurt, he should have just got it over with. Like pulling off a 

bandaid. One quick rip and it was gone in moments. He didn‟t want to 

embarrass her here. He needed to keep Su Yeon‟s distraction going.  

 „Who are you meeting?‟ he asked. 

 „An old school friend, - oh you know Hyon Joo, she works at 

Tuscon. She‟s coming back from London.‟ Su Yeon explained. „I just asked 
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Kristy to come for company. I didn‟t want to come all this way by myself. 

Hey, there‟s Ji Young!‟ 

 Matt was shocked. Surely she wasn‟t coming to meet Kooky too? 

Maybe Mr Park had asked her to represent him?  

 „She must be here to meet Hyon Joo too. Ji Young!‟ Su Yeon shouted 

and waved, letting go Kristy‟s arm to hurry towards her. 

 Matt could feel Kristy stealing glances at him, and as they 

approached the two school friends, she turned and asked. 

 „Are we still friends, Matt?‟ 

 „Yeah, of course!‟ He turned to face her. Her frown was washing 

away, sunlight highlighting the golden tips of her hair. „I just … I just 

thought you weren‟t interested.‟ 

 „Oh Matt. It was just too sudden. I didn‟t want things to – I just 

didn‟t want to hurt you, like –„ Kristy reached for his hand. 

 „Hi Matt!‟ Ji Young stepped forward and bowed slightly, her face 

dancing. The blue top she wore shimmered as she moved forward and 

bowed to Kristy, as Su Yeon introduced her. Kristy responded in Korean, 

bowing slightly.  

 „Oh, you speak Korean well!‟ Ji-Young exclaimed.  

 „I am learning slowly,‟ Kristy replied. „Oh look, they‟re coming 

through!‟  

 The four of them looked towards the little fenced-off markers as the 

first of the passengers came from behind the screens, towing their cases. 

Two business women, looking tired, but with perfect make-up were 

followed by a young couple. Foreigners, struggling with a toddler in a 

stroller who howled like a siren, between their two oversize cases. Then 

three of the flight crew, crisply marching forward, shiny overnighters 

rolling neatly in tow. And then there was a flood of people, shouts of 

recognition and the buzz and bounce of Korean and Mandarin yelled and 

cried and laughter and colour and cases and bags lifted and scraped and 

grabbed as friends and families surrounded their loved ones with kisses 

and bows, questions and handshakes, gifts and tears. 

 Suddenly there was Kooky, waving, holding up a plastic bag of 

duty-free. But he wasn‟t waving at Matt, he hadn‟t seen Matt. 
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 „Excuse me, there‟s my mate,‟ Matt left Kristy, eased himself past Su 

Yeon and pushed his way to the front of the scrum where Kooky was 

bowing and shaking hands with a large group of his relatives. There were 

two middle-aged women, a couple of pre-schoolers, one of whom Kooky 

was twirling in the air, and an older man, whom Matt assumed was a 

grandfather or perhaps an older uncle and two girls who looked to be 

about junior high school age. 

 „MATT! Holy shit, what‟re you doin‟ here dude?‟ 

  His friend grabbed his hand and hauled him in towards him. Duty 

free liquor thumped and bumped on Matt‟s back, as Kooky hugged and 

slapped him with his spare arm. His head was bobbing in some strange 

mixture of a bow and a shake of disbelief. „I didn‟t expect you here. It‟s so 

great to see you. Hey, ajoshi!„ He proceeded to introduce Matt to the family. 

Grandfather, mother, his mother‟s sister, his younger sister, younger 

sister‟s best friend. 

 Kooky‟s mother looked fierce and yelled at something about 

telephone to Matt, and yelled some more to Kooky, lifting one hand as 

though she were about to hit him. 

 „Mum says, why don‟t you call? She has waited. You come – you 

should have come to Taegu and visited!‟ Kooky translated. 

 „Please forgive me,‟ Matt said in Korean, bowing. „Mian hamnida.‟ 

 „Oh, you speak Korean!‟ she said, then gushed at him again, whilst 

tugging at her son with her other hand. The whole troupe was now 

heading towards the glass exit doors. Matt had no idea what she said, but it 

was clear they were taking him home. Grandfather mumbled something, 

indicating Matt. Kooky, nodded and broke off his conversation with his 

sister, who was struggling with his case. Her friend was shouting to 

someone on her mobile. 

 „Matt, you and Grandfather must take a cab,‟ Kooky explained, 

„because we‟ve just got a van, like y‟know. There‟s not enough seats. They 

weren‟t expecting you to be here.  So you and –„ 

 „No, no, it‟s okay. I‟ve got some other friends. I can get a lift back to 

Hongik with them. They were here meeting another friend.‟ 

 „No, no you‟ve got to come to Auntie‟s house with us.‟ 
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 „It‟s okay Kooky, we can catch up tomorrow. You haven‟t seen your 

family for over a year. Seriously, I‟ve got a lift, I‟m okay.‟ Matt peered back 

towards the throng. It was hard to spot anyone, but Kristy‟s blonde hair 

shone like a sunflower floating on a dark ocean of moving heads. „I‟ll call 

you tomorrow after you‟ve settled in.‟ 

 „No, don‟t be silly,‟ Kooky broke off to explain to his mother what 

Matt was intending. „Come with us! Maybe we can all squeeze in -?‟ 

 „It‟s okay, I‟ve got to catch my other friends before they –„ 

 He was about to leave, but couldn‟t. Something had hooked onto 

his coat. Kooky‟s mum had a firm grip and was pleading with him. 

Insistent with both her voice and her grip. Matt was trapped. He could see 

Kristy, Ji Young heading for another exit. 

 „Look, really I‟ve got to catch my friends!‟ Matt pointed.  

 „Hey, this isn‟t Mina is it?‟ Kooky asked, his jaw dropping. 

 „No, it‟s – somebody else. Actually two friends, Kristy and Ji 

Young.‟ 

 Kooky laughed, talking quickly to his mum, trying to brush her 

hand loose from Matt‟s jacket.  

 „Oh!‟ his Mum smiled. Grandfather grinned and nodded, the two 

school girls giggled. Then Kooky‟s mum spoke rapidly and sternly at Matt, 

shaking her finger. 

 „Mum says, you‟ve got to come to lunch tomorrow at Auntie‟s. No 

excuses! She won‟t let you go now, unless you agree.‟ 

 „Okay, okay, thank you very much. Tedanhe komap summnida, I 

will be happy to be there. Here, give me a call in the morning, Kooky.‟ He 

shoved his business card into Kooky‟s shirt pocket, „I‟ve got to run!‟ He 

nodded a quick bow in the general direction of Kooky‟s mother and 

grandfather, then turned and began to sprint towards the other exit, where 

he could no longer see any sign of the others. 

 A soldier with a machine gun motioned for Matt to stop running, 

swinging his barrel to a ready position. Matt‟s legs went to jelly. He 

instinctively bowed apologetically, immediately slowing to a walk, his 

heart sledge-hammering his rib-cage. 

 Sweat on Matt‟s forehead froze as he stepped into the grey cold 

outside. A bus was pulling away from the Sinch‟on destination bus-stop. 
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Matt began to sprint, but nearly slipped with his first step. Water from the 

roadway had splashed onto the pavement and turned to black ice.  The bus 

had already gone, he‟d missed them. 

 „Mattieu! Matt!‟  

 He swivelled and there, fifty metres away was Ji Young, smiling 

waving, hurrying towards him with small steps, her arms hugging her coat 

tightly about her. Matt‟s head was already burning with the cold, his hands 

stuffed into his jeans. 

 „Ji Young! What are you doing? Where‟s Kristy and the others?‟ 

 „They‟re getting the car. We thought you would be travelling with 

your friend. But we wanted – I wanted to make sure you had a ride back to 

the city. We have room. Do you want to drive with us?‟ 

 „Yeah, yeah, that‟d be awesome!‟ 

 „Okay, let‟s go,‟ and with that she put her arm through his and 

started back the way she‟d come. „You should have hat and gloves. Don‟t 

you have? Today it‟s very cold!‟ 

 „Yeah,‟ Matt grinned, although his forehead ached in the icy air and 

when he breathed hard, it was like inhaling little needles into his nostrils. It 

felt so good to have her warm arm through his, her body shielding him 

from the wind. „I‟ve got a beanie and gloves in my backpack, but I wanted 

to – I thought I‟d missed you. Is it far to go?‟ 

 „Not far. Kristy thought you would be going with your friends. I 

wasn‟t sure. I thought maybe you wanted to be with your friend and 

maybe you wanted to be with us.‟ 

 „Yeah, it was. That‟s exactly how it is, like Kooky wanted me to go 

with him, but they didn‟t have enough room. Anyway I wanted to be with 

– I needed to talk some more with Kristy. We‟ve got a few things to sort 

out.‟ 

 „Oh,‟ her eyes shone as she looked up at him. „Are you going out 

with Kristy?‟ 

 „Umm, no. I don‟t think so. We went out – but I don‟t know, 

somehow, like she‟s great, but something isn‟t right. I like her very much, 

but – but, I think we should just be friends, do you know what I mean?‟ 

 „Oh yes, I understand. ‟ 
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 For a few moments neither spoke. Then Matt slipped again on the 

ice, and Ji Young, with her small steps and strong arms held him upright, 

kept his balance and stopped him from falling. She said something in 

Korean and smiled. 

 „Sometimes the fastest way to advance is to go slowly,‟ she said, this 

time in English. 

 If the cantilever awning had been extended another metre, and the 

slope on the paving increased, there would have been no ice on the 

footpath, but Matt didn‟t notice any of this. He was only aware of how 

good it was to hear Ji Young‟s voice, the rose scent of her perfume and the 

snug fit of her body against him, as the first flakes of snow swirled about 

them like confetti.  
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“BODY, SPACE, IDEAS OF HOME: 

CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES” 

 

 

 

 

PROLOGUE   

 

According to an ancient Korean proverb, great journeys begin with the first 

step2, but for this work, it is difficult to determine where or when that first 

step was taken. Was it marrying into a family of refugees? Was it my first 

tourist stay in Singapore, back when that city-nation might still have been 

regarded by many as „exotic.‟ Or was it teaching refugees from the conflict 

the Vietnamese call The American War? Certainly studying Indonesian and 

journeying to Java and Bali were significant steps along the pathway. 

Suffice to say, I have become deeply interested in many different cultures 

and I have a particular interest in the cultures of our nearer neighbours.  

 When I was invited to take up an Asialink Literature Residency in 

Seoul, South Korea, in 2001, it came as some surprise. I had been hoping for 

the possibility of researching a novel set in Japan or Malaysia, but I was 

very happy to embrace the opportunity to learn about a culture of which, 

like most westerners, I knew very little. It was an amazing journey, with 

some blind bends, nerve-racking slips, startling vistas and some wise and 

friendly travelling companions.  

 For most of us, literature offers a highly accessible form of „travel‟ to 

other cultures, the possibility of vicarious dangerous adventures, and 

                                                 
2
 Cholli kil do han keorum buto: A journey of a thousand Li begins with one step.  
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sometimes, meaningful and thought-provoking insights into our own lives 

at home, wherever that may be. 

 In examining the work of other writers who work ex patria, it 

became clear that focussing on space, and particularly architectural space 

and the built and natural landscape, would help to centre a reader‟s 

understanding of  how two different people, Matt and Kristy,3 cope with 

life in an alien environment. In a sense, these two protagonists embody the 

traits noted by environmental psychologist, Jula Spilker: 

I believe there is great potential in design to make a difference 

in the future. In order to have an impact on Gen Y the emphasis 

should be placed on less rational sensibilities - meaning, 

spirituality, beauty and emotions; space has a huge impact on 

people, their behaviours, and their moods.4 

 Perhaps the culture shock felt by an older generation, depicted by 

writers like Chang-Rae Lee, may be merely a symptom of wider late 20th 

Century Weltschmerz; whilst for other writers such as Dianne Highbridge, 

Kim Scott, Haruki Murakami, Jhumpa Lahiri, one can see how their 

characters struggle with identity, whilst simultaneously battling against 

various social and cultural restraints. Either they are part of an alien 

diaspora in a dominant culture, or they „feel alien,‟ despite being members 

of the dominant culture.  

 Two of the more fascinating aspects of this research were 

discovering the extent to which initial cultural assumptions were often 

revised, revealing greater differences than I had expected to find between 

cultures; and conversely affirming, as I had anticipated, how similarly most 

writers, and thus their characters, seemed to experience the universality of 

betrayal and loss, passion and love. 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION  

                                                 
3
  The protagonists of my novel, Fragments of the Moon. 

4
 Jula Spilker and Peter Sheahan, “Y bother” in  Public #3 Work Life. James Calder, ed. 

(Southbank: WB Research Press, 2007), p.66. 
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This thesis will analyse the use of bodies, landscapes, and architectural 

spaces as devices through which contemporary authors with different 

cultural backgrounds have expressed character and explored themes, 

especially themes concerning cultural or cross-cultural confusion or 

understanding.  

Works by authors from various countries with different cultural, 

religious and urban/rural settings, will be examined to explore some ways 

in which these writers use depictions of space to explore the emotional and 

spiritual essence of their characters.  

These issues will be discussed with reference to a number of critical 

and theoretical studies, including those of Caren Kaplan and Rosemary 

Marangoly George, whose differing views on the notion of „home‟ will 

serve as useful compass bearings in this exploration. Whilst Kaplan 

suggests that even as consumers „we're all already interpellated in 

discourses of location through all kinds of identificatory practices ...‟5, 

George suggests that whatever home is (or is not), it is not as 

deterritorialised as Kaplan claims. „Whilst the desire for assimilation into 

the mainstream is popularly read as the trademark of the immigrant 

experience, “feeling at home” may or may not require assimilation.‟6 

 Conversely, when travellers (explorers, exploiters, missionaries 

etc..) found themselves in locations strikingly different to that which they 

had previously encountered, they frequently imbued the foreign space with 

sensuous exotica. Part of the adventurous appeal was to reach a place 

where „assimilation‟ was seen as unlikely, if not impossible. As McClintock 

points out, „alien‟7 spaces have always been subject to various forms of 

racial, gendered and sexual imperialism. 

                                                 
5
 Caren Kaplan, "Precision Targets: Discourses of Location and the Marketing of Global 

Positioning Satellites." http: www.geog.ubc.ca/iiccg/papers/kaplan_C.html, p.5. 
6
 Rosemary Marangoly George, The Politics of Home: Postcolonial Relocations and 

Twentieth Century Fiction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p.184. All 

subsequent references will be to this edition, cited as Politics of Home. 
7
 „Alien‟ is a culturally bound term. Seoul is very „alien‟ to non-South Koreans, Darwin 

very „alien‟ to South Koreans and so on.  In this thesis,  „alien‟ will be used as synonymous 

with „strange,‟ in reference to an implied dominant culture determined by the text or author 

under discussion. Thus, in McClintock‟s discussion, „alien‟ equates with „strange to English 

culture.‟ 

http://www.geog.ubc.ca/iiccg/papers/kaplan_C.html
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Renaissance travellers found an eager and lascivious 

audience for their spicy tales, so that … the Americas had 

become what can be called the porno-tropics for the 

European imagination - a fantastic magic lantern of the 

mind onto which Europe projected its forbidden sexual 

desires and fears.‟8  

In the late twentieth century, similar attitudes were held by some sections 

of western cultures in promoting „sex tours‟ to various Asian locations such 

as Thailand and Hong Kong.9 

 By close deconstruction of various texts, including writings, 

engravings and maps, McClintock builds a convincing argument that male 

explorers (and later colonists) feminised the unknown land in „ritualistic 

imperial discourse‟ to „ward off fears of narcissistic disorder by 

reinscribing, as natural, an excess of gender hierarchy.‟10 Hence un-

colonised land became „virgin territory,‟ unchartered waters were indicated 

by decorative mermaids and so on. Perhaps more unexpectedly, the 

process of colonisation was assisted, if not powered, by the spread of what 

McClintock calls „commodity racism‟11 - in essence the economic 

colonisation which linked progress and sophistication to various imperial 

products - Pears Soap, Globe Polish and other trappings of „the empire.‟ 

 In the last decade of the twentieth century there have been many 

novels, memoirs and biographies which have gained popularity which deal 

with the concept of the alien compatriot or the migrant experience. This 

might be seen as a kind of literary colonialism, because of the western 

forms often adopted,12 or as an attempt to view difference through post-

colonial binoculars. Several works, such as Carolyn Slaughter‟s A Black 

Englishman (2004) are gripping retellings of a family member‟s life, or a 

poetic reconstruction based on biography, such as Monique Truong‟s 

imagined journey of the Vietnamese chef of Gertrude Stein (The Book of Salt, 

                                                 
8
 Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Imperial Contest 

(New York, Routledge, 1995), p.22.  All subsequent references will be to this edition, cited 

as Imperial Leather. 
9
 More recently, as some of these „sex tours‟ were exposed as fronts for paedophilia, 

policing by host countries and various non-government agencies have helped to curtail the 

most abhorrent of these operations.  
10

 Imperial Leather, p.24. 
11

 Imperial Leather, p.34. 
12

 Kim Scott addresses this directly in sections of his narrative, to be discussed below.  
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2003).  Others are emotionally powerful recollections of the author‟s own 

life, such as Wayson Choy‟s childhood in the 1950s in Vancouver (The Jade 

Peony, 1995). Some, written with familial insight and careful research, 

wonderfully evoke a previous epoch like the post-war Japan of Ishiguro‟s 

An Artist of the Floating World (1986).  

 There are dangers, particularly for wadjellas13 like me, in discussing 

fiction which derives from other cultures, especially those from Asian 

countries. According to Khoo, the fascination with the Other may be 

interpreted as a kind of „cultural voyeurism.‟14 However, several of the 

texts under discussion, including Lazaroo‟s The World Waiting To Be Made 

(1984), to which Khoo was referring in her discussion, are written from 

positions of the Other wanting to be less exotic, more ordinary, more part 

of the dominant culture. In seeking to determine their own identities, 

several protagonists will be seen striving to sublimate their „alien‟ 

characteristics in vain attempts to be „regular Americans‟ or „ordinary 

Australians.‟ 

 In examining the work of various authors who have lived in one 

culture, whilst being native of another, I am conscious of the limitations 

this places on their knowledge of their host community. Some people really 

are bi-cultural and a smaller number even multi-cultural, feeling equally at 

home in several languages, equally comfortable in the living rooms of very 

different homes, a person such as the late Sir Peter Ustinov, for example.15 

However there are others who McClintock suggests „serve as the 

intermediaries of empire; they are the colonised teachers, soldieries, 

bureaucrats and cultural interpreters whom Fanaon describes ”dusted over 

with colonial culture,” those who “are obliged to mirror back an image of 

the colonials but in imperfect form.”‟16    

 Travel writers serve as ironic reversals of this phenomenon, 

providing some close details, sometimes even illuminating insights, whilst 

                                                 
13

 Nyoongar: whitefella. Since I feel neither particularly Anglo nor Celtic, in referring to 

myself, I prefer this nomenclature. 
14

 Tseen-Ling Khoo, “Someone's Private Zoo: Asian Australian Women's Writing.” 

http://www.ucalgary.ca/UofC/eduweb/engl392/492a/articles/zoo.html. 
15

 Ustinov spoke English, French, Spanish, Italian, German and Russian, fluently, as well as 

some Turkish and modern Greek. He was proficient in accents and dialects in all his 

languages and, according to the former director of UNICEF, could make anyone laugh.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Ustinov. 
16

 Imperial Leather, p.62. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turkish_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Ustinov
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simultaneously encouraging the destination under discussion to be viewed 

as foreign, alien, exotic and therefore, worth the airfare. Similarly some 

fiction writers might describe themselves as „dusted over with post-colonial 

culture.‟ Having lived for a time in a non-familiar environment, these story-

tellers can successfully provide an entré into a foreign culture with more 

knowledge and more empathy than the skilled travel writer, whilst having 

themselves been partially „colonised‟ by their host country. Returning 

home, they miss the language, the friends, familiar landscape or  

architecture, or even, as in my case, the kim ch‟i of their host culture. 

 Authors whose parentage straddles cultures, even radically 

different cultures, can successfully position themselves to be both subject 

and object of both cultures, and those who marry „across‟ cultures are also 

well-placed to provide valid cross-cultural observations. Often their ability 

to embrace both cultures is sometimes a source of great joy, whereas for 

others, like Chang-Rae Lee, an American author of Korean birth and 

heritage, it seems more like a nagging burden. 

 This dissertation will examine how writers from differing 

backgrounds depict their characters inhabiting space: their rooms, their 

cities, their bodies, their natural environments, and what effect this evokes 

in the reader. How do the natural landforms, moving oceans and the built 

environment: the roads, the city buildings, the houses and apartments of 

the protagonists, affect the people who move through them, live in them? 

How have the creators of these works been affected by these imagined and 

real spaces? 

 The connection/dislocation of space and feeling (a point stressed 

by George17) is immediately evident in Jhumpa Lahiri's most recently 

released work, The Namesake (2003). In the opening pages, one of the main 

characters, Ashima Ganguli, a Bengali, reveals the displacement felt by a 

young Indian wife in her new environment in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

She is in the maternity ward, noticing the outside world, thinking about her 

„old‟ world and highly aware of her own body in its pre-natal state: 

American seconds tick on top of her pulse point. ... 

She calculates the Indian time on her hands. The tip of her 

                                                 
17

 Politics of Home, p.184. 
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thumb strikes each rung of the brown ladders etched onto 

the backs of her fingers, then stops at the middle of the 

third : it is nine and a half hours ahead in Calcutta, 

already evening, half past eight. In the kitchen of her 

parents' flat on Amherst Street, at this very moment a 

servant is pouring after-dinner tea into steaming glasses, 

arranging Marie biscuits on a tray. 

In Cambridge it is eleven in the morning, already 

lunchtime in the hospital's accelerated day. A tray 

holding warm apple juice, Jell-O, ice cream and cold 

baked chicken is brought to her side.18 

As readers come to know the Gangulis, we see how much of their life is a 

nritya19 between two cultures, as Ashima and her husband, Ashoke, consult 

friends in order to purchase the „correct‟ barbecue to suit their 

neighbourhood, yet never publicly refer to each other by their intimate „pet‟ 

names because this would be considered too informal and break Bengali 

custom.20 As a participatory observer, Ashima is acutely aware of the 

ironies of the privacy/intimacy continuum which pervades American 

society: 

But she has gathered that Americans, in spite of their 

public declarations of affection, in spite of their miniskirts 

and bikinis, in spite of their hand-holding on the street 

and lying on top of each other on the Cambridge 

Common, prefer their privacy.21 

 Private and public spaces are also of direct concern to architects and 

landscape architects. Contemporary architectural designers, like the 

Spaniard Luís Fernández Galiano, usually consider the relationship 

between bodies and the designed spaces they occupy, sometimes showing 

that the perception of space is not restricted to the visual. „The eye is 

                                                 
18

 Jhumpa Lahiri, The Namesake (London: Flamingo, 2003), pp.4-5. All subsequent 

references will be to this edition, cited as Namesake. 
19

 Nritya: dance expressions shown by eyes, hands. 
20

 Daknam: Bengali pet name used by family and other intimates. Namesake, p.26. 
21

 Namesake, p.3. 
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generally not as important when it comes to perceiving intimate spaces as 

the skin is.‟22  

It is interesting that Zheng Shiling in his discussion of the architecture 

of Shanghai begins a chapter on „Challenges and Potential‟ by citing the 

Italian post-modernist author, Italo Calvino: 

In his book Invisible Cities (1972) the Italian writer 

Italo Calvino identified two kinds of cities: „those that 

through the years and the changes continue to give their 

form to desires, and those in which desires either erase 

the city or are erased by it‟. There are few cities in the 

contemporary world that fall into the first category; 

Shanghai is one of them.23 

Since architectural design is also influenced by, and keyed into „desire‟ and 

meanings, the study of how authors of fiction use architectural and 

landscape space to invest, reflect or contrast with meaning will provide a 

worthwhile dimension for critical discussion. 

 Fiction by various twentieth century writers – Japanese, 

Korean/American, Indian, and Australian – will be studied to show how 

elements of space – body, landscape, architectural – are made to impact on 

the psyches of characters inhabiting these novels.  Their works will be 

discussed in terms of the ideas offered by critics and theorists including 

Iain Chambers, Susanne Niemeier, Anna Weirzbicka and others. 

Representations of social reality will be viewed, as Chambers states in 

Border Dialogues(1990), not as „a goal but a discourse, not a closure but a 

trace in an endless passage that can only aspire to a temporary arrest...‟.24 

Chambers believes that like cities and nature, even the body is „a zone of 

uncertainty.‟25 

 Instability is cleverly questioned in Kim Scott‟s Benang (1999), as the 

protagonist, Harley, retracing his Nyoongar family history, begins to rise 
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above past tyrannies and starts to embrace the tomorrow of this work‟s title. 

Scott shows through this work, how many of us are closely connected to 

country, fused to it by our ancestry. Anthropologist Fred Myers, in 

discussing his work amongst the Pintupi people, agrees that place has 

„paradigmatic status‟ in traditional Australian cultures. Whilst contesting 

Swain‟s view that „Aborigines themselves do not, or at least once did not, 

understand their being in terms of time, but of place and space,'26 he 

believes that place is the central core of their culture:  

In theory, at least, the whole of Australia could be read as a 

musical score. There was hardly a rock or creek in the 

country that could not or had not been sung.27 

In Tim Winton's The Riders (1994), the protagonist, Fred Scully, 

abandoned by his partner in Ireland, searches for meaning whilst 

negotiating unfamiliar spaces in France, Greece and Ireland. Whilst 

questioning gender stereotyping through this picaresque adventure, 

Scully‟s/Winton's yearning for West Australian landscapes and seascapes 

is at times palpable in this novel. Similarly, Scully's loss and love are 

seemingly measured in kilometres or millimetres. Winton's skill in so 

economically evoking landscape, buildings and rooms, and in particular, 

the moods and attitudes of major and minor characters through attention to 

well-selected details, will provide the basis for the study of this text and 

others by this internationally revered author.   

Simone Lazaroo's Singaporean/Australian background is frequently 

foregrounded in her autobiographical account of a young woman dealing 

with the usual pressures of adolescence whilst simultaneously struggling 

with cultural identity in her novel, The World Waiting to be Made. Family 

trauma, and the desire for peer-group acceptance are explored within the 

framework of various dwellings, living styles, teenage fashion and the 

body image of the young narrator. Lazaroo‟s protagonist begins to 

understand herself and her role in multi-cultural society only after much 
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angst. She is acutely tuned into reading the body language and spatial 

processes which help to shape a person‟s self-acceptance. 

Jhumpa Lahiri's cross-cultural understandings of Indian and 

American lives are intricately revealed by various stories in her collection 

Interpreter of Maladies (2000). Characters who cherish their ethnic origins are 

contrasted with those who are, at least temporarily, embarrassed by their 

difference. Lahiri's work includes both those who appear to be settled into 

the affluence of Boston and those whose home is a room in a dilapidated 

building in Mumbai. In these stories, the decoration of a house, the task of 

grocery shopping, the eating of a sweet, all assume significance which is 

bound by understandings of spaces between nations, closeness of lovers, 

mothers and daughters and the acceptance or abandonment of faith and 

beliefs. 

The contemporary Japanese author, Haruki Murakami, frequently 

„plays with‟ his reader, drawing close to a character, then zooming away, 

just as the reader assumes some important concept will be revealed. In 

Norwegian Wood (2000), set in contemporary Japan, Murakami‟s writing 

initially seems to ignore local spaces (architecture, landscape - created and 

natural), with brief urban descriptions which could often just as easily refer 

to cities of North America, Australia, etc.. This apparent „internationalising‟ 

of the settings he employs perhaps assists in him reaching a wider 

audience, but it also serves to direct the reader to focus more on the interior 

lives of characters. However, closer examination reveals the importance of 

nature to even these most urbanised of characters. Whilst there is 

undeniable sensuality driving the narrative forward, it is for much of the 

work, subdued or perhaps even suppressed. The apparent paradox of 

closeness and distancing in Murakami's work will be explored in 

conjunction with that of his compatriot, Banana Yoshimoto.  

By contrast, Dianne Highbridge‟s In the Empire of Dreams (1999) 

highlights the differences which gaijin (non-Japanese) feel in Japan. With 

her Australian and transatlantic background, married to a Japanese 

national and with seventeen years of residence in Japan, Highbridge is very 

well placed to observe the nuances of the cross-cultural life. The limited 

living spaces and the difficulty in becoming „close‟ to Japanese friends is 

highlighted in several stories from this excellent collection. The interplay 
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between gaijin and nihonjin (Japanese) as they court and dismiss one 

another's patronage and friendship provides a valuable background to the 

„east-west‟ relationships which are explored in my own novel.  The Vogel 

award winning novel Tuvalu (2006), by Andrew O‟Connor, provides a 

younger person‟s perspectives on contemporary Japanese society. 

O‟Connor‟s protagonist, Tuttle, provides readers with detailed descriptions 

of a small number of spaces (three apartments and one small house) and 

two Japanese women, one of whom has been living for a long while in 

Australia. It is a personalised and to some extent insular view, but 

interesting nevertheless, in that it shows a very contemporary gaijin 

perspective. 

Mira Stout's One Thousand Chestnut Trees (1997), a semi-

autobiographical account of a Korean-born American seeking out her roots 

in Seoul, offers an interesting comparison to Highbridge's work. Although 

Stout's observations of life in South Korea are already somewhat dated, 

nevertheless, the cross-cultural (mis)understandings she highlights are 

worthwhile inclusions in this discussion. Her work will be compared with 

that of a fellow Korean-American, Chang-Rae Lee, whose first novel, Native 

Speaker (1995), launched the author‟s considerable success. 

 Through examining the work of these authors, this paper will 

highlight how different aspects of space impact on the lives of the 

characters depicted in the various stories. Differing cultural perceptions on 

how spatial relationships may affect the emotional and sometimes the 

spiritual aspirations of the characters will be compared and contrasted, 

whilst some unifying threads across cultures will be identified. Just as our 

understanding of the night sky may differ depending on where we are 

raised, no matter where we live, each person sees a different view of the 

same moon. 
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For a considerable period now, various politicians from major and minor 

political parties in the Australian Federal Parliament have resorted to 

attacking the policies and the personalities of their political adversaries by 

flinging as an intended verbal coup de grace the claim that some statement 

or act is „unAustralian!‟ What does this term mean?  

 In 2001, when I took up the Asialink residency at Sogang University 

in Seoul, I was invited to devise and teach a unit which I entitled „A Look 

Into Australia.‟ This course was intended to be an introduction to 

contemporary Australian society, a glimpse of some of the sub-cultures 

which co-inhabit our island continent, as revealed through literature, music 

and other art forms. At the conclusion of the course, if the Korean students 

recognised that Australian culture was both pluralistic and distinct from 

north American culture, they were well on the way to achieving a pass 

grade. How can we define such a conglomerate collage of sub-cultures and 

the myriad of competing influences which operate within our nation? And 

if you prefer a dip of wasabi and soy on your sashimi, rather than a dollop 

of  tomato sauce on your pastry-encased offal, does that make you less 

„Orstrayn?‟  

 Many Australians notice that the times when they feel most 

„Australian‟ is when they are outside the country. For younger expatriate 

travellers, bonding with other Australians (or even New Zealanders if no 

fellow country(wo)men are available) seems almost de rigueur.28 But 

beyond the superficiality of beer brand preferences and slovenly apparel, 

how do these people, and other Australians, define themselves? What is it 

that makes these people - or Italians, Indonesians, Koreans - feel „at home‟ 

or „alien‟? When Australians visit the countries of their parents or 

grandparents, they often remark that although they feel great connection to 

this other mother country, it‟s not home. They know that although in 

Australia, they regard themselves, or are defined by others, as Greek-

                                                 
28
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Charleyboy, Mockney (Blog) Posted: November 23, 2005 at 16:23. 
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Australian or Australian-born-Vietnamese, and so on; once out of Australia, 

they immediately know they are distinctly Australian.29  

 Tasmanian Hoa Pham explores this idea through her character 

Vixen30 in the novel of the same name. Her Vietnamese born spirit-person  

feels dislocated not just because „people no longer believe in spirits,‟ but 

also because she neither feels completely at home in the modern Vietnam, 

nor in her adopted country, Australia. Like the vixen and the womanly 

form she inhabits, this migrating spirit seems ill-at-ease in both Melbourne 

and Ho Chi Min City: 

I give up passing as a local. When I speak Vietnamese my 

dialect is always from somewhere else.31 

Australian spaces at times feel alien and uninviting, whilst the old Vietnam, 

for which the vixen longs, is rapidly vanishing under the bulldozers of 

Coca Cola capitalism and the gilded greed of tourism.  

 Older migrants who visit their homelands after a few decades of 

separation are often distressed to find the place they hold in their hearts no 

longer physically exists. Spaces have changed. Open fields have been filled 

with new structures; former buildings have been replaced by newer 

structures. Friends have moved on, aged, died years ago, or feel little 

connection with the changed emigrant they once knew. Thus, regardless of 

how determinedly some people try to fix home as a specific place, a 

particular person or even certain scent; with time, the physical and often 

the social premises on which these notions of home are founded are likely 

to alter significantly, if not disappear altogether.  

 For some of the characters of Lahiri‟s The Namesake, „home‟ is 

known to be the familial households in Bengal, whilst the next generation, 

raised in United States of America, attaches more importance (and 

                                                 
29 „being an immigrant is also its own unique experience, because when you come to this 

country you change the country, and you are changed by the country.  And in a way if you 

go back to the country of origin, you‟re never the same anyway. You know, you can‟t ever 

belong to where you once left, so in a way that makes you very Australian.‟  

Kavisha Mazzella (Australian singer/songwriter of Italian/Irish/Scottish/Burmese descent) 

in conversation with Andrián Pertout. The first part of this interview was published in 

Mixdown Monthly No.50, June, 1998. 
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sometimes great annoyance) to the large gatherings of fellow sub-continent 

expatriates and their children in various neighbourhoods of New England.  

 This novel follows the development of Gogol, aka Nikhil,32 Ganguli, 

from his birth in America to Bengali-US immigrants, to the age of thirty, 

divorced, and finally reconciled with his heritage. After a few glimpses of 

his childhood and adolescence, the bulk of the story focuses on  Gogol‟s life 

as a young architect and his relationships with his two lovers and his 

family. It traces his rejection of his Indian background and two ultimately 

unsuccessful love relationships up to the point of his reconciliation with his 

heritage, several years after the unexpected death of his father. The story 

begins with Gogol‟s father‟s near-death experience in India and his journey 

with his wife to the United States. Although loving his own heritage, 

Ashoke, Gogol‟s father, and the family‟s founder in the U.S.A., feels re-born 

by his migrant experience: 

He was raised without running water, nearly killed at 

twenty-two. Again he tastes  the dust on his tongue, sees 

the twisted train, the giant overturned iron wheels. None 

of this was supposed to happen. But no , he had survived 

it. He was born twice in India, and then a third time, in 

America. Three lives by thirty.33   

 There is no question that although Ashoke and his wife, Ashima, 

enjoy some of what is part of the North American life-style, neither wishes 

to lose that which makes them Bengali. The cultural clash arrives early for 

their newly born son. He has to have a name to be released from the 

maternity ward, but a letter from his paternal grandmother, who is to 

decide on the name, has not yet arrived:  

„But, sir,‟ Ashima protests, „we can‟t possibly name him 

ourselves.‟ 

Mr. Wilcox, slight, bald, unamused, glances at the couple, 

both visibly distressed, then glances at the nameless child.  

 „I see,‟ he says.34 

                                                 
32

 In a lovely touch of irony, Gogol, who in trying to „fit in‟ with the dominant culture, 

decides to legally change his name to something equally discordant with the dominant 

culture. 
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Mr Wilcox clearly doesn‟t see, and so Gogol‟s nickname becomes his legal 

tag. When Ashima, Ashoke and Gogol move to Massachusetts, Ashima 

realises that in America she will always feel ill at ease: 

For being a foreigner, Ashima is beginning to realize, is a 

sort of lifelong pregnancy – a perpetual wait, a constant 

burden, a continuous feeling out of sorts. It is an ongoing 

responsibility, a parenthesis in what had once been 

ordinary life, only to discover that that previous life has 

vanished, replaced by something more complicated and 

demanding.35 

 Lahiri knows what it is to feel foreign in both the „mother‟ country 

and the adopted country, and significantly for this particular research 

project, is aware of the importance that lies in the landscape and the 

architecture (in its broadest sense) of the adopted country; this is what she 

refers to as the „terrain‟: 

India keeps cropping up as a setting, sometimes literally, 

sometimes more figuratively, in the memory of the 

characters. The Namesake is, essentially, a story about life 

in the United States, so the American setting was always a 

given. The terrain is very much the terrain of my own life 

- New England and New York, with Calcutta always 

hovering in the background. Now that the writing is done 

I've realized that America is a real presence in the book; 

the characters must struggle and come to terms with what 

it means to live here, to be brought up here, to belong and 

not belong here.36 

 It is this problem, or this privilege (depending on the person, and 

the moment) which defines much of the late twentieth and early twenty-

first century literary fiction which emanates from writers who straddle 

cultures and continents. If one never feels „at home,‟ can one ever feel at 

ease? This is one of the problems I have set for both of the protagonists in 

my novel, Fragments of the Moon. Will Matt or Kristy ever be able to gain 
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even partial fulfilment whilst battling the gleaming towers of Seoul, the 

rounded blue mountains of South Korea and the cultural maze of 

Confucianism morphed with contemporary capitalism in the Republic of 

Korea? 

 As reviewer Teresa Wiltz notes, Lahiri‟s stories explore in various 

ways Lahiri‟s own sense of having dual heritage – the complications of 

living a hyphenated existence:  

She knew who she was: Indian-American. London-born 

Deshi. And yet, the American part was hard to claim. „I 

really felt it would be a betrayal of my parents to call 

myself American,‟ she says. But on visits to India, she was 

the American.37  

It is the „complications‟ of being a „hyphenated American‟ that inform her 

work. The same challenges face Gogol, the American-born protagonist in 

The Namesake. So desperate is Gogol Ganguli, son of Ashima and Ashoke, to 

escape his Bengali background that he changes his name to Nikhil, 

effectually denouncing his own family, as he begins his new life as a college 

student in New Haven. Immediately he is ironically snared by the same 

trap as the other American students around him, as he sums up his first 

impressions of his „suitemates‟: 

Brandon, lanky and blond, grew up in Massachusetts not 

far from Gogol, and went to Andover. Jonathan, who is 

Korean and plays the cello, comes from L.A ...38 

The reader doubtless imagines Jonathan summing up Nikhil, aka Gogol, as 

„tall, quietly spoken, an Indian, grew up in Mass.‟ No matter what steps are 

taken by Gogol to assimilate, he is destined, by skin tone, idiomatic 

expression, or by some other physical or cultural signifier to always be the 

„other‟ to those around him. One guesses that there is much in the character 

Gogol which reflects Lahiri‟s own sense of dislocation. Gogol will, at least 

initially, be „the Indian‟ to his colleagues in just the same way that Jonathan 

is viewed as „Korean‟: 
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My upbringing was essentially being raised by parents 

who came from one part of the world and who were 

learning to live in another part of the world. I have two 

influences all the time. I spoke two languages on a daily 

basis, I ate two kinds of food, I knew two parts of the 

world, in a way. I think one of the things that drew me to 

writing was the opportunity to create my own world. I 

felt somehow inadequate in both my Indian side and my 

American side. I always felt I was coming up short 

somehow because I was not fully one thing.39 

 The range in characters portrayed by Lahiri shows the spectrum of 

responses to this phenomenon. In the short story, „Mrs Sen‟s,‟ an Anglo-

American boy living on Rhode Island is cared for by a Bengali baby-sitter, 

Mrs Sen. Whilst she supplies Eliot with objects familiar to the stereotypical 

American lifestyle - „the comics section of the newspaper, and crackers 

spread with peanut butter‟40 - Mrs Sen surrounds Eliot with trappings of 

India. The elephant patterned drape on the sofa, colourful slippers with a 

ring of leather to hold the big toe, and the impressive curved blade with 

which she hacks, slices, grates „speedily producing florets, cubes, slices, and 

shreds,‟41 whilst she sits on the living room floor. Mrs Sen remains a 

curious figure for the young Eliot. Although she attempts to adapt to her 

new environment – disastrously in the case of her attempts to acquire a 

driver‟s licence – she is firmly rooted to her Bengali background. 

 „Eliot, if I began to scream right now at the top of my 

lungs, would someone come?‟ 

 „Mrs Sen, what‟s wrong?‟ 

 „Nothing. I am only asking if someone would come.‟ 

Eliot shrugged. „Maybe.‟ 

 „At home that is all you have to do. Not everybody has 

a telephone. But just raise your voice a bit, or express grief 

or joy of any kind, and the whole neighborhood and half 
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of another has come to share the news, to help with 

arrangements.‟42 

Lahiri contrasts the sense of community  for which Mrs Sen so pines, with 

the self-inflicted isolation which Eliot‟s mother induces. When their 

youthful neighbours hold a Labor Day party, Eliot and his mother are not 

invited:  

When by evening, the crowd on the neighbours‟ deck 

began dancing, she looked up their number in the phone 

book and asked them to keep it down. 

 „They might call you,‟ Eliot said eventually to Mrs Sen. 

„But they might complain that you were making too much 

noise.‟43 

Lahiri uses Eliot‟s naïve observations to subtlety highlight the links 

between the isolation which Mrs Sen feels, to the emptiness Eliot senses 

when he becomes a „lock-key child.‟ When his mother telephones to check 

on him, his reaction is that of the lonely, detached observer: 

Eliot looked out the kitchen window, at the gray waves 

receding from the shore, and said that he was fine.44 

Here the cold colour of the seascape is used to underline this moment of 

physical isolation. Eliot‟s mother is never depicted with warmth, even the 

beach near where he and his mother live is „barren and dull to play on 

alone,‟ whilst Mrs Sen‟s apartment is „warm, sometimes too warm;  the 

radiators continuously hissed like a pressure cooker.‟45 Lahiri  thus 

contrasts these two worlds by the physical spaces with which Eliot 

associates the two most influential women in this formative stage of his 

development.  

 This emotional detachment is also a feature of Lahiri‟s Gogol. Like 

his mother, Ashima, Gogol feels great discomfort at being caught between 

worlds, but unlike Ashima, who was transported to her new world by 

circumstance, Gogol effectually intensifies his own disorientation by 

attempting to deny his cultural background. After legally adopting his new 
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name, Nikhil, Gogol sees himself as floating between spaces, even more 

unclear as to his identity than was previously the case:  

It is as Nikhil … that he grows a goatee, starts smoking 

Camel Lights at parties … It is as Nikhil that he loses his 

virginity at a party at Ezra Stiles. 

 There is only one complication: he doesn‟t feel like 

Nikhil. At times he feels as if he‟s cast himself in a play, 

acting the part of twins, indistinguishable to the naked 

eye yet fundamentally different. At times he still feels his 

old name, painfully and without warning, the way his 

front tooth had unbearably throbbed in recent weeks after 

a filling … 46 

 When Gogol enters what could have been his great and lasting love 

affair with Maxine, it is significant that he seems more impressed by the 

architecture of his lover‟s parents‟ home than the inviting form of her body: 

He is stunned by the house, a Greek Revival, admiring it 

for several minutes like a tourist before opening the gate. 

He notes the pedimented window lintels, the Doric 

pilasters, the bracketed entablature, the black cruciform 

panelled door. He climbs a low stoop with cast-iron 

railings.47  

Although he notes, „She is barefoot, wearing flowing black wool pants and 

a thin beige cardigan,‟ and „As far as he can tell she wears nothing under 

the cardigan apart from her bra.‟48 - even when they reach her bedroom, it 

seems to be the interior of the room, not the interior of her clothing which 

captures most of his interest: „a peach-coloured bedroom with a sleigh bed 

at the back, a long black and red bathroom,‟ „a gray sitting room she treats 

as a closet.‟49 Embraced not only by Maxine‟s relaxed refinement, but also 

by her sophisticated (non-Indian) parents, Gerald and Lydia, Gogol in 

effect becomes part of the family:  

Quickly, simultaneously, he falls in love with Maxine, the 

house, and Gerald and Lydia‟s manner of living, for to 
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know her and love her is to know and love all of these 

things.50  

However, even early in this relationship, Gogol‟s underlying discomfort 

surfaces when Maxine innocently asks if his parents would want him to 

marry an Indian girl. 

He feels angry at his parents then, wishing they could be 

otherwise, knowing in his heart what the answer is. „I 

don‟t know,‟ he tells her. „I guess so. It doesn‟t matter 

what they want.‟51 

 The contrast between Maxine‟s easy comfort and respect for her 

parents and Gogol‟s discomfort and denial of his own family, highlights 

Gogol‟s attempts to escape his heritage. However, the reader becomes 

aware that Gogol, despite his outward attempts to „escape‟ his Bengali 

parents, is actually attached in a way that he himself cannot yet fathom. 

When Maxine‟s friend, Pamela, assumes trips to India would present no 

health risks for Gogol, she is surprised by his reaction. „”But you‟re 

Indian,” Pamela says, frowning.‟ Another friend, Lydia, jumps to his rescue 

asserting „”He was born here”‟, but then Gogol „sees from her expression 

that after all these months, she herself isn‟t sure.‟52  

 When Gogol‟s father dies, Gogol realises that Maxine can‟t possibly 

understand the depth of loss he feels. He is aware that „she feels useless, a 

bit excluded in this house full of Bengalis.‟ Yet he is also conscious that 

despite her well-meaning words to his mother, „his father‟s death does not 

affect Maxine in the least.‟ It is the catalyst which precipitates their drifting 

apart and separation. After the formal Bengali grieving period is ended, 

when Maxine encourages Gogol to „get away from all of this‟ - to leave his 

mother‟s home and return to New York - Gogol replies, „I don‟t want to get 

away.‟ It is a significant turning moment for him, after all the physical and 

symbolic distancing he has emplaced. 

 Lahiri shows the void, depicts the living by numbers existence 

which goes with deep grief of close death, coupled to a failed relationship. 

It is relieved only slightly by a temporary affair with the married architect, 
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Bridget, before Gogol, on the insistence of his mother, finally agrees to meet 

the daughter of another Bengali family.  

 Former childhood acquaintances, Moushumi, now a French scholar 

and academic, and Gogol surprise themselves by falling in love. Lahiri‟s 

depictions of several of their significant meetings show Gogol‟s desire for 

Moushumi. When he‟s with her, he rarely notices architecture, instead he 

notices what Moushumi is wearing, the light on her face, her reflection in a 

window: 

He is distracted by her reflection in the glass, a more 

severe version of herself, for some reason more 

stunning.53 

Gogol takes Moushumi to an Italian restaurant, and there is no mention of 

the building, the décor, but other details are noted: 

Underneath the coat he sees that she is wearing a nubby 

grey suit, with large buttons on the jacket and a bell-

shaped skirt that stops short of her knees.54 

Another day, shopping, she selects a cap for him: 

She puts it on his head, touching his hair, his scalp. She 

smiles, pointing to the mirror… He wonders what it 

might be like to kiss her on the mouth.55 

Within a year, they marry in a traditional Bengali ceremony, much to the 

delight of both families, and shortly thereafter both travel to Paris where 

Moushumi is presenting at a conference. Whilst Moushumi, who had 

formally lived in Paris, is „at home‟ but still sufficiently exotic to attract 

positive attention from many of the locals, Gogol, „mute‟ in French, and 

blurred by the talk of her many friends, is uncomfortable. „From the 

beginning, he feels useless.‟56 Although Gogol finds relief by escaping to be 

the tourist and sketch various buildings of architectural interest, there is an 

unspoken drifting which begins in Paris and continues on their return to 

NewYork.  

 Gogol finds Moushumi‟s friends, Donald and Astrid, tiresome and 

during one memorable dinner, when the conversation turns to babies‟ 
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names, silently fumes when Moushumi reveals that the person they all 

know as Nikhil is known in his family as Gogol. This widens the gap 

between people Moushumi relies on as friends, and Gogol‟s summary of 

them as „intelligent,‟ „attractive,‟ „well-dressed‟ and „a bit incestuous.‟57 

Simultaneously, Moushumi finds their married life too comfortable, too 

predictable and, regretting her decision to reject a scholarship to Paris, 

begins an affair with an older man, an object of her former schoolgirl 

infatuation.   

 When Moushumi inadvertently reveals the affair, Gogol responds 

as if with another death. Within a week she is gone, leaving Gogol to clear 

her unwanted things from the apartment which is now his, with the same 

sad resolve he showed after the death of his father, Ashoke. It is then, with 

Gogol‟s mother, Ashima, about to leave for India, perhaps forever, that 

Gogol realises that he had always „hovered close to his quiet, ordinary 

town that had remained, for his mother and father, stubbornly exotic,‟ 

separated only by „a few small states from his father, a distance that had 

not troubled Gogol in the least, until it was too late.‟58 It is only then, at 

what might be a final family gathering in his hometown, that Gogol begins 

to read „The Overcoat,‟ written by his namesake, given to him on his 

birthday years previously by his loving father. 

 Lahiri‟s restrained portrayal of Gogol‟s melancholy in finally 

accepting his Indian background, and the appropriateness of his name, is 

adroitly shifted to the future tense, as Gogol imagines exactly how his 

mother will respond when she discovers him in his old bedroom, reading 

the writer whose name he bears, instead of helping her to host this one last 

party in the family home. Having tried to move away without ever really 

venturing far, Gogol has finally returned to be as close as he possibly can 

be to his beloved father. 
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BABAKIUERIA 

 

Geoffrey Atherden and Don Featherstone‟s mockumentary, „Babakiueria,‟59 

a short satirical television drama, used role-reversal to show the sense of 

dislocation „white‟ Australians would feel if their „traditional‟ spaces were 

colonised by Kooris.   

 In a series of initially humorous and increasingly poignant reversals, 

the urban Anglo-Australians are evicted first from their Barbecue Area – a 

community picnic spot in a park - and then devastated as various family 

members are forcibly removed to re-education camps. Apart from some 

dramatic visual scenes, the patronising pronouncements from the 

empowered Koori government spokesman on how the Anglos „need to 

adjust‟ to „the improvements‟ being forced upon them are highlights of 

some incisive commentary on how all Australians connect to land and 

space, and how even the most urbanised Australians are emotionally 

dependent on certain spatial assumptions.  

 The 2005 December 11th „race riots‟ at Cronulla Beach give credence 

to the notion that some Australians associate certain spaces, in this case a 

particular suburban beach, as being essentially their own space,60 and 

physically attacked people perceived by some Anglo-Australians to be 

Lebanese-Australians in order to supposedly „defend their turf.‟ These 

attacks were purportedly revenge responses to the verbal intimidation of 

Anglo-Australian women and a physical assault of a life-guard by men 

assumed to be of Lebanese descent. No-one suggested that the individuals 

attacked by the Anglo-Australian mob were the culprits of the previous 

anti-social behaviour. It is difficult to know how much this blatant racism 

had to do with a genuine sense of belonging to the urban beachfront, but 

the fact that this could be used as a premise suggests that even for urban 

Australians, cultural assumptions are closely bound to spatial affiliation.  
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 This is also evidenced by the crass economics of real estate booms. 

Many buyers are responding to the late twentieth century „sea-change,‟ the 

northern migration to Queensland and most recently the „tree-change‟ 

movements to inhabit „greener‟ spaces in the rural communities, as couples 

and families with economic flexibility move out of less satisfying urban 

environments into spaces which are promoted and sold on the basis of 

offering a more „relaxed lifestyle,‟ „closeness to nature‟ and heightened 

„community values.‟ Much of this is, of course, as illusory as the „semi-

rural‟ setting of the television soapie, Home and Away, with its exteriors 

filmed on location in the suburbs of Sydney – much more home than away. 

The international popularity of Neighbours and Home and Away indicates 

that urban dwellers in many countries long for what is perceived to be a 

strong sense of community (amidst continuous relationship traumas) set 

within unpretentious dwellings and a café with appalling décor, built near 

an „unspoiled‟ coastline.    

 For many indigenous Australians, this twenty-first century 

phenomenon must seem highly ironic. Having stolen and irrevocably 

altered much of the landscape and coastline of southern and eastern 

Australia, the wadjellas and ballandas are now seeking „to connect with‟ 

that which their ancestors set out to chop down, crop, fish out and sanitise. 

Finally more wadjellas are beginning to realise that which indigenous 

Australians have always known: we are connected to the spaces which 

support us, and the species which surround us. The disrespect with which 

previous Euro-Australians treated „the bush‟ is made blatantly obvious in 

Kim Scott‟s Miles Franklin Award winning novel, Benang (1999). 

 Scott reveals his own connection to the land and his Nyoongar 

people, the former guardians of the land on the southern coast of Western 

Australia, through the diary-like revelations of Harley, „a man of Nyoongar 

ancestry.‟61 Harley retraces the Nyoongar side of his family history through 

family diary entries and archival sources, as he cares for his Scottish 

grandfather - the man who was determined to „breed out‟ the blackness in 

Harley‟s past. Harley, reared in boarding school and given a „white man‟s 

education,‟ is sickened to discover his past, whilst nursing his grandfather, 
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Ernest Solomon Scat.  As Harley discovers the betrayal of his Nyoongar 

family by his grandfather, he desperately searches and eventually begins to 

recover his true past and the nature of dispossession with all the personal 

trauma and cultural re-alignment which that embodies. 

 As Harley literally and metaphorically drifts above the landscape 

and seascape of the southern coast of Western Australia, Scott fairly 

relentlessly demonstrates the tragic consequences of European settlement 

in what was traditional Nyoongar territory. Although Harley is essentially 

a rural/urban Aborigine, his confrontation and the eventual moving 

towards reconciliation with his past begins with a series of bush excursions 

into the landscape with his uncles: 

Even by the campfire, and camped among the dunes, 

Uncle Will wanted to explain the 1905 Aborigines Act to 

me. My back was cold, my cheeks hot, and I was the smell 

of campfire smoke, of banksias and seaweed, of the fish 

we‟d eaten.62   

Scott‟s choice of „I was the smell …‟  positions the reader to accept (perhaps 

unthinkingly) Harley as being not just connected to, but actually part of the 

landscape which, like Harley‟s predecessors, was a victim of the invader-

settlers. Although the conclusion of Benang is ultimately hopeful, as its title 

(Nyoongar for „Tomorrow‟) suggests, much of the book deals with the 

tribulations and misfortunes which befall many of Harley‟s ancestors: 

 So when my father found Ernest pushing this Ellen 

forcefully into the mattress … Well, they fought. There 

was anger there. Tommy remembering the ropes on his 

mother, remembering the many girls and women … 63  

Clearly the rape of Nyoongar girls and women was not merely a metaphor 

of what was happening to the land; the invaders had literally, and in Scat‟s 

case deliberately, created a new people who were both physically displaced 

and socially ostracised:  

Saturday‟s public meeting to discuss the undesirable 

association of black and white in our school was 

enthusiastically attended and all agreed it an unqualified 
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success. … It was resolved that ... by the thirteenth of this 

month all white parents will cease sending their children 

to the school until the blacks are otherwise provided for.64 

Even when Harley‟s maternal grandfather tries to obtain his own land, 

using the wadjella‟s rules, he is thwarted by carefully crafted exclusion 

provisions: 

Harry couldn‟t get a loan from the bank. It was the law. 

His property wasn‟t securely his. „What if you should 

die,‟ smiled the bank manager. „It‟s nothing personal,‟ he 

added, after a pause. „It‟s the law, it‟s the colour of your 

skin, Harry. Who your mother was, and your father too.‟65 

 As Harley pours over his grandfather‟s papers and photographs, he 

uncovers one wound after another, becoming increasingly angry at how 

not just his inheritance has been amputated, but his connection to his 

people has been deliberately denied him. Despite the certainty of the 

granite shack which he is slowly renovating whilst „nursing‟ his dying 

grandfather, he feels there is no solid ground beneath him.  

 In some magic realist moments within the book, we find Harley 

floating, drifting above the earth, or merging with the elements: 

Sometimes the sky lightened so suddenly as the sun 

appeared out there that I felt as if my skull had opened, 

been peeled back, and I was gone, merged with that sky.66  

At other times, it seems more as though there is a genuine spiritual 

connection with metaphysical beings. At one point Harley identifies totally 

with a mollyhawk: 

I was the one poised, balanced, hovering on shifting 

currents and – looking down upon my family 

approaching from across the vast distances my vision 

could cover – I was the one to show them where and who 

we are.67  
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Harley‟s Uncle Jack confirms that this was indeed a transformation, a 

metaphysical morphing: 

Those birds. That was the spirit in the land talking to you. 

Birds, animals, anything can do it. That is what 

Aboriginal people see.68  

 Through Benang, Kim Scott has revealed his own connection with 

the land and with the life-forms which it supports. Moving between the 

metaphysical and the physical, shifting from the past to the present and 

even the promise of the future in the title, Scott‟s writing demonstrates his 

own shift in perception which began with his exploration of his own 

Nyoongar background. The non-lineal progression of the narrative and the 

echoed plaintive and at times aggressive shouts for justice, show Scott‟s 

command of his adopted language, whilst retaining the ancestral pull of a 

Nyoongar‟s approach to story. In each excursion - both the linguistic 

philosophical discussions of (post-)colonialism, and Harley‟s family 

reunifications - the reader is acutely aware of the importance of place, the 

significance of space, and the centrality of the land to people whose 

heritage has been stolen. For indigenous Australians, country defines the 

person.  

 

 

 

 

SPICE AND SALTFISH PICKLE 

 

Simone Lazaroo‟s first novel, The World Waiting To Be Made, deals with the 

same period of history as the later sections of Benang and is set in similar 

locations to some of Winton‟s first novel, An Open Swimmer. In her quasi-

memoir, Lazaroo also deals with the angst of teenage years, the yearning 

for acceptance and the teenage insecurities which follow her unnamed 

protagonist into her early adult years in the suburbs of Perth, as her 

parents‟ relationship falters and disintegrates. After graduating and her 

first teaching post in the Kimberley, the protagonist then visits her father‟s 
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family in Singapore and Malacca where she finally succeeds in reconciling 

her cultural duality, or at least in accepting the uncertainties it presupposes, 

and accepts the nature of being an „in-between,‟ an Australian-Eurasian. 

 Unlike Scott‟s Harley, the narrator-protagonist of The World Waiting 

To Be Made seems much more pre-occupied with looking different, rather 

than her family‟s culture clashing or jarring with that of the dominant 

Anglo-Celtic culture of Western Australia. Migrating at a young age from 

Singapore, most of the young girl‟s memories of Singapore and of her 

family‟s connections to Malacca are recounted through „floating‟ stories of 

demons and hantus, told to her by her Australian mother; and through her 

father‟s reminiscences of his childhood in the war-ravaged Malay 

peninsula, and during the later burgeoning acceleration of Singapore‟s 

economic development in the 1960s. As a primary school-aged girl and 

throughout her adolescence, the psychological development of Lazaroo‟s 

protagonist seems to be dominated by insecurities linking body image to 

race and ethnicity: 

all the Australian models sported eyebrows that looked as 

though they‟d been attacked by voracious moths. I stole 

my mother‟s tweezers and continued to transform myself 

from Eurasian beautiful to Australian beautiful.69 

Like most teenagers, she is desperate to be noticed for the right reasons, not 

singled out as a „freak,‟ whilst simultaneously wondering who she really is: 

„Am I like her? … Am I Asian? Or am I Aussie?‟70 

 The book illustrates again and again the insensitivities and at times 

the deliberate racism of „average‟ Australians. There is validity in Khoo‟s 

contention that, as shown through Lazaroo‟s recollections: 

the violence perpetrated against Asian people in Australia 

is directed through a parochial sense of „Australian 

nationalism‟, it is hardly „ethnicity‟ which is targeted in 

these cases.  It is „race‟, the so-called visible difference. 
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It‟s not surprising, given that much of the racism experienced was based on 

the visible (the difference in appearance), that the victim attempts to 

eliminate this as a source of discomfort. 

 Anthropologist David Tomas explores the extent to which clothing 

„maps territory onto the human body‟ and cites the case of a Bengali who 

dressed as an Englishman, having to discard his clothes in order to be 

recognised and accepted by his countrymen: 

In this zone of bodily suspension, space and time were 

dislocated in terms of a misrepresentation resulting from 

a perceptual perturbation in the binary logic that had 

previously governed the relationship …71 

 Later, when she is a young school teacher in the Kimberley, the 

local school children find it easier to establish rapport with her than other 

teachers, because of her darker skin. She feels a growing bond with the 

locals, whilst her wadjella colleague and housemate complains about her 

„strange‟ food: „Could we have a little less spice and saltfish pickle? Or at 

least eat the pickle outside?‟72 

 Ironically, even when she returns as an adult to Singapore, 

Lazaroo‟s character continues to focus on the superficial, wanting to gain 

approval by lowering the hems of her skirts before visiting her Singaporean 

family (who were hoping to see a modern, more daring style from the 

West), wearing a tailored jacket and Cartier copy watch on her return 

flight.   

 This focus on appearances is echoed in the actions of her father. For 

him, it is not hemlines and eyebrows which define „Australianess,‟ but roof-

lines and brick colour. Determined to become „assimilated,‟ he decides that 

the family, having outgrown the capacity of the septic tanks of their first 

Australian home, needs to move to something „more Australian.‟ The 

failure of this reaction to resolving the tensions of shifting identities is 

implied from the very beginning: 
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In looking for a new house, my father was looking for a 

new and powerful spell against demons whose names he 

didn‟t know …73 

As his daughter seeks visual assimilation by dying her hair, plucking her 

eyebrows and wearing tighter jeans, the father „would use clay brick and 

tiles, anodised aluminium window frames, to prove … that he was not an 

Alien in this new country, … to give him security against new unseen Evil 

Genius Demons.‟74 

 However, even before moving to the „True Blue Romeo house,‟ her 

father‟s fidelity to his wife is questioned, as his affair with another woman 

becomes increasingly obvious. Afterwards, he finds the very openness of 

the new house design, a weakness. There is no zone into which he can 

retreat, no space free from the accusatory gaze of his wife and daughters. 

Increasingly he hides behind a newspaper in the corner of the open-

planned living room, before eventually escaping his wife and his daughters 

altogether, for a „frosty‟ new partner, Dawn. 

Something about all this open planning and the impudent 

questions of his children as they became more Australian, 

endangered the idea he‟d grown up with of a father‟s 

place. There was no refuge for him in open-plan houses.75 

 Despite this reference to the design of the family house, there is 

actually little detail given of houses or the primary school or high school 

where Lazaroo‟s narrator learnt „lessons which taught me the shame of 

being different.‟ In fact the book seldom describes place or space in a way 

which would help a reader identify a particular building style or exterior 

location. Leighton Beach is one exception: 

The dunes of the beaches near Fremantle became 

crisscrossed with my secret escape routes, each one taking 

me away from the equivalent embarrassments of being 

foreign and of being a good Australian girl. I loved the 

tangled silvery vegetation there, the height the dunes 
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gave you, the deep sweep of cobalt, bumpy when the 

breeze or swell was picking up.76  

Like many people she takes the landscape for granted, only appreciating its 

beautiful variety when she is obliged to look at it close up, as occurs on an 

excursion in the Kimberley: 

In front of a large outcrop of orange rock the papery-

barks gave way to fine-trunked eucalypts like those I‟d 

driven past every day on the way to school. I was 

astonished to see how red the twigs of these trees were 

against the mauve and green of the leaves. How had I 

ever thought of those trees as grey?77  

 The spaces which seem to more acutely define Lazaroo‟s vision are 

those of interiors, the internalised questioning of identity and meaning. 

Externally, this is made clear by the prominence given to the chium, the 

unique Malay embrace and kiss-like sniffing of relatives, which helps to 

bind the beginning and ending of the narrative. It is the chium which 

defines her leaving of Singapore the first time, and the chium from her wise 

Uncle Linus on her visit to Malacca as a young woman which steadies her 

psyche and prepares her to overcome her fear of being different. She 

sought wisdom from Uncle Linus and gains insight from his words, 

learning of his death shortly after her return to Perth.  

 In The World Waiting To Be Made, Lazaroo has explored her own 

background to provide readers with honest insights into the psyche of 

those who are judged as alien. Prejudice based on the superficial aspects of 

appearance is difficult to deal with for anyone, as will be shown later in this 

thesis, but for an adolescent it is doubly difficult as young men and women 

seek desperately to merge with and become part of a particular sub-culture. 

To be disallowed space within the teenage peer groups is shown to be one 

of the most disabling of all psychological hurdles. Although throughout her 

childhood and adolescence the narrator maintains her friendship with her 

former (Anglo-Australian) neighbour, Sue, we can see that she always feels 

excluded by others: school kids, employees, colleagues and even her first 

lover. It is only following the death of Uncle Linus that Lazaroo‟s narrator 
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finally resolves to accept her difference and approach the rest of her life 

with less regret, less repression of her past and her heritage. In this we can 

see direct parallels with the described reactions of Gogol Ganguli. However, 

at the conclusion of Lazaroo‟s story there is no sense that the narrator is yet 

ready to celebrate her distinct background, to happily sing praises of 

saltfish pickles.  

 

BURSTS OF HEAT & LIGHT78 

 

West Australian author Tim Winton is internationally renowned for his 

depictions of characters inhabiting particular spaces. Unlike Murakami‟s 

brooding and often disconnected protagonists, the people who inhabit 

Winton‟s works do not merely move across cityscapes or live in 

apartments, rather they are intimately connected with the land, linked to 

the soil, the sea, and sometimes even the built structures which house 

them.  

 Much of Winton‟s fiction, both his short stories and his novels, 

contains passages which show the relationship between people and their 

built and/or natural environment. Often this relationship provides a 

significant catalyst for the development of plot or the exploration of 

themes. As Ben-Messahel observes, „Landscape encompasses the power of 

poetic vision and religious faith, and the yearning for revelation.‟79 

 This is apparent both in Winton‟s earlier works, with younger male 

protagonists, and also in later internationally renowned novels, such as 

Cloudstreet (1991) and The Riders (1994). In Winton‟s novels for Young 

Adults, although the revelations of the innocent teenager, Lockie Leonard, 

are nestled in humour and hopefulness, the first few pages of the series 

reveal an underlying angst which underpins much of Winton‟s writing. 

When Lockie‟s family first arrives at the allocated police-force house in 

Angelus (alias Albany), „the car went quiet.‟80  
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It was a big old fibro joint with a rusty tin roof, and it 

went all higgledy-piggledy inside, like whoever built it 

kept having more kids and just bunged on a room every 

Christmas.81  

Although Lockie‟s mum „started bawling‟ at the sight of it, „Lockie got to 

like that place.‟ Thinly disguised autobiographical elements form the 

genesis of much of Winton‟s writing.82 The rough and tumble house and 

his connection to the landscape of  the areas near Albany (the fictional 

Angelus) and later the suburbs of Perth, the coastline of the mid-west and 

Pilbara regions of Western Australia provide Winton with the baseline for 

much of his metaphysical speculation.   

 The trilogy, Lockie Leonard, Human Torpedo (1990), Lockie Leonard, 

Scumbuster (1993) and Lockie Leonard, Legend (1997) reveal the anxieties and 

often comically rendered traumas and triumphs of a thirteen year old city 

boy who arrives in the seaside town of Angelus with his family: an overly 

serious mum, an avid-reader police sergeant dad, a bed-wetting younger 

brother and baby sister. Lockie surfs, gets into trouble at school, falls in 

love with Vicki (Human Torpedo) and Dot (Scumbuster), becomes friends 

with a super-bogan, and helps to hold the family together when his mother 

has a mental breakdown (Legend). 

 As the trilogy progresses, the readers become increasingly 

acquainted with the Leonard household, and the house itself - the kitchen, 

its small living area, Lockie‟s shared bedroom, etc..  More importantly 

though, it is the town, the exterior landscape and the ocean which impacts 

significantly on Lockie‟s psyche. Through surfing, Lockie displays his 

individuality and liberating courage:  

Lockie sat up on his board and steadied himself. This is 

serious, he thought. This is as serious as it gets. There was 

no one else out. He figured the swell was just a hair‟s 

breadth away from being out of control. Maybe that‟s 

how he was himself.83 
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After successfully riding a monster swell into shore, Lockie „fell to his 

knees on the sand and yelled: „Thank yoooooooou!‟ No one had seen it, not 

a soul, and he couldn‟t care less.‟84 

 In Winton‟s fiction for adult readers we see the same connection to 

the land, to the sea, re-emerging with various characters in numerous 

stories.85 In „Lantern Stalk,‟ Egg, a character much more like Lockie than the 

Egg of Lockie Leonard, Scumbuster, is similarly linked to the environment. In 

a high school army cadet exercise, stalking a „guarded‟ lantern at night, Egg 

becomes disoriented and stumbles across a farmhouse Christening of a new 

born baby. Throughout the story, the smell, the essence of the landscape is 

tangible. As is typical for many of Winton‟s novels for adults, for much of 

the story, the protagonist is alone:  

Egg lay on his back. The sky pressed down and it made 

him think that if someone knocked the chocks from the 

right corners, the whole lot would crash down and the 

world would be as it must once have been, with no 

margin between earth and space, no room for light or 

dark, plant or animal, no people.86 

 In this story, Egg‟s epiphany is precipitated by a farmhouse filled 

with a congregation of „big rough-faced men and women with blunt chins 

and black eyes.‟87 Egg, whose parents hold very different expectations for 

him, whose verbal attacks on one another have caused Egg to retreat to his 

bedroom repressed and fearful, with nightmares of padlocked doors, a 

staircase and a never-ending void.  

 During the lantern stalk, with obvious but nevertheless effective 

symbolism, Egg is lost in the dark, and stumbles upon the light of a simple 

Christian gathering. When the leader of the group states, „Tonight we claim 

God‟s promises for this baby„ and „swear ourselves to the sacred duty of 

raising this kid up to hear God,‟88 it is Egg who is finally rescued from his 
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dark dreams. It is the young teenager who is finally accepted as a man, 

sharing in communal beer and rainbow cake, leaving the room with an 

edible rendition of God‟s promise to Noah in his pocket. As he hears the 

truck horn sounding to announce to the cadets that the game is over, Egg 

sees the lantern‟s glow on a far hill: 

it seemed to him it looked like a star descended from the 

night sky, from that darkness in his dream at the end of 

the staircase where he had never ventured. The locked 

fingers of his ribcage relaxed. He was not afraid.89  

For the first time in the story, he runs towards his future with a hopeful 

spirit. 

 Winton constantly returns to these themes of spiritual awakening, 

or at least reconciliation, through close attachment to natural spaces and 

forms. Perhaps his intentions are most obviously stated in his non-fiction 

commentary on the West Australian landscape and seashore in Land‟s Edge 

(1993), the photographic „coffee-table‟ book with its visual images by Trish 

Ainslie and Roger Garwood, complemented by Winton‟s linguistic 

pictorials.  

 Those less acquainted with the sea may see the ocean as a source of 

light and energy, a space inhabited with promise. Winton - a surfer, free 

diver and fisherman, who in his struggling early years as a writer helped to 

supplement his family‟s meagre income with regular supplies of seafood - 

knows the ocean too well for such blasé romanticism. For him: 

„the ocean is the supreme metaphor for change.‟90 „When I think 

of sleep or coma or fever or death, the ocean comes to mind.‟91 

„For every moment the sea is peace and relief, there is another 

when it shivers and stirs to become chaos. It‟s just as ready to 

claim as it is to offer.‟92 

 Much of Winton‟s work is linked thematically to this „supreme 

metaphor for change.‟ In Winton‟s first novel, An Open Swimmer (1982), the 

young adult surfer and fisherman searches in vain for the „pearl‟ to be had 
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from the queenie (a queen snapper), a trope for meaning and love. Like the 

vastness of the ocean, the elusive nature of love,  and the essence of 

meaning are reduced to the unique beauty of a single „pearl.‟  

 Other stories by Winton show that it is the land as much as the 

ocean with which he connects. Almost any exterior spaces can launch his 

characters into metaphysical speculation or realisation.  

 In his most recently released collection of interlinked short stories, 

The Turning (2004), Winton revisits the settings and some of the themes of 

his earlier works, seemingly wishing to re-examine his own past through 

different approaches to similar subject matter. Whilst Shallows ( 1985) was a 

darker journey to the same beaches portrayed in An Open Swimmer (1982), 

the stories in The Turning offer a far more serious, and at times more 

sinister, rendezvous for familiar teenage anxieties and young adult 

obsessions of the earlier Young Adult works. 

 In the short story, „Big World‟, two friends, young meat workers, 

plan to launch out and follow a fantasy of owning a panel van to cruise the 

town. But for one, the idea of escaping the town of Angelus is what‟s 

driving his fantasy of „rubbing baby oil into a girl‟s strapless back‟: „It‟s not 

hosing blood that shits me off - it‟s Angelus itself; I‟m going nuts here.‟93 

Not quite the promotional tourist image that the City of Albany would 

endorse. 

 The unnamed protagonist persuades his mate, Biggie, to follow his 

northwards dream, and instead of the panel van, they buy an old VW 

combi. Biggie meets Meg who joins him for reefers and sex, and life 

becomes increasingly lonely for the jealous narrator until the VW catches 

fire. The three escape unharmed with some of their belongings whilst the 

vehicle:  

just smoulders and hisses a while as the sun sinks slowly 

behind us. In the end, with the smoke almost gone and 

the wiring cooked, it‟s obvious we‟re not going anywhere. 

We turn our attention to the sunset.94  
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At that moment the young lad‟s frustration and anger are suddenly 

diffused:   

Right now, standing with Biggie on the salt lake at sunset 

… I don‟t care what happens beyond this moment. In the 

hot northern dusk, the world suddenly gets big around 

us, so big we just give in and watch.95 

Out of doors metaphysical moments like this are often the focal point of 

Winton‟s stories, but what of physical interiors?   

 When the people of Winton‟s books inhabit houses, it‟s rare that 

their abodes resemble the neat and tidy brickwork and panelling of 

Australian suburbia. His stories and novels are filled with people whose 

houses are sparse, dilapidated or derelict.  

 Consider the dwelling of Honest Bob, in „Commisssion,‟ the long-

absent, formerly alcoholic father who lives in the goldfields shrub near 

Kalgoorlie. Bob‟s son is commissioned by his dying mother to find her 

husband and bring him to her bedside. The son, a city dweller, seems as 

much struck by his father‟s bush home, as by his father‟s sober manner:  

The shack was a one-room bushpole construction with a 

corrugated iron roof and walls. The three walls were 

mismatched timber windows whole panes were scrubbed 

clean. … Black billies and pots hung from a wall. A steel 

sink was set into a jarrah frame. The hand-poured cement 

floor was swept.96  

The reformed father is now a respected „banker‟ for the fringe dwelling 

prospectors of the goldfields. His shanty dwelling, like his life, may be 

cobbled together with scraps, but it is functional and clean. It has an 

honesty that the son begins to realise. 

 In Dirt Music (1991), Fox, as his name implies, is wary of all built 

structures and runs away to the security of isolation amongst the mangrove 

swamps and red dust of the Pilbara coast. Finally low on food and 

recovering from fever, he approaches a remote tourist/fishing guide‟s 

shelter, an inhabited cave, and gorges on fresh food and drink before 

running again. This time, because he can‟t return to make peace with the 
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people he‟s left, he can‟t „come in as this thing […] with the scabs and scales 

of his brow, at the festering beard and those wet, red eyes …‟97 Later, 

avoiding contact, he resists approaching those who are searching for him 

because he sees himself as „a shambling beast come suddenly into their 

midst. Slinking in like a feral dog.‟98  And in a strange inversion, we see Fox 

quoting a tee-shirt slogan as he stumbles and falls into the farting mud of a 

mangrove flat, with an ironic allusion to the first few verses of John‟s 

gospel, inextricably linked to God and salvation: 

 „Oh, well done, he thinks. I‟m with stupid. Before 

stupid was, I am. A life writ in mud.‟99 

 Whilst the open spaces of southern beaches and the endless 

horizons of the Pilbara frequently  provide his characters with moments of 

revelation, when Winton‟s characters are enclosed by the more typical 

walls and ceilings of suburbia, they are often people whose lives are at 

tipping points, sometimes at the knifepoint of self-destruction, of violence 

or psychological self-immolation. 

 The story „Long, Clear View‟ reveals a schoolboy, Vic, teetering on 

the edge of violence. The modest family house on the hill becomes a site of 

intimidation for the boy and his mother when their policeman 

father/husband is posted to another town because of his refusal to bend to 

the corrupt culture of the local police station. For Vic‟s family, „nothing‟s 

going right. The job, the town, the transfer, everything‟s off somehow.‟100  

Young Vic represses his anger, his sorrow. „So you shut up and stop 

bawling. You go to school without whining …‟101 However, his fascination 

for his dad‟s .22 rifle increases as the tension in the town and between his 

parents intensifies: 

In the gunsight you watch the strangers of your town take 

their dirty secrets from place to place.  
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 You can‟t leave the window. You‟re not sure what to 

look for but you know you have to be ready. From here 

you have a long, clear view.102  

The house, only vaguely described with its fibro walls, becomes more like a 

prison with windows, a cardboard castle under siege, a vantage point for 

pending violence in the mind of the teenager whose world is whirling 

about him: 

The house is naked up here, a bare box in a square of lawn. The 

front fence is barely waist high. There‟s just not enough security, 

no protection. You open the bedside drawer and take out the 

bolt and slip it into the rifle. You check the breech, work the 

bolt and check twice more for safety, for peace of mind.103 

 Another story in the same collection reveals Vic as an adult, and his 

fascination with weaponry resumes, but this time out in the open, as he is 

happy to feel emotional release as he fires and hits time and again the 

harmless clay discs of trap-shooting. Vic realises that as a teenager, he was 

„only a breath away from something hideous. He was a ticking bomb.‟104 As 

Winton recently revealed in a television interview, he closely identifies 

with this moment.  

That kid (Martin Bryant) could have been me. If my life had 

been different, if things had gone differently for me, if I'd been 

in some kind of turmoil...I could have shot people.105  

As an adult in the open air, Vic finally dispenses with that unresolved fear 

and guilt. „He blasted away, pull after pull … and he realised that darkness 

had fallen around him and he was happy.‟106 Winton shows us here that, 

for some, the confinement of buildings, the moral suffocation of the work 

place – and, conversely, the freedom that open spaces often bring - not only 

reflects but frequently contributes to the psychological health or spiritual 

awareness of people. 
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 Undoubtedly the most significant building to feature in Winton‟s 

work is the house at Number One Cloud Street:  

 Gwan, dad. 

The door opened. A dozen cramped smells blew in 

their faces: lilac water, rot, things they didn't 

recognize. Sam found a switch and the long, wide 

hallway suddenly jumped at them. They stepped 

inside to the grind and protest of the floorboards, 

moving slowly and quietly at first to open a door here, 

to peer there, exchange neutral high eyebrow looks, 

gathering boldness as they went, the four of them 

getting to a trot with their voices gathering and 

gaining, setting doors aslam, and moving to a full 

gallop up the staircase. 

 It's bloody huge! said Sam.107 

Cloudstreet is an epic narrative concerning two decades of two quite 

different families who, through linked destinies, come to live together in 

the house in Cloud Street. The Lambs, serious Christians with a 

vaudevillian father, are initially tenants of the house bequeathed to the 

Pickles, whose mother is a sharp and at times unsober woman, living with 

her children and her husband who is a serious gambler. Set mostly in West 

Leederville and the nearby suburbs of Perth during the period from mid-

World War II until the early 1960s, this story shows how the families are 

eventually linked by the marriage of Quick Lamb and Rose Pickles. Winton, 

with deft panache, uses the narrative voice of the near-drowned, 

apparently mentally retarded Fish Lamb to recount significant portions of 

the tale. Fish (an ancient symbol of recognition for persecuted Christians), 

saves two families by linking their destinies, firstly in the house, and then 

through the marriage of Quick and Rose.  

  The shared lives of the two families are centred on their existence in 

the inherited two storey house in Cloud Street. For the reader the house 

assumes enormous significance - not only because of its catalytic role in the 

plot, or the blatant symbolism of Oriel moving out of the house to inhabit a 
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tent in the back yard, or the later tearing down of the wall separating the 

families - but because the house is the epicentre; provides the microcosm 

against which the (mis)fortunes of the individuals are measured.  

 To begin with, Rose Pickles explores the house finding „damp 

patches and unfaded rectangles on the wall where paintings had hung,‟ 

and floors which „sloped and others were lumpy and singsong as you 

walked on them.‟ „She liked the iron lace in front of the bullnosed 

verandah;‟108 she loves her „Anne of Green Gables room‟ with its window 

overlooking the street.109 The windowless room in the centre of the house 

offers promise (of a library) to Rose, but later we learn from Fish and his 

relentless playing of the single piano note that its history is dark: „A smell 

of shit and corruption rises out of the wood, causing the air to go fluid with 

sickness …‟110  Quick Lamb‟s room, although „it‟s a good big room that he 

has,‟ seems like „a banishment‟ to the sad and guilt-ridden brother of the 

half-drowned Fish. Quick‟s iron bed „stands like an exhibit in the middle 

with enough room to train a footy team on either side.‟111 Quick notices:  

It takes time to get the feel of it, what with his lonelysick 

wakefulness and the rumble and quake of the house 

going on all night like the bellyaches of a sleeping 

whale.112  

And at night: 

the cripples, the reffos, the starving weeping wounded on 

his walls…, [photographic images of war] wait till Quick 

is asleep and then they dance in their ragged borders … 

throw themselves into a weird joyous tumult over his 

bed, … resume their places for the dawn so that Quick 

Lamb might trap them again with his sorrow.113 

The rooms, the house itself, take on a life as real as the seemingly 

Pentecostal, speaking in tongues, pig in the chook-pen in the backyard.114 

By the end of the book, the house has inhabited the reader. 
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 Not that Winton abandons landscape, or more specifically 

„waterscape,‟ in this his most urban-centred novel. The bush, the inlets, the 

ocean all feature, but it is the Swan River which is the setting for both the 

tale‟s prologue and epilogue and provides much of the spiritual genesis for 

this work of genius. As Fish Lamb‟s name implies, he is both the saviour 

and the „Fish out of water‟ (the misfit), but he is also the eloquent, 

omniscient soliloquist, the present link who binds the families‟ histories 

together:   

The water. 

And the mirror it makes. 

Fish leans out and the water is beautiful. All that 

country below, the soft winy country with its shifts of 

colour, its dark, marvellous call. Ah, yes.115 

… I burst into the moon, sun and stars of who I really 

am. Being Fish Lamb.  

 Perfectly. Always. Everyplace. Me.116 

The importance of water as a Christian symbol for purity, re-birth and 

eternity is employed by Winton in many of his narratives, as in this moving 

conclusion to Winton‟s arguably most substantial work. Fish‟s death 

through drowning becomes the entry point to ultimate knowledge. At this 

moment, Fish, always teetering near the omniscience of Christ, is suddenly 

engulfed by God‟s omnipresence. All space thus contracted instantly 

expands, and all doubt is washed away in the light of spiritual fulfilment. 

A drowning accident on the Swan River provides a moment of cosmic 

revelation.    

 So although much of this book is also an exploration of interiors, it 

is the landscape, the cityscape and in particular the Swan River which 

nourishes the narrative and ultimately provides the holy water for Fish‟s 

baptism and his last rites before he releases the reader to consider eternity.  

 In contrast, The Riders - so far Winton‟s only „Euro-book‟, written 

partially as a result of two end-to-end residencies in Paris and Ireland - 

effectively evokes the landscapes and cities of several European countries. 

Winton‟s feel for the landscape and seascape of his Western Australian 
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home are woven inextricably into a text which is essentially set in Europe – 

in a dilapidated Irish house, a cold Parisian winter and on the sun-scoured 

islands of Greece.  

 Fred Scully, an Australian, with the help of Pete the Post, a loveable 

comic companion, is restoring an old cottage, eagerly awaiting the arrival 

of his wife and daughter, who are settling affairs in Fremantle, prior to 

joining him in Ireland. When his daughter, Billie, arrives alone at Dublin 

airport and Jennifer, his wife, not only fails to arrive, but inexplicably 

deliberately obscures her whereabouts, Scully begins a frustratingly aching 

search to try to retrace his wife‟s travel through Europe and make some 

sense of her abandoning of her family. Scully struggles to deal with 

betrayal and loss, whilst simultaneously trying to care for his young 

daughter, and pining for places and locales he misses in Western Australia.  

 As Scully searches, the reader becomes increasingly aware of how 

the  landscapes and cityscapes through which Scully moves are more than 

mere backdrops for the action. Scully is a man out of his environment, a 

creature in an alien world. Winton‟s Scully clearly enjoys many of the 

postcard Mediterranean scenes, the less familiar delights of life in Greece, 

and even the quiet nights in the village at Vlikos: 

Breathless nights with the heat still radiating from the 

stones of the island, when the house was heady with the 

smoke of mosquito coils and drapes hung lifeless against 

the walls, and the little cluster of the houses lay in 

darkness. The only sound the tinkling of goat bells up the 

mountain.117  

 However, the home base for this psycho-picaresque perambulation 

begins and ends in a small cottage in Ireland.  

Ben-Messahel suggests that „the hostile and cold stony ground in 

County Offaly, Ireland, constructs the hidden meaning that [Scully] is out 

of place,‟118 but I think there‟s little obfuscation of meaning here. Scully‟s 

unmitigated love for his absent wife and daughter is made obvious not 

through poetic epistles, expensive presents or artistic outpourings, but 
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through house renovation, including the construction of a basic flushing 

toilet. Although there‟s affection for the Irish, the wild and woolly Scully 

has real problems feeling connection to the Irish landscape: 

Every field had a name, every path a stile. Everything 

imaginable had been done or tried out there. It wasn't the 

feeling you had looking out on his own land. In 

Australia you looked out and saw the possible, the spaces, 

the maybes. Here the wildness was pressed into 

something else, not what had already been ...119 

 In a sense, it is this space - the locales of „the possible‟, „the maybes‟ 

to which Winton time and again returns through his fiction. Through the 

journey into the desert, or the surfer battling the waves, or the diver 

mesmerized by the submarine world, Winton entices his readers to 

consider the metaphysical through close contact, sometimes even 

dangerous impact with the physical. Jerra, Ort, Queenie, Quick, Rose, 

Scully, Fox, and all the other complex heroes and heroines of Winton‟s 

fiction struggle through self-imposed and externally provided blows to the 

body and psyche in their journey through the „maybes‟ towards the light of 

love and meaning. 

 As the mood of The Riders shifts, the Irish landscape takes on a more 

depressing tone, as Scully, confronting some of the most depressing of all 

possibilities, reiterates that the wilderness, the wildness to which he surely 

connects, has vanished from Europe: 

Scully had long thought architecture was what you had 

instead of landscape, a signal of loss, of imitation. Europe 

had it in spades because the land was long gone, the 

wildness was no longer even a memory. But this … this 

was where architecture became landscape. It took scale 

and time, something strangely beyond the human. 120  

 It‟s clear that it‟s not just wife Jennifer and daughter Billie that Scully 

misses. It‟s the scent and feel of Australia; his longing to be home, to be 

connected to familiar scents, sights and sounds, the spaces which reassure 

and reaffirm his own worth:  
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A few weeks ago you couldn't sleep for dreams of home, 

of hot white beaches and the wicked scent of coconut oil 

and the Fremantle Doctor blowing the curtains inward 

against the long table there in that house you sweated on 

all those years. You were a mad dog for it, mate, like a 

horse in the home paddock, bolting with your nose in 

the air, kissing Europe goodbye … 121 

He is love-sick for the salt air of Fremantle, the smell of the desert, and the 

sunburned openness of life on the Western Australian coast: 

There were moments in Scully's day when he simply 

could not use a brush or plane or hammer for the 

thought of the summer he was about to miss at home … 

The great glossy weight of grapes hanging overhead and 

the smell of snapper grilling over charcoal. The seamless blue 

sky and the loose clothing on brown bodies. Lord, it gave 

him bad pangs, the thought of leaving all that behind, the 

idea of Jennifer and Billie packing that life into tea-chests 

and walking out of their old Fremantle house.122 

 Other readers might see Scully and Billy settling in Binchy‟s Bothy 

indefinitely, but I could never imagine either of these two Australians 

accepting the claggy fields near the town of Bannagher as home. The 

Republic, which Winton describes at one point as looking „flattened and 

every human monument grey as bathwater … a litany of ditches and 

slurry-smears, wracks and failures,‟123will never have the same effect on 

Scully as Western Australia. 

 This is not to suggest that Scully feels no connection with his 

adopted home in Ireland. It is the cold sod, the eerie castle and keep, the 

grey air itself which cling leech-like to Scully. And of course, the riders, as 

the book‟s title indicates, which provide Scully with ghostly 

companionship - the wronged warriors, the loyal, gullible servant-soldiers, 

blood-spattered and scarred by their misguided sense of honour: 
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With his pulse like an animal trapped beneath his skin, 

Scully moved between the riders, all but touching the 

heaving, rancid flanks of their mounts. Some of the horses 

had congealed wounds on their chest, and they looked as 

tired and cold and dazed as their riders.124 

Transfixed by the spectral patience of the riders, Scully (and later Billie) 

wait for some explanation as to why Jennifer - lover, wife and mother - has 

deserted her family. Winton offers no definitive possibilities, much to the 

annoyance of some readers and the chagrin of some feminists: 

This may well by why so many readers have found it 

disturbing. While alienating women readers by refusing them 

any point of identification except as objects of romance 

discourse …125 

Critic Nigel Krauth guessed that, „Women will hate this novel, I believe, 

because the novel seems to hate women.‟126 Such strident reactions may 

have cost Winton the Booker Prize for which this text was short-listed.  

 So what drives these various characters and what leads them 

outdoors? More than any Wordsworthian pantheistic appeal of nature, 

through their engagement with their physical environments Winton‟s 

characters are brought to a state of grace, a moment of recognition of the 

divine: 

Rather than `religious', `numinous' is a safer word to use 

when discussing the `beautiful experiences' depicted 

in Winton's fiction, for though they reflect his 

personal quest for the highest ideals in life and focus 

on the spiritual attitude of those who recognise a 

controlling power, they are not expressed in terms of 

any conventional religion. One soon becomes aware 

that Winton is impatient with the restrictions and 

exclusivity of institutional beliefs…127 
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 As Miels convincingly argues, this is certainly the case in That Eye 

the Sky (1986), but with the later works Winton‟s faith seems more difficult 

to qualify and quantify. I agree with Miels that, „Against everything that he 

acknowledges as dark and violent in the modern world Winton affirms his 

belief in a positive life force …the life force which exists as a kind of 

fragment of God within all people …,‟128 but with characters in the later 

texts the fragment seems at times more fractured, more fragile. Even 

though the innocent Billie Scully sees the world as still offering hope, that 

hope seems tenuous and trembling: 

The plane is so high up it‟s nearly in space. That nervous 

feeling comes back. She‟s going to live in a little stone 

house with square windows and a chimney. Her dad will 

be there. She shouldn‟t be afraid. But it‟s hard to stay 

calm when you‟re nearly in space, when you don‟t know 

what‟s coming.129   

 For Scully, belief seems more like a reluctant acceptance, a 

Buddhist-like acquiescence, rather than  Christian devotion or Job-like 

acknowledgement of God‟s will. As he tears his rag from the branches of 

the wish tree, Scully wonders „how it was that you stop asking yourself, 

asking your friends, asking God the question.‟130 Spiritual faith seems to 

reside more in Billie‟s biblically intoned observations, prompted by her 

own sympathy for her father, rather than to arise from Scully‟s blind and at 

times blustering journey: 

People didn‟t have a chance. Love was all you had in the 

end. It was like sleep, like clean water. When you fell off 

the world there was still love because love made the 

world. That‟s what she believed. That‟s how it was.131    

 When Scully dreams, once again it is the ocean which symbolically 

reveals and cleanses: 
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Scully watches … the water bristling with feelers. …alive 

with the cicada click of rock lobsters. The boat surges 

ahead and a mad school of silver trevally chases leftovers 

in the clear reef water. Two dolphins break ahead and the 

world is good, the sea lives, the sky goes blue forever.132   

In dreams, Scully returns to the sea off Western Australia, whilst awake he 

rejects the romantic notions which Jennifer held for the cities of Europe.  

„He could smell the difference winter had brought to Athens. The stinking 

nephos was largely blown away by sea winds, and the place was only as 

foul as a regular city.‟133 And of the city of romance Scully notes: 

It was easy to be patient in a place you love, but he 

honestly believed that he‟d acted well here. It wasn‟t like 

Paris where he was being ground to a pulp by the city 

itself, but even in Paris he‟d made no waves for her sake. 

London was the same. … in Greece it was easy to love 

her.134   

 Living in a tiny village close to the ocean, Scully felt more at home. 

Whilst Winton‟s similarly lauded compatriot, Peter Carey, is happy to call 

New York city home, it‟s very obvious that Winton would never feel settled 

living away from his familiar Australian shores. Perhaps this partly 

accounts for Winton‟s enormous appeal within Australia.135  

 Winton‟s spiritual connection to the Western Australian landscape 

and its beaches is obvious, as he himself is happy to acknowledge:  

 I'm a novelist whose primary inspiration has probably 

been landscape more than anything else. I'm more 

interested in, well more moved by landscape and more 

agitated by it, and I guess that's the source of so much of 

my work …136 
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He compares himself with the beachcomber who goes „looking for trouble‟, 

who „picks over the tideline, over the bits and pieces of people‟s lives with 

grim fascination.‟137 He muses that as the Israelite slaves escaped through 

the Sea of Reeds, he, with the parapets of water shaking above him, would 

have been fascinated with the wreckage of lost ships, the slugs and shells, 

„turning things over, rubbing the silt off them and holding them to the light 

while the Egyptian horsemen come thundering.‟138   

 So it is with Winton‟s characters, and with us his readers, caught 

contemplating the eternal whilst admiring the finite, staving off for at least 

a moment, the seas of doubt and the riders who threaten us.  

 

 

 

 

SPIRIT OF SPRING139 

 

Contemporary Japanese authors Haruki Murakami and Banana Yoshimoto 

both seem to easily drift across the supposed existing divide between 

Western and Japanese cultures. Although the authors mostly set their work 

in the modern cities of post-industrialised Japan, this backdrop seems 

almost irrelevant compared with the forming and disintegrating 

relationships of the major characters. However this is not to say that 

concepts of space are ignored. Key characters are drawn towards each 

other in carefully choreographed dances of desire and regret. 

 Australian and other Western readers might assume that this 

modernism and postmodernism in literature merely reflects the youthful 

outlook of the globally connected Japanese society. However other art 

forms in today‟s Japan, including music, art, cinema and architecture all 

show that whilst traditional cultural traits may be less influential, it is rare 

that they are completely neglected.140  
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 The contemporary Japanese architect, Kisho Kurokawa, seems to 

delight in juxtaposing the new, modern, western concepts with 

reconfigured and even authentic reconstructions of traditional Japanese 

built forms. In his search for meaning within and through his designs, 

Kurokawa frequently seeks to invoke the past through suggestion, and 

sometimes even through painstaking recreation of original forms. As part 

of his high-tech office in his central Tokyo apartment, he built an Edo 

period tearoom complete with hearth and bare branch log:   

Following this process of careful consideration of 

historical sources and inspection of available materials, 

and relying on the skills of the mere handful of tea room 

carpenters to be found in all Japan , it took me 17 years to 

complete Yuishikian.  And since there is no space in 

central Tokyo to build a tearoom, I constructed it as 

rooftop garden to my apartment, harmonising it with the 

rest of the garden area, so that, when completed, my 

Yuishikian nested among the apartment buildings of the 

central city.141 

In introducing Kurokawa‟s book, Charles Jencks notes that Kurokawa‟s 

work incorporates elements of concepts from both East and West. Each 

culture contributes in a non-competitive manner to add life and depth to 

his work: 

Meanings are layered coherently and cross-referenced to 

make chronological, constructional, thematic – and, yes, 

psychological – sense. It‟s not the “consumption of 

styles”, but their coherent superposition. East and West 

are not resolved in some totalistic synthesis, but played 

against each other staccato-like to keep their identity and 

autonomy.142  
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An author as well as a practising architect, Kurokawa almost defines the 

process with which Murakami and Yoshimoto seem to encourage their 

readers to respond: 

we define ourselves through the activity of observing 

others and also see ourselves. Since we cannot find peace 

of mind in God, we are forced to find it in looking at 

others.143  

 Those fortunate enough to have seen the recently constructed 

central Kyoto train station can see this concept beautifully rendered. Here 

one is constantly aware of others, not as a moving throng (although 

obviously the station functions to move vast numbers of passengers very 

efficiently) but as moving figures against both intimate and vast spaces 

which help to provide perspective and harmony within this multi-levelled 

protected space. The rooftop garden mimics some of the aspects of the 

famed raked garden of Kyoto,144 whilst the shining exterior, with its curved 

forms seems to echo the voluptuous curves of a reclining female form. 

 Many people tend to assume the veracity of certain behavioural 

patterns associated with ethnic or national stereotypes. In discussing what 

she regarded as younger Australians‟ lack of regard for personal spatial 

limits, Australian journalist Ruth Ostrow lamented the fact that „the next 

generation … weaned on doof music … seem not to understand the human 

need for space and quiet.‟ She then made a number of generalisations about 

notions of space held by other nationalities, including the Japanese („In 

Japan, where there is little or no personal space …‟) and related how „a 

journalist friend recently observed a group of Japanese tourists not 

knowing how to cross a road until a clump of other people came along and 

pushed them  across in a sea of bodies.‟145 In April, 2004, I observed the 

same process with a group of Australian tourists crossing a busy street in 

Hanoi, Vietnam.  

 Many Australians and other westerners typically expect Japanese 

people to be quiet, orderly, efficient, polite and sparing in revealing their 

emotions. British author Robert Ainsley satirically observed that: 
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The Japanese very rarely speak directly … and leave 

things open rather than commit themselves to a decision. 

Therefore follow these simple rules when talking to them: 

- if they say yes, they mean no 

- if they say perhaps, they probably mean yes 

-if they say no, they aren‟t Japanese.146 

 Part of the confusion to which Ainsley is referring is linguistic, as 

my family discovered with several Japanese houseguests. If one asks: 

„Don‟t you like wine?‟ it is correct in Japanese to answer: „Yes‟ (meaning 

Yes, your observation is correct, I do not like wine). The person may also 

respond „Yes‟ in order to politely acknowledge that they have understood 

your question, to which the answer is then given, „No.‟  Part of the 

confusion may be due to other cultural factors. Japanese people are usually 

reluctant to disagree directly with a person who is in a „senior‟ position to 

themselves. Thus a guest will rarely disagree with a host, although a head 

tilted to one side may suggest that something is not quite right. 

 Pointing to the work of Wierzbicka, Niemeier notes that not only 

the non-verbal cues, but even the emotions themselves may be non-

transferable across cultures: 

This orientation in the language of emotions is where 

Anna Wierzbicka's views may become very fruitful 

because she warns researchers to beware of 

ethnocentricity. In her opinion, it is not possible to say 

whether there are universal emotions, as claimed by the 

psychologist Ekman, because all concepts of emotions are 

culturally based. Thus, what an Englishman labels as 

„anger‟ is not exactly the same feeling as what an Italian 

means by „rabbia.‟147  

„Being emotional‟ or at least showing emotion in Japan and in some sub-

cultures of English society is considered inappropriate, whereas in Poland, 
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according to Weirzbicka, lack of emotional display is considered impolite.  

Niemeier‟s own research uncovered some amusing miscommunication 

(alarming to the participants) between negotiating business people who 

used a common language (English), but disparate non-verbal codes. The 

Italian and Dutch negotiators failed to understand each other‟s culturally 

based repertoire of body language: 

This subconscious clinging to one's own cultural norms 

can be the basis of serious misunderstandings and even 

animosity. The negotiators are constantly seen to be 

sending out signals which are not decoded correctly or 

may not even be decoded at all by the partners because 

they do not share the same culture-specific semiotic 

repertoire.148 

As the Italian businessmen tried to get closer to the Dutch, the Dutch 

retreated, mistaking their actions for (corporate) aggression. It would not 

be surprising then to expect considerable variance in the manner in which 

feelings such as love, distrust, hope, etc. are shown by authors who write 

from different cultural perspectives. 

 Is it more correct to see the Japanese/foreigner nihonjin/gaijin149 

divide as so slight that one might assume that the perceived differences 

between cultures are merely random differences between individuals? 

Anecdotal evidence from those who have married across cultures suggests 

otherwise. An Australian friend of mine of Anglo-Celtic ancestry, married 

for more than a decade to his Japanese wife, recently admitted to me that 

he still comes across blank spaces or  „brick walls‟ in their relationship, 

which can only be explained by cultural confusion. This, from an 

Australian whose Japanese language is acknowledged by native speakers 

to be exceptional, who lived for many years in Japan, who is a Buddhist 

and is one of very few gaijin to have earned the equivalent of a black belt in 

iaido (the art of samurai swordsmanship). Similarly, another Australian 

acquaintance, a drama teacher, more recently married to a Korean woman, 
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was taken aback when she refused to have face masks of any kind in their 

home because of the negative spiritual energy with which the masks may 

have been imbued by their creators. This acknowledgement of the spirit 

world is not something most westerners might expect when they walk 

through the modern cities or even live amongst the technically 

sophisticated, well-educated young people of South Korea. 

 So how do some Japanese writers depict their compatriots‟ attitudes 

to communication and to personal notions of space? Do Japanese writers, 

or non-Japanese writers with a good knowledge of Japan, show Japanese 

people as preferring limited body space between themselves? Through 

examining the work of several contemporary authors, Japanese and non-

Japanese, this section of the dissertation will explore the extent to which 

authors reaffirm or call into question these stereotypes. 

 Dianne Highbridge, an Australian with a Japanese husband, and 

resident in Japan for over seventeen years, is one author who writes 

convincingly from both cultural perspectives. 

 Highbridge‟s collection of short fiction, In the Empire of Dreams,150 

explores many crossing relationships in this fine collection of interweaving 

short stories. Her knowledge of Japanese culture, including landscapes, 

body language and cityscapes becomes increasingly obvious as the range of 

narratives extends. Centred on a small group of ex-patriot Australians with 

links to various Japanese nationals, the stories are set mainly in Tokyo, 

although several significant narratives reveal a detailed knowledge of more 

traditional aspects of Japanese culture in rural environments.  

 Highbridge‟s story, „White Kurisumasu,‟ with its detail in visual, 

aural and olfactory descriptions of Tokyo reminded me very much of my 

own experiences in Seoul prior to Christmas. Bizarre and traditional 

renditions of familiar Christmas carols and tunes battered the senses as I 

struggled through markets, streets and laneways crowded with keen 

shoppers, seemingly determined to outdo their consumer counterparts in 

Western cities. In „White Kurisumasu,‟ Janet, the somewhat restrained and 

tidy ESL teacher, decides to host a Christmas party for a few of her Western 

friends and her Japanese students. Shopping for the occasion, she is 
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assailed by the familiarity and the strangeness of the Christmas experience. 

Highbridge conveys this well in several scenes, including this one near the 

beginning of the story: 

 And through the clamouring of fish vendors, the 

urgent bells of darting bikes, the electronic tinkle of the 

notes that alert the blind to the green light, threaded like 

tinsel through all these everyday sounds, she's been 

pursued by 'White Christmas'. Bing Crosby, naturally, 

from the supermarket. A heavy rock arrangement 

reverberating from a toy shop bristling with robots ... It is 

Christmas and yet not Christmas.151 

Several foreigners I met in Seoul related similar experiences,152 including 

Ludmila, a Bulgarian acquaintance, Meredith, a fellow Australian Asialink 

resident in Seoul, and Professor Michael Glass, an Australian long-time 

resident of Seoul. Glass once put it this way:  

It's like they [the South Koreans] have tried too hard to be 

Western and there‟s always some element, some 

decoration or other that's just gone too far …153  

 Whilst some of Highbridge‟s characters are similarly familiar with 

an alien culture, others are assailed by its differences. One such protagonist 

is Lew, in the story „Graces.‟ A middle-aged American on business in 

Tokyo, Lew, is surrounded by the unfamiliar whilst dealing with personal 

tragedy. The reader comes to learn that Lew's wife has recently died and 

that Lew is understandably having difficulty dealing with this trauma 

whilst also experiencing the disorienting effects of culture-shock of an 

entirely unfamiliar social environment. 

 At first, Lew notices the reserved poses of 'baseball players, looking 

as grave and correct as the waiter, with neat uniforms and upright 

posture.'154 As the tale progresses, he takes to walking about in the nearby 

alleyways and small streets near the hotel, and notices more and more the 
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simple grace of the locals - like the mother and daughter tending a grave 

who 'bow as he passes.' It is significant that Lew, when unexpectedly given 

a ticket to the Kabuki performance - a theatre of profoundly stylised 

costume, gesture and movement; a form of drama which belongs to an 

entirely different world to that of contemporary Tokyo - finds himself 

mesmerised.  Lew is transfixed by the 'gestures of great intimacy' and the 

appearance of the male (female impersonator) dancer who is 'unbelievably 

beautiful.' Despite the differences in era, language, music and form, the 

non-verbal communication of the theatre envelopes him.   

 Later, as Lew observes the normal family life of ordinary city 

dwellers shopping, greeting neighbours, hearing them bathing, his 

connections to home seem more vivid and his grief more bearable. He 

notices the simple grace of strangers who acknowledge him: the „little old 

woman‟ who „gives him a small courteous nod, and her look is sharp and 

warm.‟155 „Graces‟ reveals with increasing emphasis the importance of 

interpreting the language of the body, the non-verbal communication 

which transcends Lew‟s monolingual existence.  

 Whilst this may be a result of telling a tale across cultures - and in 

„Graces,‟ across a significant linguistic chasm - some critics argue that the 

emphasis on non-verbal communication is a particular trait of twentieth 

century theatre and, to a lesser extent, the twentieth century novel. The 

huge popularity of Manga comics in Japan, and their growing popularity 

elsewhere in the world, together with the booming Anime industry 

(animated versions of the same kind of texts) suggests that non-verbal cues, 

if not universally accessible, are certainly effective across many cultures.  

 The recently released graphic novel, The Arrival, by Australian 

illustrator Shaun Tan, shows how refugee/immigrant trauma and hope can 

be revealed successfully through skilful and imaginative pictorial depiction 

alone. Reviewer Luke Davies described this „masterpiece‟ as „a magnificent 

and timely story of hope and persistence: deeply moving, disturbing and … 

infused with joy.‟156 In various discussions over several years, Shaun 

revealed to me how he eventually cut back the words used in the novel, 
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until none was left. The end result, as Davies states, is a remarkable work 

and as significant as „a complex, multi-layered novel.‟157 

Popular appreciation and reading of body space by adults more 

commonly occurs in viewing feature films, such as Sofia Coppola‟s 

depiction of Tokyo in Lost in Translation (2003).158 Sofia Coppola exposes 

several Japanese cultural norms unfamiliar to many gaijin, as well as 

depicting difference between various sub-cultures of Japan in this work. 

Despite winning numerous awards in many countries, the film has also 

attracted some vehement criticism, and is seen by some as a vehicle for out-

moded American anti-Japanese racism: 

The Japanese are one-dimensional and dehumanised in 

the movie, serving as an exotic background for Bob and 

Charlotte's story, like dirty wallpaper in a cheap hotel.159 

 

To show the culture clash between American and Japanese 

culture, the film relies on stale stereotypes of the Japanese for 

laughs: They‟re short! They‟re wacky! They can‟t pronounce 

their r‟s! (There is one scene involving a Japanese prostitute that 

bashes viewers over the head with that joke.) The film is replete 

with racial gags that draw from the same old Hollywood 

stereotypes, from Mickey Rooney‟s Mr Yunioshi in Breakfast at 

Tiffany‟s to the Japanese car makers in Gung Ho (1986).160 

 Bill Murray plays Bob Harris, the main character in Lost in 

Translation, who is an American celebrity hired to front a Santory whisky 

advertising campaign, and is amused to be asked to pose like a member of 

the „Lat Pack.‟ Although he is clearly past his „best before‟ expiry date in 

the States, in Japan Harris is still cool, and because the money is good, he 

goes along with the concept, at times enjoying the irony of his position. 

Then, befriended by the lonely partner of a young Western photographer, 
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Charlotte (Scarlett Johannson), he and she link up to a younger „cool‟ 

Japanese set whose life seems to bounce between wild karaoke parties, 

heavy drinking, pot-smoking and casual sex. The switch between the very 

controlled, supposedly elegant life of the Santory whisky drinker and the 

free, out-of-control, everything-goes life of the young „hip‟ scene is made 

very obvious. In the business world, Bob is asked by the Japanese director 

of the television advertisement ever so politely to assume certain postures. 

The whole thing is cool, detached, highly professional - and humorous for 

Western film viewers, with the elaborate and careful Japanese instructions 

reduced to a few quick commands in English.  With the younger set, the 

two Americans are warmly embraced as part of the group; no obligations 

or explanations are given or expected. It is a freer social environment than 

one might find in any Western country.  

 Neither social milieu appeals to Bob or Charlotte, who liked neither 

the staid conservatism of the business scene nor the physically self-

destructive alternative provided by the party-set. The strength of Lost in 

Translation‟s direction,  in terms of its depiction of Japanese culture, rests in 

its non-judgmental approach to these various aspects of modern Japan. 

Some reviewers see depictions of these comic possibilities, and inaccuracies 

(e.g. the incredibly low shower roses in the Tokyo Hilton) as racist jibes, 

whereas others viewed the scenes less critically.161 My Japanese friend, 

Koido-san, said she was embarrassed by the scene in which the whacky 

television variety show host interviews Harris, not because it was 

inaccurate, but because it was „too real‟ - „exactly what happens!‟ 

 Neither Bob nor Charlotte are comfortable in Tokyo, they are 

foreigners in an alien environment. Their reaction to each situation is one of 

bemused befuddlement, rather than patronising disapproval, post-colonial 

embarrassment, or a romantic embracing of the exotic.162 As one Japanese 

reviewer noted: 
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the film neither tries to dissolute Tokyo nor investigates 

it; the peculiarity and wonder of the city is accurately 

reflected. There is also a sense of fondness and attachment 

to the city in the story. 163  

 I think the film‟s title is both ironic and effective, as Coppola 

explores western influences in Japanese culture with both slapstick humour 

and considerable subtlety.  The film certainly positions viewers to adopt 

the gaijin‟s point-of-view, but this is to be expected, since the focus of the 

film is the relationship between Bob and Charlotte. Although their 

confusion with Japanese culture is apparent, both Charlotte and Bob seem 

to accept without judgement the different approaches to life held by those 

whom they meet.164 The upright and formal bowing in the hotel lobby is 

well-contrasted with the flopped and relaxed bodies of the young guys in 

the lap-dancing nightclub.  

 Apart from the previously mentioned scene of the television shoot, 

and a few comic one-liners, there is very little emphasis on spoken 

language at all. The soundtrack, at times very cluttered with musak, music, 

and sfx, is actually very sparse with dialogue. The two Americans don‟t 

speak much to each other, rather it‟s the effectiveness of their non-verbal 

communication, their growing emotional attachment and physical restraint, 

which holds the tension of the narrative until the closing moments of the 

film. Bob and Charlotte‟s parting kiss, in a crowded street mall, 

communicates more than would pages of dialogue. Bob whispers sweet 

somethings into Charlotte‟s ear which are inaudible to the audience. His 

lips are hidden by her hair, so lip-reading is also denied. Despite this 

obfuscation, nothing is „lost in translation.‟  

 Barbara Korte observes that, „The attention given to body language 

today is clearly embedded in a general awareness of the body - or even a 

cult of the body - in many areas of Western culture.‟165  She suggests that 

the twentieth century‟s attachment to feature film has aided and enhanced 

this tendency to emphasise the body and its movement. A quick perusal of 
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the journal racks in any Australian newsagency, or survey of topics of 

commercial current affairs programs would seem to support the accuracy 

of the term „body cult.‟ The interest in body image seems to have extended 

even beyond the visual to the olfactory.   

 Following her daughter‟s inquiry as to whether she was more the 

„musky type‟ or the „grassy type,‟ Susan Maushart‟s piece on „signature 

scents‟ satirically assesses the attempts of cosmetic companies to 

manipulate teenagers to define themselves through scent; and the role of 

scent in sexual attraction. Perusing the research, the  columnist/academic 

states that ‟Cheap colognes, exotic perfumes - hell, even a half-decent room 

deodoriser gave these guys what my mother used to call “ideas.”‟ After an 

overview, Maushart concludes that „Women responded most strongly to a 

combination of cucumber and liquorice (13 percent), thus proving 

definitely that it really does take all sorts.‟ 166 

 Finnish environmental interpreter P.T. Karjalainen comments on 

how Banana Yoshimoto uses all the senses, including scent, hearing and 

body position, to provide a „swift stream of synaesthetic perception‟ which 

enhances the spatial awareness of the reader.  By using unusual placement 

of the viewer - such as seated on a sidewalk on a busy street (instead of 

walking upright, riding in a taxi etc.) - Yoshimoto gives the reader fresh 

perceptions of the mundane. Karjalainen explains that „This, of course, has 

to do with the human body as a measure of things. A change in body-

geometry makes the ordinary look a bit strange.‟167  It is therefore 

worthwhile noting that spatial awareness, although usually described 

primarily through visual imagery, is not restricted to visual depictions. 

 Highbridge observes the subtlety of Japanese responses in her 

depiction of nonverbal communication. As revealed by the research of 

psychologist Paul Ekman, although many emotions are displayed by 

similar facial expressions across cultures, sometimes facial displays are 

masked by dominant cultural „rules.‟168 Overt masking occurs amongst 
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some Australian Aboriginal groups by the lowering of the head and 

resisting eye contact; in north-east Asia, the hand politely covering open-

mouthed laughter is one commonly observed trait of both Japanese and 

Korean young women. Whereas anger, displayed by the furrowed brow 

and lowering of the bottom jaw, is rarely on public display in Japan, it can 

be easily observed in South Korea. 

 Some depictions of non-verbal communication reflect such obvious 

differences between cultures. In Highbridge‟s short story „The Foxes‟ 

Wedding,‟ Gwyneth the British woman feels awkward and foolish trying to 

observe appropriate decorum at a wedding, and later when lighting 

incense at the shrine of a recently deceased neighbour: 

She didn‟t do anything so very terrible, she didn‟t knock 

anything over, the sticks didn‟t fall down. This is not one 

of her worst moments, is it, not like when she smudged 

the guests‟ book at a wedding, in spite of being so proud 

of her brush writing, and ruined it forever? Or, if it is, Mrs 

Shiba will never let her know.169 

The addenda, „Mrs Shiba will never let her know,‟ is a significant reference 

to the difficulty of gaijin interpretations of the non-verbal communication of 

the Japanese. The Japanese terms tatemae and honne170 make it clear that the 

Japanese themselves are well aware of the subtlety of much of their 

communication. Depending on the situation,  „Would you like some more 

tea?‟ may be a direct question; or it may be a polite formality (tatemae), 

indicating the actual, but concealed sentiment:  „It‟s getting late, could you 

please leave now‟ (honne).   

 In „Teaching the Nightingale‟ Teruko, the mistress of her long-time 

colleague and friend, Professor Seiji Maekawa, feels trapped, immobilised; 

wanting to be married to Maekawa, but knowing this is impossible. The 

best she can hope for in their relationship is the occasional weekend away, 

and an hour or two in a love hotel during the week. Highbridge‟s word 

choice and observations in this story once again show both the similarities 
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and differences between Western and Japanese attitudes. Although Teruko, 

an academic, thinks of Maekawa as Seiji, even in private she calls him 

„Professor,‟ although their intimate contact is indistinguishable from that of 

their western counterparts: 

With Teruko, he sleeps entwined on double beds, in 

hotels. He stood up and put his arms around her from 

behind, slipping his hands through the slits in the sleeves 

of her blue and white kimono to touch her breasts. „The 

old-fashioned ways are best,‟ he said. „There‟s nothing 

like a kimono for ease of access.‟ This is no more than the 

kind of talk they‟ve always enjoyed on these weekends.171 

 More remarkable for a Western audience is the acknowledged but 

unspoken acceptance of the professor‟s wife to a long-term affair her 

husband has with a younger colleague, as well as the not uncommon 

Japanese attitude that marriage and family ties often have little to do with 

an emotional attachment between the spouses. This is underlined when 

Teruko, after telling her homosexual American friend, Larry, about her love 

for the professor, and her family‟s desperate attempts to marry her off, 

proposes that she and Larry should have a marriage of convenience:  

 „A gaijin husband would be better than no husband.‟ 

 „Oh great!‟ 

 „I‟d do all the right things! I‟d be a good wife, and 

we‟re friends. But we‟d both be free!‟172 

Larry, both gaijin and gay, is horrified by such an „unconventional‟ 

suggestion. 

 Infidelity is also a key theme of „The Foxes‟ Wedding,‟ in which an 

Australian apprentice potter, Cathy, has an affair with her married sensei. 

Confronted by advice from another Western friend, and after observing a 

moment of intimacy between the potter and his wife, Cathy decides to 

leave her lover/teacher. Notice how Mrs Hayashi, the potter‟s neighbour 

and Cathy‟s landlady, aware of the illicit relationship, responds when 

Cathy, inventing the need to return home, announces her sudden imminent 

departure from the village: 
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The look on Mrs Hayashi‟s face is very scrutable. It is one 

of unadorned relief. But Cathy feels herself trembling, 

and Mrs Hayashi, seeing this, recovers herself. With 

exclamations of sympathy, she hurries off to make a 

lunchbox for Cathy to take on the train.173 

By using the term „very scrutable,‟ Highbridge highlights that in some 

circumstances the Japanese, like the English, will betray their emotions, 

despite conventions to the contrary. 

 At this point, it is also worth noting that although similarities and 

differences occur across cultures, there is considerable research which 

indicates that significant gender differences in non-verbal communication 

exist, even within the same cultural group. Amongst other cited examples, 

Peplau states, „men do more verbal interrupting, claim greater personal 

space, initiate more touching, and are poorer at decoding nonverbal 

communication.‟174 Additionally, although generalised behavioural norms 

are observable in most cultures, often considerable variation of „normal‟ 

behaviour occurs within cultural groups. This is particularly so in 

multicultural, pluralistic countries such as Canada, Malaysia, France and so 

on. 

 Most journeys on public transport in any Australian city would also 

affirm that there are, of course, considerable normative variations within 

one society concerning both verbal and non-verbal communication. Socio-

economic factors, age, educational background and (lack of) sobriety all 

influence communication patterns. The ability of young adults to „switch‟ 

communication forms depending on circumstance (classroom, sports field, 

friend‟s house, school ball, etc.) is regarded in Australian schooling as an 

indictor of maturation, and expressed directly in some Australian 

secondary English syllabi where students are expected to adjust linguistic 

attributes according to the real or imagined audience. 

 Andrew O‟Connor explores how some people ignore such shifts, or 

rather exploit them to shock, in his intriguing novel, Tuvalu (2006). Despite 

its title, the book is set in Tokyo, Melbourne, and rural Victoria. Noah 
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Tuttle, formerly of Melbourne, teaches ESL in Tokyo, where he forms a 

relationship with his appropriately named compatriot, Matilda (Tilly), 

whilst being inexorably drawn towards the alluring Japanese young 

woman, Mami.  As Tuttle‟s Tokyo dormitory-style apartment is 

systematically demolished, his relationship with Tilly also falters. 

Following a request from his father, Tuttle returns to Australia where he 

relocates his „missing‟ mother, who is now living in a lesbian relationship 

with a middle-aged Japanese potter, Celeste. Tuttle then visits Tilly who 

behaves very strangely before they both return separately to Japan. Later 

he learns of Tilly‟s leukaemia and death, and after some hesitation decides 

to assist a friend to illegally cultivate a hydroponic marijuana crop. After a 

few encounters with local toughs, Tuttle „steals‟ some of his drug „earnings‟ 

and plans to flee the country to Tuvalu with Mami. The reader is left 

wondering whether Mami has in fact fleeced him at an airport hotel in 

Narita (Tokyo). 

 Mami, the most significant Japanese character in the novel, is 

distinguished by her unrestrained behaviour. A spoilt, wealthy and 

independently-minded young woman, she enjoys shocking Tuttle, by shop-

lifting, daredevil jumps into moats, and sexual teasing. Seemingly uncaring 

about how others view her, Mami frequently breaks the stereotyped 

conservative behaviour with which many westerners associate Japanese 

women. At one point in the story, Tuttle, receiving what he assumes to be a 

suicide threat, arrives at Mami‟s apartment in time to see her standing 

naked on a chair with a noose around her neck - in order to photograph her 

own faked suicide. Elsewhere she runs barefoot on the snow, wears a 

variety of eccentric outfits, terrifies Tuttle by rocking the cabin of the Ferris 

wheel in which they‟re riding, and when relaxing shows no attempt to 

mask her body language: 

She pulled one knee to her neck, rested her hand on it and 

waggled her big toe with her free hand, watching it as if it 

belonged to someone else. Now and then she sighed and 

stretched, but mostly she seemed to want to be left alone 

in the windowframe.175  
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 The two would-be lovers seem to delight in frustrating each other, 

and much of the intrigue in the storyline centres on the extent to which 

Mami is deliberately or unintentionally provoking the emotionally 

lethargic Tuttle to respond. Certainly the point of view, the gaze, indicated 

by the author suggests that perhaps Tuttle might agree with the assessment 

of (human) zoologist Desmond Morris that „part of the sexual fascination of 

legs is that they focus attention on the point where they meet‟: „It‟s almost 

as if, inside the recesses of the male mind, a pair of female legs is an 

arrow.‟176 

 In spite of the mutual attraction which is apparent between Mami 

and Tuttle, there also exists a tension, a gap in their understanding. In one 

passage, Mami enunciates part of what maintains the tension in their 

relationship: 

„we inhabit different worlds. In yours, wherever it is and 

whatever it is, I‟d be lost … because I wasn‟t raised in it 

… we all only know one world- the one we grew up in.‟ 

177 

O‟Connor seems to reinforce this notion with this description of Tuttle‟s 

return to Japan: 

My euphoria was short-lived. Humid Tokyo quickly 

irritated me. The liberal splashing of hot pink onto 

everything from computers to anti-constipation ads, the 

lack of consensus on which side of the footpath to walk … 

iridescent lights which tumbled up and down wall-sized 

ads or burst from nowhere like silent explosions, all 

infuriated me. I wanted to switch the city off.178 

However, as with many who live in a foreign country for a time, Tuttle‟s 

home is no longer viewed in the same way either; as is apparent when he 

dines with Celeste and his mother: 
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I sat feeling out of place and uncomfortable - like 

Australia was the foreign land, like I had left home rather 

than returned to it.179 

 Ultimately, I found O‟Connor‟s Tuttle an annoying character, not 

because he wasn‟t well-drawn, but because beyond that emotionally dry 

exterior was an emotionally barren interior. As will be outlined below, 

O‟Connor‟s characters seem to have adopted the outward traits of some of 

Murakami‟s characters, without their underlying humanity. 

 For the vast majority of inhabitants of Japan and South Korea, an 

individual‟s life is governed much more with reference to a role within one 

or more groups than is usually the case in western countries. Although 

Australian (and Canadian, German, etc.) parents may feel strong 

obligations to their children and make sacrifices for them, within most 

Korean and Japanese families, the sacrifices are more consistent, more 

stringent, more complete. It is not uncommon, for example, for a Korean 

father to send his wife and children to the United States for more than a 

decade so that the children can have a „better education‟ (specifically, better 

English language skills) to ensure their future prosperity, whilst the father 

lives a lonely life, working hard in Korea to provide for their physical well-

being.180 Mothers make similar sacrifices to ensure the family is well-fed 

and that hagwon (cram school) fees can be paid from pre-school until the 

end of secondary school. In South Korea the family is paramount. This is 

followed by allegiances to former school and university colleagues, 

national service friends (for males) and business associates. Similarly, in 

Japan the family and other groupings are key foundations to societal life. 

 However, in South Korea, as in Japan, society is changing: 

Thus Koreans love and Koreans hate, but they are rarely 

indifferent. It is this parent-child axis, this root of society, 

that is now more than ever under assault …181 

 This shift in societal anchors is reflected in the work of two of 

Japan‟s most popular contemporary authors, Haruki Murakami and 

Banana Yoshimoto. These two contemporary authors show us characters 
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for whom family is important, but no longer pivotal to fulfilment or 

happiness for their protagonists. Their key characters, although usually city 

dwellers, show an affinity with nature which might surprise some Western 

readers. 

 In Norwegian Wood (2000),182 the vehicle for Murakami‟s rise to 

celebrity status, the main characters are seen to prefer privacy, enjoy close 

relationships with a  few people and value the emotional restorative effects 

of close contact with nature. For students of Zen this would come as no 

surprise. Consider the famed gardens of Kyoto, renowned for their eliciting 

of the spiritual calm by mimicking on a small scale close observation of 

macro-landscapes or seascapes; or the fact that even those most violent of 

Japanese warriors, the Samurai, wrote haiku in praise of nature and 

frequently decorated their costumes and weapons with stylised floral 

emblems.  

 Although membership or association with a particular group 

(school class, university club, company colleagues, etc.) plays an important 

part in contemporary Japanese social relationships, Murakami‟s novels 

suggest that many Japanese people respect and seek out privacy and enjoy 

personal contact with the undisturbed (natural) environment. 

 Norwegian Wood is an unusual love story concerning a university 

student, Toru Watanabe, and his two girlfriends, Naoko and Midori. 

Naoko, at eleven years of age, discovered her seventeen year old sister‟s 

suicide, and later forms a strong relationship at high school with a boy, 

Kizuki, and his friend, Toru. Kizuki, at seventeen years of age, also 

suicides. Naoko never fully recovers from this second tragedy and 

eventually takes her own life at twenty years of age. Despite the grim 

nature of the plot, the novel is not predominantly depressing. Toru‟s love 

for Naoko and Midori‟s attraction to Toru and her lively determination to 

overcome tragedy in her own life (and his) lift the narrative above morose 

introspection. Toru (like a younger Murakami, one suspects) is often 

regarded as a little like Raymond Carver or Salinger‟s Holden Caulfield; 
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despite some narcissist tendencies, he is detached, but sensitive; wry, but 

caring.  

 At various moments throughout the narrative, we see Toru seeking 

connection, however tenuous, with nature. On the roof of his dormitory in 

the middle of Tokyo, about to release a captured firefly, he remembers the 

last time he had seen the insects „in the wild‟: 

The night was dark, so dark I couldn‟t use my feet when I 

turned out my torch. Hundred of fireflies drifted over the 

pool of water held back by the sluice gate, their hot glow 

reflected in the water like a shower of sparks.183 

When Toru learns of Naoko‟s suicide, he seeks solace not by seeking out 

company in the big city, but by fleeing to the countryside, camping on 

beaches, staying alone: 

Hearing the waves at night, listening to the sound of the 

wind, day after day I focused on these thoughts of mine. 

Knapsack on my back, sand in my hair, I moved farther 

and farther west, surviving on a diet of whisky, bread and 

water.184 

These actions could easily fit with that of Tim Winton‟s Luther Fox from 

Dirt Music. And the ache Toru feels at losing a loved one, is similar also: 

No truth can cure the sadness we feel from losing a loved 

one. No truth, no sincerity, no strength, no kindness, can 

cure that sorrow.185  

It is surely this which Scully feels in The Riders, but is unable to articulate. 

 The concluding lines of Norwegian Wood, depict Toru, in a telephone 

box calling to reunite with his former lover, Midori. She asks him where he 

is. Toru instantly sees the question as both literal and metaphysical. 

Murakami inverts John Donne‟s conceit of „one little room an 

everywhere‟186 to one little a phone booth a nowhere. Once love is possible, 

space, place becomes irrelevant. 
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Where was I now? I had no idea. No idea at all. Where was this 

place? … Again and again I called out for Midori from the dead 

centre of this place that was no place.   

 So, are many Japanese people like Toru Watanabe? This is about as 

silly as asking: „Are many Australians like Luther Fox?‟ The answer to both 

questions is „No.‟ Most Australians lead fairly predictable lives living in the 

suburbs of a major city (in fact, Australians are more urbanized than are 

their Japanese or North American counterparts). Unlike Luther, most 

Australians don‟t run off to the bush and seek a hermit-like existence 

following personal trauma; and, in his interview with Laura Miller, 

Murakami acknowledges that he (and Toru, one may extrapolate) is unlike 

most Japanese in several respects: 

I myself have been on my own and utterly independent 

since I graduated. I haven't belonged to any company or 

any system. It isn't easy to live like this in Japan. You are 

estimated by which company or which system you belong 

to. That is very important to us. In that sense, I've been an 

outsider all the time.187  

Murakami continues, and indirectly offers us a probable explanation for 

part of his enormous readership appeal: 

These days, young people are looking for this kind of 

living style. They don't trust any company ... these days 

[they] don't trust anything at all. They want to be free.188 

 Perhaps this is why both Winton and Murakami are such popular 

writers, not just within their own countries, but throughout much of the 

Western world. Their characters are more passionate, more raw and more 

determined to live an „honest‟ life, no matter what the personal cost, in 

stark contrast to the compromises made by many inhabitants of modern 

post-industrialised nations. We may be able to identify with their feelings, 

but rarely act to follow the direction in which those raw emotions may lead 

us. 
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 Yet there are significant differences with other aspects of the 

characters of these writers. For example, whilst both Toru and Scully value 

a few very close relationships with select people, Scully feels guilty when 

giving way to the sexual advances of another woman, Irma, who is both a 

thief and a victim: „He felt his desperation winding into her, his lies into 

her, his gratitude, his shame, the shocking current that surged down his 

spine.‟189 Later, as Scully abandons her, his self-hatred intensifies: „That‟s it 

that‟s all it took to desert someone, to leave a woman behind … This is how 

it felt to be an empty cupboard, to know you were capable of the shittiest 

things.‟190 

 By contrast, Murakami‟s Toru seems to regard sexual intercourse as 

either an interesting or boring pastime which may or may not have any 

connection to love (or guilt), depending on the choice of partner:  

After the train pulled out of sight, the small girl191 and I 

somehow ended up going to a nearby hotel. Neither of us 

was particularly dying to sleep with the other, but it 

seemed necessary to bring things to a close. I undressed 

first … as her orgasm approached she called out another 

man‟s name exactly 16 times. I concentrated on counting 

them as a way to delay my own orgasm.192 

The casual nature of much of the sexual behaviour and the seriousness with 

which the occult193 is depicted in works by Murakami and his compatriot, 

Banana Yoshimoto, are depictions which many gaijin would find 

confronting and/or alien. Although recently some memoirs by Western 

authors like Melbourne writer, Kate Holden, show a similar detachment 

from sexual intimacy, such depictions in Western literary fiction remain 

unusual: 

I rarely considered anymore the oddness of giving 

sex for money. It was a job like any other physical task; 
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it involved my hands, just as a sandwich-maker's did; it 

involved my mind, as a teacher's did. It took physical 

strength, as a labourer's did. Performing with my vagina 

was only an extension of manual work. I assessed the 

number of skills I possessed, engaging my mind and my 

body, and to me prostitution seemed like a complex, 

challenging profession that had enhanced me more than it had 

reduced me.194   

 As a young author, Banana Yoshimoto also attracted attention by 

startling her audience with her liberated approach in writing style and 

subject matter. Sexual relationships, written from a female perspective, 

were unusual at the time in Japanese fiction, and lesbian relationships were 

even less expected. Like Murakami, there was also a sense that the action 

and the characters, at least superficially, could just as well have been 

American, Vietnamese, French, etc., and her wide publication in translation 

testifies to her global appeal. As one of Yoshimoto‟s translators, Ann Sherif, 

notes, it is the writer‟s ability to render the unusual with a seemingly blasé 

naivety which typifies her style: 

At the same time, another reason for the appeal of 

Yoshimoto's novels lies in their evocation of taboo 

subjects in a comforting manner--masked by innocence, 

the innocence of the adolescent female, and the comic pen 

name, Banana. She treats occurrences such as suicide with 

complete nonchalance. For example, when Mikage, the 

narrator of Yoshimoto's novel Kitchen, meets the 

transsexual mother of her friend Yuichi, she is struck by 

her beauty, and does not react with surprise at the fact 

that the mother was once a man. Yoshimoto thus 

naturalizes the marginal and the unorthodox.195 

 In „Lizard,‟196 the title story of a collection (Lizard, 1995) by 

Yoshimoto, one again notices traits discussed above in Murakami‟s work. 
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The attention given to the environment, and particularly the natural 

environment or its surviving remnants, rather than the built environment, 

is important. Sometimes, the connection to the environment is also linked 

to intimate body contact, or at least the yearning for sexual touch.  

 „Lizard‟ is an intriguing love story concerning a medical therapist 

and his lover, whom he nicknames Lizard, a woman who has the occult 

power to heal ailments and, she believes, even cause death, in the case of 

one man whom she cursed. The male protagonist, although approaching 

thirty years of age, recognises that he is behaving like a teenager as he 

reaches out just to touch her hand at the commencement of their 

relationship:  

With Lizard, I felt overwhelmed by the desire to touch 

her skin, to kiss her, to hold her, make love to her, no 

matter how it happened, I just had to have her, Lizard 

and no one else. Right then and there. Tears came to my 

eyes, I wanted her so much.197 

Yoshimoto‟s psychologist links intimacy with connection to nature and 

sexual gaze with the fecundity of spring, as he links his current attachment 

to Lizard with his earlier love of another woman: 

her coat wrapped around her lovely legs, and a dazzling 

smile. I felt purified, the way you do when you look at a 

beautiful landscape. I didn‟t even care whether I got laid 

that night. Just seeing her was enough to satisfy me.198   

So, once again the writer has linked purity, innocence and sexual desire to 

an admiration of the landscape. As happens often in Murakami‟s books, the 

connections between lovers are often illustrated by the presence of 

metaphysical or physical links which draw them together: 

I stick my head out and look up at the sky. Sure enough, a 

mouldy-coloured half-moon hangs in the sky. Good. 

We‟re both looking at the same moon, in the same world. 

We‟re connected to reality by the same line. All I have to 

do is quietly draw it towards me.199 
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 It is clear that there are identifiable cultural differences between 

how Japanese and gaijin reveal emotion, and this is clearly depicted in the 

work of some of their most highly regarded writers. It is also apparent that 

despite these differences, writers from different cultures show many 

similarities in their interest in  exploring love, devotion, loss and 

metaphysics, and that the unifying and purifying effect of nature is 

powerfully evocative across cultures. 

 If this is true of Japanese writers, what of their closest neighbours, 

the Koreans? 

 

 

LAND OF THE MORNING CALM,200 

CITY OF THE EVENING CRAZY 

 

As one of Korea‟s most pre-eminent translators of Korean literature, 

Brother Anthony (aka Professor An Sonjae) acknowledges, outside of Korea 

and a few scholars, very few Westerners know anything at all about Korean 

literature. In his online paper discussing this, he presents several reasons 

for this, the most important undoubtedly being the difficulty of obtaining 

contemporary Korean literature in Western translations: „Major bookstores 

in London, New York, Paris, Berlin often have no translations of Korean 

literature in stock at all.‟201 We could add to the list Sydney, Melbourne, 

and of course, Perth!  

There are also other more complicated reasons for this lack of 

knowledge/interest. As Brother Anthony outlines, the Japanese 

occupation, followed by the Korean war and the division of the Korean 

peninsula into two very distinct nations, further initially restricted 

publications in Korean and then led to limited stylistic approaches in South 

Korean literature.202 Consequently, Korean fiction has had a late start to 

modern and postmodernist trends.  
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 Prior to the 1980s, although poetry continued to enjoy great 

popularity in Korea, the short story was also the most popular form of 

fiction (perhaps another reflection on South Korea‟s fast-paced, no-time-to-

lose lifestyle). I am also sure that South Korea‟s jolting start to democracy 

would have restricted some of the development of fiction prior to 1987. The 

„encoded‟ criticism of South Korean governments and politics in the poetry 

preceding this period certainly suggests this is the case.203 In South Korean 

fiction from the 1970s until the mid 1990s, the acceptance of limited 

democracy and restricted personal freedom (night-time curfews, rehearsals 

for attack from North Korea, extensive undercover surveillance, etc.) 

provide small indicators of how difficult life could be prior to the mid-

1990s.204 

 My Korean friends tell me that western fiction in Korean translation 

is much more popular with younger readers than Korean fiction. Certainly, 

Harry Potter books and Bridget Jones‟ Diary were prominent in the 

bookstores of Seoul in 2005. 

 Although I enjoyed reading samples of Korean literature in 

translation, for this discussion I will focus on the work of two 

American/Korean authors, Mira Stout and Chang-Rae Lee. Their work, 

originally written in English, is more accessible (and more available) to 

most Westerners than the Korean fiction I have read, and, being cross-

cultural in form, is quite appropriate for this discussion.205  

 Mira Stout‟s mostly biographical206 One Thousand Chestnut Trees 

(1997) traces the author‟s roots to Korea, homeland of her mother, Myung-

ja. The book, more memoir than novel, retells the first twenty years of 

Stout‟s mother‟s life, prior to her escape from Korea towards the end of the 

Korean War,207 and follows the author‟s own journey as Mira Stout 
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attempts to connect to her Korean heritage. The biographical section of the 

book, in a first person narrative style, recounts Myung-ja‟s experiences as a 

child and adolescent member of a Yang-ban208 family, her experiences of 

the brutality and the attempted cultural genocide of the Koreans during the 

latter part of the Japanese occupation (1905-1945), and her blossoming 

musical career, up to the point where she accepts a musical scholarship to 

Columbia University in the United States of America. The introductory and 

concluding sections recall Mira‟s earlier memories of her uncle, Hong-do‟s 

stay at her family home in Vermont, and her later two month visit to South 

Korea as a twenty seven year old, prior to Seoul hosting the 1988 Olympic 

Games. The focal point of the entire text is the author/narrator‟s attempt to 

locate herself within her Korean background.  

 Despite her best efforts to achieve this, the protagonist remains an 

outsider. Even though she enjoys good rapport with Hong-do (her uncle, 

whom she‟d previously met in the U.S.), the Parks (her cousins, with whom 

she stays for two months), and the university student and personal guide, 

Miss Cho, Mira feels isolated: „I felt Western here; more so than in the West, 

disappointed not to feel a more definitive clang of identification with 

Koreans.‟209 It is clear that part of her discomfort, her feeling of separation, 

is to do with body image: 

After all, I was an outsider. Being a half-caste had the 

same effect in the East as in the West. Your face was 

subliminally unsettling to both races. Eyes brushed over 

you as if you did not quite count, you were an aberration, 

a blip that would be smoothed over by the next 

manifestly white or coloured face that came into view. 

You were a curious mutation of the gene pool.210 

 However, it is not just body image which separates Mira from her 

ethnically semi-compatriots. Raised as an American, and earlier resisting 

her mother‟s attempts to teach her the Korean language, Mira reveals her 
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dominant cultural background when she travels into the Korean 

countryside:  

I was surprised by its minimal concessions to the white 

man; its absence of Coca Cola and other bullying imports; 

its lack of chain shops and VISA stickers, and above all, 

the flinty truculence of its populace.‟211  

It seems the longer she stayed in Korea, the more alienated she felt. Even 

though she is tempted to remain to live and work in Seoul, she concludes:  

The polar contrast between Korean and Western cultures 

was only a starting point. Staying in Korea would involve 

a renunciation of everything and everyone I knew… in 

choosing to stay, one‟s commitment to exile would need 

to be total; a form of taking the veil.212 

 Why she would consider staying remains a little of a mystery. She is 

not attracted to the architecture – „The hastily-erected buildings from the 

sixties and seventies looked temporary, prematurely obsolete, like ageing 

multi-storey parking garages.‟213 And „from broad antiseptic piazzas, 

monolithic office towers soared like mammoth glass sculptures on plinths, 

alien and unloveable.‟214 She finds attitudes to women and some body 

language baffling, like the need to cover one‟s teeth when laughing, and to 

guard one‟s reputation when relaxing: 

„in Korea you mustn‟t lie on the grass … if a woman lies 

down on the grass it is considered lewd. Everyone will 

think that you are a loose woman.‟ 

 I was shocked.215 

And she rarely seems to have any attachment to the landscape, the natural 

environment of the land.  

 Although when Mira and Miss Cho venture out of the city, Mira 

describes the surroundings with interest, it is more the musings one might 

expect from a typical tourist, noting features without purporting to have 
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any emotional response to them. The one noteworthy exception occurs 

when, observing the ocean on a moonlit night on the cliff of Naksan, Mira 

feels a strange chill, a presence. Ironically, she strikes several matches to 

warm her hands, prompting readers to recall her mother‟s account of the 

cousin whose self-immolation took place on what we presume to be the 

same cliff-top years earlier. 

I headed back to the hotel … casting a backward look at 

the spot where I had stood, and at the magnetic view that 

had held me there by some mysterious pull, I had the 

recurring sensation of circling around something I did not 

comprehend.216 

Significantly, when describing her feelings of disorientation, the narrator 

refers to her uncle‟s connection with the land.  

Sitting next to my uncle, I felt suddenly far away from 

him. He was sewn tightly into this landscape with many 

invisible threads, too closely stitched in to see it the way I 

did, upside-down and sideways like an astronaut in zero 

gravity … I felt empty, as if part of me had already left, 

and had boarded the aeroplane back West. Perhaps it was 

too late to graft onto Korea.217 

 Mira Stout thus reinforces the notion that the built environment, the 

landscape and body language as well as body image all help to shape the 

person we are. Who we are and where we belong is shaped by these 

factors. 

 A cursory reading of Chang-Rae Lee‟s Native Speaker (1995) might 

suggest this novel has little to do with spatial relationships. It contains little 

reference to architecture, almost no reference to landscape or natural 

environments, and despite the demise of several significant characters, 

barely mentions spiritual dimensions. However a closer examination of the 

text reveals that it abounds with more subtle references to space coupled 

with a continuing examination of cultural differences. 

 Hugely popular in South Korea (where the book was first 

recommended to me), the first few pages of current editions of Native 
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Speaker contain a plethora of enthusiastic adjectives from a wide variety of 

critics and reviewers. The novel won the PEN/Hemingway Award and the 

National Book Award (in U.S.A.). An impressive first novel!  

 Korean-born Lee, at three years of age, migrated with his parents to 

join a significant Korean diaspora in the United States of America. He was 

schooled in New England and later transferred to the west coast to gain his 

M.F.A.. However, unlike Stout, Lee speaks Korean and was immersed in 

many aspects of Korean culture through both of his parents.  

 The novel is an uncovering, or at least an exploration of Henry Park, 

the „native speaker‟ of the title. Henry is employed as a spy by a mysterious 

company which operates rather like a hybrid of the C.I.A. and a second-

rate private detective agency, uncovering professional and private 

information on various figures of political or business interest for unnamed 

third parties. Henry infiltrates the offices and personal life of fellow 

Korean-American John Kwang, a city councillor who is about to run for 

mayor of New York city. The reader slowly learns of Henry‟s precarious 

relationship with his wife, Lelia, following the accidental death of their 

seven year old son, Mitt. Henry and Lelia are separated but attempting a 

reconciliation.  

 Very early in the story, Lelia gives Henry a written list of his 

personal traits and readers are led by Henry‟s narrator‟s voice to gradually 

test the veracity of the charges. Amongst other descriptors his (former) wife 

describes him as „illegal alien,‟ „emotional alien,‟ „Yellow-peril: neo-

American,‟ „stranger,‟ „follower,‟ „traitor,‟ „spy.‟218 It‟s just as well she loved 

him.  Readers discover that one of the prime reasons for Lelia leaving 

Henry is his „distancing,‟ his failure to reveal his emotions; or, to reverse 

the culturally dominant position, her failure to read his emotions.    

 Although one reviewer described Lee‟s descriptions of New York as 

„clunky‟ and his prose as flowery and murky, 219 like the majority of other 

critics I found most of Lee‟s writing convincing and his portrayal of 

Henry‟s father particularly effective. Henry‟s father is private, domineering, 

loving, wise, racially prejudiced and generous; but Lelia fails to 
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comprehend most of this. She merely sees a gruff man who refers in public 

to the family‟s housekeeper of twenty years only as „Ahjuhma‟220- the 

functional term used by Koreans to refer to any non-descript older 

woman.221 In Korea, this is usual. Each person‟s place/function, rather than 

their individual persona, is recognised in nomenclature. Surnames are used 

for those of higher status, and given names only by close friends or 

associates. As Henry/Lee explains: 

(My father) never even called my mother by her name, 

nor did she ever in my presence speak his. She was 

always and only „spouse‟ or ‟wife‟ or „Mother‟; he was 

„husband‟ or „Father‟ or „Henry‟s father.‟222  

For most Westerners like Lelia, this apparent distancing seems strange, but 

for Koreans, referring, for example, to an older sister as „Older Sister‟ rather 

than by a given name, like Hyon-Ju, signifies a close relationship, and 

carries with it respect, obligations and expectations.  

 The catalyst for Henry and Lelia‟s separation is a battle over 

territory between Lelia and the ajumma. Lelia „invades‟ the housekeeper‟s 

territory by doing her and Henry‟s laundry, whilst staying at her father-in-

law‟s. The housekeeper literally tries to nudge Lelia out of the room. A 

heated argument results before Henry asserts his position and threatens to 

sack the housekeeper. Lelia realises that the housekeeper could easily be 

„let go,‟ despite twenty years of service, and sees the ajumma‟s apology and 

Henry‟s actions as a betrayal of humanitarian/egalitarian principles, not as 

a reaffirmation of the usual status within a Korean household. Lelia doesn‟t 

understand the function of hierarchy in Korean culture, the Confucianist 

importance of position.223 Lelia has failed to understand the importance of 
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space, both in its literal and metaphoric forms within the microcosm of an 

ethnically Korean household. As Engles correctly observes: 

In a culture that values various forms of reticence instead 

of seeing them as pathological indicators, people 

necessarily develop an accompanying acuity for more 

subtle indices of emotion. This sensitivity is especially 

encouraged in cultures (like that of Korea) which stress in 

every communicative interaction the primacy of vertical, 

hierarchical relationships over horizontal, egalitarian 

ones.224 

 At another point in the novel, Henry‟s father instructs his then 

adolescent son on the realities of being „the other‟, the need to anticipate 

rejection, the need to distance himself from the host society: 

He laughed at me. „You think she like your funny face? 

Funny eyes? You think she dream you at night?‟  

„You don‟t know nothing! This American girl, she nobody 

for you. She don‟t know nothing about you. You Korean 

man. So so different.‟225 

Later Henry recalls how a colleague, Jack, indicates part of the reason 

behind Henry‟s failed marriage: 

„Naturally,‟ Jack answered. „You were well raised. You 

have a keen sense of accommodation. This is clear. You 

understand respect and distance and separateness. Fine 

things. But some place in your life you let them go too 

far.‟226 

 Henry, the spy, has learned his father‟s lessons too well. These 

qualities of distancing and detachment which drive Lelia away, are the 

same qualities which have enabled him to be such a successful spy. He 

infiltrates John Kwang‟s life easily because Kwang feels relaxed with a 

fellow Korean close by: 
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 Kwang nodded, beckoning me to eat and drink. I noticed 

that his gestures were becoming tighter than before, that 

somehow he appeared more calm and ordered, which 

seemed to me unusual, given how we were drinking.227  

It may seem a contradiction that a person‟s movements become „tighter‟ as 

he relaxes, but this is Lee noting Henry‟s ability to „read‟ Kwang‟s non-

verbal language. Later they eat in silence, „like scribing monks,‟ actions 

which would be totally unexpected at a collegiate meeting between two 

Anglo-Americans.    

 By contrast, Lelia has little idea of how to „read‟ Henry, even when 

they are most intimate. When they first kiss, she says he tastes „Korean,‟ 

then stops to ask: 

 „Hey, are you enjoying this?‟ 

I smiled and said couldn‟t she tell.  

She searched my eyes. „No,‟ she said …228 

Despite Lelia being „a woman of maps,‟ she has difficulty with all kinds of 

spaces. Before she leaves for a trip to the Mediterranean, Henry concludes 

„there were indications she was misreading the actual size of islands.‟229  

 Essentially, this intriguing novel is all to do with mapping lives. 

Henry is trying to find out where he is/is not in the world. As Engles 

points out, Lee reveals how those attached to the dominant cultural 

perspective rarely realise from which vantage point they choose to 

interpret the metaphorical landscape: 

Lelia's outsider perspective, though, prompts her to view 

this linguistic practice as a coldly impersonal example of a 

cultural tendency to avoid engagement with difficult 

aspects of the lives of others. It also makes her wonder 

anew what she is in the eyes of her husband, whether or 

not he thinks of her as anything more than "the wife."230 

 When Henry betrays Kwang, the profound remorse and guilt he 

experiences show his empathy for Kwang, whose motives were mostly 
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noble. Henry knows he has damaged not just Kwang‟s working class 

constituents, or the ethnic minorities who relied on him, but Kwang‟s 

family, and that this was the most serious blow of all: 

He was a family man, that being Korean and old-

fashioned made him cherish and honor the institution, 

that his family was the basic unit of wealth in his life.231 

In betraying Kwang, Henry has also betrayed the principles on which 

Henry‟s father‟s life was based. He has besmirched the basis of Korean 

society. It is Henry‟s „honouring of the institution‟ of marriage, as much as 

his love of Lelia, which nurtures his desire to restore the tattered 

relationship with his wife. In seeking to reconcile his marriage he is 

effectively attempting to atone for a crime far more heinous than lying, 

spying or infidelity.  

 Sometimes duty is more noble, and certainly more sensible, than 

love; something that most Koreans take for granted. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

THE WONDER THAT’S KEEPING THE STARS APART232 

 

Some leaders in Australia encourage and preach the doctrine of „tolerance,‟ 

a mean-spirited and begrudging approach to strained co-existence between 

the various sub-communities cohabiting our pluralistic society. It carries 

with it an underlying theme, the notion that there is only one „true blue‟ 

Australian identity, and that some of us are „less Australian.‟ As Australian 

novelist, Hsu-Ming Teo, recently observed: 
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For a decade that identity has been publicly hauled back 

to its conservative white male moorings: Gallipoli and the 

Anzac legend, cricket, footy, mateship.233 

 In view of the histories which deny Australia‟s multicultural 

heritage (Yolgnu, Nyoongar, Cantonese, Malaccan, Welsh, Swede, Italian, 

etc.), such a narrowing is not only inaccurate and foolish, but divisive and 

destructive. An harmonious society is not one in which different voices are 

tolerated, like some chronic tooth-ache, but a society in which each voice is 

heard, respected and encouraged, as in a fine orchestra with its instruments 

of varying size, pitch and timbre. I attempt to awaken in my readers the 

possibilities for the celebration of difference. Australia‟s motto should go a 

step beyond that of our pluralistic neighbour‟s Bhinnéka Tunggal Ika.234 Our 

national slogan should not be „unity in diversity‟ but „celebrating diversity‟.  

 Fundamentally we are all connected to country, to landscape, 

sometimes even to built structures - the house where we grew up, the 

beach where we first experimented with sensuality, the place where we 

were married. It is with landscape as our background and stable centre that 

we measure the close hug of a dear friend, the outstretched hand of a rural 

acquaintance, or the bow of a Korean friend. Our relationships are 

positioned in space, framed by images of the familiar or strange, changing 

with our passage through time. 

 Many of the writers discussed in this thesis, authors from diverse 

cultures, show that they perceive their central task as being to depict 

people who find meaning through love, and who discover that the one true 

place is the space in our heart where each of us holds onto, or at least 

strives for fleeting moments to capture, the unifying presence which is the 

wonder that‟s keeping the stars apart. 
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